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Abstract 

The human-nonhuman animal boundary marks the interchange between human and 

animal, culture and nature, the social and the natural. This powerfully symbolic site 

has traditionally been structured via religion-based ideas of humanity's origins, that 

in the West have been used to maintain a strictly impermeable boundary: humans, 

created in God's own image and blessed with a soul on one side, on the other the 

senseless, soulless beast. This image is one which has come under threat from work 

in multiples branches of the natural and social sciences; in the humanities; and from 

animal rights activists and other social movements. Such culturally contested 

territory makes fertile ground for the study of interactions between science and 

ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWが aヴ;ﾏWS ┗ｷ; GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa ろHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-work' (1983), and Bowker 

わ “デ;ヴげゲ ゲﾗIｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ふヲヰヰヰぶく 

Using the fossilised figures of palaeoanthropological research as a prominent 

site at which the aforementioned boundary is constructed, the thesis considers both 

ｴﾗ┘ ゲ┌Iｴ さﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆゲざ ;ヴW ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐWS ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ-nonhuman 

animal dichotomy, and how the boundaries between science and nonscience culture 

are negotiated during this process. The project makes use of two case studies - the 

ｷﾐa;ﾏﾗ┌ゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐ ふSｷゲIﾗ┗WヴWS ヱΓヱヲぶ ;ﾐS デｴW ヴWIWﾐデ FﾉﾗヴWゲ けｴﾗHHｷデげ ふヲヰヰヴぶく 

Both received huge scientific and popular attention at the time of their respective 

discoveries, and it is a critical discourse analysis of relevant scientific and popular 

news media that provides the research data. 

The thesis addresses how missing links create connections far beyond simply 

their antecedents and descendants. Indeed, their emblematic position sees them use 

to explore fundamental notions of humanness, becoming tied to all manner of socio-

ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ ｷSWﾗﾉﾗｪｷWゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴﾗIWゲゲく Iデ ｷゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ デｴ;デ デｴWｷヴ けﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉげ 

position is made culturally meaningful. Such actions requires repeated transgression 

of the science-ﾐﾗﾐゲIｷWﾐIW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞が ; ﾉWゲゲﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ ┌ゲWS デﾗ Iヴｷデｷケ┌W けI;ﾐﾗﾐｷI;ﾉげ 

;ﾐS けIﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌┌ﾏげ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIW Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS デﾗ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデ ; ﾏﾗヴW IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝が 

multi-directional けｴ┞SヴﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉげ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ヮﾉ;IWく TｴW デｴWゲｷゲ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌SWゲ H┞ Sヴ;┘ｷﾐｪ 

attention to the gaps between formally recognised categories, and how these are 

utilised by scientists and journalists alike, both in the translation of these missing 



 

links between different systems of meaning, and in their role as a creative space for 

all parties to think with. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

We are accustomed to look upon the shackled form of a conquered monster, but 

there に there you could look at a thing monstrous and free. It was unearthly, and the 

men were に No, they were not inhuman. Well, you know, that was the worst of it に 

this suspicion of their not being inhuman. It would come slowly to one. They howled 

and leaped, and spun, and made horrid faces; but what thrilled you was just the 

thought of their inhumanity に like yours に the thought of your remote kinship with 

this wild and passionate uproar. Ugly. Yes, it was ugly enough; but if you were man 

enough you would admit to yourself that there was in you just the faintest trace of a 

response to the terrible frankness of that noise, a dim suspicion of there being a 

meaning in it which you に you so remote from the night of first ages に could 

comprehend. And why not? The mind of man is capable of anything に because 

everything is in it, all the past as well as all the future (Conrad 1990: 32 [1902]). 

 

The discovery that we had a long-lost relative who died out only a few thousand 

years ago is amazing enough. Finding one alive today and gazing into its eyes would 

be mind-blowing. In those dark, flickering little pupils, would we see a disturbing 

shadow of our own bestial past - or the comforting recognition of a fellow intelligent 

being? (Daily Mail 30.10.2004: 48). 

 

1. Introduction 

Iﾐ JﾗゲWヮｴ Cﾗﾐヴ;Sげゲ account ﾗa M;ヴﾉﾗ┘げゲ ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐW┞ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW ;ﾉｷWﾐ ┘ilderness of central 

AaヴｷI;が デｴW けHW;ヴデ ﾗa D;ヴﾆﾐWゲゲげ ﾉｷWゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW WヮｷIが ┌ﾐW┝ヮﾉﾗヴWS ｷﾐデWヴｷﾗヴ ;ﾐS ｷデゲ 

inhabitants, but within Marlow and, by extension, each of us. The passage above 

speaks of this ominous union between the Edwardian Englishman and the untamed 

savages he appraises from the precarious safety of his steamboat. The symbolic 

bond between these parties is in many respects the same as that between 20
th

 and 
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21
st

 century Western publics, and the archaic human fossils reanimated by 

palaeoanthroヮﾗﾉﾗｪｷゲデゲ ;ﾐS ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉｷゲデゲく Wｴ;デ デｴヴｷﾉﾉゲ ｷゲ デｴW さデｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ 

inhumanity に like yours に the thought of your remote kinship with this wild and 

ヮ;ゲゲｷﾗﾐ;デW ┌ヮヴﾗ;ヴざく TｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS ヮ;ゲゲ;ｪW ;Hﾗ┗W ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴW Daily Mail attempting to 

elucidate this same relationship 102 years later, but here the savage is LB1, newly 

discovered type specimen of the species Homo floresiensis. The suitability of 

Cﾗﾐヴ;Sげゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ WﾐS デｴWヴWが aﾗヴ デWﾐ ┞W;ヴゲ ;aデWヴ ｴｷゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆが デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ;デ 

Piltdown, England, of a creature half ape, half human, saw the living savage invoked 

;ゲ ; デWﾏヮﾉ;デW aﾗヴ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐげゲ ゲWﾏｷ-ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲく F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが ｷﾐ Cﾗﾐヴ;Sげゲ ゲデｷヴヴｷﾐｪ 

vision of these spear-┘ｷWﾉSｷﾐｪ Hヴ┌デWゲ ┘W ゲWW デｴW ゲ;ﾏW けM;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴげ デヴﾗヮW 

around which 20
th

 century fossil humans were invariably recreated. Such was its 

durability through times of enormous cultural upheaval that the template remain 

operational in 2004 during floresiensisげ ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐW┞ デﾗ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷIが デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ 

recontextualised for a new era. One might also see what is to follow as an attempt to 

unshackle the 'conquered monsters' we find in black-boxed scientific accounts of 

archaic human ancestors, and to study them 'monstrous and free': before the lid has 

HWWﾐ IﾉﾗゲWSく Fｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が ｷﾐ M;ヴﾉﾗ┘げゲ ﾉ;ゲデ ┘ﾗヴSゲ ;Hﾗ┗Wが ┘W ｴ;┗W ; ｴｷﾐデ ﾗa ; デｴWﾏW デｴ;デ I 

shall return to throughout the thesis に that these accounts of the past are, to a much 

greater degree, stories of the present. 

Iﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ヲヰヰヴげゲ Homo floresiensis, the thesis will use as case study the 

1912 discovery of Piltdown Man, scientifically Eoanthropus Dawsoni, though I will 

refrain from labouring through further introductions at this early stage. The 92 years 

between the discoveries is both a hindrance and an aid. On the one hand, the very 

different circumstances (spatially, as well as temporally) of the finds makes direct 

comparisons difficult. On the other, its makes similarities between the two all the 

more striking. Regardless, the method of analysis used (see below) demands a 

sensitivity to the context in which any data exists, and it is this sensitivity which will 

mediate potential problems in this regard. 
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Tｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴﾗ┌デ デｴW デｴWゲｷゲ I ヴWaWヴ デﾗ デｴWゲW IヴW;デ┌ヴWゲ ;ゲ けﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆゲげく Tｴｷゲ 

colloquial term is perhaps the best recognised for such entities and was used heavily 

during the Piltdown episode. In all the coverage collected of LB1, the phrase does 

not appear once however. No doubt this is a reflection of its unpopularity with 

modern scientists, who baulk at the implied simplicity of evolution which betrays its 

origins in the very earliest da┞ゲ ﾗa W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ふaｷヴゲデ ;ヮヮW;ヴｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ L┞Wﾉﾉげゲ 

Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man (1863)). In addition to a being a 

ヴWaﾉWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW デWヴﾏげゲ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐが ｷデ ┌ゲ;ｪW ｴWヴW ｷゲ ; SWﾉｷHWヴ;デW ┌ﾐSWヴゲIﾗヴｷﾐｪ 

of the problems these discoveries pose to our categorical systems. As a transitionary 

aﾗヴﾏ HWデ┘WWﾐ デ┘ﾗ SｷゲIヴWデW Iﾉ;ゲゲWゲが けﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆげ ｷゲ ヮヴWSｷI;デWS ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; 

human-animal binary
1
, and though modern scientists might shun the term, the 

conceptual confusions it heralds remain all too apparent in the work here. 

 Missing links offer the opportunity to observe the negotiation of the 

boundary between humans and nonhuman animals by scientists and journalists. The 

cultural importance of the humanにanimal boundary has already been demonstrated 

by writers such as Haraway, who refers to boundary straddling figures 

ふIﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ヮヴｷﾏ;デWゲ ｷﾐ ｴWヴ デW┝デが PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ ｴWヴWぶ ;ゲ さﾗII┌ヮ┞ｷﾐｪ デｴW HﾗヴSWヴ 

┣ﾗﾐWゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴﾗゲW ヮﾗデWﾐデ ﾏ┞デｴｷI ヮﾗﾉWゲざ ふヱΓΒΓぎヱぶ ﾗa ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ;ﾐS I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWく H;ヴ;┘;┞ 

seeks to escape from the nature-culture dualism, and does so by demonstrating how 

Hﾗデｴ けﾐ;デ┌ヴWげ ;ﾐS けI┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ┞ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ 

are the culturally constructed outcome of the particular socio-political context in 

                                                      

1
 Any constructivist attempt to discuss the human-animal boundary is hampered by the assumptions 

implicit in our languaｪWく H┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ;ヴW ﾗa Iﾗ┌ヴゲW ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲが ;ﾐS ┞Wデ さ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉざ ｷﾐ ｷデゲ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ 

usage tends to preclude humans. As such tensions are at the heart of the discussion here, they must 

HW ;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWSく TｴW ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏ I;ﾐ HW ;┗ﾗｷSWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ┌ﾐ┘ｷWﾉS┞ SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ さｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ-nonhuman 

;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉざが H┌デ aﾗヴ デｴW ゲ;ﾆW ﾗa デｴW デW┝デ I ┘ｷﾉﾉ ヮWヴゲW┗WヴW ┘ｷデｴ さｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲざ ;ﾐS さ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲざが ;ゲﾆｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ デｴW 

ヴW;SWヴ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐ ;┘;ヴW ﾗa ゲ┌Iｴ ｷゲゲ┌Wゲく さPヴｷﾏ;デWざ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ;ﾉゲﾗ HW ヮヴWaWヴヴWS ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW ﾏﾗヴW ;II┌ヴ;デW さﾐﾗﾐ-

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮヴｷﾏ;デWざ aﾗヴ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ヴW;ゲﾗﾐく 
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which the work takes place. Similar efforts to show how fluid, and culturally 

dependant, our ideas of what nature is have included investigations of hunting 

(Cartmill 1996), pet ownership (Franklin 1999), meat eating (Fiddes 1992) and 

anthropomorphism (Daston & Mitman 2005).  

 

The case studies will be explored with two research questions in mind: 

 

What shapes the positioning of missing links relative to the human-animal 

boundary? 

 

What do we learn about the communication of knowledge between science culture 

and popular culture during these episodes? 

 

The answers to these will be used to inform a third, overarching question: 

 

What is the relationship between scientific and popular classification systems 

during these episodes? 

 

The source material of the thesis に science journal media and mainstream 

news media に will be compared to see how constructions of these figures change 

across fora. Furthermore, the critical discourse analysis used will seek to position the 

texts studied within their wider socio-cultural contexts as a means of locating the 

otherwise unseen influences shaping these imaginings. This data will be used to 

explore the symbolic role of missing links; to critique existing models of science 

communication; to attempt to find some form of synthesis of the concepts of 
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さHﾗ┌ﾐdary-┘ﾗヴﾆざ ;ﾐS さHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ ﾗHﾃWIデざき デﾗ ｴｷｪｴﾉｷｪｴデ ｴﾗ┘ Hﾗデｴ ゲIｷWﾐIW ;ﾐS ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ 

cultures use dynamic, graduating categorisations whilst formally remaining wedded 

to fixed, discrete ones, and finally to show how conceptual spaces within popular 

culture classifications are utilised as important creative spaces for scientists and 

nonscientists alike. 

 

2. Theoretical Framework 

The two strands of the thesis connect not only through the missing link, but also 

through their shared conceptual structures. At issue are two binary concepts に 

human-animal; science-culture に which are theoretically discrete, yet in practice 

transgressed daily. The questions then are of boundary construction and boundary 

crossing. The thesis owes a debt in this regard both to the work of Gieryn, specifically 

ｴｷゲ ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-┘ﾗヴﾆげ ふヱΓΒンが ヱΓΓΓぶが ;ﾐS Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ わ “デ;ヴげゲ ふヲヰヰヰぶ ゲﾗIｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ﾗa 

classification. The former stems from a recognition of a disparity between numerous 

failed attempts to separate science from other forms of knowledge production 

theoretically, and the on-going separation of the two in practice that occurs every 

day. It seeks to address this disparity by focusing on how science is conducted 

さSﾗ┘ﾐ-ゲデヴW;ﾏざ ﾗa ｷデゲ ;Iデ┌;ﾉ ヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐが ｷﾐ ｷデゲ Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗ┌デゲｷSW デｴW ﾉ;Hﾗヴ;デﾗヴｷWゲ 

anS ┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲｷデ┞ SWヮ;ヴデﾏWﾐデゲ aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷデ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;デWゲく Gﾗｷﾐｪ HW┞ﾗﾐS L;デﾗ┌ヴげゲ ふヱΓΒΑぶ 

two-faced Janusian visage of science engaging different groups with different voices, 

boundary work in practice involves the deployment of multiple, contextually 

dependent, imaｪWゲ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIWが IヴW;デWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ;ｷﾏ ﾗa ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ 

SWﾏ;ヴI;デｷﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｷSWヴ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞く IﾐaﾗヴﾏWS ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴデ H┞ AHHﾗデデげゲ ふヱΓΒΒぶ ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ゲデ┌S┞ 

of how professions compete with one another for jurisdiction, at the heart of 

GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ｷゲ ; ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ that such every-day demarcations have a very 

tangible effect, both on how knowledge claims are treated, and how future work is 

supported. 

OﾐW ﾗa デｴW ｪヴW;デ ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴげゲ ﾗa GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉ に its sharp, narrow focus に is 

also its greatest weakness. Although a powerful tool for analysing micro level 
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boundary actions, the model has little to say on the role of structure in boundary 

drawing; on how boundaries become embedded in the systems of meaning through 

┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉS ｷゲ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデWSく HWヴW Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ わ “デ;ヴげゲ ふヲヰヰ0) magisterial analysis of 

けIﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ｷデゲ IﾗﾐゲWケ┌WﾐIWゲげ ｷゲ ヴWケ┌ｷヴWSく Tｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲｴ;ヴｷﾐｪ GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ ｷﾐ 

cross-cultural interactions, Bowker & Star approach the issue at the macro level, 

paying particular attention to interactions between explicit, formal classifications 

and implicit, mundane classifications. Underpinning this distinction are two differing 

methods of classification. Formal classifications are based on Aristotelian, binary 

principles: that there are consistent, unique classificatory principles in operation; 

that categories are mutually exclusive, and that any system is complete (ibid. p10-

11). The authors stress however that these are ideals which no system fully meets in 

practice. Mundane, everyday classifications rely on what Rosch (1978) calls 

けヮヴﾗデﾗデ┞ヮWゲげく Aﾐ W┝デWﾐゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa WｷデデｪWﾐゲデWｷﾐげゲ けa;ﾏｷﾉ┞ ヴWゲWﾏHﾉ;ﾐIWゲげ (1953), prototype 

classification involves categorising objects into fuzzily-bounded, overlapping classes, 

on the basis of dynamic, metaphorical linkages. This distinction will be applied here 

in the explication of how science culture and Western popular culture, both based 

on Aristotelian methods of classification, interact with the episodic, local 

classifications of everyday actions which are prototypic in nature. Making sense of 

missing links requires not only the classification of such entities within both cultural 

systems, but also their successful transition from prototypic classifications to these 

systems. It is in these processes that the thesis will seek to find answers. 

 

3. The Missing Link 

Aヮヮﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ゲIｷWﾐIW-culture boundary-work model to the human-animal 

boundary reflects the great parallels between the two. Both boundaries carry 

enormous practical implications, the first enabling the on-going dominance of 

science as the source of knowledge production, and the second enabling the on-

going dominance of humans in relation to the natural world. As with the former, the 

human-animal boundary is marked by a disparity between failed theoretical 
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attempts to clearly delineate the two whilst, at the same time, a successful division is 

maintained in popular culture. Traditional Judeo-Christian beliefs have helped 

support a rigid, distinct boundary between human and non-human animal within 

Western culture (Thomas 1996:17-25), furthered by prominent thinkers such as 

Aristotle and Descartes, yet almost 150 years ago Origin of the Species demonstrated 

that humans were fundamentally connected to other animals; that rather than being 

┌ﾐｷケ┌Wﾉ┞ IヴW;デWS ｷﾐ GﾗSげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾏ;ｪWが ﾗ┌ヴ ;ﾐIWゲデﾗrs were in fact nonhuman too. A 

flood of scientific research in the twentieth century, primarily into the great apes, 

has undercut a number of grounds on which the boundary might be maintained. 

Primatology research with chimpanzees has found evidence of tool use and 

さI┌ﾉデ┌ヴWゲざ ゲヮWIｷaｷI デﾗ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲ ふWくｪく K;┘;ｷ ヱΓヶヵが WｴｷデWﾐ Wデ ;ﾉく ヱΓΓΓぶき デｴW 

ability to converse in sign language has also been attributed to them (e.g. Gardner & 

Gardner 1975); whilst the recent chimpanzee genome project confirmed that chimps 

share approximately 98 per cent
2
 of their genome with ourselves (The Chimpanzee 

Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005). Features thought to be unique to human 

speech have been identified in other species, such as grammatical recursion in 

starlings (Gentner et al. 2006). In addition, there is a growing body of science seeking 

to attribute personality - formerly a quality strictly reserved for those on the human 

side of the line - to animals as diverse as octopuses and mice (Mather and Anderson 

1993, Gosling 2001). On a philosophical level too attempts are being made to 

challenging existing dichotomous understandings (Singer 1990, Gray 2002). 

 Despite this mountain of evidence suggesting that any differences that do 

exist are but differences of degree rather than of kind, and that the boundary as it 

stands may be built on decidedly shaky ground, a strict division is still maintained in 

                                                      

2
 The preciseness of such figures, which can vary by several percentage points depending on the 

particular genetic material being analyzed, and the methods used, must be taken with a pinch of salt 

(see Marks 2003). Regardless, chimpanzees share the vast majority of their genome with ourselves. 
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Western culture. This is evidenced in our language
3
; in our laws; in our treatment of 

animals in the meat and diary industry and in our use of them scientific testing; in 

countless examples of economic development being put before ecological 

protection. As with the scienceにculture divide, the maintenance of dichotomous 

understandings of humans and animals, as opposed to understandings of humans as 

animals, raises the question of how this dichotomy is preserved, and what role 

science plays in it.  

 L;デﾗ┌ヴげゲ ふヱΓΓンぶ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ｷゲ ┌ゲWa┌ﾉ ｴWヴW ｷﾐ ｴｷｪｴﾉｷｪｴデｷﾐｪ ﾃ┌ゲデ ｴﾗ┘ IヴｷデｷI;ﾉ デｴW 

disparity between theoretical and practical divisions of nature, culture, and science 

are. He argues that modernity is essentially built upon a system of ontological 

gerrymandering, that relies on a clear theoretical separation of nature and culture 

whilst in practice the joining of the two is the very thing that sustains the project. 

This joining takes the form of hybrids, the interlinking of human and 

nonhuman/object, whether conceptually or physically, but this profusion of 

mediation is, paradoxically, only made possible by insisting that nature and culture 

are entirely independent of one another. To explain this paradox Latour makes a 

comparison with premodern societies where no such division between nature and 

culture exists and in fact their co-constitution is a conceptual bedrock に here the cost 

of allowing hybrids to propagate is simply too great, as it could threaten their entire 

world view. The crucial lesson that I wish to take from this is that science is 

SWヮWﾐS;ﾐデ ┌ヮﾗﾐ ﾏﾗSWヴﾐｷデ┞げゲ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗﾐｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐゲが 

and so not only does science help construct the nature-culture boundary, it is also 

constructed by it. Not only then is the inspiration for the boundary-work model に the 

disjuncture between theory and practice に present at the humanにanimal boundary, 

it is also, if we accept L;デﾗ┌ヴげゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデが a┌ﾐS;ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ デﾗ ﾏﾗSWヴﾐｷデ┞が ;ﾐS デｴW WﾐデｷヴW 

edifice of science/culture/nature. In this light, utilizing the scienceにculture boundary-

work model is all the more appropriate. 

                                                      

3
 See footnote 1 
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It should be noted that there is a great deal of debate within biology 

regarding how the classification of life should be organized. The original system, 

Linnaean taxonomy, is based heavily on the notion of natural kinds, and so seeks to 

order species in fixed hierarchies. The more recent cladistics system rejects some of 

these essentialist notions, and limits itself to showing relative evolutionary 

relationships between species. As these distinctions are largely irrelevant to the 

ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐゲ ;デ ｴ;ﾐSが I ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ヴWaWヴ ｴWヴW デﾗ けデ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏ┞げ に by which I mean an 

Aristotelian system of classifying life used by scientists that seeks to order evolution 

through dividing it into discrete, exclusive units. Further discuss of this is given in 

chapter two. 

 

4. Structure of the Thesis 

The data chapters of the thesis are structured around the two case studies and the 

two boundaries investigated. Chapter four then considers the first case study, 

Piltdown Man, in relation to the human-animal boundary, and chapter five considers 

the science-nonscience boundary during this case. Chapters six and seven consider 

these boundaries in relation to the second case study, LB1, but the order is reversed, 

so that chapter six deals with the science-nonscience boundary. The reason for this 

was that the two science-nonscience chapters were felt to be more closely aligned 

than the human-animal chapters, and would reward sequential running. I now 

proceed to discuss each chapter in more detail. 

 

In chapter three I discuss the design of the thesis and the research methods 

used. How the thesis evolved from its beginnings, and how the case studies came to 

be selected is considered first. The data chosen and how it was gathered and 

analysed is detailed, with particular attention paid to explicating the critical 

discourse analysis used to study the data. The difficulties of utilising that most 

elusive of concepts に けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげ に is also discussed. 
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Chapter four, the first data chapter, considers Piltdown Man and his 

positioning in relation to the human-animal boundary. It begins by outlining the 

resolute challenge such an obvious chimera posed for popular binary conceptions of 

the human-animal boundary. The response of scientists and journalists was 

unhesitating: declare the figure human, even whilst simultaneously acknowledging 

its nonhuman features. The deciding a;Iデﾗヴ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾉ;┞ ﾐﾗデ ｷﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 

fossilised remains, but in its symbolic appeal. This appeal saw it become tied to a 

strongly nationalistic discourse, as English scientists sought an ancient ancestor to 

call their own. European and American scientists by contrast saw only the mistaken 

conjoining of an ape jaw and human skull. Humanising such a monster required a 

role model: a pre-existing semi-human. Scientists found the answer in contemporary 

ｷﾐSｷｪWﾐﾗ┌ゲ デヴｷHWゲが ﾗヴ けゲ;┗;ｪWゲげ ;ゲ デｴW┞ ┘WヴW likely to be labelled. In this way Piltdown 

M;ﾐげゲ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ デｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ふｷくWく ┘ｴｷデW E┌ヴﾗヮW;ﾐぶ ゲｷSW ﾗa デｴW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ ;ゲ 

ゲデヴWﾐｪデｴWﾐWSが ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ デｴWゲW ﾉｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲげ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ┘W;ﾆWﾐWSく Tｴ┌ゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾐﾗデ 

only gave England an ancient history, but also a mandate to continue its imperial 

;ﾏHｷデｷﾗﾐゲく Fｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が デｴW SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI けHomoげ ;ﾐS デｴW 

ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ HヴｷWaﾉ┞ aﾉ;ｪｪWS ┌ヮく Tｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ｪ;┗W ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┞HヴｷSｷデ┞ H┞ ヮﾉ;Iｷﾐｪ デｴW aｷﾐS ｷﾐ ; ﾐW┘ ｪWﾐ┌ゲが デｴey continued to refer to it 

as human, an act that exported humanness beyond the confines of Homo and threw 

the boundaries of both into question. Careful boundary management was required 

to admit Piltdown whilst undesirables, like extant primates, where kept out. During 

デｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲが デｴW Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ｷデゲWﾉa HWI;ﾏW ; ﾏﾗヴW IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ けデヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞げ Iﾗﾐaｷｪ┌ヴ;デｷﾗﾐが H┌デ 

only in a unreflexive manner which left the boundary formally unthreatened. 

 

In chapter five I consider the relationship between science culture and 

popular culture, by studying the manner in which Piltdown Man was created for the 

general public. Particular attention is paid to the narratives used to reanimate the 

IヴW;デ┌ヴWく Aデ デｴW IWﾐデヴW ﾗa デｴW Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ｷゲ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ふヱΓΓヰぶ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ 
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science, which sees it as a rhetorical device for allowing scientists to engage with the 

public whilst simultaneously protecting their epistemic authority. Scientists referred 

to Piltdown as human within both science and mass media, the only difference being 

that in the former no justification (beyond the conflicting physical remains), and no 

explication of what human meant in this context, was given. Scientists continued to 

use human however as it the best means of engaging public interest in the find. The 

fact that human was only given any meaning with the mass media is used to critique 

the assumption underpinning the pure/popular model に that science is the solely 

producer of useful knowledge. I support this argument further with an appraisal of 

けM;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴげ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデions of human evolution, which demonstrate clearly the 

influence of wider cultural ideas on scientific knowledge claims. The subversion of 

the Hunter template by the Daily Expressげ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪW に turning it into an 

;デデ;Iﾆ ﾗﾐ デｴW ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ Wﾏ;ﾐIｷヮ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏovement に shows how such reconstructions 

are more revealing of the present than the past. As a final example of the culturally-

ゲヮWIｷaｷI ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆゲが I Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ デｴ;デ ﾗa 

“ﾗﾏﾏWヴげゲ ふヲヰヰヶぶ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa ; NW;ﾐSWヴデｴ;ﾉ SｷゲIﾗ┗ery in France in 1908. I conclude in 

ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ ﾗa Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ Iヴｷデｷケ┌Wが ;ﾐS ;SS デﾗ ｷデ デｴW ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa デｴW ﾏ;ゲゲ ﾏWSｷ; 

as a creative space in which scientists can explore concepts like humanness more 

freely. Returning finally to the trinary concept, I suggest that popular science, like the 

missing link, acts to protect the binary in which it stands, by providing a space in 

which transgressions of the binary might be safely excused. 

 

 Homo floresiensis provides the material for chapters six and seven. Chapter 

ゲｷ┝ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ ﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴげゲ aﾗI┌ゲ ﾗﾐ ゲIｷWﾐIW-nonscience boundaries. 

Like Piltdown, LB1 received huge media attention, which was both a cause and effect 

ﾗa デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ ゲ┌Iｴ ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆゲ ;ヴW a;ヴ ヴWﾏﾗ┗WS aヴﾗﾏ W┗Wヴ┞S;┞が けヴﾗ┌デｷﾐWげ ゲIｷWﾐIW. 

Mﾗ┗ｷﾐｪ HW┞ﾗﾐS Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆが デｴW Iｴ;ヮデWヴ HWｪｷﾐゲ H┞ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷﾐｪ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIW 

Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏﾗヴW ┘ｷSWﾉ┞が ヮ;┞ｷﾐｪ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ B┌IIｴｷげゲ ふヱΓΓヶぶ ﾏﾗヴW 

complex analysis. A chronological examination of the LB1 data is used to study where 
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claims around the figure were first made, and how they dispersed and evolved. As at 

Piltdown, the manner in which knowledge spread through different fora lends 

ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ デﾗ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆが H┌デ ﾐﾗデ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ W┝IWヮデｷﾗﾐく Fﾗヴ デｴW ﾐﾗﾐゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデ 

audiences of intraspecialist and mass media, the discovery was structured around 

デｴヴWW デヴﾗヮWゲぎ けLﾗゲデ WﾗヴﾉSげ ;ﾐS けｴﾗHHｷデげ ﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWゲが ;ﾐS デｴW ﾐﾗ┘ a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ けM;ﾐ 

デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴげく DWゲヮｷデW ヴWI┌ヴヴｷﾐｪ ﾏﾗデｷaゲが IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ヴWｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ;ヴW IﾉW;ヴが aﾗヴ 

example in a misanthropic imagining of the Hunter. Not only was nonscience culture 

important in this respect, but also in the many elements of the episode which took 

place solely within non intraspecialist media. For this reason I reject the uni-

directional flow of knowledge from science to nonscience culture that is implicit in 

the river metaphor used by Hilgartner. I conclude by positing my own model of 

science communication, that seeks to incorporate previous work, but better 

recognise the multi-directional nature of knowledge flows around such symbolically 

powerful entities. 

 

 Chapter seven parallels chapter four, considering how LB1, 92 years after 

Piltdown, was made to fit the human-animal binary. Again, pre-existing figures were 

central to the process of fixing its semi-humanness, but in more culturally sensitive 

times a fictional creation is required to take the role of the savage. The manner in 

which missing links forge far more numerous cultural connections than biological 

ones is evident once more, as nationalism, gender and anthropocentricism influence 

events. The chapter also extends beyond the ambitions of its companion chapter, to 

consider in more detail the scientific categorisation of these figures, and the 

interactions between it and popular categorisations. This process revolved around 

デｴW I;デWｪﾗヴｷWゲ けHomoげ ;ﾐS けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく TｴW IﾗﾐデWゲデWS ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐゲ ﾗa けHomoげ ;ヴW SｷゲI┌ゲゲWSが 

and how science, though its monopolisation of the term, was able to black-box it. 

Considering it in relation to LB1 reveals the tensions that still exist within this most 

personal of taxa, tensions which are played out in the leaching between it and 

けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく OﾐW ﾗa デｴW ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏWゲ ﾗa デｴｷゲ ｷゲ ; ヴWｷa┞ｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲが ﾉW;┗ｷﾐｪ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ 
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searching for an empirical basis to an intangible concept. Despite the two terms 

many inconsistencies and conflicts, scientists are driven to conflate the two in the 

effort to draw public interest and also, it is suggested, use this less constrained arena 

as a creative space in which to consider the wider implications of such chimeras. 

 

 The concluding chapter collates the data chapters to address the key 

questions of the thesis. The trinary concept is explored in detail, and considered in 

デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デ ﾗa GｷWヴ┞ﾐ ;ﾐS Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ わ “デ;ヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆく Fｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が デｴW WデｴｷI;ﾉ SｷﾏWﾐゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW 

human-animal boundary is considered, and the possible outcomes of undermining it. 

This final section returns us to the symbolic role of the boundary with which I began. 

 

The question of questions for mankindねthe problem which underlies all others, and 

is more deeply interesting than any otherねis the ascertainment of the place which 

Man occupies in nature and of his relations to the universe of things (Huxley 1863 

[2007]). 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

In the following chapter I shall provide some background to some of the key issues of 

the thesis. I begin by discussing the act of classification, to provide a wider 

ヮWヴゲヮWIデｷ┗W デｴ;ﾐ デｴW HヴｷWa SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ わ “デ;ヴげゲ ふヲヰヰヰぶ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ｷﾐ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ﾗﾐWく 

I shall then move on to discuss taxonomy more specifically, as the scientific method 

of classification, before finally focusing on the missing link and its history. 

 Several prominent themes of the thesis are not covered here, as discussion of 

them is left to the chapter, or chapters, in which they are particularly relevant. 

Discussion of boundary work and boundary objects takes place primarily in chapters 

ﾗﾐW ;ﾐS Wｷｪｴデく Iﾐ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ デｴヴWW I ┌ﾐヮ;Iﾆ デｴW デWヴﾏゲ けゲIｷWﾐIW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげ ;ﾐS けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ 

I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげく CﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWが ゲﾗ ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ デﾗ 

chapter five, is, appropriately, left for that chapter. Chapter six discusses models of 

science communication more generally. Although all this material could have been 

analysed here, it was felt that the reader would be better served by distributing such 

material to where it was most needed. 

 

1. Classification 

The popular conception of a missing link is simply of an individual that at some point 

in the past stood on the evolutionary line between modern humans and modern 

primates. However, the popular conception is a reduction of a far more complex 

natural world. Problematic in the hunt for a missing link is that a simple model 

mistakes human classification for biological fact.  

The practice of classification is integral to human thought. At its most basic, it is the 

grouping together - and separation of - objects and/or individuals on the basis of a 

selection of criteria. In grouping together otherwise disparate elements, 

classification allows the unimaginable complexity of the social and natural worlds to 

be reduced down to a consistency that the limited human mind is able to grasp.  
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BWヴｪWヴ ;ﾐS L┌Iﾆﾏ;ﾐﾐげゲ ゲﾗIｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ﾗa ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ┘ﾗヴﾆ ;aaﾗヴSゲ ; SWデ;ｷﾉWS 

ヮｷIデ┌ヴW ﾗa ｴﾗ┘ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐが ﾗヴ けデ┞ヮｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐげ ;ゲ デｴW┞ ヴWaWヴ デﾗ ｷデが ｷゲ ; ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ｷﾐｴWヴWﾐデ 

in our comprehension of the world. The world is viewed as a continuum of 

typifications, ranging from the specific to the anonymous. At the specific end is the 

face-to-a;IW ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW さｴWヴW ;ﾐS ﾐﾗ┘ざ ふヱΓΓヱぎンヶぶが ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デ┞ヮｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ;ヴW 

relatively detailed and also open to adjustment depending on the behaviour of the 

other; 

 

Tｴ┌ゲ I ;ヮヮヴWｴWﾐS デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ ;ゲ け; ﾏ;ﾐげが け; E┌ヴﾗヮW;ﾐげが け; H┌┞Wヴげが け; ﾃﾗ┗ｷ;ﾉ デ┞ヮWげが ;ﾐS 

ゲﾗ ﾗﾐく Aﾉﾉ デｴWゲW デ┞ヮｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗﾐｪﾗｷﾐｪﾉ┞ ;aaWIデ ﾏ┞ ｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ｴｷﾏぐ O┌ヴ a;IW-

to-face interaction will be patterned by these typifications as long as they do not 

become problematic through interference on his part (ibid. p45). 

 

Aデ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ WﾐS ﾗa デｴW Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌┌ﾏ ;ヴW ｪヴ;ﾐS ;Hゲデヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげ 

(see below) which reduces what is in reality a huge number of complex individuals 

down to a limited number of stereotypes, which can be grouped together and 

imagined as one unit. It is the sum of these typifications, and the patterns of 

interaction coded within them, that comprise the social structure of society. 

To pursue this idea further, it is necessary to understand Berger and 

L┌Iﾆﾏ;ﾐﾐげゲ ﾗﾐデﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ｷﾐ ﾏﾗヴW SWデ;ｷﾉく TｴW┞ ;ヴｪ┌W デｴ;デ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ﾗII┌ヮ┞ ; ┌ﾐｷケ┌W 

ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾉS ｷﾐ デｴ;デ デｴW┞ ｴ;┗W ﾐﾗ さHｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ aｷ┝WS Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ 

relationship to the eﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデざ ふibid. p65). As a result our relationship with the 

W┝デWヴﾐ;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾉS ｷゲ Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴWS H┞ ; け┘ﾗヴﾉS ﾗヮWﾐﾐWゲゲげ ふibid.), that if unchecked would 

leave human existence in a perpetual state of chaos. In a statement that should be 

borne in mind throughout this thesis, they declare 
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While it is possible to say that man has a nature, it is more significant to say that 

man constructs his own nature, or more simply, that man produces himself (ibid. 

p66). 

 

This world openness, a fragile connection to the external world, helps to explain the 

け;ﾉﾉ┌ヴW ﾗa HWﾉﾗﾐｪｷﾐｪげ ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾉｷWゲ ;デ デｴW ｴW;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉｷゲﾏ ┘ｴｷIｴ aW;デ┌ヴWゲ ｷﾐ 

chapters four and seven, and which the missing link itself appeals to. This can be 

ゲWWﾐ ｷﾐ AﾐSWヴゲﾗﾐげゲ ふヲヰヰヶぶ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIh patriotism uses 

ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW ﾗa さﾆｷﾐゲｴｷヮ ふﾏﾗデｴWヴﾉ;ﾐSが Vaterland, patriaぶ ﾗヴ デｴ;デ ﾗa ｴﾗﾏWざぎ 

 

Bﾗデｴ ｷSｷﾗﾏゲ SWﾐﾗデW ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ デﾗ ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾗﾐW ｷゲ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ デｷWS ぷぐへ Iﾐ W┗Wヴ┞デｴｷﾐｪ 

けﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉげ デｴWヴW ｷゲ ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ ┌ﾐIｴﾗゲWﾐく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ┘;┞が ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ-ness is 

assimilated to skin-colour, gender, parentage and birth-era に all those things one 

I;ﾐﾐﾗデ ｴWﾉヮく AﾐS ｷﾐ デｴWゲW けﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ デｷWゲげ ﾗﾐW ゲWﾐゲWゲ ┘ｴ;デ ﾗﾐW ﾏｷｪｴデ I;ﾉﾉ けデｴW 

beauty of gemeinschaftげく Tﾗ ヮ┌デ ｷデ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ┘;┞が ヮヴWIｷゲWﾉ┞ HWI;┌ゲW ゲ┌Iｴ デｷWゲ ;ヴW 

not chosen, they have about them a halo of disinterestedness (p143). 

 

Without any biologically based instinct to bring stability to our existence, it is 

necessary to create order for ourselves, and this is achieved through the social 

world. The act of typification is one element of this effort, reducing complexity and 

ordering it. Another element is habitualization, the typification and repetition of 

behaviour. An example would be the social rules governing polite conduct when 

meeting a stranger. By carrying out the accepted behaviour of shaking hands in such 

situations, one avoids an internal debate about how to physically acknowledge the 

ﾗデｴWヴげゲ ヮヴWゲWﾐIWが ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐW ｷﾐゲデW;S デﾗ IﾗﾐIWﾐデヴ;デW ﾗﾐ ﾗデｴWヴ ﾏ;デデWヴゲが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW 

content of conversation. This narrows the potentially huge number of choices we 

face each day in living our lives, moving many decisions into the cognitive 
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background, to allow us to focus on only the most pressing. In this way, 

ｴ;Hｷデ┌;ﾉｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ I;ﾐ HW デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ﾗa ;ゲ ; aﾗヴﾏ ﾗa けゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ｷﾐゲデｷﾐIデげく 

The final element is institutionalization. This occurs when habitualized actions 

are reciprocally typified by types of actors; 

 

What must be stressed is the reciprocity of institutional typifications and the 

typicality of not only the actions but also the actors in institutions. The 

typifications of habitualized actions that constitute institutions are always shared 

ones (ibid. p72). 

 

Institutions shape our behaviour by influencing patterns of conduct, as the 

institution of science shapes the behaviour of scientists. Like any other feature of the 

social world, institutions reside ultimately in the minds of individuals, but they 

develop coercive power beyond that of subjective thoughts in the here and now 

though the transcending nature of sign systems like language. Language holds the 

history of an institution in the present; it brings the past (and future) into the here 

and now, not as subjective knowledge, but as knowledge external to our own 

biographies, as facts about the world. As such, they have a much greater coercive 

power. This process is centrally important to the influence of scientific classification. 

Berger and Luckmann base their sociology of knowledge within the framework of 

“Iｴ┌デ┣げゲ けIﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ ゲWﾐゲW ┘ﾗヴﾉSげ ふヱΓΑンぶが デｴW ｷﾐデWヴゲ┌HﾃWIデｷ┗W ┘ﾗヴﾉS ﾗa ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ 

which our day to day lives occur. In scientific thinking similarly, our knowledge of the 

world is formed through constructs; through abstractions, idealizations, 

ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐゲ WデIWデWヴ;く Fﾗヴ デｴｷゲ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ けa;Iデゲげが ;ゲ ゲWﾉa-defined entities, do not exist. 

Instead they are selected from the external world by our minds, and as such are 

ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデWS a;Iデゲく Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが さTｴｷゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾏW;ﾐ デｴ;デが ｷﾐ S;ｷﾉ┞ ﾉｷaW ﾗヴ ｷﾐ ゲIｷWﾐIWが ┘W 

are unable to grasp the reality of the world. It just means that we grasp merely 

certain aspects of it, nameﾉ┞ デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ヴW ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐデ デﾗ ┌ゲざ ふibid. p5). 
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Although classification is integral to all human thought, whether popular, scientific, 

or any other, Bauman argues that it is only in modernity that classification is marked 

ﾗ┌デ H┞ デｴW ゲWデデｷﾐｪ ﾗa さﾗヴSWヴ ;ゲ ; デ;ゲﾆぐ as the archetype for all other tasks, one that 

renders all other tasks mere metaphors of itselfざ ふヱΓΓヱぎヴぶく H┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ I;ﾐ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉ 

what it knows, and it can only know what it has classified. The outcome of this 

process should be (apparently) definitive, stable knowledge regarding the workings 

of our environment. Ranged against order is chaos and ambivalence; the unordered 

and hence uncontrolled. This is experienced as a threat; it renders us powerless, 

resulting in anxiety and indecision. Nowhere is this threat countered with such 

aWヴﾗIｷデ┞ デｴ;ﾐ ｷﾐ ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ゲIｷWﾐIWが さborn out of the overwhelming ambition to conquer 

N;デ┌ヴW ;ﾐS ゲ┌HﾗヴSｷﾐ;デW ｷデ デﾗ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾐWWSゲざ ふibid. p39), an ethos which can be traced 

H;Iﾆ デﾗ Fヴ;ﾐIｷゲ B;Iﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ SWIﾉ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ さscientia potentia est
4 ざ (1597). 

Classification is more than simply an ordering of knowledge however: it has a power 

dynamic too. The practice of ordering creates dichotomies, separating those within 

from those without, but at the same time suggests symmetry and equality between 

groups. Bauman considers this a sham, as the creation of a dichotomy requires the 

ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ﾗa ; けSｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デｷﾐｪ ヮﾗ┘Wヴげ ふヮヱヴぶ デﾗ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デW ;ﾐS ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐ デｴW Sｷ┗ｷSWく Aゲ ; 

result an asymmetry of power is at the root of all such dichotomies. 

 However, no classification offers a complete fit, as nature and society can 

always produce cases which fall between classes, or which span two or more classes 

simultaneously. This creates a third category which challenges the comfortable 

dichotomy of order and disorder; us and them; good and bad. This ambivalence is an 

unavoidable outcome of the ordering project in modernity; the greater the push to 

order, the greater the production of ambivalence. In the physical world, this 

;ﾏHｷ┗;ﾉWﾐIW ｷゲ ﾗaデWﾐ ヴW;ﾉｷ┣WS ;ゲ け┘;ゲデWげ, defined by its refusal to comply with 

accepted divisions; 

                                                      

4
 TｴW L;デｷﾐ ﾏ;┝ｷﾏ さゲIｷWﾐデｷ; ヮﾗデWﾐデｷ; Wゲデざ translates as "for also knowledge itself is power", or simply 

さﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ｷゲ ヮﾗ┘Wヴざく 
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They are waste, as they defy classification and explode the tidiness of the grid. 

They are the disallowed mixture of categories that must not mix. They earned 

their death-sentence by resisting separation (p15). 

 

Such a violent response is a measure of the threat these ambivalent groups pose to 

デｴW ;IIWヮデWS ﾗヴSWヴく Wｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾉSが B;┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ けゲデヴ;ﾐｪWヴゲげが ┘ｴﾗ H┞ 

デｴWｷヴ ┗Wヴ┞ W┝ｷゲデWﾐIW I;ﾉﾉ ｷﾐデﾗ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ デｴW ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa けaヴｷWﾐSげ ;ﾐS けWﾐWﾏ┞げく 

けAゲ デｴ;デ ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ デｴW aﾗ┌ﾐS;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ヴWゲデゲ ;ﾉﾉ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ﾉｷaW ;ﾐS ;ﾉﾉ SｷaaWヴWﾐIWゲ 

┘ｴｷIｴ ヮ;デIｴ ｷデ ┌ヮ ;ﾐS ｴﾗﾉS ｷデ デﾗｪWデｴWヴが デｴW ゲデヴ;ﾐｪWヴ ゲ;ヮゲ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ﾉｷaW ｷデゲWﾉaくげ ふヮヵヵぶく 

B;┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾗﾐ ;ﾏHｷ┗;ﾉWﾐIW ｷゲ Iﾗﾏヮ;デｷHﾉW ┘ｷデｴ Dﾗ┌ｪﾉ;ゲげ ヴW;Sｷﾐｪ ﾗa 

pollution taboos. Douglas takes her cue from seemingly the most mundane of 

ﾏ;デデWヴき Sｷヴデく Aゲ ┘ｷデｴ B;┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ け┘;ゲデWげが Sｷヴデ ｷゲ ゲﾗ SWaｷﾐWS HWI;┌ゲW ﾗa ｷデゲ ヴWa┌ゲ;ﾉ デﾗ 

comply with our attempts at order. There is nothing inherent in certain matter which 

ﾏ;ﾆWゲ ｷデ けSｷヴデげが ヴ;デｴWヴ ｷデ ｷゲ デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷデ ｷゲ ヮﾉ;IWSく “ﾗｷﾉ ｷﾐ デｴW ｪ;ヴSWﾐ ｷゲ 

simply soil, only when it is deposited by shoes across a gleaming kitchen floor does it 

become dirt. This suggests both an ordered system of relations - certain materials 

should be in certain places - and a breach of that system by the dirt. Hence the 

practice of cleaning is an ordering of the environment as much as anything else, the 

removal of soil from the house a confirmation of the distinction between inside and 

out, culture and nature. 

 

Iﾐ Iｴ;ゲｷﾐｪ Sｷヴデぐ ┘W ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ ｪﾗ┗WヴﾐWS H┞ ;ﾐ┝ｷWデ┞ デﾗ WゲI;ヮW SｷゲW;ゲWが H┌デ ;ヴW 

positively re-ﾗヴSWヴｷﾐｪ ﾗ┌ヴ Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデが ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷデ Iﾗﾐaﾗヴﾏ デﾗ ;ﾐ ｷSW;ぐ ｷデ ｷゲ ; 

creative movement, an attempt to relate form to function, to make unity of 

experience. (1969:2) 
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In Implicit Meanings (1975), Douglas refers to the maintenance of the dichotomy 

HWデ┘WWﾐ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ;ﾐS ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ゲヮWIｷaｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ デｴW けヮ┌ヴｷデ┞ ヴ┌ﾉWげ ふヮヲヱンぶが 

which polices a no-ﾏ;ﾐげゲ land between the two by prohibiting the excursion of 

natural processes into the social world. 

An important lesson to take from all the accounts above is that there is no 

disconnect between the ordering of social categories and the ordering of the natural 

world. The two are interlinked in the process of structuring the world we perceive, 

and also in the meaning invested in this structuring. The search for structure 

;ﾏﾗﾐｪゲデ Iｴ;ﾗゲ IヴW;デWゲ け┘;ゲデWげ ;ﾐS けゲデヴ;ﾐｪWヴゲげ ;ﾉｷﾆWく Aﾐ;ﾉﾗｪｷWゲが IﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲ ﾗヴ ﾐﾗデが ﾏ;┞ 

be extended between the social and natural realms to justify the divisions drawn. 

けCﾗゲﾏﾗﾉﾗｪｷWゲげ ふibid. p226) drawing on divisions of the natural world, become self-

evident truths utilized within societies, as they do in the Lele society studied by 

Douglas, where the principles of  hygiene and diet mirror those for classifying animal 

kinds (ibid. p209). In the case of science specifically, Bauman lays responsibility for 

philosophical environment in which Hitler carried out his extermination of the Jews 

at the feet of modern science. What is more comforting to think of as an momentary 

act of madness was in fact a wholly rational project from the point of view of its 

perpetrators, devoid of any moral dimension, in fitting with its status as scientific 

social engineering. When the rational, supposedly objective, division of the natural 

world by modern science was mapped on to the social world, the eugenics 

movement was born. TｴW け┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ;ヴデｷaｷIｷ;ﾉ ﾗヴSWヴげ ふヱΓΓヱぎンΒぶ IヴW;デWS H┞ ; 

dichotomizing science hide the asymmetry of power present in its creation, giving 

legitimacy to the division of the haves and have-nots.  

This intertwining between the ordering of natural and social worlds is also 

uncovered in Levi-“デヴ;┌ゲゲげ ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デﾗデWﾏｷゲﾏ ふヱΓヶヲぶく Iﾐ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW デﾗ 

Bauman, he states; 

 

The resemblances and differences of animal species are translated into terms 

of friendship and conflict, solidarity and opposition. In other words the world 
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of animal life is represented in terms of social relations similar to those of 

human society (p160).  

 

Animals become metaphorical devices for structuring and imagining human 

ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲく N;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ ゲヮWIｷWゲ ;ヴW IｴﾗゲWﾐ ﾐﾗデ HWI;┌ゲW デｴW┞ ;ヴW けｪﾗﾗS デﾗ W;デげが H┌デ HWI;┌ゲW 

デｴW┞ ;ヴW けｪﾗﾗS デﾗ デｴｷﾐﾆげ ふibid. p162). This is the role we shall see taken on by the 

missing link. 

It is worth noting that both Douglas and Bauman alike state that no 

classification can ever be comprehensive. For Bauman the outcome is ambivalence, 

which in turn encourages greater efforts at classification, inevitably leading to even 

ｪヴW;デWヴ ;ﾏHｷ┗;ﾉWﾐIWく Fﾗヴ Dﾗ┌ｪﾉ;ゲが デｴｷゲ けﾐﾗﾐ-aｷデげ ｪｷ┗Wゲ ┌ゲ ; Iｴ;ﾐIW けデﾗ Sｷ┗Wゲデ ﾗ┌ヴ 

I;デWｪﾗヴｷWゲ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ ｴ;ﾉﾗ ﾗa WデWヴﾐ;ﾉ デヴ┌デｴげ ふヱΓヶΓぎヲヲヶぶ ;ﾐS デﾗ ヴW;ヮヮヴ;ｷゲW ｴﾗ┘ ┘W 

construct categories and deal with anomaly. This is the standpoint taken here too 

(see chapter three). 

 

2. Taxonomy and Classification 

Throughout the thesis I refer to scientific classification simply as taxonomy. 

However, a protracted debate has taken place within the philosophy of science as to 

the degree to which scientific classification of biological organisms is revealing of 

natural kinds, as opposed to merely the cognitive constructions of scientists, and 

what particular method is best suited to the task of classifying. The field of work is 

too large to attempt to chart here, but it is worth considering a few of the most 

fundamental questions raised.  

 Perhaps most fundamental of all is the criteria upon which to base any 

classification. Ultimately, the choice lies between attempting to classify organisms 

based upon comparisons of total number of characteristics, or classifying based on 

comparing selected characteristics. Both are problematic. The former, often referred 

to as numerical taxonomy (e.g. Sneath & Sokal 1973) faces the insurmountable 
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problem that there is no finite number of characteristics in any organism, a problem 

Pratt (1972) equates with attempting to count the number of heaps of flour within a 

bag; 

 

you can only count heaps once the flour has been poured out, just as you can 

only count characters once the individual has been described in a particular 

way (p317). 

 

To describe the individual in a particular way is merely to resort to the latter choice 

available however, that is a comparison of selected characteristics. This raises the 

question of on what grounds one is selecting however. Do the distinctions produced 

by this selecデｷﾗﾐ ヴW┗W;ﾉ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ ﾆｷﾐSゲ けｪヴﾗ┌ﾐSWS ｷﾐ デｴW ﾗHﾃWIデｷ┗W ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉSげ 

ﾗヴ ﾃ┌ゲデ デｴW けヮゲ┞IｴﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲWゲ ﾗa デｴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデげい ふF;ﾉWゲ ヱΓΒヲぎヶΓぶく TｴW I;ゲW ﾗa 

Linnaeus and the Mammalia class (see chp. 7, sec. 1.2) shows how socio-cultural 

factors can influence the selection of criteria and so radically shape if not the 

membership of a group, then certainly the conception of it. In terms of group 

membership, a distinction must be made between species and higher level taxa, 

which have no physical reality in the sense that a species might be argued to have. At 

the species level, the presence of reproductive communities allows for a defence of 

the natural kinds concept, as attempted by the Biological Species Concept (BSC), 

defined here by one of its strongest baIﾆWヴゲが Eヴﾐゲデ M;┞ヴき けA ゲヮWIｷWゲ ｷゲ ; ヴWヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷ┗W 

community of populations (reproductively isolated from others) that occupies a 

ゲヮWIｷaｷI ﾐｷIｴW ｷﾐ ﾐ;デ┌ヴWげ ふヱΓΒヲぎヲΑンぶく Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ ﾃ┌ゲデ ﾗﾐW ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ゲ┌Iｴ IﾗﾐIWヮデゲ ﾗa ゲヮWIｷWゲ 

however; no less than ten are listed by de Queiroz in his (1999) paper. That so many 

systems of defining species should propagate is testament to the problems faced by 

scientists attempting to chart the uneven and variegated biological world. Dupre 

(2001) argues that the classical teleological tree of life image of evolution as 

consisting of sharply defined channels splitting cleanly at various nodal points must 
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be rejected, and that instead evolution would be better thought of as an estuary at 

low tide; 

 

We find large streams of water and many side streams, some petering out, 

others rejoining a main channel or crossing into a different channel, and a 

few maintaining their integrity to the ocean; there are islands around which 

streams flow and then rejoin; eddies and vortices; and so on. Some parts of 

the general flow are naturally and coherently distinguishable, and it is easy 

enough to recognise parts of the pattern that are definitely not parts of the 

ゲ;ﾏW け┌ﾐｷデ ﾗa aﾉﾗ┘げく B┌デ ｷﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐが デｴWヴW ;ヴW many cases where any such 

distinction into discrete units would be largely arbitrary (pp.207-208). 

 

Tﾗ ｪｷ┗W ﾃ┌ゲデ ﾗﾐW ふIﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;HﾉWぶ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa けﾐﾗﾐ-aｷデげ ｷﾐ デｴW I;ゲW ﾗa デｴW B“Cが ｷデ 

gives no account of asexual organisms, which have been the only forms of life on our 

planet for the greater part of its history (ibid. p206). As a result philosophers like 

Dupre and Kitcher (1984) have called for a rejection of monist attempts of 

classification, and argued instead for a pluralist approach, which makes a pragmatic 

utilization of whichever classificatory system provides the best results for specific 

research foci. Such a pragmatic approach calls into question whether the existence 

of natural kinds in the Aristotelian essentialist sense can be maintained: if an 

individual can be categorized differently dependent on the classificatory system 

used, how can it be said to have an immutable essence? Interestingly, Pratt (1972) 

attempts to argue that natural kinds can be defined as any group which proves to be 

inductively valid as, he argues, a group will only have such validity if it has a shared 

phylogenetic heritage. This conception implies に without acknowledging - that 

nature is defined only by what humans ask of it, which appears counter-intuitive to 

the perception of nature as being the Other to humanity and our attempts at 

ordering, as detailed here by Bauman; 
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The concept of Nature, in its modern rendition, opposes the concept of 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ H┞ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷデ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ ゲヮ;┘ﾐWSぐ Aﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ゲヮﾗｷﾉゲ デｴW ﾗヴSWヴが デｴW 

harmony, the design, and thus refuses purpose and meaning, is Nature. 

(1991:40). 

 

I do not here attempt to provide any resolution to what is an extensive and 

on-going debate. The point I hope to make is that biological classification is a 

complex and contentious task, which even at the species level struggles to defend 

the notion of natural kinds. This is not to say for one moment that biological 

classification is wholly constructed or arbitrary, but rather that there is no privileged 

┘ｷﾐSﾗ┘ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ I;ﾐ ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ┗ｷW┘ デｴW HｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾉS け;ゲ ｷデ ｷゲげが ﾐﾗ 

method guaranteed to reveal natural kinds. The wealth of differing species models 

;ヴW W┗ｷSWﾐIW デｴ;デ HｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ﾗヴｪ;ﾐｷゲﾏゲ ヴWa┌ゲW ゲｷﾏヮﾉW Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐく Pヴ;デデげゲ ｷSW; ﾗa 

species as inductively valid groups could be said to be how species groups are 

formed in practice by scientists, however, such a definition subverts the idea of 

natural kinds to such a degree as to make it meaningless. This argument brings to 

ﾏｷﾐS L;デﾗ┌ヴげゲ デｴｷヴS ヴ┌ﾉW ﾗa ﾏWデｴﾗSき 

 

“ｷﾐIW デｴW ゲWデデﾉWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ; Iﾗﾐデヴﾗ┗Wヴゲ┞ ｷゲ デｴW I;┌ゲW ﾗa N;デ┌ヴWげゲ ヴWヮresentation, 

not its consequences, we can never use this consequence, Nature, to explain 

how and why a controversy has been settled (1987:99). 

 

Pratt is guilty of just this however: labeling groups as natural kinds post hoc, on the 

proviso that they survive their period of scientific debate for long enough to become 

black boxed. As Latour argues though, it is not Nature which determines whether a 
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claim survives long enough to become black boxed, but the process of scientific 

debate. 

In recent decades a concerted attempt has been made to make biological 

classification more methodologically rigorous in an effort to escape debates like the 

one above. One outcome of this has been cladistics, a method of taxonomy which 

seeks to chart the relative relationships between different species by comparing for 

similarity and difference on the assumption that similarity will be revealing of a 

ゲｴ;ヴWS ヮｴ┞ﾉﾗｪWﾐ┞く Fヴﾗﾏ デｴｷゲ ; Hヴ;ﾐIｴｷﾐｪ Sｷ;ｪヴ;ﾏが ﾗヴ けデヴWW ﾗa ﾉｷaWげが ｷゲ ヮヴﾗS┌IWSが 

showing the evolutionary relationship between different groups. One advocate 

argues that cladistics avoids けany prior assumptions about cause and effect, or 

;ﾐIWゲデヴ┞ ;ﾐS SWゲIWﾐデぐ Iﾉ;SｷゲデｷIゲ ｷゲ ; ┘;┞ ﾗa けゲWWｷﾐｪげが ﾗa ﾉﾗﾗﾆｷﾐｪ ;デ デｴW ヮヴﾗS┌Iデゲ ﾗa 

W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ デｴW┞ ;ヴWが ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ ;ゲ ┘W ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ﾉｷﾆW デｴWﾏ デﾗ HWげ ふGWW 2001:6).  

 Can cladistics illuminate the search for a missing link then? Firstly, it must be 

;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWS デｴ;デ Iﾉ;SｷゲデｷIゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ｴ;┗W ;ﾐ┞ けﾏ;ｪｷI H┌ﾉﾉWデげ ヴWﾏWS┞ デﾗ デｴW 

philosophical problems already encountered with taxonomy, as its novel 

methodological elements are focused on producing empirically valid, testable 

knowledge through a clear, rigorous epistemology, rather than solving philosophical 

issues regarding the relationship of knowledge and reality. Like any biological 

taxonomy, cladistics requires the comparison of characteristics, a process which we 

have already seen to be philosophically problematic in the selection process 

required. Whilst cladistics offers no answer to these considerations, it does attempt 

to stabilize the comparison of characterｷゲデｷIゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲデヴｷIデ ;SｴWヴWﾐIW デﾗ OII;ﾏげゲ 

razor, that is, where two or more interpretations are possible, the most 

parsimonious is chosen. What this means in operation is that the interpretation that 

requires the fewest evolutionary changes is assumed. Coﾐデヴ;ヴ┞ デﾗ GWWげゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏが デｴｷゲ 

itself requires a considerable assumption, as there is no necessary reason to assume 

that evolution will always take the simplest route (Felsenstein 1983). In addition, the 

けデヴWW ﾗa ﾉｷaWげ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ;ﾐ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏヮデion that may be reasonably 
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successful for ordering higher mammals, but is far more problematic elsewhere, 

┘ｴWヴW D┌ヮヴWげゲ けWゲデ┌;ヴ┞ ﾗa ﾉｷaWげ ﾏ;┞ HW ﾏﾗヴW ;II┌ヴ;デWく  

In regards to the missing link specifically, cladistics faces the same difficulties 

as any other taxonomy, namely, a dearth of evidence from the fossil record, which 

makes the identification of distinguishing characteristics extremely difficult (Hawks 

2004, Woods & Collard 1999), discussed in detail below. In addition, the relatively 

close evolutionary relationship between modern Homo sapiens and our immediate 

ancestors makes any parsimonious selection of characters prone to error. Gee 

himself is obviously in agreement with at least some of these points, as he argues 

that even cladistics is unsuited for the task of identifying a missing link, and that the 

ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ┘;┞ デﾗ ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞げゲ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ ┘ｷデｴ ﾗデｴWヴ ﾉｷaW ﾗﾐ E;ヴデｴ ｷﾐ ; 

scientifically acceptable way is to give up on any notions of revealing our ancestry, 

and instead to limit ourselves to investigating our relative relationship to other 

contemporary species.  

The absence of any meta-IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa ゲヮWIｷWゲ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデゲ B;┌ﾏ;ﾐ ;ﾐS Dﾗ┌ｪﾉ;ゲげ 

claim that no classification ever provides a complete fit, and that in the spaces 

between the natural world and our attempts to order it, there lies ambivalence, the 

threat of the unknown and the uncontrolled.  

 

3. Missing Links 

The story of the missing link begins in 19
th

 Century Europe, as evolutionary science 

began to challenge the dominant Judeo-Christian tradition for the right to 

circumscribe the origins of humans. At stake was, and is, perhaps the greatest story 

of all; not just how we came to be here, but also who we are, and how we are 

related to the world in which we live. The present can only be understood with 

reference to what has gone before it; in shaping the past one may shape the present. 

HﾗﾉSｷﾐｪ デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴｷデ┞ デﾗ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞げゲ ヮ;ゲデ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ ; ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ デﾗ SWヮﾉﾗ┞ 

enormously powerful discourses dictating what is and is not acceptable behaviour, 
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b┞ ヴWaWヴWﾐIｷﾐｪ デｴW ｷSW; ﾗa けﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉげ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴが ;ﾐS H┞ I;ﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ ヮﾗデWﾐデ 

notions of heredity. Such discourses continue to be deployed by all sides in debates 

that involve issues of human identity, ranging from intensely personal issues like race 

and sW┝┌;ﾉｷデ┞ ふWくｪく さｴﾗﾏﾗゲW┝┌;ﾉ ;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ ｷゲ unnaturalざぶ デﾗ IﾗﾉﾉWIデｷ┗W ｷゲゲ┌Wゲ ﾉｷﾆW 

WIﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ふWくｪく さｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ｷゲ Sヴｷ┗ｷﾐｪ ｷデゲ animal brothers and sisters デﾗ W┝デｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐざぶく  

The first assumption to be rejected is the notion of the Missing Link, the idea 

of a single group, or even individual, which bridges human and nonhuman lineages. 

Any fossil which is recovered today is merely a snap-shot, a glimpse at a single 

moment in evolution on a timeline that stretches back six million or so years to our 

split with primates. To be the Missing Link in the strictest sense, the fossilised 

individual would have had to be the progenitor of two or more offspring, one of 

┘ｴｷIｴ ヮ;ゲゲWS ｷデゲ ｪWﾐWゲ Sﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW ヮヴｷﾏ;デW ﾉｷﾐWが ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴげゲ ｪWﾐWゲ ヮ;ゲゲWS Sﾗ┘ﾐ 

the human line. This individual, or group, would have had to exist at the exact point 

in time when a formerly cohesive group began to divide, and form two separate 

breeding pools. Amazingly, throughout evolution there must have been many such 

groups, in fact wherever one line of evolution branched into two (or more). Here we 

;ヴW ﾐﾗデ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWS ┘ｷデｴ ゲ┌Iｴ ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲげ W┝ｷゲデWﾐIW ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが H┌デ ┘ｷデｴ aｷﾐSｷﾐｪ W┗ｷSWﾐIW ﾗa 

such groups today.  

This leads us to the first of several problems which the search for a missing 

link presents; palaeoanthropological classification relies heavily upon incomplete 

fossil data. The conditions necessary to turn bone to fossil, and the luck and skill 

involved in uncovering them, means that the only a tiny number of specimens are 

available. It has been calculated that a collection of ten skulls uncovered from East 

Turkana in Kenya represent only one individual in every one hundred million of the 

original population (Reader 1981:16). Of 6000 species of extinct mammal thought to 

have existed at one time or another, fossil evidence only exists for between 60 and 

180 of them (Lewin 2005:64). Reader quotes a scientist describing the challenge to 

understand human evolution from fossils as being けヴ;デｴWヴ ﾉｷﾆW デヴ┞ｷﾐｪ デﾗ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ デｴW 
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story of War and Peace from twelve pages torn at randﾗﾏ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW Hﾗﾗﾆげ ふReader 

1981:16). 

When finds are made they are inevitably incomplete, to the degree that 

some posited missing links consist of nothing more than a single bone. The dangers 

of this were demonstrated by Nebraska man, a find in 1922 which was comprised of 

only a single tooth. It was originally thought to be the tooth of an ancient human, 

aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ﾐ WﾐデｷヴW ゲヮWIｷWゲ ┘;ゲ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌IデWSが IﾗﾏヮﾉWデW ┘ｷデｴ ;ヴデｷゲデげゲ ｪヴ;ヮｴｷI 

reconstruction, but by 1927 it had been established that the tooth was actually that 

of a peccary, a close relative of the pig, and Nebraska man was no more. As such, 

Nebraska man serves as an example of the power not of fossils, but of the beliefs we 

attach to them, beliefs which can extract an entire species from a single tooth. 

Though obviously an extreme example, the case demonstrates how flimsy the 

relationship between theory and evidence can be in palaeoanthropology. The 

incompleteness of fossils is a recurring problem in the search for a missing link, and a 

regular source of controversy (e.g. see http://www.talkorigins.org/). 

A discussion of taxonomy also leads us to a second, related point, namely, 

what criteria distinguish modern anatomical Homo sapiens from our evolutionary 

relatives - at what point does a missing link become so similar as to be 

indistinguishable, and, reversing the time line, at what point does it become so 

different as to not be a link with humanity at all? Unfortunately, the clearest 

distinguishing criterion between Homo sapiens and all other contemporary life on 

Earth, namely our use of highly developed language systems, makes for a poor 

interrogator of fossils. In recent years scientists have begun to look at the size of the 

holes in vertebrae through which vocal nerves pass through, on the premise that our 

language use requires considerably more nerve fibres for the fine control breathing 

required for speech に hence a larger hole に than species that do not/did not speak. 

On this evidence it appears language appeared between 500,000 and 1mya
5
. 

                                                      

5
 けﾏ┞;げ ｷゲ ;ﾐ ;HHヴW┗ｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa けﾏｷﾉﾉｷﾗﾐ ┞W;ヴゲ ;ｪﾗげく 
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However, few fossils have been complete enough to study in this way. Given these 

limits, and the apparently recent arrival of language, other criteria are required as 

well. 

Being, as they are, incomplete skeletons, the information that can be drawn 

from hominid
6
 fossils ｷゲ ﾗH┗ｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ﾉｷﾏｷデWSく Oa Iﾗ┌ヴゲW けﾉｷﾏｷデWSげ ｷゲ ; ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗W デWヴﾏが ;ﾐS 

scientists have been ingenious in extracting details from what is often no more than 

a handful of mineralized, fragmented bone. Nevertheless, restricted to anatomical 

data, the task of determining whether a fossil is a missing link has fallen to two main 

criteria; brain size (determined by skull capacity) and bipedalism. Conventional 

thinking amongst evolutionists has been that the development of larger brains 

marked the evolution of Homo sapiens, a belief we will return to later with Piltdown 

man. Over the last fifty years it has become clear, though, that brain expansion only 

really took off around 2mya, and rapid expansion only as recently as 500,000 years 

ago, reaching current size about 150,000 years ago (Dunbar 2004:22-30). The 4mya 

footprints Mary Leakey uncovered at Laetoli in Tanzania show that bipedalism was a 

much earlier adaptation however. A third distinguishing criteria has been tool use, 

evidence of cultural, rather than biological development, early examples of which 

appear to date to around 3mya, but these are little different from the rocks used to 

break open nuts by chimpanzees today. More developed handaxes appear around 

2mya, but no further improvement appears until the last 50,000 years, at the time of 

the so called Upper Palaeolithic Revolution.  

This confusion of dates highlights the difficulty in determining a missing link. 

No rubicon exists in our past across which we irrevocably became human, as our 

identifying traits as humans evolved piecemeal over several million years. Hence the 

                                                      

6
 さHﾗﾏｷﾐ;ﾐざ ｷゲ ┌ゲWS デﾗ ゲヮWIｷa┞ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ;ﾐS デｴWｷヴ W┝デｷﾐIデ ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗Wゲが ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ さｴﾗﾏｷﾐｷSざ ┘ｴｷIｴ 

refers to any member of the Hominidae family (humans, chimps, gorillas and orangutans). 'Hominin' 

encompasses humans and their closest living relatives chimpanzees, along with their mutual 

ancestors. 
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ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ HWIﾗﾏWゲ け┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ デｴｷゲ ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆ ; ﾉｷﾐﾆ デﾗいげく A ゲｴﾗヴデ ﾗ┗Wヴ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa デｴW 

current view of our evolutionary line should be effective in conveying the complexity 

of answering such a question. The general consensus amongst evolutionists is that 

anatomically modern Homo sapiens appeared about 150,000 years ago, around the 

time that our brains stopped expanding  (e.g. Dawkins 2004:56-85, Lewin 2005). 

Before this existed Archaic Homo sapiens, who had slightly smaller skulls and more 

robust skeletons, up until around 1mya. Some scientists however see Archaic as a 

subspecies of Homo sapiens, whilst others see them as a separate species entirely; 

Homo heidelbergensis. Neanderthal man is now believed to be a fellow descendant 

of Archaic Homo sapiens, though (limited) genetic evidence implies that their lineage 

was separate from our own. If the recently found Homo florensis survives its current 

controversy and comes to be accepted, then another hominan species existed up 

until as recently as 12,000 years ago. 

Preceding the Archaics the hominan line grades into Homo ergaster (formerly 

known as erectus), though it must be noted that here, as elsewhere, there is 

evidence of a considerable overlap between the two species, as ergaster is believed 

to have persisted up until 250,000 years ago. Ergaster had a smaller brain still, with a 

けゲ┘Wヮデ H;Iﾆげ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ;ﾐS ヴWIWSｷﾐｪ Iｴｷﾐく Aヴﾗ┌ﾐS ヲﾏ┞; ergaster appeared from Homo 

habilis, though in addition some recognize a similar contemporary called Homo 

rudolfensis. Habilisげ Hヴ;ｷﾐ ┘;ゲ ;ヮヮヴﾗ┝ｷﾏ;デWﾉ┞ ΑヵヰIIが a;ヴ ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ Homo 

sapiens at 1400cc, but considered to be enough to mark the beginning of its 

expansion, which is the reason for its inclusion in the Homo genus. 

Looking back past Homo habilis the picture becomes even less clear, as the 

human lineage emerges from the genus Australopithecus, a family of gracile apes. At 

this time our ancestors co-exist with a number of other species, including 

Australopithecus robustus, Australopithecus boisei and Australopithecus afarensis. 

Beyond these, two recent finds, Orrorin tugenesis and Sahelanthropus tchadensis, 

both who show evidence of bipedalism and date to around 6-7mya, occupy the 

period around which the human and chimpanzee lineages join. 
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This flurry of Latin hints at how non-linear evolution really is, a riposte to the 

idea of a simple straight line progression from primitive ape to complex human. In 

ﾉｷｪｴデ ﾗa デｴW デ;ﾐｪﾉWSが ｴWデWヴﾗｪWﾐWﾗ┌ゲ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa ﾗ┌ヴ ﾉｷﾐW;ｪWゲげ SWゲIWﾐt, a missing link 

HWｪｷﾐゲ デﾗ ;ヮヮW;ヴ ﾉWゲゲ ﾉｷﾆW ; ﾉｷﾐﾆ ｷﾐ ; Iｴ;ｷﾐが ;ﾐS ﾏﾗヴW ﾉｷﾆW ; ﾉｷﾐﾆ ｷﾐ ; ゲヮｷSWヴげゲ ┘WHく Iﾐ ;ﾉﾉ 

this confusion does the missing link become the link between anatomically modern 

humans and Archaic Homo sapiens, or somewhere between Archaic and Homo 

ergaster ┘ｴWﾐ ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW ゲWWﾏｷﾐｪﾉ┞ aｷヴゲデ ;ヮヮW;ヴWSが ﾗヴ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW aｷヴゲデ けHﾗﾏﾗげ - 

habilis and its predecessor Australopithecus, or back further still between the biped 

human and quadruped primate lines? The hope that a missing link will illuminate for 

us today an Adam and Eve; the first man and woman who walked the Earth, is 

ｷﾐｴWヴWﾐデﾉ┞ aﾉ;┘WSが ;ゲ デｴWヴW ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗ けaｷヴゲデ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが H┌デ ｷﾐゲデW;S ; ﾏ┌ﾉデｷデ┌SW ﾗa デｷﾐ┞ 

gradations towards what we are today. 

What all this demonstrates is the problems faced when trying to determine 

whether a fossil is a missing link or not. Species do not exist, as a taxonomic 

evolution tree might imply, as discrete groups which suddenly one day evolve into 

one or more new species, en masse. According to the traditional Darwinian 

けｪヴ;S┌;ﾉｷゲデげ ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa ゲﾉﾗ┘が ゲデW;S┞ SW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデが デｴW W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ ﾗﾐW ゲヮWIｷWゲ 

and its ancestor(s) is likely to be drawn out over hundreds of thousands, if not 

millions of years. At any one point during this process, the various individuals which 

make up the group will display those traits that mark out the new species to varying 

degrees, so that any one individual may be phenotypically or genotypically closer to 

another individual several generations previously or subsequently, than to any 

particular one of theｷヴ IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴｷWゲく OﾐIW ;ｪ;ｷﾐが ┘W ;ヴW ヴWﾏｷﾐSWS ﾗa D┌ヮヴWげゲ 

imagining of evolution as an estuary at low tide. Similarly, for any particular gene an 

individual may actually be closer to individuals in another species entirely than 

individuals in their own group, as is the case with the blood groups of humans and 

chimpanzees (Dawkins 2004:55). For a considerable span of time after an 

evolutionary line has begun to split, it is also likely that individuals in the two groups 

would retain the ability to cross-breed. All of this means that the single snap-shot in 
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time that a fossil exposes is massively unsuited to the task of identifying a missing 

link.  

The alternative account of evolution, punctuated equilibrium theory, 

promoted by Gould (2002) amongst others, argues that that, whilst gradual 

evolution does occur, more frequently evolution takes place in bursts of 

development, followed by long periods of little change. This does not make the 

search for a missing link any easier however. If human evolution were marked by 

punctuated equilibrium rather than gradualism, then one would expect to find fewer 

intermediaries between species, as the period of change would happen relatively 

quickly. This might make it easier to define the species that have led to Homo 

sapiens, as they would exist as more discrete groups. However, the stop-start nature 

of development could make it even harder to construct a chronological picture of 

evolution, and the lack of intermediaries could make the reconstruction of 

evolutionary relationships between species more difficult. For a strict conception of 

the missing link, the rate of evolution makes no actual difference, as it will always 

begin with one reproductive couple/community whose offspring become separated 

from one another. 

The difficulties faced when attempting to create a coherent account of 

human ancestry are such that Gee (2001) has argued that any such attempts must be 

divorced from science altogether, as it is a task which cannot be accomplished in any 

scientifically valid way. The reasons for this are largely those already discussed,  

┘ｴｷIｴ GWW SｷゲI┌ゲゲWゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa けDWWヮ TｷﾏWげく DWWヮ TｷﾏW ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ 

geological timescales に millions, even billions of years. Within this temporal 

hinterland, the empirical data upon which palaeoanthropology relies is simply not up 

to the task asked of it;  

 

each fossil is an infinitesimal dot, lost in a fathomless sea of time, whose 

relationship with other fossils and organisms living in the present day is 

obscure. Any story we tell against the compass of geological time which links 
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these fossils in sequences of cause and effect に or ancestry and descent に is, 

therefore, only ours to make (ibid. p1). 

 

Gee asserts that Deep Time cannot support contemporary attempts at 

structuring it into a narrative, in effect, restricting palaeoanthropology to mere fossil 

hunting. He argues that fossil evidence is so fragmentary and insufficient that in 

Iｴﾗﾗゲｷﾐｪ HWデ┘WWﾐ ヴｷ┗;ﾉ デｴWﾗヴｷWゲ ﾗﾐW ｴ;ゲ ﾐﾗ IｴﾗｷIW H┌デ デﾗ H;ゲWS ﾗﾐWげゲ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ 

two other factors; firstly, whether the presentation of the claim conforms to already-

ｴWﾉS ヮヴWﾃ┌SｷIWゲき ;ﾐS ゲWIﾗﾐSﾉ┞が デｴW ヴWゲヮWIデ ｴWﾉS aﾗヴ デｴW デｴWﾗヴ┞げゲ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデWヴゲ ;ﾐS デｴWｷヴ 

authority. Obviously neither of these factors is in keeping with the scientific ideal of 

rational empiricism, though a palaeoanthropologist might counter (with good 

reason) that factors such as authority play a powerful role within all sciences, and 

that the perceived gulf between available evidence and the vastness of reality is not 

distinct to palaeoanthropology, but rather is a common to all branches of science in 

デｴW aﾗヴﾏ ﾗa H┌ﾏWげゲ ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏ ﾗa ｷﾐS┌Iデｷﾗﾐく  

Returning to the mention of Adam and Eve, it is perhaps necessary to clarify 

the position of the so-I;ﾉﾉWS けMｷデﾗIｴﾗﾐSヴｷ;ﾉ E┗Wげ ┘ｴﾗ aﾗ┌ﾐS a;ﾏW ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉ;デW ヱΓΒヰゲく 

Mitochondrial Eve was the result of a study that sampled the mitochondrial genome 

of 147 individuals from diverse groups and compared them (Cann et al. 1987). As 

ﾏｷデﾗIｴﾗﾐSヴｷ; ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ヮ;ゲゲ Sﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW aWﾏ;ﾉW ﾉｷﾐW;ｪW ふﾏﾗデｴWヴ デﾗ IｴｷﾉSが ｴWﾐIW デｴW けE┗Wげ 

reference) its evolution is easier to track than other DNA. By comparing the 

difference between the mitochondria tested, and checking this against the dates of 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾏｷｪヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa AaヴｷI;が ; けデWﾐデ;デｷ┗Wげ ふibid. p33) date was produced for the 

ancestor of all contemporary human mitochondrial DNA. This gave a result of 

140,000-290,000 years ago. Newsweek ヴ;ﾐ ; Iﾗ┗Wヴ SWIﾉ;ヴｷﾐｪ けTｴW “W;ヴIｴ aﾗヴ AS;ﾏ 

;ﾐS E┗Wげが ┘ｴｷIｴ SWヮｷIデWS ; ﾐ;ﾆWS AaヴｷI;ﾐ Iﾗ┌ヮﾉW ｷﾐ ; さG;ヴSWﾐ ﾗa ESWﾐざ デ┞ヮW ゲWデデｷﾐｪく 

The biblical imagery was further reinforced by showing the Eve figure offering an 

apple to the man. 
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The pinches of salt that should be taken with this work are as follows; firstly 

the inaccuracy of the dating means that Eve would have been one of probably 

hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of individuals who lived and died during this 

period. Secondly, and more relevant to the missing link story, what this reveals is the 

common ancestor of our mitochondrial genome, but this makes up just a tiny 

fraction of the roughly 30,000 genes on the human genome. Humans are no more 

reducible to their mitochondria than their toe nails, and to imply that the first human 

could be defined by its mitochondrial DNA is nonsensical. Rather than the literal Ur-

ﾏﾗデｴWヴが けけE┗Wげ ┘;ゲ ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ﾗﾐW ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉゲ ｷﾐ ; ヮﾗpulation from which 

ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ W┗Wﾐデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ W┗ﾗﾉ┗WSげ ふLW┘ｷﾐ ヱΓΓΒぎΓヰぶく TｴW aｷﾐ;ﾉ ヮﾗｷﾐデ デﾗ HW ﾏ;SW ｷゲ 

perhaps the most obvious, and yet is ignored all too often in Missing Link debates. 

This is the conflagration of limited, empirically-based scientific claims (in this case a 

female individual living 140,000-290,000 years was the progenitor of all 

ﾏｷデﾗIｴﾗﾐSヴｷ; ｪWﾐWゲ ｷﾐ デﾗS;┞げゲ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐぶ ┘ｷデｴ a;ｷデｴ-based stories, despite the 

glaring contradictions involved in trying to blend an evolutionary and a creationist 

account of human origins together. The appeal of such an approach is that a faith-

based account will always be able to offer far more answers than a scientific 

approach committed to testability. As is typical of scientific claims, the knowledge 

produced of Mitochondrial Eve only raises more questions; such as how did she 

ﾉｷ┗Wいき ┘ｴ┞ ┘;ゲ ｴWヴ ﾏｷデﾗIｴﾗﾐSヴｷ; ヮ;ゲゲWS ﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ ゲﾗﾏWﾗﾐW WﾉゲWげゲいき ┘ｴ;デ SﾗWゲ ;ﾉﾉ 

this mean for us today? The production of knowledge only creates more 

ambivalence around it, and it is often the most intriguing questions raised, those of 

け┌ﾉデｷﾏ;デW ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪげが デｴ;デ ゲIｷWﾐIW ｷゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ヮﾗﾗヴﾉ┞ ゲ┌ｷデWS デﾗ ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴｷﾐｪく  TｴW デヴW;デﾏWﾐデ 

of the Mitochondrial Eve story can be read as an attempt to overcome ambivalence 

by attaching the empirical claim, anchored as it is in the external world, with a 

system of meaning (the story of Creation) which has no such debt to events external 

to the human mind, and hence is not limited by the relationship of order and 

ambivalence that science is. In this way a limited claim about our past is invested 

with meaning for us today. 
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Fヴﾗﾏ B;┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ;ﾐS BWヴｪWヴ わ L┌Iﾆﾏ;ﾐﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆが ﾗﾐW ｷゲ デWﾏヮデWS デﾗ ヴW;S デｴW 

;ヮヮW;ﾉ ﾗa ｴWヴWSｷデ┞ ;ゲ デｴW ;ヮヮW;ﾉ ﾗa ﾗヴSWヴく Iﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デﾗ ﾗデｴWヴ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲが ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞げゲ 

relationship with our surroundings is characデWヴｷ┣WS H┞ ; HｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ け┘ﾗヴﾉS-ﾗヮWﾐﾐWゲゲげ 

(Berger & Luckmann 1991:65), from which the desire for order and stability stems, 

lest we be lost in chaos. We have no option but to construct this order from our 

social world, but this does not preclude a desire for some form of biological order 

デﾗﾗが aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴｷIｴ デﾗ ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴW ﾗ┌ヴ ﾉｷ┗Wゲが デﾗ デWﾉﾉ ┌ゲ け┘ｴﾗ ┘W ;ヴWげく Iﾐ a;Iデ ;ゲ WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa 

the natural, external world, as opposed to the elements of our cognitive 

constructions, there is the temptation to view biological orderings as superior, being 

more factual, to those of our social world. From this stance, the search for a missing 

link becomes a search for world-closedness, to narrow down the dizzying possibilities 

the natural world offers, by reading our ancestors as institutions by which to order 

our lives. Like all systems of classification, it is the search for order. This is the 

powerful allure of the historical human-animal boundary, and what is at stake in 

scientific orderings of it. 
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Chapter 3: Research Design and Methods 

 

In the following chapter I shall outline the evolution of the thesis, and its 

methodological framework. In the first section I discuss the considerable change in 

focus from the original plan and how the case studies came to be chosen. In section 

two I explain the data sources used, with particular attention paid to explaining in 

ﾏﾗヴW SWデ;ｷﾉ ｴﾗ┘ デｴ;デ ｷﾐデ;ﾐｪｷHﾉW Wﾐデｷデ┞ けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげ ┘;ゲ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ┌WS aﾗヴ デｴW 

purposes of investigation. In section three I cover how data was gathered, and 

provide some statistics on the news media used. In section four I run through the 

method of data analysis used に namely, critical discourse analysis, as well as some of 

the implications and assumptions of this approach. Finally, the brief section five 

considers the ethical dimensions to the research. 

 

1. Genesis of Thesis 

In some respects, the thesis has changed considerably from the original proposal. 

TｴW ヮヴﾗﾃWIデ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ WﾐデｷデﾉWS けHumans, Apes and Genetics: Myths and Scienceげが 

and aimed to explore the manner in which comparative genomics was reconstructing 

the human-nonhuman boundary through its study of primate genomes. The 

discovery of Homo floresiensis during the first year of the thesis, and the resulting 

media coverage, changed this focus radically. The roles that extant non-human 

primates and extinct missing links hold in respect of the human-animal boundary are 

in many respects indistinguishable, a fact I alluded to in chapter one. In light of these 

parallels, and the topicality of the discovery on Flores, it was decided that it would 

be beneficial to incorporate this archaic primate into the study. As the Flores find 

was still very much unsettled at this time it was agreed with my supervisors that I 

should take a look at another famous missing link as a pilot study, for which Piltdown 

man was perfectly suited. Like floresiensis, Piltdown was a very literal rebuke to the 

notion of a human-animal binary, and it too received considerable mainstream 

media coverage. The ninety two years separating the finds also allowed a welcome 
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historical dimension to the study, given the interest in socio-cultural influences on 

the scientific study of such creatures. The very different circumstances of the two 

finds aided the task of identifying such influences.  

The material generated from this pilot work was so great that the decision 

was to use Flores and Piltdown as a case study. It quickly became apparent that 

incorporating both this work and the primate genomics work within one thesis 

would be impossible, and so the decision was taken to switch the focus entirely to 

missing links. Appropriately foreshadowing events in the real world, (proto) man had 

displaced ape. 

Despite this change of fields, from genomics to palaeoanthropology, the 

interests of the thesis were left unchanged. The focus remained on the interactions 

between science- and popular- culture in drawing the boundary between human and 

animal. The specific field of science may have changed, but the vastly superior 

attention accorded to both floresiensis and Piltdown man, comparative to even the 

most newsworthy comparative genomics, meant that the new field was far better 

ゲ┌ｷデWS aﾗヴ W┝ヮﾉﾗヴｷﾐｪ デｴW デｴWゲｷゲげ ﾏ;ｷﾐ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデゲく 

 Within the text of the thesis itself, I have gradually introduced the theories 

used and applied them with increasing complexity to the questions at hand. As a 

ヴWゲ┌ﾉデが IﾗﾐIWヮデゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW けデヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞げが ;ﾐS デｴW ｴ┞SヴﾗﾉﾗｪｷI ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIW 

communication, are built on over the course of the thesis. This allowed the concepts 

used to be tested and refined against all the data analysed, before they were 

deployed to their full extent. It also, I hope, affords the reader an easier introduction 

into the framework of the thesis, avoiding overburdening the early chapters. Finally, 

such an approach に i.e. of gradual development に appears fitting for a thesis which 

fixes its gaze on attempts to understand the process of evolution (assuming one 

discounts the theory of punctuated equilibrium, which would make for a rather 

jarring read). 
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2. Data Sources 

The research consisted of a critical discourse analysis (CDA) of science and 

mainstream media coverage of the two case studies, supported by a literature 

review of appropriate texts. I will discuss CDA in detail below, but here I wish to 

focus on the choice of materials used. To study the interaction between scientific 

and popular knowledge claims, its was necessary to begin with intraspecialist 

scientific media, that is to say the peer-reviewed journal papers in which the 

discoveries were initially detailed, and any others which followed in response. 

ASSｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が Hﾗヴヴﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ CﾉﾗｷデヴW わ “ｴｷﾐﾐげゲ ふヱΓΒヵぶ デWヴﾏｷﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞が けｷﾐデWヴゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデげ ゲIｷWﾐIW 

media coverage was also studied, as an example of an intermediate stage between 

the two realms of interest. By interspecialist, I am referring to what is more 

commonly know as popular science: material aimed at nonspecialist scientists and 

nonscientists generally, examples being New Scientist and Scientific American. This 

was the news and analysis provided by science magazines aimed at scientists and lay 

public alike. 

Analysing popular culture is a rather different task from analysing science 

culture, as it is not embodied in any formalised institution and its practices, whether 

material or semiotic, in the manner that science is. In light of this it is tempting to 

define popular culture by what it is not: as being those ideas and practices which is 

not claimed by any formal profession. To do so would be a mistake however, for 

more than one reason. For a start, this would be to imply that rigid lines can be 

drawn between popular culture and other forms, yet a considerable part of this 

thesis is concerned with questioning the walls that are erected between science and 

popular culture. Additionally, there are professions - an appropriate example being 

newspaper journalism - which do operate within this realm, but the difference is 

that, unlike scientists, these professions can claim no monopoly on the production of 

knowledge within their realm. Science too is, of course, highly influential on popular 

culture (and vice versa). It is, clearly, a hopeless task to attempt to define popular 

I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ｷﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa ｷデゲ ヮヴ;IデｷデｷﾗﾐWヴゲが aﾗヴ ｷデ ｷゲ W┗Wヴ┞┘ｴWヴWが ｷデ ｷゲ さデｴW ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞ par 

excellenceく Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴW ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa W┗Wヴ┞S;┞ ﾉｷaWざ ふBWヴｪWヴ わ L┌Iﾆﾏ;ﾐﾐ ヱΓΓヱ:35), which 
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may incorporate ideas from science as easily as it does from religion, or any other 

system of knowledge. It is this definition that that I will take as identifying popular 

culture, as being that which constitutes the   

 

common sense world typically taken for granted, and this means that these 

structures of daily life are not themselves recognized or appreciated formally by 

common sense. Rather, common sense sees the world, acts in the world, and 

interprets the world through these implicit typifications (Schutz 1973:xxvii). 

 

Given that popular culture lacks the centralised system which underpins 

science culture, evidencing it is undeniably more problematic. Newspapers are 

however as good a proxy as any, being (as part of journalism more generally) the 

primary industry tasked with providing the public with current, reliable (in theory) 

information about the external world. Their influence can be read in their sales 

figures (see below) which reveal their mass audiences, and in this respect the timing 

of Piltdown is fortuitous, as it was during the 1910s that the news media in the UK 

began to achieve mass readership for the first time (Stevenson 1990:402). However, 

one must always remain aware of the intangibles associated with attempting to 

chart popular culture in this way: 

 

Does media science make a difference to how people think about science? 

Possibly, but we do not know. How can we separate the influences of a 

particular medium from those of other media and from other sources of 

impressions and influences? We cannot. Do media give people information? 

Yes, sometimes, to a certain extent. Does that information have any effect? 

Sometimes, for some people: but when, and how much, and for whom, we 

do not know (Gregory and Miller 1998:131). 
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These issues are unavoidable in attempting to study an entity as abstract as popular 

culture, and in the absence of any better source, the print news media was chosen as 

the most appropriate means of studying reactions to the challenges raised by the 

missing links. 

At this stage, it is important to state that although popular culture is treated 

as single, unified entity for the purpose of analysis, it is recognised that its 

ontological reality is in fact hugely complex, and interlinked with countless more 

specific, local forms of knowing and knowledge. Any single individual is liable to have 

their experiences and world-view structured as much by the nuances of their daily 

existence: their job and education; those they come into contact with; any number 

of demographic variables; religious beliefs etcetera, as they are by the overarching 

framework of popular culture, which can be thought of as a residue, or concentrate, 

of these more specialised cultures. This dynamic, multi-layered picture is supported 

by Bowker & Star: 

 

If someone is comfortable with the things and language used by a group of 

others, we say that he or she is a member of that group. In this sense, 

categories に our own and those of others に come from action and in turn 

from relationships. They are, as sociologists like Aaron Cicourel (1964) remind 

us, continually remade and refreshed, with a lot of skilled work.  (2000:285). 

  

No analysis could hope to encompass all of popular culture: in its 

complexities it appears fractal, with any level of detail incomplete, limited by its 

resolution. This thesis is no exception, and with the viewing field necessarily wide, to 

incorporate both science and popular culture, specialist and general media, and a 

time span of a century, much of this intricacy is beyond the scope of my research: to 

problematise the boundaries of science culture-popular culture, and human-animal, 
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are considered to be challenge enough. For that reason a heuristic conception of 

popular culture is operated here, that strips away those nodes deemed extraneous. 

It must be kept in mind however that the fuzzy, multi-level relationship found here 

between popular and science cultures is not unique, and that a profusion of cultures 

に overlooked here に share such a tangled border with each other, and those singled 

out here. 

 

2.1 Secondary Sources 

Aゲ デｴW デｴWゲｷゲげ aﾗI┌ゲ ┘;ゲ ﾗﾐ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ﾏ;SW ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ヴW;ﾉﾏが ;ﾐS 

their relationship to those made within science, it was not felt that interviews with 

stakeholders (i.e. scientists and journalists) would be necessary: their relevant views 

would, by definition, be available publicly in the form of texts. This approach also 

meant that more time could be devoted to textual gathering and analysis. There 

were exceptional cases where information was required that was not available to the 

public however. In chapter seven, as the remit of the thesis developed, it became 

HWﾐWaｷIｷ;ﾉ デﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS ┘ｴ;デ ヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪｷゲデゲ ﾏW;ﾐデ H┞ デｴW ﾉ;HWﾉ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく Iデ 

became apparent that this was a somewhat grey area, as despite their usage of it the 

term remained a nonscientific one. To clarify the issue I contacted several prominent 

scientists by email for their views. Given the small role this question plays in the 

thesis as a whole, full interviews would have been an extravagance. 

That said, several unplanned-for sources did materialise over the course of 

the research, and it was felt that it would be far more rewarding to take a pragmatic, 

opportunistic approach to such materials, rather than disregard them on the grounds 

that they did not fall within the original remit. An example of such material was the 

Nature press release announcing the Flores discovery. This was a serendipitous 

addition to the data set, received に unrequested に from Nature during an email 

correspondence regarding minor details of the press conference that announced the 

discovery. Once received however it was of use in charting the flow of information 

from the original intraspecialist publications on the find to the mainstream news 
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media. Another useful sourIW ヮヴﾗ┗WS デﾗ HW Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ﾗa 

LBヱ ふMﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS わ ┗;ﾐ OﾗゲデWヴ┣WW ヲヰヰΑぶが ;ﾐS GヴWｪﾗヴ┞ Fﾗヴデｴげゲ ふヲヰヰヶぶ ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ 

accounts of reactions on Flores to the discovery. This final source was particularly 

helpful as it helped span a gap in the data, namely local accounts of the Flores 

discovery. If at all possible it would have been beneficial to analyse Indonesia media 

Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪWが ゲﾗ デｴ;デ ; IﾉW;ヴWヴ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ヴWIWヮデｷﾗﾐ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW I;ヴヴｷWS 

out. However as much of this coverage would have been Indonesian, or possibly 

even local dialects, such an element of the research was simply unviable in terms of 

translation costs. 

  

3. Data Gathering 

3.1 Piltdown 

The limited extent of digitised, searchable databases for the period in question 

created problems researching Piltdown that were not applicable to Flores. First it 

was necessary to gather intra- and inter-specialist science journal coverage. Natureげゲ 

IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪW ┘;ゲ ﾗHデ;ｷﾐ;HﾉW aヴﾗﾏ WWH ﾗa “IｷWﾐIWげゲ S;デ;H;ゲW 

(apps.isiknowledge.com). Further sources were obtained from secondary literature, 

such as published literature concerned with the fraudulent nature of Piltdown (e.g. 

Spencer 1990, Weiner 1980), and through a citation search of the Nature material. In 

total 33 articles were recovered, dating between 1913 and 1922 (though all but one 

┘WヴW ヮ┌HﾉｷゲｴWS HWaﾗヴW ヱΓヱΓぶく Wｴｷﾉゲデ W┗Wヴ┞ Waaﾗヴデ ┘;ゲ デ;ﾆWﾐ デﾗ Wﾐゲ┌ヴW デｴ;デ ;ﾉﾉ けIﾗヴWげ 

articles were included, by which I mean all relevant material produced by discoverers 

Dawson & Woodward, rival scientist Keith, and the most prominent critics from the 

debate, it is possible that some material was missed due to the limited nature of 

applicable search tools. However, I am confident that the search was comprehensive 

enough to be considered representative. 

For mainstream UK media coverage, it was first necessary to identify periods 

ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ┘;ゲ さﾐW┘ゲ┘ﾗヴデｴ┞ざく Tｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ ;IｴｷW┗WS ┗ｷ; ; ゲW;ヴIｴ ﾗa デｴW Times 
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ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴげゲ Sｷｪｷデ;ﾉ ;ヴIｴｷ┗Wが ｷﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS;ヴ┞ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ ﾗ┌デﾉｷﾐWS ;Hﾗ┗Wく TｴW 

Times was, at the time of analysis
7
, the only UK national paper to have a digitally 

indexed archive of the period in question. From these sources two periods of heavy 

coverage were identified, the first being the six weeks between the leaking of the 

discovery in mid-November 1912 up to the end of that year, including the official 

announcement on December 18
th

, the second being August-September 1913, during 

which time Piltdown featured prominently at two scientific conferences. Copies of 

the Manchester Guardian, Daily Telegraph, Daily Mirror, Daily Express and Illustrated 

London News were then searched by hand at the British Library, Colindale, for 

coverage of the Piltdown find during these dates, and added to the Times material. 

These papers were chosen to represent both ends of the market: what would today 

HW ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ;ゲ けHヴﾗ;SゲｴWWデげ ;ﾐS けデ;HﾉﾗｷSげく Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW Manchester Guardian was 

a regional paper at this time, it was chosen for inclusion because it broke the 

Piltdown story originally.  

 

Coverage by the respective newspapers, and their circulation figures, is shown 

below- 

Number of articles/letters on Piltdown (Nov-Dec 1912 & Aug-Sept 1913) 

Daily Express   8 

Daily Telegraph  2 

Daily Mirror   0 

Illustrated London News 10 

Manchester Guardian  9 

                                                      

7
 The Guardian now has a digitally indexed archive, but this only became available in Oct 2007, a year 

after the research took place. 
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Times    12 

 

Circulation Figures 1910 

Daily Express   400,000 

Daily Telegraph  230,000 

Daily Mirror   630,000 

Illustrated London News 200,000* 

Manchester Guardian  40,000 

Times    45,000 

 

Taken from Butler (1975) British Political Facts 1900-1975, R&R Clark Ltd. 

* Estimate by The Illustrated London News Picture Library. 

 

The Mirror was the only newspaper to be published in a tabloid format at this time, 

although the Express took a similar approach to content (Bromley 1997). The Mirror 

boasted the widest circulation figures of any paper during the period of study, but 

Piltdown did not feature at all in the time frames identified. As a result, the Mirror 

played no further part in the analysis. 

 

3.2 Flores 

The comprehensive search facilities readily available today made the task of 

recovering material on Homo floresiensis a far easier, time-efficient task compared 

to the Piltdown case. This was particularly the case in respect to newspaper 

coverage, which was gathered using a LexisNexis search (lexisnexis.com) for the 
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デWヴﾏゲ けHﾗﾏﾗ aﾉﾗヴWゲｷWﾐゲｷゲげき けFﾉﾗヴWゲ ｴﾗHHｷデげき けFﾉﾗヴWゲ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSげ ;ﾐS けH┌ﾏ;ﾐ ｴﾗHHｷデげく Aゲ 

before, newspapers were selected that would reflect both the broadsheet and 

tabloid sections of the UK market. 

 

Number of articles/letters on Flores discovery (Oct 2004 に Jan 2007) 

Daily Express   3 

Daily Mail   7 

Daily Mirror   2 

Daily Telegraph  8 

Guardian   19 

Times    11 

Sun    3 

Readership* Figures (2007) 

Daily Express   1,678,000 

Daily Mail   5,409,000 

Daily Mirror   3,773,000 

Daily Telegraph  2,107,000 

Guardian   1,114,000 

Times    1,627,000 

Sun    8,051,000 
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* Readership refers to the number of people reading a title on an average day over the 

stated time period. Source: National Readership Survey (www.nrs.co.uk). 

 

 Intraspecialist material was sourced through a Web of Knowledge search, 

ﾉﾗﾗﾆｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ デｴW デWヴﾏ けHﾗﾏﾗ aﾉﾗヴWゲｷWﾐゲｷゲげく Iﾐ デﾗデ;ﾉ ヱΑ ヮ;ヮWヴゲ ┘WヴW ﾗHデ;ｷﾐWSく Fｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が 

the interspecialist magazines New Scientist and Scientific American, in addition to the 

interspecialist material in hybrids Nature and Science, were searched individually 

using their own databases. From this 42 articles were gathered. The much greater 

volume of material sourced for the Flores case study comparative to the Piltdown 

one in part reflects the greater ease of finding them, but it also reflects the much 

greater volume of material actually produced by publications in the more recent 

time frame. It was then necessary to expand the data set if it was to remain 

representative. 

 

4. Data Analysis 

4.1 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 

The data analysis of the thesis was underpinned by critical discourse analysis. 

The key tenet of CDA is not a particular technique of examination, but rather a 

demand that we view the data to be analysed as inseparable from the social 

structures, and their associated cultures, within with it exists. We must then consider 

Hﾗデｴ ｷa ┘W ;ヴW デﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS WｷデｴWヴく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ヴWゲヮWIデ ｷデ IﾗﾏヮﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ デｴW けHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-

┘ﾗヴﾆげ ふGｷWヴ┞ﾐ ヱΓΒンぶ デｴWﾗヴWデｷI;ﾉ aヴ;ﾏW┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾗa デｴW デｴWゲｷゲが ┘ｴｷIｴ aﾗI┌ゲWゲ ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ 

;ｪWﾐデゲげ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ;ゲ デｴW ゲｷデW ;デ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲﾗIｷﾗ-cultural boundary drawing takes place. 

It was not a concern of the thesis to provide a guide to CDA techniques, and 

so its influences on the thesis go unheralded. Like the proverbial Victorian child, I 

was happy for it to be see but not heard. For this reason, it is all the more important 

here to set out clearly what remains in the background elsewhere, namely, the ideas 

underpinning CDA, and how it framed the research. 
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TｴW デWヴﾏ けIヴｷデｷI;ﾉ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWげ ｷゲ ┌ゲWS H┞ ; Sｷ┗WヴゲW HﾗS┞ ﾗa ﾉｷデWヴ;デ┌ヴWが H┌デ ｴWヴW ｷデ 

will be primarily be based upon the methods advocated by Fairclough (2003). 

Following this method, the discourses (being forms of ontological representation 

which shape what ever social objects they discuss) within the texts studied are read 

as being in a dialectical relationship with the cultures in which they exist, that is to 

say they are mutually constitutive of one another. At the heart of the CDA approach 

lies a neo-Marxist informed interest in power relations, that eschews economic 

determinants in favour of cultural factors in the building, maintenance and 

destruction of networks of power. For that reason texts are a major source of 

interest for critical discourse, as repositories of culture which may be dissected to 

reveal the forces which shaped them. 

 To better understand a CDA approach it is necessary to consider some of its 

general principles and concepts, as identified by Wodak (in Titscher et al 2000:146)-  

 The focus of CDA is not linguistics per se, but rather with the linguistic nature of 

social and cultur;ﾉ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲWゲ ;ﾐS ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴWゲく Iﾐ aｷデデｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ Gヴ;ﾏゲIｷげゲ ｷSW;ゲ ﾗﾐ 

praxis, CDA is politically involved and concerned with social issues, and their 

constitution within power relations.  

 CDA ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲWゲ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ デW┝デく けTW┝デげ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ ; HﾗS┞ ﾗa ┘ヴｷデデWn 

ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪWが ﾗヴ ; デヴ;ﾐゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┗WヴH;ﾉ ｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐが ┘ｴWヴW;ゲ けSｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWげ Iﾗ┗Wヴゲ ; 

ﾏ┌Iｴ ｪヴW;デWヴ ;ヴW;き けI ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ ┌ゲW デｴW デWヴﾏ discourse to refer to the whole process of 

ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ デW┝デ ｷゲ ﾃ┌ゲデ ; ヮ;ヴデげ ふF;ｷヴIﾉﾗ┌ｪｴ ｷﾐ ibid. p147).  

 As all discourse is embedded within specific cultural, historical, ideological and 

intertexual frameworks, context is crucial to the understanding of any given 

example of it. For example, to determine whether a text is ideological it is 

ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴ┞ デﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS ｷデゲ けｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐが ヴWIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ WaaWIデゲげが ┘ｴｷIｴ 

requires the analyst to look beyond just the text itself to the relations that 

constitute it (Wodak in ibid. p146). 

 The relationship between discourse and society and culture is understood to be a 

dialectic one; they are mutually constitutive of one another. All examples of 
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language either reproduce or challenge society and culture. Language then is 

never neutral, but rather is understood as a form of social practice which may be 

used to achieve actions at the societal (in addition to the interpersonal) level. 

This is not merely a mechanistic cause-and-effect however; the influence of any 

instance of language depends upon the context in which the language occurs. To 

understand this dialectic relationship, CDA seeks to use an interdisciplinary 

approach, combining social theories with textual analysis. 

 

Gヴ;ﾏゲIｷげゲ ┌デｷﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa hegemony, which details the subtle interplays of 

power in which the superstructure became contested terrain between the different 

soci;ﾉ Iﾉ;ゲゲWゲが ｷゲ ; ﾆW┞ ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏ;ﾐデ デﾗ CDAげゲ ;ヮヮヴﾗ;Iｴく CWﾐデヴ;ﾉ デﾗ Gヴ;ﾏゲIｷげゲ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ┘;ゲ 

that rather than rule purely through physical domination, the ruling classes utilise 

けｷﾐデWﾉﾉWIデ┌;ﾉ ;ﾐS ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ ﾉW;SWヴゲｴｷヮげ ふGヴ;ﾏゲIｷ ｷﾐ “┘ｷﾐｪW┘ﾗﾗS ヲヰヰヰぎヱヱΒぶ ﾗ┗Wヴ 

subordinate gro┌ヮゲく Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ ;IｴｷW┗WS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ゲ;デ┌ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Iｷ┗ｷﾉ ゲﾗIｷWデ┞ ┘ｷデｴ けデｴW 

ゲヮｷヴｷデ ﾗa ｷデゲ ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉｷデ┞が I┌ゲデﾗﾏゲが ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲ ;ﾐS ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ ヮヴ;IデｷIWゲげ ふ“┘ｷﾐｪW┘ﾗﾗS 

2000:118). This saturation is achieved through the dissemination of the ruling 

ｪヴﾗ┌ヮげゲ ｷSWﾗﾉﾗｪｷWゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪh discourse.  

Gヴ;ﾏゲIｷげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ Sヴ;┘ゲ ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐIW ﾗa ｷSWﾗﾉﾗｪｷWゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI 

discourse, and the role these discourses play in shaping our conceptions of the 

world, at both an individual and societal level. Rather than being a source of purely 

objective knowledge, science is seen to be a institution with its own discursive 

practices, and which uses its position in contemporary Western societies as a 

privileged knowledge provider to disseminate its ideologies. Of equal importance is 

the social influences that shape scientific discourse に it is the mediation of power 

through a two-way relationship that CDA seeks to understand. In this respect, CDA 

suits an investigation of boundary-┘ﾗヴﾆ ┘Wﾉﾉが ;ゲ ｷデゲ aﾗI┌ゲ ﾗﾐ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ ;ｪWﾐデゲげ 

drawing of boundaries in their discourse encourages a focus on the power interests 

of those agents, and the manner in which they gain, and utilise, authority to support 

their boundaries. 
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Iﾐ ｷデゲ ;ヮヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ｴWヴWが デｴW けゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ｷゲゲ┌Wげ ヴWケ┌ｷヴｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ H┞ CDA ｷゲ デｴW 

power of scientific discourse - as a privileged knowledge provider - in the shaping of 

SWH;デWゲ IWﾐデヴｷﾐｪ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞げゲ ゲWﾉa-image, as determined in this instance by the 

reconstruction of our evolutionary ancestors. Much, if not all, of this power is based 

upﾗﾐ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ デﾗ HW ;HﾉW デﾗ ヮヴﾗS┌IW ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉが ﾗHﾃWIデｷ┗Wが ;II┌ヴ;デW ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWく 

The thesis will challenge these claims by pointing out the myriad of interconnections 

between scientific and popular ideas regarding our ancestors. The aim is not as much 

to SWﾐｷｪヴ;デW ゲIｷWﾐIW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ ヴﾗﾉW ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ゲデﾗヴ┞ ;ゲ ｷデ ｷゲ デﾗ IWﾉWHヴ;デW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲく  

The empirical data produced by science is fundamental to the project of learning 

more about our evolutionary past, yet the knowledge produced inevitably 

incorporates ideas that have not been evidenced, and ideas that cannot be evidence. 

These ideas are those of the wider culture in which scientists operate, as missing link 

stories are fundamentally stories about ourselves as much as our predecessors. It is 

worthwhile tﾗ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲW デｴｷゲ Hﾗデｴ デﾗ ｪｷ┗W けｷﾐaWヴｷﾗヴげ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ ﾗa ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW デｴWｷヴ S┌Wが 

and also to recognise the limits of science, lest its authority be wielded in the 

ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ﾉｷﾆW W;ゲｴH┌ヴﾐげゲ Mｷｪｴデ┞ H┌ﾐデWヴく 

CDAげゲ SWﾏ;ﾐS aﾗヴ けデｴｷIﾆ SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐげ ふGWWヴデ┣ ヱΓΑ3) of texts extends to a self-

ヴWaﾉW┝ｷ┗W ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲデげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ IﾗﾐデW┝デく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ヴWゲヮWIデ ｷデ Sﾗ┗Wデ;ｷﾉゲ ゲﾐ┌ｪﾉ┞ 

with the reflexivity clause of the strong programme (Bloor 1976). CDA is open in its 

use of a priori theorising to link a text with wider social elements, and openly 

acknowledges the role of its own ideology in its analysis. The binding textual analysis 

┘ｷデｴ ┘ｷSWヴ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ IﾗﾐデW┝デゲ ｴ;ゲ ;デデヴ;IデWS IヴｷデｷIｷゲﾏが aﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW WｷSSﾗ┘ゲﾗﾐげゲ 

accusation that it is ideological interpretation rather than analysis (in Titscher et al. 

ヲヰヰヰぎヱヶンぶく WｷSSﾗ┘ゲﾗﾐ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ CDAげゲ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デW┝デゲ ｷゲ Hｷ;ゲWS aｷヴゲデﾉ┞ ｷﾐ 

the manner in which it selects texts to support its chosen interpretation and 

secondly on the basis of a chosen ideological commitment which is evident from the 

outset. Fairclough attempts to defend against these accusations with a critical-realist 

inspired argument. Against the former accusation he points out that all textual 

analysis is inevitably selective in choosing what to study, and what questions to ask 
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of it. In response to the latter he acknowledges the role of an ideology in driving 

CDA: 

 

the belief that texts have a social, political, cognitive, moral and material 

consequences and effects, and that it is vital to understand these 

consequences and effects if we are to raise moral and political questions 

about contemporary societies (Fairclough 2003:14), 

 

but argues that any analysis of text is shaped by the subjectivity of the analyst, who 

is inevitably part of the context in which the text is interpreted. Given this, CDA only 

differs from other methods in that it is open and reflexive about its ideological 

commitments. It should also be noted that CDA does not claim to generate 

exhaustive knowledge of its subject; in recognition of the important role of context 

in CDA, no analysis can ever be considered definitive or complete because the 

context is dynamic and historically constituted, and thus open to change.  

Along the line of attack taken by Widdonwson, Schgeloff (1997) argues that 

due to its prior theorising, CDA can only find out what it already knows. Because of 

this potential weakness it is all the more vital to support CDA claims with appropriate 

S;デ;く Aゲ ; a┌ヴデｴWヴ ｪ┌;ヴS ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ デｴｷゲが デｴW さゲ┞ﾏﾏWデヴ┞ざ Iﾉ;┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW ゲデヴﾗﾐｪ 

programme is a useful bulwark. This holds that all knowledge claims, regardless of 

their success or failure, should be analysed by the same criteria. Treating claims in 

this way avoids evaluating them by criteria which were not available to 

contemporary agents e.g. theiヴ a┌デ┌ヴW ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ;ゲ けデヴ┌Wげ ﾗヴ けa;ﾉゲWげく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴ デｴW 

analyst might avoid critique-by-hindsight, that is to say agents should be judged by 

デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW┞ ﾗヮWヴ;デWが ﾐﾗデ H┞ デｴW ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲデげゲ IﾗﾐデW┝デく 

As CDA recognises the unavoidable presence of its ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲデげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ 

representation in any analysis, and the role of agency in the actions and 

interpretations of others, it does not claim to ever generate a single, comprehensive 
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;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ;ﾐ┞ デW┝デ デｴ;デ ｷゲ ゲデ┌SｷWSく GｷﾉHWヴデ わ M┌ﾉﾆ;┞げゲ IヴｷデｷI;ﾉ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW-driven 

ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ヴWﾃWIデゲ けデｴW デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ゲﾗIｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ｪﾗ;ﾉ ﾗa 

ヮヴﾗS┌Iｷﾐｪ ; ゲｷﾐｪﾉWが IﾗｴWヴWﾐデ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデげ ふヱΓΒヴぎヱΒΒぶ ｷﾐ a;┗ﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲｷﾐｪ デｴW 

multiple perspectives of the scientists themselves. This standpoint acknowledges the 

problem of representation that Woolgar (1988) identified in his SSK work に namely 

that any sociological critique of scientific representation is inherently flawed if it fails 

to recognise the role of its own representation in its critique of science.  

In recognition ﾗa デｴｷゲが aﾗヴ デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ｴWヴW Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ Iヴ┌Iｷ;ﾉく 

Through the manipulation of selection criteria I am able to construct an argument 

HWデ┘WWﾐ ; ヮヴﾗデ;ｪﾗﾐｷゲデ ふWくｪく けヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げぶが ;ﾐS ; ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa ;ﾐデ;ｪﾗﾐｷゲデゲ ふWくｪく 

け“T“げぶ ┘ｷデｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ デﾗ challenge it. None of these characters has a cohesive physical 

reality detectable to the human senses, and yet by classifying them by their shared 

agents, structures, knowledge claims etcetera, a single body can be identified. The 

strength of classification is also its weakness however; it relies upon a simplification 

of reality. To attempt a work such as this, without recourse to definitive bodies like 

けヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げが ヴWﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ ｷﾐゲデW;S ﾗﾐ ; ┌ﾐｷ┗WヴゲW ﾗa ;デﾗﾏｷ┣WS WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲが ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW 

an exercise in disasteヴく Oﾐﾉ┞ H┞ けﾉｷﾏｷデｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS aｷﾉデWヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ┗ｷゲｷHﾉWげ I;ﾐ ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞ HW 

けデヴ;ﾐゲIヴｷHWS ｷﾐデﾗ ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪWげ ふFﾗ┌I;┌ﾉデ ヱΓΓヲぎヱンヵぶく Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが aﾗヴ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ HW ;ﾐ 

aid to knowledge rather than a hindrance, two flaws must be borne in mind. The first 

of these is recognizing that, as a necessary simplification, classification is a process of 

;Hゲデヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ I;ﾐﾐﾗデ ヮヴﾗS┌IW けIﾗﾏヮﾉWデWげ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ﾗa ｷデゲ ゲ┌HﾃWIデゲが H┌デ ヴ;デｴWヴ ｷゲ 

ゲ┌ｷデWS aﾗヴ aｷﾐSｷﾐｪ ヴWゲｷS┌Wゲ ﾗa ┘ｴ;デW┗Wヴ ｷデ ｷゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ Iﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デWゲ けTヴ┌デｴげく TｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS 

flaw relates to the power dynamic which Bauman (1991) identified, namely that the 

classification of a group inevitably requires a judgment on the part of the classifier as 

デﾗ ┘ｴ;デ Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴｷﾐｪ IヴｷデWヴｷ; デﾗ ┌デｷﾉｷ┣Wく Tｴｷゲ けﾃ┌SｪﾏWﾐデげ ｷﾐW┗ｷデ;Hﾉ┞ ヴWゲｷSWゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW 

human mind, and hence is liable to be shaped as much by it as by the external world. 

For my analysis here this second flaw is less problematic than the first, as 

WﾐデｷデｷWゲ ﾗa デｴW ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾉSが ﾉｷﾆW けヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げが ;ヴW ヮヴﾗﾐW デﾗ ｷSWﾐデｷa┞ｷﾐｪが ;ﾐS 

classifying, themselves in a manner which the natural world does not (though 
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arguably there are exceptions in palaeoanthropological classifications, for example 

けゲヮWIｷWゲげぶく “デヴ┌Iデ┌ヴWゲ ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWS ｷﾐ デｴW ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾉS ;ヴW けIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデゲ ﾗa デｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS 

SWｪヴWWげ ふ“Iｴ┌デ┣ ヱΓΑンぎヶぶが HWｷﾐｪ those already identified by other actors. Of course 

even utilizing the self-classified identity of a body at the meta-level of 

けヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げ ;ﾐS け“T“げ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ヴWﾏﾗ┗W デｴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデｷ┗W ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴが ;ゲ 

they are still required to select from these vast bodies the particular elements that 

allow them to develop their argument. For the palaeoanthropologist and the social 

ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデ ;ﾉｷﾆWが デｴW ゲWﾉWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲｷa┞ｷﾐｪ IヴｷデWヴｷ; ;ﾐS デｴW けaｷﾉデWヴｷﾐｪげ ﾗa ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ 

preclude the production of valuable, useful, knowledge however. After-all 

classification is ever present in human behaviour and allows us to operate 

successfully in our everyday life-worlds; 

 

Tﾗ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷa┞ ｷゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐぐ WW ;ﾉﾉ ゲヮWﾐS ﾉ;ヴｪW ヮ;ヴデゲ ﾗa ﾗ┌ヴ S;┞ゲ Sﾗｷﾐｪ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ 

work, often tacitly, and we make up and use a range of ad hoc classifications 

to do so. We sort dirty dishes from clean, white laundry from colourfast, 

important email to be answered from e-junk. (Bowker & Star 2000 pp.1-2). 

 

Classification should take its cues from its subject; as long as distinguishing 

criteria are anchored in the reality of the subject then the knowledge produced 

should be a useful reflection of it, whilst not being comprehensive. It must always be 

kept in mind however that, like all human knowledge, what is produced from 

Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ デｴW ゲｴ;Sﾗ┘ゲ ﾗﾐ Pﾉ;デﾗげゲ I;┗W ┘;ﾉﾉが ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞ ヮWヴ ゲWく TｴW 

danger arises when we fail to acknowledge the work of classification in producing 

these shadows. Classification works like a fairground mirror, expanding some 

elements of reality whilst collapsing others. This can allow us a clear view of the 

specific elements we are interested in, but it must always be kept in mind, and 

acknowledged, that what is produced is a human distortion; 
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Each standard and each category valorizes some point of view and silences 

another. This is not inherently a bad thing に indeed it is inescapable. But it is 

an ethical choice, and as such it is dangerous に not bad, but dangerous (ibid 

p5). 

 

Beyond this reflexivity, in the work that follows I attempt a more holistic 

recognition of my own role throughout the text, by the overt deployment of 

metaphors to elucidate the claims made. Metaphors are powerful tools for sharing 

meaning, yet they also, in their particular idiosyncratic reimaginings, inevitably 

reveal the fingerprints of the author. By flagging up here, and in the concluding 

Iｴ;ヮデWヴが デｴｷゲ a;Iデが I ;ｷﾏ デﾗ ┌ﾐSWヴゲIﾗヴW デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴげゲ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW ﾗﾐ ┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ヮヴﾗS┌IWSく 

The acknowledgement of potentially diverse perspectives might seem to risk 

any hope of a productive account in favour of a chaotic one. However, recognition of 

the possibility of multiple perspectives does not exclude the possibility of coherent 

WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ WﾏWヴｪｷﾐｪき けAﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘W Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲWS デｴ;デ デｴW ﾏ┌ﾉデｷヮﾉｷIｷデ┞ ﾗa ┗ﾗｷIWゲ ┘ｷデｴ 

which scientists and other social actors speak makes traditional sociological 

objectives unattainable, we held fast to the assumption that interpretative 

ヴWｪ┌ﾉ;ヴｷデｷWゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW SｷゲIWヴﾐWS HWｴｷﾐS デｴW H;HHﾉW ﾗa デﾗﾐｪ┌Wゲげ ふGｷﾉHWヴデ わ M┌ﾉﾆ;┞ 

ヱΓΒヴぎヱΒΒぶく Iデ ｷゲ デｴWゲW けｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷ┗W ヴWｪ┌ﾉ;ヴｷデｷWゲげ デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ ;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ 

identify. 

 

4.2 Applying CDA 

It should be clear from the discussion above that CDA is less a method of data 

analysis, than an epistemological framing of it. The research required an analysis of 

the discursive practices evident within the texts identified. This cannot be 

accomplished purely through a consideration of the text of the primary data 

however; the complex dialectic which exists between any text and the world in 

which it is embedded requires an analysis of the context in which the papers exist. 
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Fairclough refers to the way in which discourses are created, mutated and absorbed 

┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ゲヮWIｷaｷI IﾗﾐデW┝デゲ ;ゲ けﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ-ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪげ (2003:10). The operationalisation of 

CDA relies on identifying the ways in which texts achieve meaning-making. 

 The analysis then involved first a literature review to provide the theoretical 

framework. A first reading was conducted of a sample of texts, in which prominent 

discourses were identified. The whole corpus was then coded within the Nvivo 

programme. Considering the data produced in light of the theoretical framework 

allowed me to connect these discourses with the wider contexts required by CDA. 

From the coding the specific threads which would form the data chapters were 

identified. 

 

5. Ethics 

As the source data for the project was be taken almost entirely from textual material 

already in the public domain there were few ethics issues to navigate. Where 

personal communications were quoted from the respondents were asked for their 

permission to reproduce their comments. The only other ethical responsibilities 

involved in the project were for myself, as author, to accurately report and reference 

any materials used. 

There is a considerable moral dimensions to the human-animal boundary 

however, and so in the concluding chapter I shall consider the ethics of undermining 

the boundaries I have set out to critique. 
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Chapter 4: Piltdown Man: Boundary-Working the Human-Animal 

Binary 

 

1. Introduction 

Piltdown Man today has the dubious honour of being perhaps the most notorious 

scientific hoax of all time. Announced in 1912 by a team led by prominent British 

scientist A.S. Woodward and amateur geologist/archaeologist Charles Dawson, the 

fossilised figure に apparently a creature on the cusp of humanity, with a large 

human-like skull and an ape-like jaw に ┘;ゲ ｴWヴ;ﾉSWS ;ゲ けデｴW W;ヴﾉｷWゲデ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴﾏ;ﾐげ 

(Woodward 1948), and received huge scientific and popular interest. However, 

further discoveries during the 1920s and 1930s, notably Australopithecus in Africa 

;ﾐS けPWﾆｷﾐｪ M;ﾐげ ｷﾐ Aゲｷ;が ﾏ;SW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ;ヮヮW;ヴ ;ゲ ;ﾐ W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ ;ﾐﾗﾏ;ﾉ┞く 

These other discoveries showed that in the human lineage the large ape jaw 

had shrunk before the skull had enlarged に the opposite of the development that 

Piltdown exhibited. This contradiction was not solved until 1953, when a team of 

scientists reappraising the discovery began to suspect foul play, and sent the remains 

for analysis. Tests showed that Piltdown Man was actually no more than a modern 

human skull and a modern orangutan jaw, the bones having been stained to give the 

appearance of age, and the teeth filed to appear more human.  

 In the years since numerous names have been put forward regarding the 

identity of the hoaxer(s) (see, for example, Wiener 1980, Blinderman 1986, Russell 

2003), but for social scientists the case raises many other questions besides. Like all 

けﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆげ aｷｪ┌ヴWゲが PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐ ﾗII┌ヮｷWS デｴW ﾉｷﾏｷﾐ;ﾉ ┣ﾗﾐW HWデ┘WWﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ;ﾐS 

nonhuman animal, by definition neither clearly one nor the other. In a similar (but 

ﾏﾗヴW ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉぶ ┘;┞ デﾗ IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ヮヴｷﾏ;デWゲが ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆゲ ﾗII┌ヮ┞ けデｴW HﾗヴSWヴ ┣ﾗﾐWゲ 

HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴﾗゲW ヮﾗデWﾐデ ﾏ┞デｴｷI ヮﾗﾉWゲげ ふH;ヴ;┘;┞ ヱΓΒΓぎヱぶ ﾗa ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ;ﾐS I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWく “┌Iｴ 

figures refuse to comply with the common binary configuration with which Western 

civilisation has conceptualised the human-animal divide. Within this Judeo-Christian 

inspired system of thought human and animal are mutually exclusive absolutes: the 
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latter as distinct from the former as the former is from God (Thomaゲ ヱΓΓヶぶく D;ヴ┘ｷﾐげゲ 

theory of evolution, introduced in the seminal On The Origin of Species (1859), 

theoretically destroyed the notion that human and animal were entirely discrete 

entities. Yet almost 150 years later such divisions are still implicit in our culture; in 

ﾗ┌ヴ デヴW;デﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲき ｷﾐ ﾗ┌ヴ ┗Wヴ┞ ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW ┘ｴWヴW デｴW デWヴﾏ け;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉげ Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ 

precludes humans. 

 WｴWヴW ゲIｷWﾐIW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾏWWデ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ ┘W 

can find overlaps, non-fits, lines criss-crossing. The case of Piltdown Man places this 

murky boundary zone under a microscope, a moment in time when an individual 

animal appeared to span the boundary: its jaw on one side, its skull on the other. As 

such Piltdown presented a monumental challenge to traditional binary conceptions. 

The efforts of scientists and journalists to respond to this challenge, evidenced in 

contemporary interspecialist, intraspecialist, and news media coverage, forms the 

subject of this chapter.  

TｴW IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ ゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ヴelation to the humanに

animal boundary became subsumed within nationalist and racial discourses that 

drove its interpretation. British coverage of the discovery was unhesitating in 

SWIﾉ;ヴｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ デﾗ HW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐが H┌デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ ゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪが ﾐﾗt its 

physical remains, that decided this. Meanwhile, so-called modern-S;┞ けゲ;┗;ｪWゲげ ┘WヴW 

invoked in the effort to invest in Piltdown humanity, bringing the figure closer to us, 

whilst Piltdown was simultaneously used to move them further away. In such data 

we catch sight of prototypic classifications of the creature being shoehorned into 

Aristotelian classifications. Extant primates also suffered in this process, being 

denied humanness even whilst Piltdown was awarded equivalent scientific 

categorisation. Unsurprisingly, during this whole process the humanにanimal binary 

became mobilized as something more complex than a simple dichotomy, but only in 

an implicit manner that ultimately left the binary picture intact. In chapter five I will 

discuss why Piltdownげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲ デﾗﾗﾆ デｴW ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ aﾗヴﾏ デｴ;デ ｷデ SｷSが H┌デ ｴWヴW デｴW 

focus is on how Piltdown became human in the first place. 
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2. The Piltdown Discovery 

Piltdown Man was announced to the world in 1912 by a team of scientists led by the 

distinguished Arthur Smith Woodward, who was at the time campaigning to become 

Director of the British Museum of Natural History, and Charles Dawson, an amateur 

geologist/archaeologist. It was Dawson who had brought Piltdown to the attention 

of the scientific community, when he was handed two skull fragments by workers 

who were digging at the site in 1908. Dawson continued to investigate and in 1912 

formed a digging team with the aid of two colleagues, Woodward and de Chardin
8
. 

The molar tooth of a prehistoric elephant species was the first notable find, soon 

followed by more hominan skull fragments and a lower jaw bone. These bones were 

to become Piltdown Man, announced to huge scientific and popular interest in 

December of that year. The find was sensational, essentially an anatomically modern 

human skull に though unusually thick に with an ape-like jaw. It appeared to be the 

missing link rendered physical. Crucially, the jaw had broken off at its joint, so it was 

impossible to confirm how it connected with this atypical skull. For some at the time, 

primarily foreign scientists, the juxtaposition between the two forms was such that 

they were convinced that the find was the result of two different skeletons buried 

within the same strata becoming accidentally mixed up with one another に the 

さS┌;ﾉｷゲデざ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデく AIIﾗヴSｷﾐｪ デﾗ デｴｷゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐ ┘;ゲ ;Iデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ デｴW 

mistaken joining of two never-before-seen species - the skull of an archaic human 

and the jaw of an archaic ape (e.g. Miller 1915). The British palaeoanthropological 

community and media had fewer doubts however, and here the debate hinged on 

デ┘ﾗ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW さﾏﾗﾐｷゲデざ ┗ｷW┘ヮﾗｷﾐデく TｴWゲW IﾗﾏヮWデｷﾐｪ 

interpretations came from the DawsonにWoodward (1913) team on one side, and 

                                                      

8
 Teilhard de Chardin was a French Jesuit priest and philosopher, as well as a palaeoanthropologist. 

Given that he did not author any work within the parameters of this study however, his own take on 

the find is unknown. 
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Prof. Arthur Keith
9
 (1914), anatomist, palaeontologist and keeper of the Hunterian 

collection at the Royal College of Surgeons, on the other. The discrepancy between 

British and European/American interpretations is something I shall return to in 

Section 6. 

 From the fragments of skull collected, Woodward constructed an individual 

with a brain capacity of 1070 c.c., roughly halfway between that of modern apes and 

humans. Due to this small skull and the large jawbone, his figure had a backwards-

sloping forehead and a pronounced muzzle: a distinctly apish appearance. The 

Dawson-Woodward team declared their figure to be a member of a species they 

labeled Eoanthropus dawsoni
10く TｴWｷヴ aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ ゲヮWIｷWゲ ﾐ;ﾏW ┘;ゲ ﾗa Iﾗ┌ヴゲW ｷﾐ ｴﾗﾐﾗ┌ヴ 

ﾗa デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┗WヴWヴが D;┘ゲﾗﾐく さEﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮ┌ゲざ ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾏW;ﾐゲ けS;┘ﾐ-ﾏ;ﾐげが ;ﾐS took its 

I┌W aヴﾗﾏ デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ ｷﾐデWヴﾏWSｷ;デW ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ゲｷ┣Wく Tｴｷゲ ヮﾉ;IWS PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗ┌デゲｷSW デｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ 

genus Homoく KWｷデｴげゲ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾏW;ﾐ┘ｴｷﾉW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデWS ｷﾐ ; aｷｪ┌ヴW ┘ｷデｴ ; Iヴ;ﾐｷ;ﾉ 

capacity of 1500 c.c., slightly larger than the average amongst modern humans, and 

with an appearance similar to our own. Keith labeled his creation Homo 

piltdownensis, in recognition of its modern characteristics. 

 

3. Boundary man 

Piltdown Man was a chimera in a very literal sense; a figure born of the artificial 

conjoining of fragments of a modern human skull with the right side of a modern 

ﾗヴ;ﾐｪ┌デ;ﾐげゲ ﾃ;┘く Tﾗ ﾗHゲI┌ヴW デｴW Hﾉ┌ﾐデﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ IヴW;デｷﾗﾐが デｴW ｴﾗ;┝Wヴ ヮﾉ;IWS デ┘ﾗ 

heavily filed human molars in the jaw. As such Piltdown straddled the human-animal 

boundary in a manner that refused to comply with binary discourses. In case one is 

                                                      

9
 Both Keith and Woodward were later Knighted, but as this occurred after the events detailed here 

they will be referred to by their contemporary titles. 

10
 Under taxonomical naming conventions, the capitalized first word designates the genus, and the 

lower case second word the particular species within that genus. 
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tempted, in retrospect, to dismiss such a challenge as being merely the result of an 

artificial construction, a hoax, it is worth remembering that the existence of archaic 

figures that were neither obviously human nor nonhuman is unquestioned within 

evolutionary theory. At the turn of the twentieth century it was hypothesized that, in 

human ancestors, the brain had expanded before the jaw began to shrink
11

, 

something that the Piltdown hoaxer took heed of. The genuine discoveries that 

followed Piltdown showed that the reverse was in fact true, which is why Piltdown 

had become such an anomaly by the time it was revealed as a fake in 1953. The 

precise order of the anatomical progression from animal to human form is not 

important to the project of understanding cultural responses to boundary 

challenges, so the fact that Piltdown was a hoax, and an imperfect one, can be 

ignored for the work at hand. Instead, the focus here is directed upon the question 

of how, given what the actors involved knew at the time, did they come to declare 

Piltdown human? 

 PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐげゲ SWH┌デ ｷﾐ デｴW G┌;ヴSｷ;ﾐ ﾗﾐ デｴW ヱΓデｴ Nﾗ┗ ヱΓヱヲ ｪ;┗W ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ 

hints of the challenges this was to bring to the media. It appeared under the heading 

さTｴW E;ヴﾉｷWゲデ M;ﾐいざが デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾏ;ヴﾆ ｷﾐ デｴW デｷデﾉW ;ヮヮW;ヴゲ デﾗ HW SｷヴWIデWS 

デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ ケ┌Wヴ┞ｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ;ゲ デｴW W;ヴﾉｷWゲデ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐが ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ｷデゲ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ;ゲ ; 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐく Iデゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ デWﾉﾉゲ ﾗa デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ﾗa ; さｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉがざ さH┞ a;ヴ デｴW W;ヴﾉｷWゲデ デヴ;IW 

of manﾆｷﾐS デｴ;デ ｴ;ゲ ┞Wデ HWWﾐ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSくざ Iデ ｪﾗWゲ ﾗﾐ デﾗ ゲデ;デW さTｴW ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ 

resembles the Neanderthal specimen, but belongs to a much lower and more 

ヮヴｷﾏｷデｷ┗W デ┞ヮW ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐﾆｷﾐS W┗Wﾐ デｴ;ﾐ デｴ;デくざ Iﾐ デｴWゲW ﾗヮWﾐｷﾐｪ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデゲ デｴWヴW 

;ヮヮW;ヴゲ ﾐﾗ ;┘;ヴWﾐWゲゲ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ｷデｷWゲき ｴW ┘;ゲ さヮヴｷﾏｷデｷ┗Wざが H┌デ ｴW ┘;ゲ 

human. In the second half of the article some confusion appears though; 

                                                      

11
 Prof. GE Smith, who wrote an appendix to the Dawson-Woodward paper announcing Piltdown, 

ゲデ;デWゲ さTｴW ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデ ヮ;ヴ;Sﾗ┝ ﾗa デｴW ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; ゲｷﾏｷ;ﾐ ﾃ;┘ ┘ｷデｴ ; ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ Hヴ;ｷﾐ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ゲ┌ヴヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪ 

デﾗ ;ﾐ┞ﾗﾐW a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ ┘ｷデｴ ヴWIWﾐデ ヴWゲW;ヴIｴ ┌ヮﾗﾐ デｴW W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐぐ TｴW ｪヴﾗ┘デｴ ﾗa デｴW Hヴ;ｷﾐ 

preceded the refinement of the features of the somatic characterゲ ｷﾐ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉざ ふ“ﾏｷデｴ ヱΓヱンぎヱヴΑぶく 
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ゲｷﾐIW D;ヴ┘ｷﾐげゲ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ｪ;ｷﾐWS ;IIWヮデ;ﾐIW デｴW ﾐWWS ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ aWﾉデ aﾗヴ 

SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴｷﾐｪ さデｴW ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆざ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW ｴｷｪｴWゲデ ;ヮWゲ ;ﾐS デｴW ﾉﾗ┘Wゲデ men. 

The gulf between the two has not yet been bridged though we must wait for 

the judgment of the experts to know how much it has been narrowed by the 

discovery in Sussex. (19.11.12:8). 

TｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa HヴｷSｪｷﾐｪ ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴゲ aﾗヴ けﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆげ aｷｪ┌ヴWゲ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ┌ﾐIﾗmmon. Talk of 

さｴｷｪｴWゲデ ;ヮWゲざ ;ﾐS さﾉﾗ┘Wゲデ ﾏWﾐざ ｪｷ┗Wゲ デｴｷゲ HヴｷSｪW ; ┗WヴデｷI;ﾉが ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ｴﾗヴｷ┣ﾗﾐデ;ﾉが 

ヮﾉ;ﾐWが ﾏ┌Iｴ ﾉｷﾆW ; けL;ﾏ;ヴIﾆｷ;ﾐ ﾉ;SSWヴげ IﾗﾐIWヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐく Tｴｷゲ ┗WヴデｷI;ﾉ HヴｷSｪW 

plays on a biblical conception of human-animal relations that sees humans as figures 

halfway between animals and God in a hierarchy of greatness, and as clearly 

delineated from the former as from the latter. It is this traditional binary 

understanding that the chimeric Piltdown causes such great problems for. In the 

ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴげs specific use here, the effect achieved is a semantic slight-of-hand. The 

first half of this quote seems to suggest that Piltdown Man is a link between the 

さｴｷｪｴWゲデ ;ヮWゲざ ;ﾐS さﾉﾗ┘Wゲデ ﾏWﾐがざ ; ゲデ;デ┌ゲ デｴ;デ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ゲWWﾏ デﾗ ヮヴWIﾉ┌SW ｴｷﾏ aヴﾗﾏ 

either one and hence Iﾗﾐデヴ;SｷIデｷﾐｪ デｴW ;ヴデｷIﾉWげゲ ;デデWﾏヮデゲ デﾗ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ ｴｷﾏ ;ゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐく 

Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが デｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS ﾉｷﾐWげゲ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾐ;ヴヴﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ デｴW ｪ┌ﾉa Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ヴW;S 

as meaning that this is a figure that exists on the shore of the human landmass, and 

that extends it backwards inデﾗ デｴW さｪ┌ﾉaがざ ゲﾗ ﾉW;┗ｷﾐｪ ; ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉWヴ ｪ;ヮ aﾗヴ ; ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆ 

to span. Hence he might still perhaps be claimed as human. No resolution is offered, 

as the contradictions go unacknowledged. 

 This conceptual confusion is the result of a process we shall see repeatedly in 

our study に a prototypic classification of a figure displaying contradictory 

characteristics being explicated as an Aristotelian classification. This flags up the key 

question of this chapter: how was such a chimera of the human and the nonhuman 

reconciled with traditional binary understandings of the human-animal boundary? 
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4. The Challenge of a Non-fit 

TｴW ﾗaaｷIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐげゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ デﾗﾗﾆ ヮﾉ;IW ;デ デｴW GWﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ 

Society on the 18
th

 DWIWﾏHWヴ ヱΓヱヲく D;┘ゲﾗﾐ わ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ Setailing the 

SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ┗Wヴ┞ ゲデ;ヴデが WﾐデｷデﾉWS さOﾐ デｴW DｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ 

of a Paleolithic Human Skull and Mandible in Flint-BW;ヴｷﾐｪ Gヴ;┗Wﾉぐくざ D;┘ゲﾗﾐ ｪｷ┗Wゲ 

little mention of the hominan remains in his section of the paper, but crucially he 

SﾗWゲ ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐ aｷﾐSｷﾐｪ Hﾗデｴ ;ﾐ さ┌ﾐ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ デｴｷIﾆ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮ;ヴｷWデ;ﾉ HﾗﾐWざ ふヱΓヱンぎヱヱΑぶ ;ﾐS 

さデｴW ヴｷｪｴデ ｴ;ﾉa ﾗa ; ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾏ;ﾐSｷHﾉWざ ふヮくヱヲヱぶく Iﾐ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ゲWIデｷﾗﾐが デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴ 

ヴWヮW;デゲ デｴｷゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏき さTｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ IﾗﾏヮヴｷゲW デｴW ｪヴW;デWヴ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ; Hヴ;ｷﾐ-case 

and onW ヴ;ﾏ┌ゲ ﾗa デｴW ﾏ;ﾐSｷHﾉWが ┘ｷデｴ ﾉﾗ┘Wヴ ﾏﾗﾉ;ヴゲ ヱ ;ﾐS ヲざ ふヮヱヲヴぶく Oﾐ デｴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデ ﾗa 

the jaw however, he appears to contradict his earlier claim: 

 

The great width of the temporal insertion, the situation of the mylohyoid 

groove behind rather than in line with the SWﾐデ;ﾉ aﾗヴ;ﾏWﾐぐ ;ヴW ;ﾉﾉ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴゲ 

of the mandible in apes, not in man (p.131).  

 

Oa デｴW デWWデｴが ｴW ゲデ;デWゲ さTｴW ﾏﾗﾉ;ヴ デWWデｴが デｴWヴWaﾗヴWが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ SｷゲデｷﾐIデﾉ┞ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐが ;ヴW ﾗa 

the most primitive type, and must be regarded as reminiscent of the apes in their 

narrﾗ┘ﾐWゲゲざ ふヮくヱンヲぶく Iﾐ ; aｷﾐ;ﾉ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデが ﾗﾐ ｴｷゲ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ;┘;ヴS PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ 

membership of an entirely new species; 

 

The brain-case alone, though specifically distinguished from all known human 

crania of equally low brain-capacity, by the characters of its supraorbital 

border, and the upward extension of its temporal muscles, could scarcely be 

removed from the genus Homo; the bone of the mandible so far as 

preserved, however, is so completely distinct from that of Homo in the shape 

of the symphysis and the parallelism of the molar-premolar series on the two 

sides, that the facial parts of the skull almost certainly differed in 
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fundamental characters from those of any typically human skull. I therefore 

propose that the Piltdown specimen be regarded as the type of a new genus 

of the family Hominidae, to be named Eoanthropus (p.135). 

 

 Gｷ┗Wﾐ デｴW HWﾐWaｷデ ﾗa ｴｷﾐSゲｷｪｴデが ﾏ┌Iｴ ﾗa D;┘ゲﾗﾐ ;ﾐS WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ ｷゲ 

unsurprising: Piltdown had a skull that appeared very similar to modern Homo 

sapiens except for its size (accordｷﾐｪ デﾗ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐぶ ;ﾐS ; aW┘ ﾏｷﾐﾗヴ 

details, and a jaw that appeared very similar to that of an ape, except the teeth, 

which in many respects were like those of modern Homo sapiens. Despite showing 

an awareness of these contradictions however, both authors label Piltdown as 

human. Even the features which appear ape-like become human once they are 

placed in the context of the whole being. This is perhaps fitting if humanity is tied to 

a particular taxonomic group, given that Linnaean taxonomy operates at the level of 

the organism, rather than sub-parts of it
12

. As I detail in Chapter 6 however, despite 

ｷデゲ ┌ゲ;ｪW H┞ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲが けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ｷゲ ヴWゲﾗﾉ┌デWﾉ┞ ; ﾐﾗﾐゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ ┘ｷデｴ ﾐﾗ IﾉW;ヴ 

linkage to taxonomy. Here too, I show that human and Homo were by no means tied 

together (see below).  

Iﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐが D;┘ゲﾗﾐ わ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ I;デWｪﾗヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ヴ;ｷゲWゲ デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┘ｴ┞ 

the being as a whole becomes human rather than ape - or something else entirely - 

when its constituent parts are so conflicting. Is it that greater importance is attached 

to the skull than the jaw - that a species essence resides in the skull that is not 

present in other bones? If so this would mean that, had the Piltdown hoaxer had the 

foresight provided by the later discoveries of Peking man and Australopithecus
13

, and 

                                                      

12
 For a more detailed appraisal of Linnaean taxonomy see Farber (2000). 

13
 Peking man was discovered in China during excavations in the 1920s and was an example of Homo 

erectus. Australopithecus was discovered in 1924 in South Africa. Both showed that the modern 

human jaw evolved before the skull, opposite to the pattern of evolution implied by Piltdown Man. 
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placed a human jaw with an ape skull, then Piltdown would have been labeled an 

ape. Consideration of the scientific and media discourses around this figure suggest 

though that it is unlikely that Piltdown would ever be anything but human. This 

ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ｷゲ ﾏｷヴヴﾗヴWS ｷﾐ BｷヴﾆW わ MｷIｴ;Wﾉげゲ ふヱΓΓΒぶ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ヮヴﾗﾏｷﾐWﾐデ 

boundary crosser に xenotransplantation animals. Referencing Douglas (1966), they 

ヴWaWヴ デﾗ ; さﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W ﾗa ヮ┌ヴｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐざ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;デデWﾏヮデゲ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW ゲ┌Iｴ IヴW;デ┌ヴWゲ ﾏﾗre 

ヮ┌HﾉｷIﾉ┞ ;IIWヮデ;HﾉWく Tｴｷゲ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW ヮ┌ゲｴWゲ IｴｷﾏWヴ;ゲ デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ ; ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWSが けヮ┌ヴWげ 

state: 

 

For example, where media reports have described the scientific creation of a 

mouse with a sheep gene, it is described as just that -- a mouse with gene X. Or, 

it may be described as a cross-species mouse. But, when the transgene is a copy 

ﾗa ; ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ｪWﾐWが デｴWﾐ デｴW SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ Iｴ;ﾐｪWゲぎ Iデ HWIﾗﾏWゲ ヮ;ヴデ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ぷぐへ Ia 

what is transplanted is part-human, then boundaries are not being so blatantly 

transgressed. (p.254). 

 

It is notable that in both Birke & Michael's example and my own, the pure state is 

that of human, reflecting the self-interested position we hold as classifiers. Forcing 

Piltdown to be human denies its uncomfortable transgression of boundaries. I will 

explore this process below, before returning to the question above に if Piltdown had 

to be pure, why pure human and not pure ape? 

 

4.1 The Popular Reception 

The opening metaphorical broadsides of islands of humanity and gulfs to be 

spanned, launched in the Guardianげゲ Nﾗ┗WﾏHWヴ ;ﾐﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWﾏWﾐデが ヮヴWa;IW デｴW 

conceptual problems that Dawson and Woodward become enmeshed in. The media 

coverage following their official announcement fares no better, and as the debate 
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evolves the construction and attribution of humanity becomes increasing complex, 

and seemingly divorced from simple binary understandings of human and animal. 

 The Guardianげゲ ヴWヮﾗヴデ ﾗa デｴW ﾗaaｷIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWﾏWﾐデ ケ┌ﾗデWゲ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴS ;ゲ 

ゲデ;デｷﾐｪ さデｴW ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ﾏ;┞ HW ヴWｪ;ヴSWS ;ゲ ヮヴWゲWﾐデｷﾐｪ ; ｴｷデｴWヴデﾗ ┌ﾐﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ ゲヮWIｷWゲ ﾗa 

homo ぷゲｷIへ aﾗヴ ┘ｴｷIｴ ; ﾐW┘ ﾐ;ﾏW ｷゲ ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲWSざ ふヱΓくヱヲくヱヲぎヱヱぶく HWヴW ｷゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾐｴWヴWﾐデ 

Iﾗﾐデヴ;SｷIデｷﾗﾐぎ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ｷゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏWS デﾗ HW ; ゲヮWIｷWゲ ﾗa さhomoざ ;ﾐS ┞Wデ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴS 

ヮﾉ;IWゲ ｷデ ｷﾐゲデW;S ｷﾐ デｴW ｪWﾐ┌ゲ さEoanthropus.ざ Tｴｷゲ ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW 

published version of the speech, so it may be that Woodward was misquoted, or that 

he made an error which was corrected for the published account. However, in a later 

article, the Guardian ケ┌ﾗデWゲ KWｷデｴ ;ゲ ゲ;┞ｷﾐｪ さPﾗゲゲｷHﾉ┞ ｴW ぷWﾗﾗS┘;ヴSへ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ ; 

little too precipitate in sayｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ｷデ HWﾉﾗﾐｪゲ デﾗ ; ﾐW┘ ｪWﾐ┌ゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ざ 

(20.12.12:16), which suggests that the potential exists for humanity to be detached 

from the genus Homo (see sections 6 & 7).  

 These confusions herald a boundary debate which never materializes. The 

physical manifestation of the human-animal binary within one individual - what we 

know with hindsight to be a human skull with an orangutan jaw, and which was to all 

intents recognised as such at the time - might be expected to prompt a discussion of 

how this character challenged existing dichotomous understandings. One could 

imagine that such a figure would provoke considerable debate, especially arriving at 

a time when such figures were exceedingly rare に PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ 

been pre-empted by a handful of figures such as Neanderthal man and Java man. 

Despite the conflicting evidence though, Piltdown begins, and remains throughout 

デｴW ﾏWSｷ; Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪWが ゲデヴｷIデﾉ┞ けﾏ;ﾐげく ‘;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ;デデWﾏヮデｷﾐｪ デﾗ ┘W;ﾆWﾐ デｴW ヴｷｪｷS 

categories of human and animal, the consensus is to force Piltdown Man to fit 

accepted ideas, even if the results appeared self-contradicting. A typical example of 

such coverage comes from the Illustrated London News (28.12.12:950): 
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the man (part of whose jaw and skull were found) was undoubtedly akin to 

the apes. The lower jaw is unmistakably ape-like, while presenting other 

features indubitably human. 

 

In another example, the Times (11.08.13:3) states  

 

デｴW ﾗﾉSWゲデ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ┞Wデ SｷゲIﾗ┗WヴWS ｷﾐ E┌ヴﾗヮWぐ ; HWｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ｷゲ ヮ;ヴデﾉ┞ 

ape, partly man.  

 

From the Express (20.12.12:1): 

 

a new race of men, in points strongly resembling the apes, but still 

┌ﾐケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ;Hﾉ┞ さﾏ;ﾐざが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ SW┗ﾗｷS ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾗa ゲヮWWIｴく 

 

‘WヮW;デWSﾉ┞が ; ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ に usually implicitly in labelling the 

discover┞ さﾏ;ﾐがざ H┌デ ;ﾉゲﾗ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ W┝ヮﾉｷIｷデ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴ;デ ｷﾐ デｴW Times quote 

above に is juxtaposed with a recognition of nonhuman features. As well as the ape 

mandible and the suggested absence of speech, these conflicting features include; 

that the skull ┘;ゲ ゲｴ;ヮWS ﾉｷﾆW ; Iｴｷﾏヮ;ﾐ┣WWげゲ ふTimes 19.12.12:4); that the neck was 

like that of an ape (ibid.); and that it walked like chimp, with a shuffling gait (Express 

23.12.12:1). Clearly, the physical contradictions identified by Dawson and Woodward 

were recognized too by the journalists involved, and yet no one sought to question 

デｴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ ｴWヴW HWaﾗヴW ┌ゲ ┘;ゲ ; けﾏ;ﾐげく 
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5. Forcing a Fit 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐｷﾐｪ ;ゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮヴﾗﾏヮデゲ デ┘ﾗ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐゲが ﾐ;ﾏWﾉ┞き ﾗﾐ ┘ｴ;デ ｪヴﾗ┌ﾐSゲ 

┘;ゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ Iﾗﾐゲtructed?; and why did its human status remain so 

untouchable? In response to the former question, all the evidence concerned had to 

be drawn from the very fragmentary sources that palaeoanthropology deals in. In 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ I;ゲWが デｴWゲW ┘WヴW ;ﾐ;デﾗﾏｷI;ﾉ ふゲﾆ┌ﾉl fragment and jaw measurements and 

reconstructions), abstractions from anatomical evidence (such as speech capabilities, 

posture), and lithic (both Eolithic and Chellean tools
14

 were discovered at the 

Piltdown site). In consideration of the latter, one Times piece suggests that stone 

tools can only be an effect, not a cause of human status: 

 

デｴW さｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ざ ﾗa デｴW EﾗﾉｷデｴｷI aﾉｷﾐデゲ ｴ;ゲ aﾗヴ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ┞W;ヴゲ HWWﾐ Sｷゲヮ┌デWS に one 

of the chief objections to their acceptance having been that they had never 

been found in intimate association with human bones. With this discovery 

that objection finally disappears (25.12.12:8). 

 

The tools then became tools because they were discovered in association with 

human bones, rather than vice versa. As already shown, Dawson and WoodwaヴSげゲ 

ヮ;ヮWヴ ﾉﾗI;デWゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ｷﾐ IWヴデ;ｷﾐ aW;デ┌ヴWゲ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ;ﾐS デWWデｴが ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ゲ ┘W 

;ﾉヴW;S┞ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ﾗaaWヴ ﾐﾗ IﾉW;ヴ ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴ デﾗ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ;ゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾗヴ ﾐﾗデく 

Unsurprisingly, the media too focus primarily on the skull, jaw and teeth. However, 

in a reflection of their position within popular culture, free of the constraints of the 

ﾏﾗヴW I;┌デｷﾗ┌ゲ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ヴW;ﾉﾏが ﾏWSｷ; Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪW W┝ヮ;ﾐSゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデげゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲく 

One Illustrated London News piece discusses the possible lifestyle of Piltdown, 

including skills and tool use: 

                                                      

14
 Eﾗﾉｷデｴゲ ふﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ さS;┘ﾐ ゲデﾗﾐW デﾗﾗﾉゲざぶ ;ヴW Iヴ┌SW ゲデﾗﾐW aﾉｷﾐデゲが ゲｴ;ヴヮWﾐWS ﾗﾐ ﾗﾐW ゲｷSWく CｴWﾉﾉW;ﾐ デﾗﾗﾉゲ 

were slightly more developed and worked on both planes to provide a finer edge. 
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He was a man of low stature, very muscular, and had not yet attained that 

graceful poise of the body which is so characteristic of the human race to-

S;┞く B┌デ ｴW ┘;ゲ H┞ ﾐﾗ ﾏW;ﾐゲ ﾉ;Iﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIWぐ HW ｴ;S ヮヴﾗH;Hﾉ┞ 

inherited the use of fire from his forbears, and this useful ally served to 

harden the ends of his wooden spears and perhaps to cook his food 

(28.12.12:958). 

 

PWヴｴ;ヮゲ デｴWﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ゲデWﾏゲ aヴﾗﾏ デﾗﾗﾉ ;ﾐS aｷヴW ┌ゲWい “┌Iｴ ゲﾆｷﾉﾉゲ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS 

seem to require language, or at least a developed form of social learning, which is 

one key attribute of humans. There is no sign of consensus on this however. The 

Express titles one article with the following header: 

 

The New Woman
15

 (200,000 Years Ago). She Could Not Cook. She Could Not 

Talk. She Could Not Wash. She Could Not Light A Fire (23.12.12:1). 

 

Here Piltdown is simultaneously claimed as human and stripped of many basic 

human characteristics. The article does go on to assert that Piltdown could use tools 

and clothe itself in animal skin, but here, as with all the coverage both popular and 

scientific, its humanity is not negotiated as an outcome of these skills, but is 

assumed from the start. Nowhere, in any of the literature, does there appear an 

                                                      

15
 さTｴW NW┘ Wﾗﾏ;ﾐざ ﾗa デｴW デｷデﾉW ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ デｴW ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉ┞ aWﾏ;ﾉW ｪWﾐSWヴ ﾗa デｴW ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐが ; 

suggestion made by Woodward on account of certain anatomical features of the skull. The other 

papers largely ignore this claim, but the Express makes great play of it. At this time of course the 

Suffragette and Suffragist movements were demanding that women be given the vote, and the 

Express was presumably playing on this theme. See Chapter 5 for further discussion. 
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W┝ヮﾉｷIｷデ ﾃ┌ゲデｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ human membership; the anatomical features are 

contradictory, as are the suggested skills; the tools are unsuited to conferring such 

status, and the general consensus is that it would have been unable to talk. 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲ ┘;ゲ デｴWﾐ H┌ｷﾉデ ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ precarious of ground. 

 

6. Species Boundaries, National Boundaries 

This brings us to our second question - ┘ｴ┞ ┘;ゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ゲﾗ 

unassailable despite the contradictory evidence? There are two answers, I would 

suggest. The first of these is simヮﾉ┞ デｴ;デ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW さH;Iﾆ┘;ヴSゲ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐざ ふExpress 

ヱヲくヰΒくヱンぎヱぶ ｷゲ ﾏﾗヴW W┝Iｷデｷﾐｪ ﾐW┘ゲ デｴ;ﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW さaﾗヴ┘;ヴS ;ヮWざ ふibid.). As a 

primitive human Piltdown takes on an immediacy, a relevancy, to popular culture 

that it would not have as an ape. Piltdown as a human さaｷデぷゲへ ┘Wﾉﾉ ┘ｷデｴ ﾏWSｷ; ﾐW┘ゲ 

┗;ﾉ┌Wゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪa┌ﾉﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐIW デﾗ S;ｷﾉ┞ ﾉｷaWざ ふC;ゲゲｷS┞ ヲヰヰヵぎヱンヶぶく “┌Iｴ 

けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデげ ゲデﾗヴｷWゲ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ;ﾐ ｷSWﾐデｷaｷ;HﾉW ;ゲヮWIデ ﾗa ヮヴｷﾐデ ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉｷゲﾏ ゲｷﾐIW 

デｴW ヴｷゲW ﾗa デｴW けNW┘ Jﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉｷゲﾏげ ﾗa デｴW ヱΒΓヰゲ ふLWW ヱ980:121). For scientists and 

journalists alike, such sensationalism (if that is not too strong a word) means greater 

public interest and hence greater rewards, whether in terms of status, resources or 

finances.  

 The second answer is related to this, but is both more complex and more 

interesting from a boundary perspective. It also demonstrates why the construction 

of the human-animal boundary impacts on us as humans, and not just on our 

treatment of those on the other side of the line. It is linked to the first answer by the 

fact that it concerns the anthropocentricism that makes Piltdown the human more 

interesting to readers than Piltdown the ape. As a human, Piltdown becomes one of 

さ┌ゲざが ｷデ ﾃﾗｷﾐゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ﾗﾐ ﾗ┌ヴ ゲｷSW ﾗa デｴW Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞ Sｷ┗ｷSWく OH┗ｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞が デｴﾗ┌ｪｴが we do not 

construct our social alliances purely in species terms. Other important boundaries in 

the drawing of social alliances are the boundaries of nations and races, and both had 

;ﾐ ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ ヴﾗﾉW デﾗ ヮﾉ;┞ ｷﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ;デデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞く 
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 Piltdown was the first, and remains the only, major palaeoanthropological 

discovery to be found in England. He arrived at a time when Britain was, thanks to 

the likes of Darwin and Huxley, at the forefront of evolutionary theory. Great 

imperial rivals such as France (Dryopithecus fontani) and Germany (Homo 

Neanderthalensis)
16

 had already enjoyed the discoveries of ancient evolutionary 

ancestors within their borders. Although the idea of relating a creature that lived 

hundreds of thousands of years ago to a particular nation state - that at best might 

claim a few hundred years contiguous history - is logically nonsensical, nationalists 

can still draw powerful historical discourses from them to support ideas of national 

greatness. Such themes were certainly present in the reception of Piltdown Man. 

The first report in the Guardian ヮヴﾗIﾉ;ｷﾏゲ デｴW aｷﾐS さケ┌ｷデW ;ゲ W;ヴﾉ┞ ;ゲ ;ﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ 

ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ E┌ヴﾗヮWざ ふヲヱくヱヱくヱヲぎΒぶが ;ﾐS ﾉ;デWヴ ﾗﾐ SWIﾉ;ヴWゲ さｷデ ｷゲ W┝デヴWﾏWﾉ┞ 

satisfactory to English scientists that this find should have been made here and that 

it should have been made by two well-ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ｪWﾗﾉﾗｪｷゲデゲざ ふヲヰくヱヲくヱヲぎヱヶぶく 

Arthur Keith, in the same piece, states 

 

[A] pleasing fact is that this model has been prepared by an Englishman, for 

hitherto all these models have been done on the Continent. In all these 

matters we are regaining the prestige we enjoyed half a century ago in the 

days of Huxley and Prestwich に the heyday of English anthropology. 

 

The Express ﾏW;ﾐ┘ｴｷﾉW ;ﾐﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ;ゲ さAﾐIWゲデヴWゲゲ Oa TｴW Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ 

Race TﾗS;┞ざ ふヲヰくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶが ;ﾐS デｴW Illustrated London News ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ さデｴｷゲ AﾐIｷWﾐデ 

Bヴｷデﾗﾐざ ふヲΒくヱヲくヱヲぎΓヵΒぶく WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ memoirs of Piltdown, published only five 

years before the hoax was unmasked, are entitled The Earliest Englishman (1948). 

                                                      

16
 Remains of Dryopithecus fontani and Homo neanderthalensis were discovered in France and 

Germany respectively in 1856, and as such were the first recognized hominan discoveries. 
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Nationalist concerns were not restricted purely to the media and popular science 

however, but were present in the scientific realm as well. This theme even 

penetrates the intraspecialist science media: in the discussion section of a follow-up 

paper, a tool found with the remains is referred to as being that most quintessential 

ﾗa デｴW Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ｪWﾐデﾉWﾏ;ﾐげゲ デヴ;ヮヮｷﾐｪゲぎ ; さIヴｷIﾆWデ-H;デざ ふD;┘ゲﾗﾐ ;ﾐS WﾗﾗS┘;ヴS 

1915:148). More tellingly, whilst the reception amongst the English scientific 

community was overwhelmingly positive (though not without exception
17

) towards 

the monist interpretation of Piltdown, in Europe and America reaction was far more 

mixed. Prominent American palaeoanthropologists Miller (1915, 1918), MacCurdy 

(1916) and Hrdlicka (1922) all expressed considerable doubts over the belief that the 

jaw and skull were from the same individual or species. Miller (1915) also provides a 

bibliography of papers in which European scientists give their opinions on Piltdown, 

and there is clearly a degree of scepticism not present in Britain. This impression is 

supported by the media coverage:  

 

German anthropologists, jealous no doubt for the superior antiquity of the 

Heidelberg and Neanderthal remains, have been especially skeptical (Guardian 

12.08.13:6). 

 

That the original reconstruction of the Piltdown skull is open to criticism is 

evident from the proceedings at a meeting of German anthropologists held last 

week in Nuremburg [sic]. English anatomists were openly censured for giving 

their approval to the manner in which the Piltdown skull had been 

reconstructed (Times 11.08.13:3). 

                                                      

17
 A few British scientists, such as Professor Waterston, an ;ﾐ;デﾗﾏｷゲデ ;デ Kｷﾐｪげゲ CﾗﾉﾉWｪWが LﾗﾐSﾗﾐが 

remained skeptical throughout the debate (see McCurdy 1916:230). 
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O┌デﾉｷﾐｷﾐｪ デｴW ヴWゲヮWIデｷ┗W I;ゲWゲ ﾗa WﾗﾗS┘;ヴS ;ﾐS KWｷデｴげゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲが デｴW Express adds: 

 

There is even a third party, however, dimly heard from Germany, which 

suggests that the jaw does not belong to the skull at all, but to an ape who 

chanced to leave his remains close by (12.08.13:7). 

 

Piltdown the earliest Englishman was far more appealing than Piltdown the earliest 

English ape, and this meant that English scientists and journalists alike were willing 

to weaken the requirements needed to cross the human-animal boundary. In fact, 

such was their keenness that no questions were asked of Piltdown upon its arrival, it 

was simply waved through the checks which one might expect.
18

  

 

 Iデ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ;ヴｪ┌WS デｴ;デ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ SWIｷsion to create a new genus for 

Piltdown was a recognition of its boundary-blurring characteristics; after-all 

さEﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮ┌ゲざ placed it outside the genus Homo. And yet in addition to the fact that 

Eoanthropus ﾏW;ﾐゲ ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ けS;┘ﾐ manがげ ヴWヮW;デWS ヴWaWヴWﾐIWゲ デo its human status 

┌ﾐSWヴﾏｷﾐWゲ ;ﾐ┞ ;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ ;ヴｪ┌W デｴ;デ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-straddling nature was 

recognized in the discourse surrounding it.  

 TｴW ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏW ﾗa WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI ﾉ;HWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ｷゲ デｴ;デ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ｷゲ W┝ヮﾗヴデWS 

beyond the confines of the genus Homo. There is, of course, no scientific definition 

                                                      

18
 Nationalism continues to play a role in many debates involving fossil ancestors, for example the 

argument between Native Americans and scientists over the ownership of Kennewick man (e.g. 

Thomas 2001), and elements of the dispute between Australian and Indonesia scientists over the 

Flores remains (e.g. Editorial, Nature 2006). 
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ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ｷﾐ デｴW ┘;┞ デｴWヴW ｷゲ ; HｷﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ Homo sapiens, and yet 

within the Piltdown debate both scientists and journalists use the term repeatedly 

and  unquestioningly. We, as modern Homo sapiens, are not alone within our genus; 

heidelbergensis and neanderthalensis (Heidelberg man and Neanderthal man 

respectively), as well as the recently discovered floresが ;ヴW ;ﾉﾉ ヮヴWa;IWS H┞ けHomoげが ;ゲ 

are several long extinct species
19

. As such, it is perhaps understandable that 

scientists might refer to these figures as human, taking the word to be 

interchangeable with the term Homo. When humanity begins to be applied by 

scientists to figures outside of Homo, as it is here, its definition - its distinction - 

becomes increasingly stretched. 

 However, this is not to say that there are not strategies available to mask 

such problems. In the Piltdown debate a prominent device for hiding the 

ｷﾐIﾗﾐゲｷゲデWﾐIｷWゲ ｷゲ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa ; けﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆげく L;HWﾉｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ;ゲ ; けﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆげが 

as it is in the first science journal coverage to appear (Haddon 1913:92), and as 

numerous media reports do, allows an escape from the humanにanimal dichotomy. A 

ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆ ｷゲ ﾐWｷデｴWヴ ﾗﾐW ﾐﾗヴ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴが ﾉｷﾆW B;┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ふヱΓΓヱぶ さデｴｷヴS I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ざ20
 it is 

the outcome of a disjuncture between our dichotomous constructions of nature, and 

the contiguous reality of it. A figure that is neither clearly human nor animal is either 

simply forced by will alone into one of the categories に as happens repeatedly in the 

case before us に or becomes something else entirely, in the case here a missing link. 

                                                      

19
 There is no clear scientific consensus on the number of species within the genus Homo (it is hoped 

that this thesis helps show that no such agreement is possible) but some list as many as eight に H. 

ergaster, H. erectus, H. habilis, H. heidelbergensis, H. neanderthalensis, H. rudolfensis, H. sapiens 

(Wood & Collard 1999), plus newly discovered H. floresiensis. 

20
 B;┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ さデｴｷヴS I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ざ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ ﾗHﾃWIデゲ デｴ;デ ヴWa┌ゲW デﾗ Iﾗﾏヮﾉ┞ ┘ｷデｴ ;デデWﾏヮデゲ ;デ ﾗヴSWヴｷﾐｪ デｴW 

social and natural worlds. Bauman argues that the process of classification inevitably throws up cases 

に デｴW さデｴｷヴS I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ざが デｴ;デ WｷデｴWヴ ゲデヴ;SSﾉW ﾏ┌ﾉデｷヮﾉW Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲが ﾗヴ ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ Iﾗ┗WヴWS H┞ ;ﾐ┞く Dﾗ┌ｪﾉ;ゲげ 

IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa デｴW さヮ┌ヴｷデ┞ ヴ┌ﾉWざ ふヱΓヶΓぶ ;ﾉゲﾗ Iﾗ┗Wヴゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ﾗHﾃWIデゲ デｴ;デ デヴ;ﾐゲｪヴWゲゲ Sｷ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa I;デWｪﾗヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐく 
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However, for Bauman, these third categories are a threat to the status quo, as they 

reveal the dichotomy for the sham it is: 

 

They are waste, as they defy classification and explode the tidiness of the 

grid. They are the disallowed mixture of categories that must not mix. They 

earned their death-sentence by resisting separation (ibid. p15). 

 

The missing link, in contrast, acts to protect the humanにanimal dichotomy. It allows 

; ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉ けﾐﾗ-ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ﾉ;ﾐSげ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW デ┘ﾗ aヴﾗﾐデﾉｷﾐWゲが ┘ｴWヴW ; aｷｪ┌ヴW ﾉｷﾆW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ 

might safely shelter. In such a way the difficult questions に such as whether Piltdown 

was human, and on what grounds に can be avoided. It is telling of the failure of both 

scientists and journalists to really engage with the issue that they fail equally to 

recognize this as an escape route even when attempting to use it. Whilst they 

position Piltdown as a missing link, simultaneously he/she is being declared human, 

rendering the strategy useless.  

 

7. Race and Species 

GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ふヱΓΒンが ヱΓΓΓぶ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-work demonstrates how the boundaries of 

science are contextually dependent に where the aim is to protect itself from religion 

some element of it に say the scientific method に might be depicted as empirical and 

clinical; when demarcating it from engineering it might become almost philosophical 

in its pursuit of ideas. A similar process is visible at work in the drawing of human-

animal boundaries in the Piltdown debate. Whereas the treatment of Piltdown 

expanded the limits of humanity, and so weakened its exclusivity, elsewhere in the 

ゲ;ﾏW SWH;デW デｴW Sｷ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ヴｷｪｷSﾉ┞ ﾉｷﾏｷデWSく KWｷデｴげゲ ケ┌ﾗデW ヴWｪ;ヴSｷﾐｪ ; さﾐW┘ 

ｪWﾐ┌ゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ざ ふGuardian 20.12.12:16), and WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ;デデヴｷH┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW 

human Piltdown to the genus Eoanthropus: both imply that humanity becomes a 

characteristic of all within the Hominidae family. This would mean that chimpanzees 
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(Pan), gorillas (Gorilla) and orangutans (Pongo) become eligible for human 

membership. Unsurprisingly though, despite repeated mention of chimps - and apes 

generically - in relation to the Piltdown jaw, there is not a single mention within the 

scientific or popular literature regarding the attribution of humanity to our 

contemporary relatives in the Hominidae family. Where Piltdown is waved through 

they are waved away. A crucial difference of course between contemporary primates 

on the one hand, and Piltdown and our fellow inhabitants of Homo on the other, is 

that the latter are all extinct and so their inclusion as human and/or Homo raises no 

practical issues regarding their treatment. Awarding contemporary primates the 

same classification would not only demand a reappraisal of our dealings with them, 

but also leave the binary natureにculture model entirely unsupportable and so would 

threaten, like the crack in the dam, to quickly bring down the entire edifice, as 

Cavalieri and Singer acknowledge when they discuss how awarding rights to apes 

could lead eventually to the extension of such protection to all animals (1996:304-

311). It could carry then a considerable philosophical, as well as material (in terms of 

requiring ecological protection and ethical treatment) cost. The absence of any living 

Piltdown, Neanderthal or Flores means that their classification as human is easier to 

negotiate within existing boundary models (due to the lack of challenging empirical 

evidence) and poses no material threat to human economies. 

 There is a second process of boundary-working going on simultaneously. The 

ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ﾗa ゲデヴWデIｴｷﾐｪ デｴW SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa さｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐざが ﾗa Sヴ;┘ｷﾐｪ ｷデゲ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴｷWゲ ┘ｷSWヴ デﾗ 

encompass more landmarks, is used to distance white Europeans from indigenous 

groups に and non-whites generally - at the same time that it is allowing Piltdown to 

be brought closer to us. There are two elements to this. The first achieves its effect 

ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ヴWヮW;デWS Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ヮヴｷﾏｷデｷ┗W aW;デ┌ヴWゲ ┘ｷデｴ ﾐﾗﾐ-

┘ｴｷデWゲく Iﾐ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ふヱΓヱンぶ ヮ;ヮWヴが ｴW ゲデ;デWゲ デｴ;デ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｷﾐデWヴﾏWSｷ;デW Hヴ;in 

ゲｷ┣W さWケ┌;ﾉゲ デｴ;デ ﾗa ゲﾗﾏW ﾗa デｴW ﾉﾗ┘Wゲデ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉゲ ﾗa デｴW W┝ｷゲデｷﾐｪ A┌ゲデヴ;ﾉｷ;ﾐゲざ ふヮヱヲヶぶく  

 “ｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ヮWヮヮWヴ デｴW ﾐW┘ゲ Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪWく Oﾐ デｴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 

canines (only uncovered later), the Illustrated London News states that they would 
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ｴ;┗W さ;ﾐ ;ヮW-like character met with in savage races to-S;┞ざ ふヲΒくヱヲくヱヲぎΓヵΒぶく Oﾐ デｴW 

ゲ;ﾏW ヮ;ｪW ｷデ ﾗaaWヴゲ ┌ヮ aﾗヴ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ ヮｴﾗデﾗゲ ﾗa デｴヴWW ﾃ;┘ゲが ﾉ;HWﾉWS さK;aaｷヴざが 

さCｴｷﾏヮ;ﾐ┣WWざ ;ﾐS さIﾐSｷ;ﾐざ ヴWゲヮWIデｷ┗Wﾉ┞く BWﾉﾗ┘ ｷデが ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ヮｷIデ┌ヴW Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴWゲ デｴヴWW 

ﾏﾗヴWが ┘ｷデｴ さCｴｷﾏヮ;ﾐ┣WWざ ;ﾐS さE┌ヴﾗヮW;ﾐざ WｷデｴWヴ ゲｷSW ﾗa ; ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデWS ｷﾐデWヴﾏWSｷ;ヴ┞ぎ 

さTﾗヴヴWゲ “デヴ;ｷデ Iゲﾉ;ﾐSWヴざく Aﾉゲﾗ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ;ヴデｷIﾉWが ; ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴ ヴWｪ;ヴSｷﾐｪ デｴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ 

Wﾗﾉｷデｴゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ﾏWゲゲ;ｪW ｷﾏヮﾉｷIｷデ ｷﾐ ｷデぎ さデｴW┞ ゲヮW;ﾆ ;ゲ ゲ┌ヴWﾉ┞ ;ゲ SｷS デｴW 

aﾗﾗデヮヴｷﾐデゲ aﾗ┌ﾐS H┞ ‘ﾗHｷﾐゲﾗﾐ Cヴ┌ゲﾗWくざ TｴW footprints in question were of course 

デｴﾗゲW ﾗa デｴW Hﾉ;Iﾆ ゲ;┗;ｪWが ┘ｴﾗ ‘ﾗHｷﾐゲﾗﾐ I;ﾉﾉWS さM;ﾐ FヴｷS;┞ざき ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ┘;┞ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ 

implicit link is made between Piltdown and non-whites. Continuing, of the brain, the 

Express ゲ;┞ゲぎ さ;ゲ ﾉ;ヴｪW ;ゲ デｴ;デ ﾗa デｴW ﾉﾗ┘Wゲデ デ┞ヮW ﾗf savage に the Australian aboriginal 

ﾗヴ デｴW T;ゲﾏ;ﾐｷ;ﾐゲざ ふヲンくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶ ;ﾐS ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞が aヴﾗﾏ デｴW Times さデｴW ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ﾗa 

Eoanthropus, though typically human, was as low in brain capacity as that of the 

ﾉﾗ┘Wゲデ W┝ｷゲデｷﾐｪ ゲ;┗;ｪWゲざ ふヱΑくヰΓくヱンぎヱヰぶく TｴW Guardian quotes Keｷデｴ ;ゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏｷﾐｪ さｷﾐ 

size of brain it is human に at least equal to the brains of many individuals in living 

ヴ;IWゲざ ふヲヰくヱヲくヱヲぎヱヶぶく Oﾐ デｴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデ ﾗa ┘ｴWデｴWヴ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ Iﾗ┌ﾉS デ;ﾉﾆが デｴW Times 

asserts 

 

Iﾐ デｴW ﾃ;┘ゲ ﾗa E┌ヴﾗヮW;ﾐゲ デｴWヴW ┘WヴW SｷゲデｷﾐIデ デ┌HWヴIﾉWゲぐ Aﾏﾗﾐｪ the lower 

races, and particularly those with imperfect speech, the tubercle was 

practically absent (16.9.13:6). 

 

 The second element is more subtle, but just as effective. Throughout the 

SWH;デW デｴWヴW ｷゲ ; Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌;ﾉ Iﾗﾐaﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW デWヴﾏゲ さゲヮWIｷWゲざ ;ﾐS さヴ;IWざ ゲﾗ デｴ;デ デｴW┞ 

HWIﾗﾏW ｷﾐSｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴ;HﾉWく “デﾗIﾆｷﾐｪざゲ ふヱΓΓヴぶ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ ｴﾗ┘ さヴ;IWざ ;ゲ ; IﾗﾐIWヮデ ｷﾐ 

the early 20
th

 IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ┘;ゲ ﾗaデWﾐ Hﾉ┌ヴヴWS ┘ｷデｴ ﾗデｴWヴゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ さﾐ;デｷﾗﾐざく TｴW WaaWIデ 

achieved in the Piltdown case is that species becomes weakened as a divider and 

race becomes strengthened. The Express SWゲIヴｷHWゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ;ゲ さ; ヴ;IW ﾗa ﾏWﾐ ┘ｴﾗ 

Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ デ;ﾉﾆざ ふヲヰくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶ ;ﾐS ﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ さデｴW ﾏﾗﾐﾆW┞ ヴ;IWざ ふヲンくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶく Fヴﾗﾏ デｴW 

Illustrated London News we have this theme rendered explicit in a suggestion that 
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Piltdown is no more different from modern Homo sapiens than we are from each 

other: 

 

these fragments of man from the Sussex gravel tell us that already at this 

early period the human race had begun to split up into different peoples 

(28.12.12:958). 

 

The Guardian makes a similar link, stating; 

 

in Europe we have (in order of antiquity) the Chellean, Acheulean, 

Mousterian, Aurignacian, Solatrean, and Magdalenian classifications, based 

mainly on handiwork : and the Heidelberg, Gibraltar, Neanderthal, Grimaldi, 

Galley Hill, Krapina, Cro Magnon, and other categories based on an 

anatomical study of skeletons and skulls. We have by no means exhausted 

the bases of classification even now : there remain, for instance, the straight-

haired, wavy-haired and curly-haired peoples, the peoples with projecting 

muzzles, the peoples with their heads set on like hammer-heads and many 

others (19.12.12:16). 

 

Reconciling the formal Aristotelian classification of Piltdown with the more 

graduated, prototypic classifications used by agents during the episode to 

┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS WﾐデｷデｷWゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW けゲ;┗;ｪWげ ヴWケ┌ｷヴWゲ ;ﾐ W┝ヮ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ 

けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく Tｴｷゲ IヴW;デWゲ ゲヮ;IWが ｷデ ゲデヴWデIｴWゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞が ;ﾐS ゲﾗ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ ; Sｷゲデ;ﾐIW デﾗ HW 

opened up between white Europeans and other Homo sapiens. This ape jaw and 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ｴ;ゲ デヴ;┗WﾉWS aヴﾗﾏ デｴW さSﾗ┌Hデa┌ﾉ HﾗヴSWヴﾉ;ﾐS HWデ┘WWﾐ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲ;HﾉW ﾏ;ﾐ 

;ﾐS ｷﾐS┌Hｷデ;HﾉW ;ヮWざ ふGuardian 19.12.12:16) to become a human no more remote 

from white Europeans than an Aborigine, and certainly residing much closer than the 
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great apes despite its apparently equivalent taxonomic status. It is a journey which 

shows how negotiations of the human-animal boundary can influence our treatment 

not just of animals, but of other humans as well. An ape jaw with a human skull 

passed through the boundary to become the earliest Englishman, on the basis that it 

(apparently) died where に millions of years later に the English nation was formed, 

whilst many contemporary humans were pushed in the other direction, condemned 

for lacking white skin and European language. 

 Remarkably, the binary conception of humans and animals emerges from this 

boundary exercise seemingly unscathed. Despite moving the boundary backwards 

and forwards, reinforcing it in places and pulling it down in others, no one in the 

Piltdown debate takes a moment to question its presence, or its implications, in the 

first place. The question of on what foundations this divider is being built is never 

asked. Much like the scientist who boundary-works their territory in public 

discourses whilst remaining wedded to the idea of a clear demarcation between 

science and other forms of knowledge (Gilbert and Mulkay 1984), the discourses 

surrounding Piltdown work the boundary without acknowledging the ambiguities 

they raise. The human-animal binary, which remains formally unquestioned, is 

ｷﾏヮﾉｷIｷデﾉ┞ ゲ┌ヮヮﾉ;ﾐデWS H┞ ; さデヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞ざ ﾗa ┘ｴｷデW E┌ヴﾗヮW;ﾐっPｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ わ ﾐﾗﾐ-white 

さ“;┗;ｪWざっAﾐｷﾏ;ﾉく Iデ ｷゲ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴｷゲ ゲヮ;IW デｴ;デ I ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデ デｴW けヮ;ヴデ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ﾏﾗ┌ゲW デｴ;デ 

Birke & Michael (1998) discuss in the quote given above is being placed. I will discuss 

this concept further in the forthcoming chapters. 

 

8. Conclusion 

TｴW ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐげゲ ｴ┞HヴｷSｷデ┞ ┘;ゲが ｷﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ヴWゲヮWIデゲが ヴ;デｴWヴ Hﾉ┌ﾐデ ;ﾐS 

Hヴ┌デ;ﾉぎ デﾗ aﾗヴIW デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴW ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW Hﾗ┝ ﾏ;ヴﾆWS けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが ヴWｪ;ヴSﾉWゲゲ ﾗa IWヴデ;ｷﾐ 

fW;デ┌ヴWゲげ ヮヴﾗデWゲデ;デｷﾗﾐゲく Dヴｷ┗ｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴデ ┘;ゲ ; SWゲｷヴW デﾗ Wﾐゲ┌ヴW ﾏ;┝ｷﾏ┌ﾏ 

public interest in the find, but more obvious was a nationalistic wish that Piltdown 

provide England with a glorious ancient history. Behind this scene however was a far 

more complex, subtle process of opening up space, of enlarging the box so that 
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Piltdown might fit. The careful positioning of Piltdown relative to prototypically 

conceived non-┘ｴｷデW けゲ;┗;ｪWゲげ ;ﾐS W┝デ;ﾐデ ﾐﾗﾐｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮヴｷﾏ;デWゲ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘WS デｴｷゲ デﾗ 

happen, even whilst it was being fixed as human. The decision of scientists to 

classifying the find outside the genus Homo ┘;ゲ ; ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ﾐﾗﾐaｷデが 

yet in continuing to label the find human they called into question the boundaries of 

both categories, an outcome I shall return to in chapter seven. 

Iﾐ デｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ I ｴ;┗W ゲﾗ┌ｪｴデ デﾗ ゲｴｷaデ GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-work model from an 

ontology of cultural boundaries to an ontology of natural boundaries. Of course 

けﾐ;デ┌ヴWげ ｷデゲWﾉaが ;ゲ デｴｷゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ ｴ;ゲ ゲﾗ┌ｪｴデ デﾗ ゲｴﾗ┘が ｷゲ ; I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ artefact. Transplanting 

GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ┘;┞ ｷゲ ┌ゲWa┌ﾉ ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ HWI;┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW ヮ;ヴ;ﾉﾉWﾉゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW 

science-culture and human-animal boundaries outlined in my introduction above, 

but also as it serves as a reminder of the strong relationship between the 

I;デWｪﾗヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾉSゲく Aゲ Dﾗ┌ｪﾉ;ゲげ ふヱΓヶΓぶ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾗﾐ デｴW さヴ┌ﾉWゲ 

ﾗa ヮ┌ヴｷデ┞ざ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWゲが ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ Sｷ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐゲ ;ヴW ﾗaデWﾐ ﾃ┌ゲデｷaｷWS ┗ｷ; ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ デｴW 

natural world, and the manipulation of the natural world (the removal of dirt from 

the home for example) is used to add coherence to the social world. At Piltdown we 

see this process working in both directions similarly に Piltdown as natural empirical 

a;Iデ ｷゲ ┌ゲWS デﾗ ﾉW┗Wヴ;ｪW さゲ;┗;ｪWゲざ ;┘;┞ aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴｷデW E┌ヴﾗヮW;ﾐゲげ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞が ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ 

social relations with other nations act as a spur for British scientists to position 

Piltdown as human.  

 The boundary-work model also encourages one to consider the role of agents 

in boundary construction, and their strategic aims. The uneasy relationship that 

exists between a contiguous nature, our compartmentalized formal understandings 

of it, and the social world often results in a disjuncture. Where this disjuncture exists 

only those with considerable epistemic authority have the strength to force a fit. This 

ヮﾗ┘Wヴ デﾗ ヴW┘;ヴS ﾗヴ SWﾐ┞ さｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞がざ ;ﾐS デｴW ゲデ;デ┌ゲ デｴ;デ I;ﾏW ┘ｷデｴ ｷデが デﾗ ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲ 

and individuals was wielded by the scientists and journalists in the Piltdown debate. 

J┌ゲデ ;ゲ デｴW Sヴ;┘ｷﾐｪ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ ﾃ┌ヴｷゲSｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴｷWゲ ;ヴW ;ﾐ ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏW ﾗa デｴW 

context in which they are drawn, so too is the human-;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ Sｷ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐぎ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 
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humanity is located not in its physical remains, but in its cultural standing. This 

boundary drawing is done not out of a concern for more accurately reflecting nature 

and our relations to it, but rather to support racist ideas of white superiority, and 

nationalistic concerns that Piltdown itself should provide England with an ancient 

history to match those of imperial rivals France and Germany. 

 Finally, we are reminded that at the close of this testing episode the binary 

model of human-animal relations remains in place. As with the science-culture 

boundary, the binary model of human-animal is exceedingly resilient, even when it is 

mobilized in contextually dependent discourses which implicitly rely on a more 

complex configuration, such as the trinary one present here. When considering why 

this is, it must be remembered that altering our models of the boundary would come 

with considerable practical and philosophical costs, not least because it would 

threaten the dominance of humans which is implicit in the binary model as it stands. 

Additionally, an apparent lack of awareness during the Piltdown episode - on the 

part of scientists and journalists alike - of the role cultural construction plays in 

IﾗﾐIWヮデゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ;ﾐS けﾐ;デ┌ヴWげ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘WS デｴW ﾏ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ﾏﾗSWﾉ 

into more complex configurations to be done so in an unspoken manner. In this way, 

さK;aaｷヴゲがざ さB┌ゲｴﾏWﾐがざ さAHﾗヴｷｪｷﾐWゲがざ さIﾐSｷ;ﾐゲがざ さTﾗヴヴWゲ “デヴ;ｷデ Iゲﾉ;ﾐSWヴゲがざ 

さT;ゲﾏ;ﾐｷ;ﾐゲざぐ ;ﾉﾉ ;ヴW ﾏ;ヴｪｷﾐ;ﾉｷ┣WSが ヮ┌ゲｴWS IﾉﾗゲWヴ デﾗ デｴW HﾗヴSWヴﾉ;ﾐSが ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ 

Piltdown に half ape, but fully English に is welcomed in with open arms. 
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Chapter 5: Bringing Bones to Life: Why Science Made Piltdown 

Man Human 

 

1. Introduction 

In chapter four I sought to question why Piltdown Man came to be declared human 

by scientists and journalists alike, given its contradictory characteristics, but the 

aﾗI┌ゲ ﾗa デｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ｷゲ ﾗﾐ ┘ｴ;デ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ aﾗヴﾏ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ デﾗﾗﾆく TｴW 

aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ SｷS ﾐﾗデ ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ Iﾗﾐゲｷゲデ ﾗa デｴW ﾉ;HWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｷデ ;ゲ けﾏ;ﾐげ ﾗヴ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが H┌デ 

also of narratives that, if you will, put flesh on the bones of its humanness. Piltdown 

was brought to life not by cranial measurements and jaw x-rays, but by the stories 

told, and images drawn, of how this figure lived out its existence. 

Where though did this work take place, and how was it evidenced? When 

ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ﾉｷaW aﾗヴ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷIが ┘ｴ┞ ┘;ゲ ;ﾐ┞ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ｷﾏ;ｪW ┌ゲWSい Iﾐ 

asking these questions I hope to find answers to questions about the relationship 

between the knowledge claims of science and of popular culture  when dealing with 

such contested figures as Piltdown; to what degree are they independent of one 

another, and where there is dependence in what direction does it flow? To what 

degree do these claims originate from within science, and how much influence do 

ideas external to science have? The boundaries in question here are then those 

Sヴ;┘ﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW I;デWｪﾗヴｷWゲ けゲIｷWﾐIWげが けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWげが ;ﾐS けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげく 

The relationship between evidence and conclusion can be tenuous in a 

science such as palaeoanthropology, which must operate with fragmentary data that 

is dwarfed by the scales of time and space for which it speaks. Here the greatest 

ingenuity is required to extract the maximum information from the most meagre of 

W┗ｷSWﾐIWく Iデ ｷゲ SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ デﾗ SWデWヴﾏｷﾐW ; aﾗゲゲｷﾉげゲ ヮﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ aヴﾗﾏ ゲ┌Iｴ 

limited material, but the focus of this chapter - on the realisation in some form of 

narrative of this posited humanity - requires an even greater leap from evidence to 

conclusion. 
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[Fossils] constitute primary evidence for the history of life, but each fossil is 

an infinitesimal dot, lost in a fathomless sea of time, whose relationship with 

other fossils and organisms living in the present day is obscure (Gee 2000:1-

2). 

 

Gee argues that the fossil evidence is so limited, and the time scales so vast, that no 

attempt should be made to create narratives around these figures, as to do so would 

be to disregard the empirical requirements of science.  

Uゲｷﾐｪ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ふヱΓΓヰぶ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾗﾐ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWが I ;ｷﾏ デﾗ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デW デｴ;デ 

whilst such narratives were constructed around Piltdown, they were presented as 

けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷゲWSげ ゲIｷWﾐIW ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ﾏ;ゲゲ ﾏWSｷ;く Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ┘;┞ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ ┘WヴW ;HﾉW デﾗ 

sidesデWヮ デｴW W┗ｷSWﾐデｷ;ﾉ ヴWケ┌ｷヴWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa けヮ┌ヴWげ ゲIｷWﾐIW21
 within the science media, 

whilst their ideas about how Piltdown might have lived were supported by the 

authority of science. They could then engage the public with the more relevant (to 

non-experts) questions raised by the discovery with all the status conferred by the 

ﾉ;HWﾉ けゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデげが H┌デ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ;ﾐ┞ ﾗa デｴW ﾗHﾉｷｪ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ｷﾏヮﾗゲWS H┞ デｴW ゲIｷWﾐIW ﾏWSｷ;が 

such as peer review, referencing, and empirical theorising. When scientists did 

engage the public via popular science, the claims they made may have been labelled 

けゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷIげが H┌デ ヴWﾉｷWS aﾗヴ デｴWｷヴ IﾗﾐデWﾐデ ┌ヮﾗﾐ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW けaﾗﾉﾆげ22
 knowledge that 

comprises popular culture, and that the public themselves used. By analysing the 

                                                      

21
 けP┌ヴWげ ゲIｷWﾐIW ┘ｷﾉﾉ ｴWﾐIWaﾗヴデｴ HW SWヮﾉﾗ┞WS ;ゲ ; ﾏW;ﾐゲ ﾗa Sｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ishing from popularised science. 

This label is only applied reflexively however, as this work will aim to demonstrate how difficult it is to 

maintain any clear distinction between the two. 

22
 けFﾗﾉﾆげ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ｷゲ ┌ゲWS ｴWヴW デﾗ ヴWaWヴ デﾗ デｴ;デ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾏｷght be more frequently referred 

デﾗ ;ゲ けIﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ ゲWﾐゲWげが ;ﾐS ┘ｴ;デ BWヴｪWヴ ;ﾐS L┌Iﾆﾏ;ﾐﾐ ヴWaWヴ デﾗ ﾏﾗヴW ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞デｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ゲ けデｴW ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞ par 

excellenceぐ デｴW ヴW;ﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa W┗Wヴ┞S;┞ ﾉｷaWげ ふヱΓΓヱぎンヵぶく 
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discourses around Piltdown I hope to show that the traditional binary understanding 

of pure science and popular culture masks what is a far more complicated picture, in 

which the relationship between evidence, scientist and public is far from clear.  

 I will attempt to highlight this by compariﾐｪ デｴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 

humanness in the science and popular media, and considering what drove the 

production of the images of how this figure lived. The argument will be made that 

the pure-popular distinction fails to reflect substantive differences in the texts 

analysed. Style, content and authorship all failed to clearly distinguish one from the 

ﾗデｴWヴが ;ﾐS デｴW ﾉ;HWﾉ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ┘;ゲ ┌ゲWS ｷﾐ Hﾗデｴ aﾗヴ;く Fﾗヴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲが けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ┘;ゲ ; 

vital resource in engaging the public. The only stable distinction was that this label 

was only given any meaning within the popular media, where narratives allowed an 

exploration of the notions underpinning the claim. This fact is used to critique the 

ヮ┌ヴWっヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾏﾗSWﾉげゲ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ ┌ゲWa┌ﾉ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ｷゲ ゲﾗﾉWﾉ┞ デｴW ヮヴﾗS┌Iデ of 

science. I will then support this further by looking at wider examples of how missing 

ﾉｷﾐﾆ aｷｪ┌ヴWゲ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐWSが ヮ;┞ｷﾐｪ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ デｴW けM;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴげ 

ヴWヮWヴデﾗｷヴW ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ ヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げゲ ヮ;ヴ;Sｷｪﾏ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ 

development during the middle of the 20
th

 century. I will use these examples to 

propose that the boundaries between scientific and non-scientific conceptions of 

missing link figures are far less clear-cut than the pure-popular model would suggest, 

and that popular science, like the missing link, acts as a trinary space, protecting the 

binary in which it stands. 

 

2. The Pure-Popular Model 

Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWゲ デｴW けI┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ Sﾗﾏｷﾐ;ﾐデ ┗ｷW┘ ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 

ゲIｷWﾐIWぐ ヴﾗﾗデWS ｷﾐ デｴW ｷSW;ﾉｷ┣WS ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヮ┌ヴWが genuine scientific knowledge against 

┘ｴｷIｴ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷゲWS ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ｷゲ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデWSげ ふヱΓΓヰぎヵヱΓぶく HW IヴｷデｷIｷゲWゲ Hﾗデｴ デｴW 

conceptual grounds on which this distinction rests, and the simplicity of the model 

ｷデゲWﾉaく TｴW ﾏﾗSWﾉげゲ ﾗﾐｪﾗｷﾐｪ ┌ゲ;ｪW ｷゲ ;デデヴｷH┌デWS デﾗ デｴW a;ct that the vague distinction 

between pure and popularised science protects the epistemic authority of scientists, 
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;ゲ ┘ｴWヴW デｴW┞ Wﾐｪ;ｪW ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI デｴW┞ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ Sﾗ ゲﾗ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ けSｷゲデﾗヴデWSげ ﾗヴ 

けゲｷﾏヮﾉｷaｷWSげ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWゲく TｴW ┗;ｪ┌WﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ allows scientists to 

けHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-┘ﾗヴﾆげ デｴW Sｷ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ SWヮWﾐSWﾐデ ﾗﾐ デｴWｷヴ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾐWWSゲ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ┞ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ 

context (Gieryn 1983, 1999). By engaging with the public via popular science, 

scientists can ensure that where their own knowledge claims meet those of wider 

culture, it is only on a playing surface that favours themselves.  

Popular science is then a buffer zone protecting science from external 

challenges; the public cannot engage with, or challenge, science directly, only a 

supposedly inferior version of it. However, at the same time that it acts to protect 

pure science, popular science also allows for a dialogue between scientists and the 

public, even if it is a relationship skewed towards the former. In this sense popular 

ゲIｷWﾐIW ;Iデゲ ;ゲ ; けHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ ｷﾐaヴ;ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴWげ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW デ┘ﾗ ふ“デ;ヴ ;ﾐS GヴｷWゲWﾏWヴ 

2000:131), which is to say it is a network of objects whose meaning differs between 

the different groups (i.e. scientists, journalists, lay-persons) who conceptualise them. 

As the meeting ground for these disparate groups, it forms the locus of this chapter. 

 Although there is no precise distinction between pure and popular science 

(indeed, this ambiguity allows for boundary-working), generally speaking the 

distinction follows the medium in which claims are published: professional science 

media (i.e. science journals) contains pure science, mass media contains popular 

science. Using the Piltdown episode I will demonstrate that such a distinction largely 

fails to reflect any substantive differences in the texts produced around this 

discovery. The distinction in practice allowed scientists to discuss non-scientific 

IﾗﾐIWヮデゲ ふWくｪ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ けHﾗﾏﾗ ゲ;ヮｷWﾐゲげ) with the authority of science but 

without the evidential requirements. Rather than reinforce the dichotomy I seek to 

Iヴｷデｷケ┌W H┞ ┌デｷﾉｷゲｷﾐｪ ;ｪWﾐデゲげ I;デWｪﾗヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa けヮ┌ヴW ゲIｷWﾐIWげっけヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげが ｷﾐ デｴW 

following analysis I will refer to the medium in which any claim was published (e.g. 

science/mass media), whilst showing how agents worked the boundaries of science 

around this distinction. 
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 It should be stated that my aim here is not to prove the existence of the 

binary model of pure/popular science in the minds of the agents involved, and that 

for evidence of this I am content to rely on work by of others (e.g. Whitley (1985), 

Mellor (2003)). However, there is some evidence that the idea of popular science 

being an inferior distortion was present in the minds of scientists during the 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ SWH;デWく “ヮWﾐIWヴげゲ ふヱΓΓヰぶ IﾗﾉﾉWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa IﾗヴヴWゲヮﾗﾐSWﾐIWゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ the 

scientists involved in the Piltdown discovery reveals a letter from George Barrow 

ふGWﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ “┌ヴ┗W┞ ﾗa Eﾐｪﾉ;ﾐSぶ デﾗ Aく“く WﾗﾗS┘;ヴS ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW ゲデ;デWゲ けI Iﾗﾐｪヴ;デ┌ﾉ;デW 

you on the delivery of your paper which was so totally free from the newspaper style 

of デｴW さ;ヴﾏIｴ;ｷヴざげ ふヮくヴンぶが ; IヴｷデｷI;ﾉ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ “ｷヴ ‘;┞ L;ﾐﾆWゲデWヴげゲ23
 prominent 

け“IｷWﾐIW Fヴﾗﾏ Aﾐ E;ゲ┞ Cｴ;ｷヴげ Iﾗﾉ┌ﾏﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW D;ｷﾉ┞ TWﾉWｪヴ;ヮｴく Aﾉゲﾗが ﾗﾐ デｴW 

considerable time it took to become a member of the Royal Society, prominent 

Piltdown scientist Arthur KWｷデｴ ゲデ;デWゲ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ;┌デﾗHｷﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞ けPWヴｴ;ヮゲ I ｴ;S ヮ┌HﾉｷゲｴWS 

too many lectures of a semi-popular sort to be counted a serious man of science by 

デｴW “ﾗIｷWデ┞げ ふヱΓヵヰぎンヲΑぶが ｷﾏヮﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ゲ┌Iｴ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ┘;ゲ aヴﾗ┘ﾐWS ┌ヮﾗﾐ ;ﾏﾗﾐｪゲデ ｴｷゲ 

colleges. 

To evidence the authority which scientists utilised during the debate one only 

has to consider the fact that throughout the entire newspaper coverage the only 

visible agents (other than Piltdown itself) were scientists. The sole exception is the 

two occasions when journalists appeaヴWS ;ゲ ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴ けヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷ┗Wぷゲへげ けｷﾐ 

Iﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴげ ふExpress ヲンくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶ ﾗヴ けｷﾐ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴげ ふGuardian 23.11.12:11) 

scientists. Furthermore, on the debate held between scientists on the relative merits 

ﾗa WﾗﾗS┘;ヴS ;ﾐS KWｷデｴげゲ ヴｷ┗;ﾉ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷons of Piltdown Man
24

, the Guardian 

                                                      

23
 Sir Ray Lankester was a zoologist and former head of the Natural History Museum (1898-1907). 

24
 Woodward and Keith created differing reconstructions of the Piltdown figure に デｴW aﾗヴﾏWヴげゲ ｴ;S ; 

skull capacity of just over 1000 c.c., intermediate between modern humans and modern non-human 

primates, and was given the taxonomic laHWﾉ けEoanthropusげ ふけS;┘ﾐ ﾏ;ﾐげぶく KWｷデｴげゲ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ｪ;┗W ; 

capacity of 1500 c.c., slightly larger than modern humans, and was placed in the species けHﾗﾏﾗげ (as 

ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ;ヴWぶく TｴW ﾉ;デデWヴげゲ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ;ヮヮW;ヴWS ゲﾗﾏW ﾏﾗﾐデｴゲ ;aデWヴ デｴW D;┘ゲﾗﾐ-
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ゲデ;デWゲ けデｴﾗゲW ﾗa ┌ゲ ┘ｴﾗが ┘ｷデｴ ﾉWゲゲ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWが ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W aWﾉデ ヴW;S┞ デﾗ ｪﾗ デﾗ デｴW ゲデ;ﾆW 

for homo or eoanthropus [sic], as the case may be, had perhaps better keep our 

ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐゲ デﾗ ﾗ┌ヴゲWﾉ┗Wゲげ ふヱヲくΒくヱンぎヶぶく 

 In Britain both pure and popular science was quick to declare the Piltdown 

figure human. What would this label mean for a figure such as Piltdown though, who 

may have had a considerably smaller brain than ourselves, and may have lacked 

attributes that many would consider key to humanness, such as language
25

? Given 

the very limited evidence available, it is perhaps unsurprising that scientists during 

the episode chose not to engage explicitly with such questions within the pure 

science realm of journals and conferences. I use thW ┘ﾗヴS けW┝ヮﾉｷIｷデﾉ┞げ ｴWヴW HWI;┌ゲW ﾗa 

course scientists did engage with these issues the moment they declared Piltdown to 

be human, it is just that they did not attempt to justify the claim within the science 

ﾏWSｷ;く IﾐゲデW;Sが デｴWヴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐWd unproblematised and (largely) 

unjustified. In the original Dawson & Woodward (1913) paper both authors label the 

ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが W┗Wﾐ ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ ;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪｷﾐｪ デｴW ;ヮW-like appearance of the jaw. No 

justification is given beyond the appearance of the fragmented skull. 

Scientists did, however, deal with some of the issues raised in the mass 

media, via narratives about how Piltdown might have lived. This suggests that they 

┘WヴW ﾆWWﾐ デﾗ ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデW デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ;ﾐS デｴW ゲIｷWﾐIW デﾗ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷIが ;ﾐS ゲ;┘ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 

declared humanity as an opportunity for engaging wider interest, or that they 

themselves, as scientists and fellow humans, were intrigued by the issue and saw the 

                                                                                                                                                        

Woodward paper (and the first mass media coverage) by which time Piltdown had already been 

declared human, so cannot be said to have played a part in the awarding of humanity to Piltdown. 

25
 No clear consensus existed as to whether Piltdown was capable of developed speech, but the 

IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;HﾉW Sﾗ┌Hデ ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ デﾗ ゲ┘;┞ デｴWﾏ aヴﾗﾏ ﾉ;HWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく 

GE “ﾏｷデｴ ふ; ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデ ;ﾐS WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ┗ﾗI;ﾉ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデWヴぶ ;ヴｪ┌WS デｴ;デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ I;ヮ;HﾉW ﾗa ;デ ﾉW;ゲデ 

some form of speech (1913). However, both Keith (1914) and Woodward (in conversation with the 

Express 23.12.12:1) believed it did not have such capabilities. 
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mass media as a creative space where they could develop their ideas free of the 

constraints of the science media (Cassidy 2006, Felt 2000). Most likely both factors 

played a part. 

 

3. Testing the Distinction 

3.1 Examples of Clear Difference 

TｴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ W┝ｷゲデWﾐIW デﾗﾗﾆ ヮﾉ;IW ┘ｴﾗﾉﾉ┞ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ﾏ;ゲゲ ﾏWSｷ;く 

D;┘ゲﾗﾐ ;ﾐS WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ ヮ;ヮWヴ avoids the subject entirely, discussing 

instead the terrain in which the bones were discovered, the flints and animal 

ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ ゲｷデ┌が ;ﾐS デｴW ;ﾐ;デﾗﾏｷI;ﾉ aW;デ┌ヴWゲ ﾗa デｴW aﾗゲゲｷﾉゲく Iﾐ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ 

analysis of the find we have then what we might consider the stereotypical features 

of a scientific text: impersonal, empirically focused, full of technical language and 

highly detailed. For example; 

 

The horizontal portion, or body of the mandibular ramus, measures only 

about 27 mm. in depth behind, but must have become a little deeper 

forwards. External to the first and second molars there is the usual prominent 

oblique ledge (b.) for one of the origins of the buccinator muscle; but this is 

the only feature visible on the outer face, a large flake of bone behind the 

position of the mental foremen having been lost when the anterior part was 

broken (Dawson and Woodward 1913:131). 

 

Tｴｷゲ ゲデ┞ﾉW ｷゲ デｴW けﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げ ふ“ｴ;ヮｷﾐ ;ﾐS “Iｴ;aaWヴ ヱΓΒΓぶ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ Bﾗ┞ﾉWげゲ 

hugely influential experimental programme of the 17
th

 century. In maximising 

circumstantial detail whilst minimising the presence of the author, this approach was 

IWﾐデヴ;ﾉ デﾗ Bﾗ┞ﾉWげゲ デ;ゲﾆ ﾗa IヴW;デｷﾐｪ ヴWﾉｷ;HﾉW けﾏ;デデWヴゲ ﾗa a;Iデげが ;ﾐS ; SW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデ ﾆW┞ デﾗ 

the creation of what we know today as science.  
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As det;ｷﾉWS ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴW┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ ゲWIデｷﾗﾐが D;┘ゲﾗﾐ ;ﾐS WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ SﾗWゲ 

aW;デ┌ヴW ゲﾗﾏW SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗W デﾗ けﾏ;ﾐげ ;ﾐS け;ヮWげが 

concluding that Piltdown was, phylogenetically, close enough to modern Homo 

sapiens to be labelled human. However, tｴWｷヴ ;┘;ヴWﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ IｴｷﾏWヴｷI 

ケ┌;ﾉｷデｷWゲ ｷゲ ヴW┗W;ﾉWS H┞ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ IヴW;デW ;ﾐ ﾐW┘ デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI ゲヮWIｷWゲ 

ｪヴﾗ┌ヮ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デﾗ ヮﾉ;IW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐぎ けEoanthropusげ く Tｴｷゲ ﾉWaデ ｷデ ﾗ┌デゲｷSW ﾗ┌ヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ 

species Homo, and yet Eoanthropusげ ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉ デヴ;ﾐゲﾉ;デｷﾗn に けS;┘ﾐ ﾏ;ﾐげ に leaves little 

Sﾗ┌Hデ デﾗ ｴﾗ┘ デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴげゲ ゲ;┘ デｴｷゲ IヴW;デ┌ヴWく TｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴゲ ;┗ﾗｷS ;ﾐ┞ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa 

what such humanness might have entailed though に there is no consideration of how 

this creature might have lived, or what capabilities made it human (aside from the 

fact that it had a relatively large
26

 skull), and how these related to our own 

capabilities as modern humans. 

 The text of some of the newspaper coverage is very different. Even though it 

was published a month before the official announcement, and presumably had very 

aW┘ IﾗﾐIヴWデW SWデ;ｷﾉゲ デﾗ ｪﾗ ﾗﾐが デｴW G┌;ヴSｷ;ﾐげゲ aｷヴゲデ Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪW Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ 

 

It was the age when the cave bear, the woolly-haired rhinoceros, and the 

mammoth roamed over Europe, and man maintained a strenuous struggle 

aﾗヴ W┝ｷゲデWﾐIWぐ Palaeolithic man was a river-draft hunter, and the Sussex skull 

was found in an old river bed. It is open to surmise that he met with his death 

while following his prey (21.11.12:8). 

 

                                                      

26
 WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐ ｴ;S ; ﾉ;ヴｪW ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗W デﾗ ﾐﾗﾐ-human primates. It 

was considerably smaller than a modern human skull however. 
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W.P. Pycraft
27

, writing in the Illustrated London News, considers how Piltdown might 

have lived in more detail: 

 

now a word or two as to his probable appearance and mode of life, and the 

creatures which he chased, and was occasionally, in turn, chased by. As to his 

personal appearance one would not like to dogmatise, but, with the help of 

Mr. Forestier, I have been enabled to make what is probably a near 

approximation to the truth. He was a man of low stature, very muscular, and 

had not yet attained that graceful poise of the body which is so characteristic 

of the human race to-day. But he was by no means lacking in intelligence. 

Living in a genial climate amid a luxurious vegetation and surrounded by an 

abundance of game, he may be said to have led a life of comparative ease. Of 

clothing he had no need; nor was there any reason to bother much about 

ｴﾗ┌ゲｷﾐｪ ;IIﾗﾏﾏﾗS;デｷﾗﾐき デｴﾗ┌ｪｴが aﾗヴ ゲ;aWデ┞げゲ ゲ;ﾆWが ｴW ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ aﾗヴIWS 

to devise some kind of shelter by night. Elephants and rhinoceros of species 

long since extinct roamed in herds all round him. These and the 

hippopotamus no doubt he killed for food, and, besides, he must have 

hunted a species of horse long since extinct, while the lion, bear, and sabre-

tooth tiger afforded him plenty of opportunities for hairbreadth escapes. He 

had probably inherited the use of fire from his forbears, and this useful ally 

served to harden the ends of his wooden spears, and perhaps to cook his 

food (28.12.12:958). 

 

The Express, suggesting that the find was a female (see below for discussion), gives a 

similar account of the possible circumstances in which Piltdown lived: 

                                                      

27
 William Plane Pycraft was a zoologist and author of natural history books. He also worked as an 

assistant to Lankester both before and during his time at the Natural History Museum. 
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Wﾗﾏ;ﾐ Wｴﾗ Cﾗ┌ﾉS Nﾗデ T;ﾉﾆく AﾐIWゲデヴWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ‘;IW TﾗS;┞く さMｷゲゲｷﾐｪ 

Lｷﾐﾆざく 

A race of men who could not talk, who roamed about England before even the 

first of the several known glacial ages, who lived on roots and shellfish and wild 

fruit, and dodged the mastodon, the hippopotamus and the sabre-toothed 

tiger に such is the astonishing link in the story of the origin of man which 

ﾉW;Sｷﾐｪ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデ HWﾉｷW┗W デﾗ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ SｷゲIﾗ┗WヴWS ｷﾐ デｴW さ“┌ゲゲW┝ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉざ 

(20.12.12:1). 

 

Also, from the same paper three days later: 

 

Through the dark forests of our land there roamed, many hundreds of 

thousands of years ago, a strange, hairy ape-like creature, a female member 

of a curious race, from whom all other animals shrank. She was a new type, 

possessing a new cunning, and an amazing power over the other denizens of 

the forest, for she could do what they could not に use implements, and clothe 

ｴWヴゲWﾉa ｷﾐ ゲﾆｷﾐゲぐ 

This ancestress of the human race in England had some resemblance to a 

chimpanzee, walking with a shuffling gait. Her body was probably covered 

with hair. She could not speak, but as she ambled along she uttered strange 

noises. 

When she was hungry she dug roots and vegetables from the ground and 

devoured them just as they were. Living among the rocks, the only protection 

she possessed from the cold was a skin, rudely fashioned in the form of a 

cloak. When she hunted she used no dogs to help here track her prey; she 
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and her companions followed their quarry and killed it with a stone spear or 

hatchet (23.12.12:1). 

 

The claims made here clearly go beyond the scope of those made in Dawson 

;ﾐS WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴく Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ﾏ;ゲゲ ﾏWSｷ; Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪW ｷゲ ;ゲ ﾐWｪﾉWIデa┌ﾉ ﾗa 

ﾃ┌ゲデｷa┞ｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ;ゲ デｴW ゲIｷWﾐIW ﾏWSｷ; ｷゲが it does at least engage with its 

humanness to the degree that it considers how this figure might have lived. Utilised 

as an unjustified, unexplicated category, as it is in the science media, humanity is an 

essentially meaningless label. Whatever the failings of the mass media imaginings of 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞が デｴW┞ I;ﾐ ;デ ﾉW;ゲデ HW ゲWWﾐ ;ゲ ;ﾐ ;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ ｪｷ┗W ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ デﾗ デｴW 

┘ﾗヴSく ‘;ﾐｪｷﾐｪ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW a;ﾐIｷa┌ﾉ ふけｴW ﾏ;┞ HW ゲ;ｷS デﾗ ｴ;┗W ﾉWS ; ﾉｷaW ﾗa Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴ;デｷ┗W 

W;ゲWげぶ デﾗ デｴW a;ヴIｷI;ﾉ ふけ; ゲデヴ;ﾐｪW ぷIヴW;デ┌ヴWへぐ aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴﾗﾏ ;ﾉﾉ ﾗデｴWヴ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲ ゲｴヴ;ﾐﾆげぶが 

these claims have at best tenuous relations to the evidence uncovered, but give the 

human status of this creature meaning, by investing it with a narrative to which we 

might relate. 

 

3.2 Between the Extremes 

The differences between the content of Dawson and WoﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ ;ﾐS デｴW 

mass media coverage reproduced above are very clear, but it is not the aim of this 

chapter to argue that there is no difference between the science that appears in 

science media and that which appears in mass media. As noted above, the empirical 

requirements for popularised science are less, there is no formalised system of 

referencing, and readers are not presumed to have an expertise of the area.  

The focus instead is to show how the binary model of pure/popular science is 

inadequate for modelling the science-culture relationship, for a number of reasons. 

The first of these is of a practical nature - that it is impossible to clearly demarcate 

pure science from popular science in any substantive terms. The above examples 

show that clear differences of content and style are present at the extremes, but the 
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cases inbetween are far less clear cut. A paper delivered by Keith at the Winter 

Session in Medicine, 1913 (reproduced in the Lancet (1913)), in which he discusses 

Piltdown in the conデW┝デ ﾗa ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ デｴW けﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ ﾗa ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ヴ;IWゲげ ふヮヱヰヵヰぶが ｴWﾉヮゲ 

SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デW デｴｷゲく UﾐSWヴ デｴW ｴW;Sｷﾐｪ けTｴW WﾗヴﾉSげゲ C;ヴヮWデ ﾗa H┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞げが KWｷデｴ ┌ﾐ┗Wｷﾉゲ 

; ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴ デｴ;デ ;ヮヮW;ヴゲ IﾉﾗゲWヴ デﾗ ヮﾗWデヴ┞ デｴ;ﾐ ヮ┌ヴW ゲIｷWﾐIWく ‘Wデ┌ヴﾐｷﾐｪ デﾗ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ  

けﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げ for a moment, what is so striking about the following is the 

florid language used, a style that Boyle himself dismissed as equivalent to painting 

けデｴW W┞W-ｪﾉ;ゲゲ ﾗa ; デWﾉWゲIﾗヮWげ ふ“ｴ;ヮｷﾐ ;ﾐS “Iｴ;aaWヴ ヱΓΒΓぎヶヶぶく 

 

As the western seaboard of Europe passes by and our own country comes in 

sight we shall suppose we are near enough to perceive that the human carpet 

along our Western coast is not quite of the same texture as that which covers 

the lands sloping down to the North Sea. When Europe itself comes under 

our gaze the pattern of the human carpet begins to change, and by the time 

the Far East has risen under the morning sun we shall admit, I think, that the 

change has become decided. A pall of smoke, the wreckage of a battle-field, 

the demarcation of new frontiers reveal to us one of the processes at work in 

modifying the pattern of our carpet. When we turn our eyes southwards and 

view Africa across the Mediterranean there is at first no marked degree of 

change に not until the great forest region beyond the Sahara comes in sight. 

A glance from Northern Europe to Central Africa reveals the extremes in the 

W;ヴデｴげゲ Iﾗ┗Wヴｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ に not the extremes of material に merely of 

pattern or design; European and African seem to be products of the same 

loom (Keith 1913:1050). 

 

Iﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ I ｴ;┗W ヴWヮヴﾗS┌IWS ; ゲ;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ゲWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW 

paper authored by Dawson and himself as a classic example of what might be 

IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS ; ヮ┌ヴW ゲIｷWﾐIW デW┝デが ゲﾗﾏW ﾗa デｴW デW┝デ ﾗa D;┘ゲﾗﾐげゲ ゲWIデｷﾗﾐ - primarily the 
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opening paragraphs に features a first person narrative that admits a far greater role 

to the author than one might expect from such material: 

 

Several years ago I was walking along a farm-road close to Piltdown Common, 

Fletching (Sussex), when I noticed that the road had been mended with some 

peculiar brown flints not usual in the district. On enquiry I was astonished to 

learn that they were dug from a gravel bed on the farm, and shortly 

afterwards I visited the place, where two labourers were at work digging the 

gravel for small repairs to the roads. As this excavation was situated about 4 

miles north of the limit where the occurrence of flints overlying the Wealden 

strata is recorded, I was much interested, and made a close examination of 

the bed. I asked the workmen if they had found bones or other fossils there. 

As they did not appear to have noticed anything of the sort, I urged them to 

preserve anything that they might find (Dawson & Woodward 1913:117). 

 

In comparison, sections of the coverage from the Times, the Guardian and the 

Illustrated London News match any of the science media coverage for technical 

content and language. From the Times- 

 

Both behind and in front he [Dr. Smith Woodward] correctly identified the 

internal groove for the upper longitudinal blood-sinus which marked the 

middle line of the roof of the skull; and the reason why his adjustment of the 

occiput was not exact at first was that on the hinder part of the parietal 

region of the skull-roof he noticed a longitudinal ridge, which he supposed to 

be truly median, while the extraordinarily unsymmetrical development of the 

brain seemed to have pushed the longitudinal sinus at that part slightly out of 

its normal place. The change, however, only opened the top part of the skull 

behind to an extent of three-quarters of an inch, and there were 
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compensations elsewhere through the necessary readjustments, so the total 

brain capacity remained nearly the same as that he originally stated 

(17.09.13:10). 

 

Similarly, from the Guardian: 

 

He [Woodward] said that the skull (which unfortunately lacks the bone of the 

face) exhibits all the essential features of the genus Homo, with a brain 

capacity of not less than 1,070cc., but possibly a little more. It measures 

about 190mm. in length from the glabella to the inion by 150mm. in width at 

the widest part of the parietal region, and the bones are remarkably thick, 

the average thickness of the frontals and parietals being 10 mm. while an 

exceptional thickness of 12 mm. is reached at one corner (19.12.12:9). 

 

The Illustrated London News features detailed technical drawings and photographs 

ﾗa WﾗﾗS┘;ヴS ;ﾐS KWｷデｴげゲ ヴｷ┗;ﾉ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ふヱヶくヰΒくヱンぎヲヴヵぶぎ 
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 Attempting to draw a clear separation of pure and popular science on 

grounds of the medium in which claims are published is then erroneous as it does 

not reflect consistent substantive differences in the texts. Additionally, there is no 

clear distinction in regards to authorship. Of the thirty-nine items of mass media 

coverage that featured in the study, eleven were letters written by scientists. Of the 

remaining twenty-eight articles, five were written by scientists, and two of the 

remainder were interviews with scientists. Of the other twenty-one articles, seven 

┘WヴW ﾏWヴWﾉ┞ ﾐW┘ゲ けゲﾐｷヮヮWデゲげ ﾗa デ┘ﾗ ｴ┌ﾐSヴWS ┘ﾗヴSゲ ﾗヴ ﾉWss. Much of the mass media 

coverage came, then, directly from the pens or indirectly from the mouths of 

scientists. Even what is arguably the most populist piece to feature in the study, the 

Express (23.12.12:1) article quoted above, is attributed to Woodward despite being 

written by a journalist - けTｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ デｴW ヮｷIデ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲﾗヴ ﾗa デｴW “┌ゲゲW┝ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉが 
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drawn on Saturday by Dr. Smith Woodward, of the South Kensington Natural History 

M┌ゲW┌ﾏが ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐ┗Wヴゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ さE┝ヮヴWゲゲざ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷ┗Wげ ｷデ ゲデ;デWゲく 

  There is then no clear, stable difference between the style of the claims 

presented in science media and conferences and those made in the mass media. In 

the Piltdown case the binary model masks the fact that there is often just as much 

variety of style within the newspapers and journals as there is between them. Many 

ﾗa デｴW ﾏﾗヴW ﾗ┌デﾉ;ﾐSｷゲｴ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wゲ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ﾉｷaW IﾗﾏW aヴﾗﾏ 

scientists rather than journalists, so authorship is also an unsuitable dividing 

principle. Regarding the content of the claims made, I have showed that some of the 

mass media coverage is just as richly detailed and technical as the most dense 

science coverage.  

 

4. Science as Producer, Science as Consumer 

The one stable difference that does remain then in the Piltdown episode between 

the science media and mass media coverage is the fact that in the former no 

ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wゲ ;ヴW ;デデWﾏヮデWS ヴWｪ;ヴSｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞く Iデ ｷゲ ﾏ┞ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ デｴWﾐ デｴ;デ 

ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ヴW;ﾉﾏ ┘;ゲ ;ﾐ┞ ;デデWﾏヮデ ﾏ;SW デﾗ ｷﾐ┗Wゲデ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;nness with 

any meaning. 

 This leads us to a further element of the binary model that I wish to take 

issue with, which concerns the conceptual implications of it. Such a model assumes 

that science is the sole source of knowledge, and that once produced in the pure 

science realm, such knowledge flows in a one-way manner into the popular realm 

where it is consumed by the general public. The only influence allowed by non-

science knowledge in the model is a negative, distorting one. 

Such a model may be more applicable to some branches of science than 

others. In palaeoanthropology I believe such an assumption can be highly 

ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏ;デｷIく TｴW IWﾐデヴ;ﾉ デｴWﾏW ﾗa デｴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ SWH;デW ┘;ゲ WゲゲWﾐデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ け┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲいげが ﾗヴ ﾏﾗヴW ヮヴWIｷゲWﾉ┞ け┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ｷデ デｴ;デ ﾏ;ﾆWゲ デｴｷゲ IヴW;デ┌ヴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐいげく Tｴﾗ┌ｪｴ 
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it may have been more explicitly so in the mass media, the case was the same in the 

science literature, except that much of the debate was conducted around proxies of 

humanness, such as brain size and speech capabilities. 

 The awarding of sole epistemic authority to science is problematic in both its 

;ゲゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS ｷデゲ ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏWゲく TｴW Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ﾏﾗSWﾉげゲ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ ヮヴｷﾏ;I┞ 

in tackling the question of humanness fails to recognise the difficulties that science 

faces in engaging with such a messy, contested category. Whilst science offers the 

possibility of helping us understand the characteristics of humans, the degrees to 

which these characteristics are unique, and the evolutionary processes that drove 

their development, the scientifically-デWゲデ;HﾉW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa け┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ; Homo sapiensいげ 

I;ﾐ ┗Wヴ┞ W;ゲｷﾉ┞ HWIﾗﾏW け┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ｷデ to be ; ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐいげく “IｷWﾐIWげゲ ヮヴｷﾏ;ヴ┞ ﾃ┌ゲデｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ 

its epistemic authority に its empiricism に is of limited use in tackling the latter, and 

this is before we take the meagre evidence that palaeoanthropology relies upon into 

account. Science may help us understand the qualities and capabilities of humans, 

but this does not tell us about the experience of being human
28

. Such a question is 

resolutely a subjective, emotive issue, one that is inevitably personal to all humans. 

As such it is inevitably a culturally constructed concept, which can be informed, but 

not determined, by science. In the case before us, the distinction between the two 

questions can be seen in the introduction to this chapter: cranial measurements and 

jaw x-rays on the one hand, images of a fearless, spear-welding warrior on the other. 

TｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ け┘ｴ;デ ﾏ;ﾆWゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐいげ ケ┌ｷIﾆﾉ┞ ﾏWヴｪWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ 

け┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ my understanding of being ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐいげ, for scientists and journalists alike. 

                                                      

28
 Recognising the distinction between the qualities and capabilities of humans, and the experience of 

being human remains important today, in the light of claims such as that made on a recent UK 

デWﾉW┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ ゲｴﾗ┘ WﾐデｷデﾉWS けWｴ;デ M;ﾆWゲ Uゲ H┌ﾏ;ﾐいげく PヴWゲWﾐデWS H┞ Dヴ Aヴﾏ;ﾐS LWヴﾗｷ ﾗa IﾏヮWヴｷ;ﾉ CﾗﾉﾉWｪW 

London, the answer provided by the show was merely to identify the location of some genes believed 

to be important in the evolution of humans. 
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 It would be easy to separate these two questions into pure and popular 

science, however as I shall show the picture is more complicated than that, and 

scientists engaged with both questions equally, despite their formal expertise only 

;ヮヮﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ デﾗ デｴW aﾗヴﾏWヴく Cﾗﾉﾉｷﾐゲ ;ﾐS E┗;ﾐゲげ ふヲヰヰヲぶ ヴWIWﾐデ I;ﾉﾉ aﾗヴ ; けデｴｷヴS ┘;┗W ﾗa 

ゲIｷWﾐIW ゲデ┌SｷWゲぎ ゲデ┌SｷWゲ ﾗa W┝ヮWヴデｷゲW ;ﾐS W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIWげが ｴ;ゲ ;ゲ ;ﾐ ;ｷﾏ デｴW ┘ｷゲｴ デﾗ 

I┌ﾉデｷ┗;デW ; ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ┗;ﾉｷSｷデ┞ ﾐﾗデ ﾃ┌ゲデ ﾗa さIﾗﾐデヴｷH┌デﾗヴ┞ W┝ヮWヴデｷゲWざ に being 

デｴﾗゲW ┘ｴﾗ ゲデ┌S┞ ; aｷWﾉS ;ゲ ; ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ふ┌ゲ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲぶが H┌デ ;ﾉゲﾗ ﾗa さｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 

W┝ヮWヴデｷゲWざ - that is the expertise of those that interact directly with a field. To borrow 

;ﾐ ;ﾐ;ﾉﾗｪ┞ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴゲげ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲが デｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴW SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗn between art critics, 

and the artists themselves (p.244). Whilst only the former might be expected to have 

デﾗ aﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ デヴ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷWﾉSが デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴげゲ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIW ｪｷ┗Wゲ デｴWﾏ デﾗﾗ ; 

knowledge worthy of recognition.  

Applying this to Piltdown, we can say that the scientists involved had 

contributory expertise in respect of the first question, and interactional expertise in 

respect of the second. The problem is that every human に scientist, journalist or 

layperson に might well be said to have interacデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ W┝ヮWヴデｷゲW ﾗa デｴW ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ け┘ｴ;デ 

is my understanding of being human?. It was scientists who monopolised the debate 

ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが H┞ ;ヮヮﾉ┞ｷﾐｪ デｴWｷヴ ふSWゲWヴ┗WSぶ W┝ヮWヴデｷゲW ｷﾐ ヴWｪ;ヴS デﾗ ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴｷﾐｪ け┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ ; 

Homo sapiensいげが デﾗ デｴｷゲ ゲWIﾗﾐS ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW┞ had no greater expertise than 

デｴW ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴｷI;ﾉ けﾏ;ﾐ ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲデヴWWデげく 

 A consideration of the hunter images present in the media narrations of 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ﾉｷaW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ;Hﾗ┗W I;ﾐ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デW a┌ヴデｴWヴ デｴ;デ ┘ｴWﾐ SW;ﾉｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ ｷゲゲ┌Wゲ 

that carry such far-ranging cultural resonances, science does not operate in a 

vacuum, upstream of wider culture, but instead operates right in the thick of the 

contested boundary zones that we are considering. The river metaphor assumed in 

GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ふヱΓΓΓぶ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-work に of upstream scientific knowledge 

production flowing downstream to cultural consumption に is better replaced here by 

a lake, its banks populated by the multitude of organisations and individuals  に 

natural scientists, social scientists, philosophers, theists, laypersons etcetera - with a 
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stake in the concept of humanness, drawing from, and adding to, the body of 

I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWく Aゲ WｴｷデﾉW┞ ふヱΓΒヵぶ ゲ;┞ゲが けTｴW IﾉﾗゲWヴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI aｷWﾉSゲ ;ヴW デﾗ W┗Wヴ┞S;┞ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW 

;ﾐS IﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲぐ デｴW ゲデヴﾗﾐｪWヴ デｴW aWWSH;Iﾆ aヴﾗﾏ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ﾆﾐowledge 

ヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ HWげ ふヮく Βぶく Yﾗ┌ I;ﾐﾐﾗデ ｪWデ ﾏ┌Iｴ IﾉﾗゲWヴ デﾗ W┗Wヴ┞S;┞ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲ 

than the subject of humanness. I will now use a discussion of the hunter imagining to 

support this picture. 

 

5. Narrating Humanness 

5.1 The Mighty Hunter 

The media excerpts given above play on the heroic images - けヮﾗゲゲWゲゲｷﾐｪ ; ﾐW┘ 

I┌ﾐﾐｷﾐｪげき けぷ┘ｴﾗへ SﾗSｪWS デｴW ﾏ;ゲデﾗSﾗﾐげき けｴ;ｷヴHヴW;Sデｴ WゲI;ヮWゲげき けﾏWデ ┘ｷデｴ ｴｷゲ SW;デｴ 

┘ｴｷﾉW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ ｴｷゲ ヮヴW┞げ - Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ ｷﾐ けM;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴげ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWゲく TｴW デWヴﾏ ｷデゲWﾉa 

only came to prominence after the Piltdown episode, however the themes it plays 

on were already common in popular culture, as these quotes attest, and was present 

in scientific literature by the late 1800s (see below). Man the Hunter was 

;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げゲ ヮ;ヴ;Sｷｪﾏ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa W;ヴﾉ┞ ｴuman development during the middle of 

the 20
th

 century. It placed male aggression and technological mastery as the driving 

forces behind human development. Although the Expressげゲ けNW┘ Wﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ;ﾐｪﾉW ﾗﾐ 

Piltdown subverts the patriarchal element of the Man the Hunter template to some 

W┝デWﾐデが けゲｴWげ ｷゲ ゲデｷﾉﾉ ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWS ;ゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉ aヴﾗﾏ け; ヴ;IW ﾗa ﾏWﾐげが ;ﾐS デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ 

themes of Man the Hunter discourses (hunting large beasts; constant dangers; 

utilisation of technology) are present. This subversion highlights the contextual 

nature of such imaginings (see below). 

It should be noted that the existence of hunting in early human behaviour is 

not unique to the Man the Hunter thesis, what is unique however is the suggestion 

that it was the hunting adaptation that was crucial in making us human. In the words 

of anthropologist Sherwood Washburn, one of the most prominent advocates of the 

theory: 
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In a very real sense our intellect, interests, emotions, and basic social life に all 

are evolutionary products of the success of the hunting adaptation 

(Washburn & Lancaster 1968:293). 

 

Although the image was already present in science in the late 19
th

 century 

ふゲWW HWﾉﾗ┘ぶが H;ヴ;┘;┞ ふヱΓΒΓぶ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ M;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴげゲ WﾉW┗;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI 

orthodoxy in the 1950s was a product of W;ゲｴH┌ヴﾐげゲ デｷﾏW ｷﾐ デｴW ;aデWヴﾏ;デｴ ﾗa WﾗヴﾉS 

War II, at the height of the Cold War. Haraway views Man the Hunter as a prototype 

ﾗa け┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ ﾏ;ﾐげが デｴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデ ﾗa デｴW UNげゲ ヱΓヴΒ Uﾐｷ┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ DWIﾉ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa H┌ﾏ;ﾐ 

Rights. Universal man was a replacement for the orｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ ゲ┌HﾃWIデ  けｷﾐデWヴﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾏ;ﾐげが 

since international man invoked the potentially thorny issue of human rights 

requiring citizenship of a nation state. Universal ﾏ;ﾐ ┘;ゲ aWﾉデ デﾗ HW けﾏﾗヴW W;ゲｷﾉ┞ 

;Hゲデヴ;IデWS aヴﾗﾏ デｴW IﾗﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞げ ふヮくヱΓΒぶく AヴIｴaic figures like Man the 

Hunter too offer a chance to escape from the complications of history, by allowing 

history to be reconfigured according to personal taste. For Haraway, Man the Hunter 

was the result of Western Cold-War scientists moulding these proto-humans into 

something like their own image: 

 

What it meant to be universal man and to be human generically turns out to 

look very much like what it meant to be western scientific men, especially in 

デｴW UﾐｷデWS “デ;デWゲが ｷﾐ デｴW ヱΓヵヰゲぐ M;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴ WﾏHﾗSｷWd a socially 

positioned code for deciphering what it meant to be human に in the western 

sense of unmarked, universal, species being -  after World War II (pp.186-

187). 
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Pre-historical figures like Piltdown are receptive to such abstractions, and so are 

open to being shaped by cultural discourses, such as that of the heroic, 

technologically-enhanced hunter. The Illustrated London News (28:12:12: iv-v) 

carried a large image of the figure, showing Piltdown Man striding purposefully 

across a lush landscape, a spear grasped in one hand, and a sharpened stone tool in 

the other, heading determinedly in the direction of a roaring hippo-like beast. 

Perhaps the best example from the Piltdown episode of how fragmentary evidence 

was contorted to fit such a picture comes from an Express article (23.12.12:1). The 

following is quoted in the article directly from Woodward himself, which is important 

as it shows that the hunter imaginings were not merely journalistic distortions of 

けヮ┌ヴW ゲIｷWﾐIWげく  

 

The thickness of the skull suggests outdoor life, and the teeth are ground 

down in a way that human teeth are not usually ground; they indicate a root and 

vegetable diet, mixed with dust and sand, accidentally introduced. The roots would 

be eaten just as they were taken from the soil, without washing or cooking. This race 

probably had no knowledge of fire. 

The stone implements found by the skull were rude in design, and were 

employed in preparing skins, also in cutting wood. 

It is pretty certain that this was a race of wandering hunters. They had no 

domestic animals, for no bones of any have been found (23.12.12:1). 

 

Wｴ;デ ｷゲ ﾏﾗゲデ ゲデヴｷﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ゲWIデｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ デｴ;デ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ に けIデ ｷゲ ヮヴWデデ┞ 

IWヴデ;ｷﾐ デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ ; ヴ;IW ﾗa ┘;ﾐSWヴｷﾐｪ ｴ┌ﾐデWヴゲげ に seems to contradict all the 

evidWﾐIW ｴW ｴｷﾏゲWﾉa ｪｷ┗Wゲく TｴW ┘W;ヴｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW デWWデｴ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ ; けヴﾗﾗデ ;ﾐS ┗WｪWデ;HﾉW 

SｷWデげが デｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ W┗ｷSWﾐIW ﾗa ｴ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪ ┘W;ヮﾗﾐゲが ﾗヴ aｷヴW デﾗ Iﾗﾗﾆ ﾏW;デが ;ﾐS ﾐﾗ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ 

bones were found. One might suggest from such evidence that the figure was 

primarily a herbivore (perhaps even a fully committed vegetarian?) but this would 
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ｴ;ヴSﾉ┞ HW aｷデデｷﾐｪ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴ aﾗヴ け; ﾐW┘ デ┞ヮWが ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲｷﾐｪ ; ﾐW┘ I┌ﾐﾐｷﾐｪが ;ﾐS ;ﾐ 

;ﾏ;┣ｷﾐｪ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ SWﾐｷ┣Wﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW aﾗヴWゲデげ ふaｷヴゲデ ヮ;ヴ;ｪヴ;ヮｴ ﾗa デｴW ゲ;ﾏW 

article). Instead this was a memHWヴ ﾗa ; ヴ;IW けaヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴﾗﾏ ;ﾉﾉ ﾗデｴWヴ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲ ゲｴヴ┌ﾐﾆげ 

(ibid.ぶく ‘Wデ┌ヴﾐｷﾐｪ デﾗ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲが ﾗﾐW SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾐWWS デﾗ HW ;ﾐ ;ﾐ;デﾗﾏｷゲデ デﾗ 

ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ デｴW ﾉWｪｷデｷﾏ;I┞ ﾗa デｴW ゲデ;デWﾏWﾐデ けTｴW デｴｷIﾆﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ ﾗ┌デSﾗﾗヴ 

ﾉｷaWげく Wｴ;デ ｷゲ IﾉW;ヴ ｷゲ デｴ;デ ; ヮヴW-formulated image of Piltdown, based upon culturally-

specific ideas of humanness, is leading the interpretation of evidence. Another 

example comes from the Guardian, which states: 

 

Palaeolithic man was a river-draft hunter, and the Sussex skull was found in 

an old river bed. It is open to surmise that he met with his death while 

following his prey (21.11.12:8). 

 

Again, the conclusion に デｴ;デ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ┘;ゲ け; ヴｷ┗Wヴ-Sヴ;aデ ｴ┌ﾐデWヴげ に leads the evidence. 

The location of the skull might well suggest that the figure drowned whilst crossing 

the river, or was washed into it by a flood perhaps, rather than being taken as 

evidence of a mortal struggle with some beast or other along its banks.  

Elsewhere in the news media coverage numerous exotic beasts are invoked 

against whｷIｴ ﾗ┌ヴ Hヴ;┗W ｴ┌ﾐデWヴ ﾏｷｪｴデ ヮヴﾗ┗W ｴｷゲ ﾏWデデﾉWぎ けデｴW ┘ﾗﾗﾉﾉ┞-haired 

ヴｴｷﾐﾗIWヴﾗゲが ;ﾐS デｴW ﾏ;ﾏﾏﾗデｴげ ふGuardian ヲヱくヱヱくヱヲぎΒぶき けデｴW ﾏ;ゲデﾗSﾗﾐが デｴW 

hippopotamus and the sabre-デﾗﾗデｴWS デｷｪWヴげ ふExpress ヲヰくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶき けデｴW ﾉｷﾗﾐが HW;ヴが ;ﾐS 

sabre-デﾗﾗデｴ デｷｪWヴげ ふIllustrated  London News 28.12.12:958). 

 

5.2 The New Woman 

Returning to the Express article of December 23
rd

, 1913, one can demonstrate an 

important element of the Man the Hunter discourse which should not be ignored. 

Although there is much in common between the images Haraway discusses and 
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those present at Piltdown, they are also distinctions. Persistent themes running 

through the hunter discourse are mixed up with features relevant to the particular 

socio-historical context in which any particular account is written. The title of the 

Express ヮｷWIW ゲ┌H┗Wヴデゲ デｴW けM;ﾐげ WﾉWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲW H┞ ﾉｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲデﾗヴ┞ デﾗ デｴW 

woman's suffrage movement of the time. In the original Dawson and Woodward 

paper, the latter suggests that the Piltdown figure may have been a female 

(1913:138), a claim that was ignored by all the newspapers except the Express, 

presumably because it did not fit with the celebratory mighty hunter image. The 

Express was deeply critical of the suffragettes
29

, and drew a parallel between them 

and a barely human Piltdown by entitling the article  

 

The New Woman (200,000 Years Ago). She Could Not Cook. She Could Not Talk. 

She Could Not Wash. She Could Not Light A Fire (23.12.12:1).  

 

けNW┘ ┘ﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ┘;ゲ ; Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐﾉ┞ ┌ゲWS ヮ;ヴﾉ;ﾐIW aﾗヴ ゲ┌aaヴ;ｪWデデWゲが ;ﾐS PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ a;ｷﾉ┌ヴW 

to cook, wash, or light a fire was presumably intended to reflect upon their own 

refusal to carry out domestic chores traditionally required of women. Compared with 

the reverent tone of much of the coverage elsewhere in the mass media, the 

E┝ヮヴWゲゲげ has a clear element of mockery. The Illustrated London Newsげ ﾏｷｪｴデ┞ ｴ┌ﾐデWヴ 

ﾉｷ┗WS ｷﾐ け; ｪWﾐｷ;ﾉ Iﾉｷﾏ;デW ;ﾏｷS ; ﾉ┌┝┌ヴｷﾗ┌ゲ ┗WｪWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ゲ┌ヴヴﾗ┌ﾐSWS H┞ ;ﾐ 

;H┌ﾐS;ﾐIW ﾗa ｪ;ﾏWげ ふヲΒくヱヲくヱヲぎΓヵΒぶく TｴW ｪ;ﾏW ┌ヮﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴW ﾉｷ┗WS ┘WヴW デｴW ﾉ;ヴｪWゲデ 

ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐ;HﾉWぎ けEﾉWヮｴ;ﾐデゲ ;ﾐS ヴｴｷﾐﾗceros of species long since extinct roamed in herds 

;ﾉﾉ ヴﾗ┌ﾐS ｴｷﾏく TｴWゲW ;ﾐS デｴW ｴｷヮヮﾗヮﾗデ;ﾏ┌ゲ ﾐﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデ ｴW ﾆｷﾉﾉWS aﾗヴ aﾗﾗSげ ふibid.).  

                                                      

29
 For evidence of the Expressげ ゲデ;ﾐIW ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲ┌aaヴ;ｪWデデWゲが ゲWW デｴW WSｷデｷﾗﾐ ヱンくΒくヱンぎヵが ;ヴデｷIﾉW WﾐデｷデﾉWS 

け“┌aaヴ;ｪWデデW M;SﾐWゲゲ に MoSWヴﾐ EヮｷSWﾏｷI ﾗa MWﾐデ;ﾉ DｷゲﾗヴSWヴげく “WW CﾉｷaaﾗヴS ふヲヰヰヰぶ aﾗヴ a┌ヴデｴWヴ 

discussion of the Expressげ Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪW ﾗa デｴW ゲ┌aaヴ;ｪWデデW ﾏﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴｷゲ デｷﾏWく 
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In contrast to this lavish landscape, the Expressげ けNW┘ Wﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ｷﾐｴ;HｷデWS けデｴW 

S;ヴﾆ aﾗヴWゲデゲ ﾗa ﾗ┌ヴ ﾉ;ﾐSげ ふヲンくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶが ｴWヴ ヮヴW┞ デｴW SWIｷSWSﾉ┞ ﾏﾗヴW ﾏ┌ﾐS;ﾐW けヴﾗﾗデゲ 

;ﾐS ゲｴWﾉﾉaｷゲｴ ;ﾐS ┘ｷﾉS aヴ┌ｷデげ ふibid.). Instead of hunting デｴW ｴｷヮヮﾗヮﾗデ;ﾏ┌ゲが ゲｴW けdodged 

the mastodon, the hippopotamus and the sabre-デﾗﾗデｴWS デｷｪWヴげ ふibid. my italics). The 

Illustrated London News describes the hunter tｴ┌ゲぎ け; ﾏ;ﾐ ﾗa ﾉﾗ┘ ゲデ;デ┌ヴWが ┗Wヴ┞ 

muscular, and had not yet attained that graceful poise of the body which is so 

characteristic of the human race to-day. But he was by no means lacking in 

ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIWげ ふヲΒくヱヲくヱヲぎΓヵΒぶく Aｪ;ｷﾐが デｴW Express has a less impressivW ｷﾏ;ｪWぎ  け; 

strange, hairy ape-ﾉｷﾆW IヴW;デ┌ヴWぐ HWヴ HﾗS┞ ┘;ゲ ヮヴﾗH;Hﾉ┞ Iﾗ┗WヴWS ┘ｷデｴ ｴ;ｷヴく “ｴW 

Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ ゲヮW;ﾆが H┌デ ;ゲ ゲｴW ;ﾏHﾉWS ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ ゲｴW ┌デデWヴWS ゲデヴ;ﾐｪW ﾐﾗｷゲWゲくげ ふヲンくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶく 

The hairiness of the New Woman belies her lack of femininity, an image that is 

reinforced by the E┝ヮヴWゲゲげ pictorial reconstruction of the figure, strikingly different 

from one taken from the Illustrated London News. 

   

  The Mighty Hunter   The New Woman 
      Taken from The Illustrated London  Taken from The Express 23.12.12 

        News 28.12.12  

 

 In chapter four, I identify the powerful influence of nationalism in shaping the 

Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ヮヴWゲゲげ ヮﾗゲｷデｷ┗W ヴWIWヮデｷﾗﾐく DWゲヮｷデW デｴW E┝ヮヴWゲゲげ particular angle on the figure, it 

too shows patriotic persuasions, and so does not simply denigrate the find. In fact 

デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ｷゲ ｴ;ｷﾉWS ;ゲ ;ﾐ け;ゲデﾗﾐｷゲｴｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲデﾗヴ┞ ﾗa デｴW ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐげ ;ﾐS 
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Iﾉ;ｷﾏWS ;ゲ けAﾐIWゲデヴWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ‘;IW Tﾗ-D;┞げ ふヲヰくヱヲくヱヲぎヱぶく A デｷｪｴデヴﾗヮW ｷゲ ┘;ﾉﾆWS 

between outright ridicule of the figure, and the celebratory tone seen in coverage 

elsewhere: despite, then, her dubious qualities she was still an exceptional creature 

に け“ｴW ┘;ゲ ; ﾐW┘ デ┞ヮWが ヮﾗゲゲWゲゲｷﾐｪ ; ﾐW┘ I┌ﾐﾐｷﾐｪが ;ﾐS ;ﾐ ;ﾏ;┣ｷﾐｪ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW 

ﾗ┗Wヴ SWﾐｷ┣Wﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW aﾗヴWゲデが aﾗヴ ゲｴW Iﾗ┌ﾉS Sﾗ ┘ｴ;デ デｴW┞ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデげ ふヲンく12.12:1). The 

lesson to be learned from this is that the hunting discourse is never simply one thing, 

but is better thought of as a template to which might be attached disparate 

elements depending on the situation in which it is applied. These disparate elements 

are particular social currents of that specific time and place, as the missing link is an 

imagining of our own past, not its. 

 

5.3 Contextualising the Hunter 

C;ヴデﾏｷﾉﾉげゲ ふヱΓΓンぶ ﾗ┘ﾐ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWゲ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデゲ デｴｷゲ ヮﾗｷﾐデが ;ヴｪ┌ｷﾐｪ 

that many scientific imaginings of Man the Hunter were not celebrations, but rather 

misanthropic warnings derived from the horrors of World War II. One such imaging 

comes from Raymond Dart, the discoverer of Australopithecus in 1923. In his early 

papers on the find, Dart declared this early hominan to be a scavenger who seemed 

more commonly to be the hunted rather than the hunter: 

 

[Australopithecus] had evolved an intelligence (to find and subsist upon new 

types of food and to avoid the dangers and enemies of the open plain) as well 

as a bodily structure (for sudden and swift bipedal movement, to elude 

capture) (1926:317). 

 

 By the 1950s however, emboldened by further discoveries in which 

Australopithecus had been found in the locale of big game remains which Dart 

believed to have been fashioned into weapons, Dart was claiming his discovery as a 

deadly hunter, whose skills drove his human development に けぷAustralopithecus] was 
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ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ﾗa デ;ﾆｷﾐｪ Sﾗﾏｷﾐｷﾗﾐ ﾗ┗Wヴ W┗Wヴ┞ HW;ゲデ ﾗa デｴW aｷWﾉSぐ ;ﾐS W┗Wヴ┞ IヴWWヮｷﾐｪ 

thing th;デ IヴWWヮWデｴ ┌ヮﾗﾐ デｴW W;ヴデｴぐ TｴW ﾏ;ｷﾐ aﾗﾗS ゲ┌ヮヮﾉ┞ ﾗa デｴW HヴWIIｷ;-makers 

┘;ゲ ┗Wﾐｷゲﾗﾐげ ふヱΓヵΑぎンヰぶく Ia デｴｷゲ ゲﾗ┌ﾐSゲ ヮﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ IWﾉWHヴ;デﾗヴ┞が デｴWﾐ デｴW ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW D;ヴデ 

used elsewhere in arguing that the hunting adaptation drove the development of 

humans was far from so: 

 

The creatures that have been slain and the atrocities that have been 

committed in the name of religion from Carthage to Mexico, the hecatombs 

of animals that have been sacrificed from the altars of antiquity to the 

abattoirs of every modern city, proclaim the persistently blood-stained 

ヮヴﾗｪヴWゲゲ ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐく HW ｴ;ゲ WｷデｴWヴ SWIｷﾏ;デWS ;ﾐS Wヴ;SｷI;デWS デｴW W;ヴデｴげゲ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲ 

or led them as domesticated pets to his slaughterhouses. The loathsome 

cruelty of mankind to man is the inescapable byproduct of his blood lust; this 

SｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;デｷ┗W ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷI ｷゲ W┝ヮﾉｷI;HﾉW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa ﾏ;ﾐげゲ 

carnivorous and cannibalistic origin (Dart & Craig 1959). 

 

Writing in the aftermath of WWII Dart saw a link between the barbarous events of 

his own time and the posited hunting behaviour of Australopithecus - デｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ D;ヴデげゲ 

ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa け┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ ﾏ;ﾐげぎ ﾐﾗデ ; IWﾉWHヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ;ｪｪヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞が 

but a lament. In contrast, the Piltdown coverage seems to be of the former, but then 

this was prior to the horrors of the 20
th

 IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞げゲ ┘ﾗヴﾉS ┘;ヴゲが ;ﾐS HWゲｷSWゲが Bヴｷデｷゲｴ 

scientists and journalists lauded the figure for no greater reason than that he was 

found in their own backyard (chp.4). 

 

5.4 The Birth and Death of the Hunter 

 Whatever the particular emphasis of any example of Man the Hunter discourse, 

it should be noted that both Haraway and Cartmill locate non-empiric, cultural 

factors as the impetus for it. Both authors give a role to scientific evidence in the 
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embracing of the Man the Hunter thesis by the science community from the 1950s 

through to the 1970s, but these too are tied up with cultural factors. Cartmill points 

out that the hunting adaptation had been suggested in the science literature as early 

;ゲ Cｴ;ヴﾉWゲ Mﾗヴヴｷゲげ ふヱΒΒヶぶ ┘ﾗヴﾆく P;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW ヴW;ゲﾗﾐ デｴ;デ ｷデ ┘;ゲ not accepted by the 

establishment until the 1950s, he suggests, is that the Man the Hunter thesis was 

strongly Darwinist at a time when such ideas were unpopular
30

, and it was only after 

the neo-Darwinist revival of the 1930s that a receptive environment was present.  

Where folk knowledge melded with science knowledge again was in dealing 

┘ｷデｴ デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ D;ヴ┘ｷﾐげゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ┌ﾐSWヴI┌デ ｷSW;ゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ┌ﾐｷケ┌WﾐWゲゲ H┞ 

suggesting a continuum between all animals, including ourselves. In chapter four I 

show how contempﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ｷﾐSｷｪWﾐﾗ┌ゲ けゲ;┗;ｪWゲげ ┘WヴW ┌ゲWS H┞ ┘WゲデWヴﾐ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ デﾗ 

ヮヴﾗデWIデ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ｷﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa D;ヴ┘ｷﾐげゲ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌┌ﾏが H┞ ;Iデｷﾐｪ ;ゲ ;ﾐ 

intermediate link between human and animal during the Piltdown episode, allowing 

a bridge across the binary without threatening the uniqueness of white Europeans.  

In the post-colonial, post-Holocaust era of the 1950s, this traditional link 

between animals and humans was no longer acceptable. In an era of universal man, 

a marked adaptive shift was necessary to provide grounds upon which Darwinists 

could clearly delineate human from beast, for which the hunting adaptation was 

perfectly suited, being apparently a trait unique to hominans, fitting both the 

scientific and the cultural mood of the time. 

The fall from grace of Man the Hunter yet again attests to the mixing of 

scientific and cultural discourses that takes place in such human-animal boundary 

debates. By the 1970s it was clear from primatology studies that chimps practiced 

group hunting に no longer considered a unique behaviour to humans, hunting was 

unable to explain our unique developments. Additionally, the evidence Dart drew on 

                                                      

30
 Cartmill quotes Ernst Mayr on this point に さUヮ デﾗ デｴW ヱΓヲヰゲ ;ﾐS ヱΓンヰゲが ┗ｷヴデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ;ﾉﾉ デｴW ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ Hﾗﾗﾆゲ 

on e┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐぐ ┘WヴW ﾏﾗヴW ﾗヴ ﾉWゲゲ ゲデヴﾗﾐｪﾉ┞ ;ﾐデｷ-Darwinian. Amongst non-biologists Darwinism was 

W┗Wﾐ ﾉWゲゲ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴざ ふヱΓΓンぎヵヴΓぶく 
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to justify his claims に デｴW HﾗﾐW けデﾗﾗﾉゲげ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ デｴW ┗ｷIｷﾐｷデ┞ ﾗa Australopithecus 

remains に were later shown to be just like the remains of prey left by big cats and 

hyenas (Brain 1981).  

Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏ;デｷIが デｴWゲW ┘WヴW ﾐﾗデ aﾗゲゲｷﾉｷゲWS けゲﾏﾗﾆｷﾐｪ ｪ┌ﾐゲげ デｴ;デ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾆｷﾉﾉ 

the Man the Hunter thesis on their own. Just as damaging were attacks from those 

who failed to see their own experience of humanity catered for by the thesis. 

Mﾗヴｪ;ﾐげゲ The Descent of Woman (1972) tackled Man the Hunter with a critique of its 

patriarchal construction of human origins that found little or no place for females: 

 

Most of the books forget about her for most of the time. They drag her 

onstage rather suddenly for the obligatory chapter on Sex and Reproduction, 

;ﾐS デｴWﾐ ゲ;┞ぎ けAﾉﾉ ヴｷｪｴデ ﾉﾗ┗Wが ┞ﾗ┌ I;ﾐ ｪﾗ ﾐﾗ┘がげ ┘ｴｷﾉW デｴW┞ ｪWデ ﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヴW;ﾉ 

meaty stuff about the Mighty Hunter with his lovely new weapons (pp.9-10). 

 

Siﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞が aﾗヴﾏWヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ﾗa W;ゲｴH┌ヴﾐ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ )ｷｴﾉﾏ;ﾐ ふヱΓΑΒぶ ┌ゲWS ; けWﾗﾏ;ﾐ デｴW 

G;デｴWヴWヴげ デｴWゲｷゲ デﾗ Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪW M;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴぎ 

 

TｴW ┌ゲ┌;ﾉ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ﾏﾗゲデ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮヴWｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞ ｷゲ さWｴ;デ ┘WヴW 

the women and children doing while the males were out ｴ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪいざ HWヴW I ;ゲﾆ 

ｷﾐゲデW;Sが さHﾗ┘ SｷS ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾏ;ﾉWゲ W┗ﾗﾉ┗W ゲﾗ ;ゲ デﾗ IﾗﾏヮﾉWﾏWﾐデ デｴW aWﾏ;ﾉW ヴﾗﾉWいざ 

(1978:5). 

 

Others meanwhile attacked its militarist implications (Boulding 1968), or saw it as an 

attempt at absolving us from blame for our actions by pinning the responsibility on 

our evolutionary heritage (Eldredge & Tattersall 1982). Scientists still search today 

for exclusive evolutionary pressures which might explain humans as unique, however 
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they are likely to evoke more prosaic explanations such as large group size driving 

social development (e.g. Dunbar 2004) or the adoption of an agrarian lifestyle (e.g. 

Mithen 2006) に what we might called the Mighty Socialite and Mighty Farmer. 

Within science at least, Man the Hunter is no more, but the impossibility of 

separating science from culture in respect of such a symbolic a figure as early human 

remains a pertinent lesson for tackling the binary pure-popular model. 

 

の┻の Creating the Neanderthal ╅Brute╆ 

As a final example both of the role of non-scientific factors in the treatment of 

these figures, and also of the need to appreciate the context in which any particular 

discovery takes place, Sommer’s (2006) analysis of the treatment of a Neanderthal 

discovery in France provides an interesting comparison regarding how these figures 

are reconstructed in the popular imagination. Sommer shows how politics and religion 

shaped understandings of the figure, which was uncovered at La Chappelle-aux-Saints 

in 1908. In contrast with my own work, which finds a singular image of Piltdown 

propagating (at least within the British media), Sommer finds that heterogeneous 

images spread across the French newspaper coverage of the Neanderthal specimen - 

some claiming the creature a savage brute divorced from humanity, whilst others saw 

it as domesticated precursor to themselves.  

I suggest that the differences between these two figures’ treatment was 

primarily due to the prominent role of the Catholic Church in the Neanderthal 

discovery. The find was uncovered by three priests, and the scientist given the 

remains, Marcellin Boule, was selected on the grounds that he was likely to be more 

sensitive to the Church’s anti-Darwinian 31  stance than the more radical and 

                                                      

31
 TｴW C;デｴﾗﾉｷI Cｴ┌ヴIｴげゲ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ ┘ｷデｴ W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ﾏﾗヴW IﾗﾏヮﾉｷI;デWS デｴ;ﾐ ｷゲ ﾗaデWﾐ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWSく Iデ ｴ;ゲ 

never officially ruled out the possibility that humans and other animals have evolved from other forms 

ﾗ┗Wヴ デｷﾏWく Iデ SﾗWゲ ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴ デ;ﾆW ┌ﾏHヴ;ｪW ;デ D;ヴ┘ｷﾐげゲ ;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ ヴWﾏﾗ┗W ;ﾐ┞ ゲ┌ヮWヴﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ aﾗヴIW aヴﾗﾏ 

the process by positing purely mechanistic processes driving evolutionary change (Johnston 

www.catholic.net). 

http://www.catholic.net/
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anticlerical Ecole d’Anthropologie. Boule found himself and his discovery wedged 

between a progressive evolutionist mainstream press on the one hand, and a defensive 

reactionary Catholic Church on the other. Sommer argues that Boule structured his 

account of Neanderthal in such a way as to accommodate both opposing viewpoints- 

 

The ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗ┌ゲ ヮ;ヮWヴゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ヴW;S Bﾗ┌ﾉWげゲ Hヴ┌デｷゲｴ ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ;ゲ ゲ┞ﾏHﾗﾉｷ┣ｷﾐｪ 

sub-humanity, therefore bringing Neanderthal into harmony with a non-

literal reading of the biblical Genesisぐ Oﾐ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ ｴ;ﾐSが ﾏﾗゲデ ﾗa デｴW 

newspapers aligned with the dominant neo-Lamarckian discourse and could 

ヴW;S Bﾗ┌ﾉWげゲ Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷゲ ﾗﾐ NW;ﾐSWヴデｴ;ﾉ ;ゲ ;ﾐ;デﾗﾏｷI;ﾉ ﾉｷﾐﾆ HWデ┘WWﾐ 

Pithecanthropus ;ﾐS けﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ゲ;┗;ｪWゲげ ふﾗヴ P;ﾉ;WﾗﾉｷデｴｷI ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヴ;IWゲぶ ;ゲ ; デヴ┌W 

missing-link (p.231). 

 

Iデ ﾏ┌ゲデ HW ;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWS デｴ;デ デｴW SｷaaWヴｷﾐｪ aﾗI┌ゲ ﾗa “ﾗﾏﾏWヴげゲ work (which 

specifically compared religious and mainstream news outlets) makes any direct 

comparison of the reception given to Piltdown and the Chappelle-aux-Saints 

Neanderthal difficult. One point that can be made though is that Woodward and 

Dawson did noデ a;IW Bﾗ┌ﾉWげゲ SｷﾉWﾏﾏ;が ;ﾐS ゲﾗ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐ ; ｪヴW;デWヴ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉ ﾗ┗Wヴ 

the image of the figure. Sommer suggests that in trying to keep everyone happy 

Boule gave a rather ambiguous status to the Neanderthal find and did not involve 

himself prominently in its popular imaginings, with the result that within the 

mainstream media the image of the figure as a brute took on a life of its own, or, 

more accurately, took on a life given to it by journalists. By the time Boule attempted 

to recover some control of the fiｪ┌ヴWが ;ﾐS Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪW デｴW ﾐW┘ゲ ﾏWSｷ;げゲ Hヴ┌デW ｷﾏ;ｪWが 

it was too late - the idea had stuck in the popular consciousness.  

In the Piltdown case however the scientists involved did not need to balance 

the desires of opposing groups, and so continued to play a proactive role in shaping 

the figure in the public realm. As a result it seems as though the French journalists in 

the Chappelle-aux-Saints case dominated the popular science far more so than their 
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British colleagues did during the Piltdown episode, where only the E┝ヮヴWゲゲげ New 

Woman demonstrated a clear independence from the scientists involved. The lesson 

ｴWヴW ｷゲ デｴ;デ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ Sﾗﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIW ﾏ;┞ HW Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐが H┌デ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ 

universal. The unique circumstances of the Chappelle-aux-Saints find gave the 

Catholic Church enough leverage over the construction of the figure to limit the 

input of the principal investigating scientist, creating a vacuum which journalists 

filled - a variation on, I would suggest, the more common model found in the 

Piltdown episode. 

 

6. Popular Science and Palaeoanthropology 

GWW ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ ゲ┌Iｴ ｷゲ デｴW aヴ;ｪﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa ヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げゲ W┗ｷSWﾐIWが 

scientists should refrain from attempting to form any sort of narrative around 

hominin remains- 

 

the evolution of Man is said to have been driven by improvements in posture, 

Hヴ;ｷﾐ ゲｷ┣Wが ;ﾐS デｴW IﾗﾗヴSｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ ｴ;ﾐS ;ﾐS W┞Wぐ B┌デ ゲ┌Iｴ ゲIWﾐ;ヴｷﾗゲ 

are subjective. They can never be tested by experiment, so they are 

unscientific. They rely for their acceptability not on scientific test, but on 

assertion and the authority of their presentation (2000:5). 

 

Instead, he argues, palaeoanthropology should limit itself purely to cladistic 

;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデゲ ヴWｪ;ヴSｷﾐｪ ゲヮWIｷWゲげ ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗W ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮゲく Gｷ┗Wﾐ ﾏ┞ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデゲ ;Hﾗ┗W 

there is much to be said aﾗヴ GWWげゲ ゲデ;ﾐSヮﾗｷﾐデ ;ゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪ ;ゲ ┘W ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐ ┘WSSWS デﾗ デｴW 

pure-popular model. His main complaint may lie with the dearth of evidence 

available for such claims, whilst my own focuses on the unacknowledged role of 

wider cultural knowledge, but both suggest the same conclusion. 

Placing an embargo on such science is easier said than done however. 

BWI;┌ゲW aｷｪ┌ヴWゲ ﾉｷﾆW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗaaWヴ ┌ヮ ┘ｴ;デ ;ヴW a┌ﾐS;ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉﾉ┞ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデげ 
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stories, asking scientists to avoid such meta-questions is no minor request: these are 

issues that are hugely beguiling to both scientists and laypersons alike. Few non-

experts would be content to limit discussions to the exact cranial capacity of 

Piltdown, when they could consider instead how a figure that may have had a 

capacity for intelligence equal to our own, but was seemingly unable to speak, would 

have lived in a world populated by sabre-toothed tigers and the like.  

The evidence from Piltdown suggests that scientists (fellow humans too lets 

not forget!) themselves were drawn to such matters. Much of the Illustrated London 

Newsげ Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪWが ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ;Hﾗ┗Wが ┘;ゲ ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ H┞ WくP P┞Iヴ;aデが ; ┣ﾗﾗﾉﾗｪｷゲデ 

and associate of Woodward. As we have already seen, Woodward himself was the 

inspiration for the Expressげ デ;ﾉW ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ﾉｷaW けSﾗSｪｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾏ;ゲデﾗSﾗﾐげく Hｷゲ ｪヴW;デ 

rival in the debate, Arthur Keith, similarly engaged in bringing these figures to life, 

telling the Guardian during the Piltdown coverage that the Galley Hill man
32

 ┘;ゲ けゲﾗ 

modern in build that we might meet him on the streets of London to-day and pass 

ｴｷﾏ H┞ ┌ﾐﾐﾗデｷIWSげ ふヲヲくヱヱくヱヲぎΑぶく A ゲWIﾗﾐS ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ ヮﾗｷﾐデ ｷゲ デｴ;デ デｴW ゲｷﾉWﾐIW ﾗa 

scientists on these topics would not guarantee the silence of others in the public 

ヴW;ﾉﾏが ;ゲ “ﾗﾏﾏWヴげゲ NW;ﾐSWヴデｴ;ﾉ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ;デデWゲデゲく Gｷ┗Wﾐ デｴ;デ E┌ヴﾗヮW;ﾐ and US 

scientists are currently engaged in a struggle with proponents of creationism and 

other theologically informed claims on human origins, such a self-imposed silence 

Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ｴ┌ｪWﾉ┞ S;ﾏ;ｪｷﾐｪ デﾗ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ ;┌デｴﾗヴｷデ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉﾗﾐｪ デWヴﾏく  

Finally, the argument made by both Cassidy (2006) and Felt (2000), that the 

public realm に in the form of the mass media に provides a useful creative space in 

which scientists can develop ideas and reach across disciplinary boundaries, should 

be remembered. Such an embargo could, then, damage science politically - in the 

loss of cultural authority; materially - in the loss of resources that would likely follow 

the loss of authority; and intellectually - in denying scientists an open space in which 

                                                      

32
 Galley Hill man, discovered in 1888, was then thought to be the oldest remains found in Britain prior 

to the find at Piltdown. 
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to test out their ideas. For the non-creationists amongst us, it would also be 

damaging to wider culture. 

It should be noted that that within the palaeoanthropological community 

there is an awareness of what would appear as violations of archetypal pure science. 

L;ﾐS;┌げゲ Narratives of Human Evolution (1991) contends that investigations of 

human origins have consistently recycled a narrative structure similar to that 

ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWS ｷﾐ Pヴﾗヮヮげゲ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷI Morphology of the Folktale (1968). Just as Propp 

identified recurring units of narrative in the folktales he studied, Landau identifies 

repeated events in accounts of human evolution, such as terrestriality, bipedalism, 

encephalization and civilization (p.6), and then draws parallels between these and 

Pヴﾗヮヮげゲ ┌ﾐｷデゲ ┘ｴWヴWが aﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWが デｴW ｴWヴﾗ experiences a change of situation, must 

leave his home, undergoes testing challenges, and is eventually transformed.  

Landau argues that by recognising the role of story-telling in what they do, 

palaeoanthropologist will be better equipped to create new theories. A similar 

argument is advanced by Stoczkowski (2002), but here it is not the structure of 

evolutionary accounts which is recycled, but the components driving evolution 

(bipedalism, language etcetera), going right back to texts from antiquity. 

Bowler (2001) refutes both these claims, arguing that the authors fail to 

ground their evidence in their historical contexts, and that apparently similar motifs 

had very different meanings in their specific time period. Bowler acknowledges that 

elements of evolutionary accounts do appear repeatedly, but sees these に using an 

evolutionary metaphor に as homoplaises, rather than homologies
33

. In other words, 

evolutionary debates tend to fluctuate between a few set positions not because 

current scholars are returning to previous work, but because something pushes them 

                                                      

33
 Homology refers to similarity due to shared origins, whereas homoplasy refers to similarity due to 

convergent or parallel evolution.  
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ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐゲ デｷﾏW ;ﾐS デｷﾏW ;ｪ;ｷﾐく Bﾗ┘ﾉWヴ ゲWWゲ デｴｷゲ けゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪげ ;ゲ デｴW 

limitations of the conceptual frameworks we use: 

 

In effect, the alternatives are built into the very nature of the problem: if you 

have doubts about monophyly, for whatever reason, you have to jump to the 

alternative of polyphyly. This is exactly the characteristic that Gould identifies 

ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ けWデWヴﾐ;ﾉ ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴげぎ デｴW┞ ﾆWWヮ ヴWゲ┌ヴa;Iｷﾐｪ HWI;┌ゲW ┘W I;ﾐﾐﾗデ デｴｷﾐﾆ 

about the question except in terms of certain basic alternatives. It is like a 

dialectic that have become stuck in a groove, thesis and antithesis bouncing 

backwards and forwards because no synthesis is possible (1991:18). 

 

 In these debates we see an awareness of the point that I am making here, 

that the knowledge flow in palaeoanthropology cannot simply be understood by 

upstream science production and downstream culture consumption. Landau sees 

the science as being unwittingly structured by story-telling conventions, for 

Stoczkowski there is a reliance on the resurrection of historical ideas, whilst Bowler 

ゲデ;デWゲ デｴ;デ ┘W I;ﾐ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ｷﾐ デｴW IﾗﾐデW┝デ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ けゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ;ﾐS 

I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ Wﾐ┗ｷヴﾗﾐﾏWﾐデげ ふibid. p11). All three authors aim to improve science by getting 

scientists to recognise non-scientific factors in their work. 

 

7. Binaries/Trinaries 

AｪWﾐデゲ ﾗヮWヴ;デｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW デ┘ﾗ Hｷﾐ;ヴｷWゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ aﾗヴﾏ デｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴげゲ aﾗI┌ゲ に human-

animal and science-culture に have notably similar solutions for protecting their 

dualisms. Whilst apparently remaining wedded to the idea of a clear binary, a more 

IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ デヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ｷゲ ┌ﾐIﾗﾐゲIｷﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ IヴW;デWS H┞ デｴW ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; けデｴｷヴS I;デWｪﾗヴ┞げ 

(Bauman 1991). For Bauman, third categories are an inevitable outcome of the non-

fit between the contiguous natural world and the dichotomising human mind that 
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seeks to understand it. When a case appears that does not concur with popular 

binaries the result is a third category that straddles the division. 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ﾉｷﾏｷﾐ;ﾉ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデWS ｷﾐ ゲ┌Iｴ ; I;デWｪﾗヴ┞く けH┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞げ ｷゲ ┌デｷﾉｷゲWS 

during the episode as an absolute, as it is in popular culture generally: humans have 

humanity, non-human animals do not. The existence of figures such as Piltdown 

transgress the artificial divisions we impose upon nature however. The sole 

justification given for declaring Piltdown human was its skull capacity. The team that 

discovered it gave it a skull of approximately 1000 c.c., roughly intermediate 

between modern humans and modern non-human primates. If anything, this implies 

that Piltdown would have been semi-human. What could such a category mean 

though in a system of absolutes? Such a question was never asked, and certainly 

never answered, explicitly at least.  The resolution of this disjuncture can be seen in 

chapter four, in which I argue that the boundary remained explicitly a dichotomy of 

human-animal but was implicitly mobilised in the debate as a trinary of White 

European/Non-White Savage & Piltdown/Animal. 

Similarly, a third category appears in the science-culture division, in the form 

of popular science. Having provoked the debate by unambiguously declaring 

Piltdown human (itself a decision based on no more scientific a criteria than 

nationalism), pure science was left protected in its self-constructed enclave of the 

science media, whilst its proponents ventured out to wow the public in the mass 

media. This engagement took place under the guise of popular science, at a safe 

Sｷゲデ;ﾐIW aヴﾗﾏ ｷデゲ ヮ┌ヴW HヴWデｴヴWﾐく HWヴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ┘WヴW ゲｴｷWﾉSWS H┞ ヮ┌ヴW ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ 

authority, and yet wielded the very same folk knowledge as the lay public they 

engaged. It was such folk knowledge that they relied upon in trying to bridge the 

┗ﾗｷS HWデ┘WWﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ IｴｷﾏWヴｷI ケ┌;ﾉｷデｷWゲ ;ﾐS ﾗ┌ヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ SｷIｴﾗデﾗﾏﾗ┌ゲ W┝ヮWIデ;デｷﾗﾐゲく  

Where my own trinaries Sｷ┗WヴｪW aヴﾗﾏ B;┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ デｴｷヴS I;デWｪﾗヴｷWゲ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ｷゲ 

デｴ;デ デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴげゲ WﾐデｷデｷWゲ ;ヴW ; デｴヴW;デ デﾗ デｴW ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ デｴW┞ ;ヴW ヮ;ヴデ ﾗaが ;ゲ デｴW┞ ヴW┗W;ﾉ ｷデ 

for the sham that it is, and so imperil the entire edifice. In my own work however, 

trinaries act to protect the dichﾗデﾗﾏ┞く Aゲ ｷﾐ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ふヱΓΓヰぶが ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ 
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science に the third category - allows the scientist to utilise the benefits of science 

when engaging with the public, without placing science itself in the firing line. 

Instead, the public can only challenge popular science, which if threatened can be 

discarded by the scientist as merely a distortion of pure science, much like the lizard 

might sacrifice its tail to escape from danger. Likewise, the human-animal binary is 

protected by a metaphorical (and in a seﾐゲW ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉぶ けﾐﾗ-ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ﾉ;ﾐSげ ﾗa ﾐﾗﾐ-white 

savage and Piltdown Man. Piltdown Man is positioned here so that his existence 

offers no threat to the existing binary.  

In both cases, the trinary allows a middle ground where tensions between 

the world and our divisions of it might be resolved or, perhaps more accurately, 

avoided. 

 

8. Conclusion 

TｴW ゲデ;デWS ;ｷﾏ ﾗa デｴｷゲ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ┘;ゲ デﾗ ゲWWﾆ ;ﾐ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｴﾗ┘ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 

humanness was constructed and why it took the particular forms that it did. This in 

turn allowed a consideration of the link between the knowledge claims made of 

Piltdown in the science and popular realms. The material studied showed that any 

W┝ヮﾉｷIｷデ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲ ┘;ゲ ゲデヴｷIデﾉ┞ ﾉｷﾏｷデWS デﾗ デｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ヴW;ﾉﾏく 

True to the empirical requirements of their discipline, palaeontologists declined any 

;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ヮ;ヮWヴゲく TｴW┞ 

discussed skull capacities, reconstructions of the jaw, the possibility of tool use に all 

those subjects illuminated by the physical remains uncovered.  

WｴWヴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ゲデWヮヮWS ﾗ┌デゲｷSW ﾗa デｴWｷヴ けヮ┌ヴW ゲIｷWﾐIWげ Sﾗﾏ;ｷﾐ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐ 

ﾉ;HWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ - a concept far too nebulous, and far too burdened by 

cultural imaginings, to be evidenced by nothing more than a handful of skull 

aヴ;ｪﾏWﾐデゲく “IｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W ゲデ┌Iﾆ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ﾏﾗヴW ﾉｷﾏｷデWS Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ けHomoげ に a 

デWヴﾏ ﾏﾗヴW ;Hゲデヴ;IデWS aヴﾗﾏ W┗Wヴ┞S;┞ ┌ゲ;ｪW デｴ;ﾐ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが ;ﾐS ｴWﾐIW ﾉWゲゲ IﾗﾐデWゲデWS 

に but its very abstraction would limit its appeal to a general audience. In declaring 
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PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ デｴW┞ ゲｴｷaデWS デｴW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴｷWゲ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIW ゲﾗ デｴ;デ ｷデ ｷﾐIﾗヴヮﾗヴ;デWS 

popular culture concepts, an act that made their claims relevant to it. This boundary-

shifting act went unrecognised by those involved however. The result was that 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ┘;ゲ けHﾉ;Iﾆ Hﾗ┝WSげ ふL;デﾗ┌ヴ ヱΓΒΑぶ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪく 

Gｷ┗Wﾐ デｴW ｷﾐ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa デｴW けW┝ヮWヴデゲげ ｷﾐ デｴW WヮｷゲﾗSW デﾗ ヮヴﾗS┌IW ﾐﾗ┗Wﾉ デｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ 

which might resolve these tensions, it is perhaps no surprise that popular science に 

that is to say the mass media coverage of the find に was no more reflexive in its 

utilisation of humanness. Here too humanity was granted to Piltdown with no 

justification other than that the skull, although small, appeared anatomically like that 

of a modern Homo sapiens. As we saw however, the popular science did at least 

;デデWﾏヮデ デﾗ ｪｷ┗W PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ; ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗W に ｷa ﾐﾗデ ﾃ┌ゲデｷa┞ｷﾐｪ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ 

then at least exploring it. This though left popularisers (both scientists and 

journalists) with the unenviable task of attWﾏヮデｷﾐｪ デﾗ ヴWIﾗﾐIｷﾉW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 

contradictory characteristics with a dichotomous view of the human-animal 

boundary. Their solution was to create the trinary detailed above which placed 

Piltdown with indigenous groups, somewhere between human and animal. 

ThW ヴ;Iｷゲﾏ W┗ｷSWﾐデ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ デヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ デｴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW ﾗﾐ デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴWげゲ 

reception. The Expressげ けNW┘ Wﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ;ﾐｪﾉW ｷﾏヮﾗゲWS IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ｪWﾐSWヴ ヮﾗﾉｷデｷIゲ 

on the unfortunate muse, and is also perhaps unique in the entire episode as 

demonstrating a consciﾗ┌ゲ Waaﾗヴデ デﾗ ゲｴ;ヮW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲく  

Elsewhere, for example in the repeated comparisons between Piltdown's 

capabilities and those of indigenous groups, it appears as though the protagonists 

(scientists and journalists alike) are unaware of the political dimensions to their 

imaginings: that Aborigines were inferior to white Europeans was simply accepted 

knowledge に to the protagonists it was natural fact rather than imperial hubris. The 

Express on the other hand was clearly not simply following conventional wisdom 

when it implied a link between a proto-human and 20
th

 IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ┘ﾗﾏWﾐげゲ ヴｷｪｴデゲ 

;S┗ﾗI;デWゲく TｴW IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ┗ｷデWS ｷﾐ デｴW けNW┘ Wﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ﾉ;HWﾉ ┘;ゲ デｴWﾐ デｴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デｷﾏW 

in the science and popular coverage of Piltdown during 1912-1913 that a reflexive 
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aw;ヴWﾐWゲゲ ┘;ゲ SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWS ﾗa ｴﾗ┘ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW に and was に 

shaped by contemporary discourses. Whilst the Expressげ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲヮｷﾐ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗ ﾉWゲゲ 

repugnant for it, this unfortunate example is arguably the closest the debate came to 

realising that PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ SWIﾉ;ヴWS ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ┘;ゲ ﾉWゲゲ ; ┘ｷﾐSﾗ┘ ﾗﾐデﾗ デｴW ヮ;ゲデ デｴ;ﾐ ; 

reflection of 20
th

 century social categorisations. 

 What does this tell us of the relationship between science and the mass 

media at this time? At times in the discussion above I have spoken of science and the 

media as though they were clearly separate entities, as the pure-popular model 

would suggest. However, the most prominent lesson from the affair was that in 

respect of knowledge claims any clear separation is exceedingly difficult, and that 

the pure-popular model of the relationship between science and wider culture 

masks a far more complicated reality. The trinary of pure science/popular 

science/popular culture was invoked not to better map the relations between 

science and wider culture, but rather to protect the former from the latter. 

Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ヴWaヴ;ｷﾐWS aヴﾗﾏ W┝ヮ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲ ｷﾐ デｴW 

science realm, they were happy to do so in the popular realm, where they provided 

some of the most sensationalist material, either directly or in interview with 

journalists. This material relied far more upon preconceived folk knowledge than it 

SｷS ┌ヮﾗﾐ WﾏヮｷヴｷI;ﾉが けゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷIげ W┗ｷSWﾐIWく Iデ ｷゲ ; ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ IﾗﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ ﾉW;Sゲ H;ヴ;┘;┞ 

デﾗ ゲデ;デW さ“IｷWﾐデｷaｷI ヮヴ;IデｷIW ｷゲ ;Hﾗ┗W ;ﾉﾉ ; ゲtory-telling practice in the sense of 

ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ゲヮWIｷaｷI ヮヴ;IデｷIWゲ ﾗa ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS デWゲデｷﾏﾗﾐ┞ざ ふヱΓΒΓぎヴぶく Iデ ﾏｷｪｴデ ┘Wﾉﾉ 

HW ;ヴｪ┌WS デﾗﾗ デｴ;デ デｴW SWゲｷヴW ;ﾏﾗﾐｪゲデ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ デﾗ ｪヴ;H デｴW ﾐW┘ゲ ﾏWSｷ;げゲ に and 

ｴWﾐIW デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷIげゲ に attention was as important as any scientific evidence in the 

SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ SWIﾉ;ヴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐぎ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW さH;Iﾆ┘;ヴSゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐざ ┘;ゲ ; a;ヴ 

ﾏﾗヴW ゲ;ﾉ;Iｷﾗ┌ゲ ゲデﾗヴ┞ デｴ;ﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW さaﾗヴ┘;ヴS ;ヮWざ ふExpress 12.08.13:1). Its is 

easy to see figures like Woodward and Keith as the Robert Winstoﾐげゲ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ デｷﾏWく 

Lord Winston, as scientist and television personality, has presented numerous shows 

SW;ﾉｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ｷゲゲ┌Wゲが ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ デｴWﾏ デｴW BBC ゲWヴｷWゲ けW;ﾉﾆｷﾐｪ Wｷデｴ C;┗WﾏWﾐげが 

which used advanced animatronics and CGI to give an account of human history. The 
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ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa デｴW けヮ┌HﾉｷI ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデげ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ;ﾐ ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ ﾗﾐWが ;ゲ ┘W ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ ゲWW ｷﾐ デｴW ﾐW┝デ 

Iｴ;ヮデWヴげゲ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Homo floresiensis. 

 MW;ﾐ┘ｴｷﾉWが デｴW ;HゲWﾐIW ﾗa ;ﾐ┞ aﾗヴﾏ ﾗa W┝ヮWヴデ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ 

humanness left the way open for journalists to manipulate the discovery according 

デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴげゲ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲが ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴWヴW ヴ;ヴWﾉ┞ 

appeared evidence that they were aware of this freedom. Instead, most coverage 

relied on regurgitating accepted ideas of white superiority, and propagating images 

ﾗa デｴｷゲ aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ゲ┌ヮWヴｷﾗヴｷデ┞ ﾗ┗Wヴ ﾗデｴWヴ ﾉｷaW ┗ｷ; ｴWヴﾗｷI ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ﾗa ; ﾏｷｪｴデ┞ 

hunter. There is, regardless, nothing to suggest that had any explicit debate taken 

place in the science literature, it would have been any freer of the sexism, 

nationalism and racism that tainted the popular coverage of Piltdown. In fact in what 

discussion did take place the latter two were just as prevalent in the science 

coverage.  

 The picture of science and the media we are left with then is one in which 

scientists utilised their considerable authority to dominate the public discussion of 

Piltdown, and yet relied primarily upon the very same cultural ideas as the journalists 

involved to make sense of Piltdown. Although considerable skill was exercised in the 

anatomical reconstruction work of Woodward, Keith and others, this was of only 

limited relevance to the issues which were focused on within the popular realm - 

whether Piltdown was human, and what this meant. On these issues scientist drew 

their knowledge from the dominant popular discourses of the day. The boundary 

between science and the media then was every bit as blurred as the boundary 

HWデ┘WWﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ;ﾐS ﾗ┌ヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ ┘;ゲく 
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Chapter 6┺ Hobbits┸ Hunters and Hydrology┺ Images of a ╅Missing 

Link╆┸ and Its Scientific Communication 

 

1. Introduction 

The discovery on Flores - one of the larger islands of the chain that makes up 

Indonesia - of the remains of two small-bodied hominines was announced to the 

world at joint conferences in London and Sydney on the 27
th

 October 2004. The 

events were hosted by the journal Nature, which carried two papers on the find in its 

issue released the following day. The discovery consisted of a near-complete skull 

and jaw, together with the right leg and the left side of the pelvis (Brown et al. 

2004:1055). Most of the rest of the skeleton consisted of fragments. The discoverers 

argued that the evidence was strong enough to declare the find the type specimen 

of a new species, that they labelled Homo floresiensis. Remarkably, not only was this 

figure just 3ft high with a brain no bigger than a chimp, and yet showing evidence of 

complex human-like behaviours, but it was also still alive less than 15,000 years ago. 

The type specimen itself was called LB1, after the location of the find に Liang Bua. 

The left side of the jaw of a second individual, LB2, was also discovered. 

The announcement received huge attention from the popular news media, 

and all seven newspapers featured in the study carried articles on the find in their 

28
th

 October editions. Two broadsheets, the Guardian and Daily Telegraph, even 

devoted front page space to it. Perhaps more remarkably, all three tabloids in the 

study covered the story, despite having little regular science coverage. The attention 

given demonstrates that the discovery, like that at Piltdown, had wide-ranging 

ｷﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ デｴ;デ デﾗﾗﾆ ｷデ ﾗ┌デゲｷSW デｴW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴｷWゲ ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ ┘W ﾏｷｪｴデ I;ﾉﾉ けヴﾗ┌デｷﾐW 

ゲIｷWﾐIWげ に the everyday science of the mundane and uncontroversial that goes 

largely unnoticed by the media and wider public.  

Tｴ;デ ﾏWSｷ; ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ ｷﾐ デｴW FﾉﾗヴWゲげ WヮｷゲﾗSW ┘;ゲ ﾏ;ヴﾆWSﾉ┞ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ ゲ┌Iｴ 

science に the great majority of science に is a reflection not only of its unexpectedness 

and its importance to science, but also of the numerous connections that could be 
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made between it and non-ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデ ヴW;SWヴゲげ ﾉｷ┗Wゲ に ｷデ ┘;ゲ a┌ﾐS;ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉﾉ┞ ; けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ 

ｷﾐデWヴWゲデげ ゲデﾗヴ┞く Aﾉﾉ ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴ ﾗa ﾉｷﾐﾆ;ｪWゲ ┘WヴW ﾏ;SW デﾗ デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴW ﾗa LBヱ に to the 

popular fictional Hobbit character; to a reimagined and recontextualised 21
st

  

IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ M;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴき デﾗ デｴW けLﾗゲデ WﾗヴﾉSげ ﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ ｪWﾐヴW ﾗa a;ヴ-away lands of 

mystery and danger; to the way we conceptualise humanity and our relationship 

with nature; to the animal rights debate. Such was the heady excitement brought by 

the discovery that the episode even witnessed respected scientists pondering 

whether the mythic beasts that cryptozoology concerns itself with might actually 

exist after all (Nature 27.08.04:online), and a (perhaps less respected) journalist 

declaring that   

 

after exploring regions where no scientist had ever set foot, I have to agree 

that yes, Hobbits could well be alive and well. Somewhere. (Daily Mail 

06.08.04:12). 

 

 Like Piltdown then, Flores offers the opportunity to study the relationship 

between science and non-science culture at a time when the usual demarcations 

between the two were tested by the level of public interest in the story. In order to 

investigate this relationship, the coverage of the find by popular news media, and 

inter- and intra-specialist science media between October 2004 and June 2007 was 

analysed. The news media sample was made up of four UK broadsheets に the 

Guardian (including its Sunday sister, the Observer), Daily Telegraph, Daily Mail and 

Times に and three tabloids に the Sun, Express and Mirror. The four inter-specialist 

science media were Nature, New Scientist, Science, and Scientific American. Finally, 

the seventeen peer-reviewed science journal papers that had been published on the 

discovery were also studied. 

 Having focused ｷﾐ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ aｷ┗W ﾗﾐ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆが ｴWヴW I ┘ｷﾉﾉ HWｪｷﾐ H┞ 

considering models of science communication more widely, before using a 
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chronological study of the knowledge claims that were made regarding LB1 to find 

out where such claims originated, and the routes they took from there. This will 

ヴW┗W;ﾉ デｴ;デ ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ ゲﾗﾏW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘WS デｴW ヴﾗ┌デW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデWS H┞ デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉが 

けI;ﾐﾗﾐｷI;ﾉげ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIW Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐが ﾗデｴWヴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ H┞ヮ;ゲゲWS デｴｷゲ ヴﾗ┌デW 

altogether, and made their claims directly to the popular realm. I will then analyse in 

detail how the discovery was discussed within the three forms of media to study the 

processes of change the story underwent as it moved between fora. Three 

repertoires in particular were crucial in how the find was made sense of by non-

specialist audiences - けLﾗゲデ WﾗヴﾉSげ ;ﾐS けｴﾗHHｷデげ ﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWゲが ;ﾐS デｴW ﾐﾗ┘ 

a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ けM;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴげく Tｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ Hﾗデｴ ｴWヴW ;ﾐS ｷﾐ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ aﾗ┌ヴ 

Hヴﾗ;Sﾉ┞ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデゲ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ふヱΓΓヰぶ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWが デｴW ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴ ｷn which 

the Flores discovery was made sense of will be used to critique the uni-directional 

aﾉﾗ┘ ﾗa ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW デｴ;デ ｷゲ ｷﾏヮﾉｷIｷデ ｷﾐ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌┌ﾏ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ﾉｷﾆW Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲく Fｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が 

elements will be identified which only existed outside of intraspecialist science 

media. Using all this gathered data, I will then proceed to outline my own model of 

science communication. 

 

2. Science communication models 

Popular science journals draw heavily on popular metaphors and images when 

framing much of the science they cover (Petersen 1999), and science and science 

fiction have been found to have a dialectical relationship (Haraway 1992). Despite 

this, Bucchi (1996) has argued that routine science does often follow the 

けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐげ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ┘ｴWヴW ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ﾏﾗ┗Wゲ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa デｴe domain of science 

and into the public domain once it has become relatively stable and uncontroversial. 

Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ゲヮWIｷaｷI ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉが ｷﾐゲデｷデ┌デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾗヴ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ヮヴWゲゲ┌ヴWゲ I;ﾐ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデ ｷﾐ けSW┗ｷ;デｷﾗﾐ 

ヮヴﾗIWゲゲWゲげ ｷﾐ ゲIｷWﾐIW Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐく Iﾐ ゲ┌Iｴ I;ゲWゲ デｴW aﾗヴ┌ﾏ ｷﾐ which scientific 

debate takes place can move out of the scientific journals and university 

departments and into the public realm. Cassidy (2005) finds that such was the case 

in the 1990s with evolutionary psychology. Here controversial claims such as there 
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being an evolutionary basis for rape cut across social and political concerns and 

resulted in public debate featuring both scientists and non-scientists. Through a 

citation study, Cassidy finds evidence that not only did debate within popular culture 

encourage the debate within science, but also that popular science books were 

influential on later discussions within science.  

Among other things, such cases raise the issue of controversial versus routine 

science. Mellor (2003) makes the point that studies of science-popular culture 

interaction often focus on episodes of controversial science, and fail to acknowledge 

that the bulk of scientific output follows closer to the popularization model than that 

found by Cassidy. In my own work, the human-animal boundary occupies such a 

powerfully symbolic site that it could only be described as controversial science. 

Whilst acknowledging that the treatment of such science is likely to be different from 

the bulk of scientific claims, the relative impact that human-animal boundary science 

has on popular culture because it spans so many symbolic domains makes it all the 

more worthy of analysis: 

 

for citizens who want to take part in the democratic process of a 

technological society, all the science they need to know about is controversial 

(Collins and Pinch 1998:3). 

 

The same reasons that make human-animal boundary science non-routine make it of 

great interest to popular culture, and the media specifically, as such cases けaｷデ ┘Wﾉﾉ 

with media news values such as meaningfulﾐWゲゲ ;ﾐS ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐIW デﾗ S;ｷﾉ┞ ﾉｷaWげ ふC;ゲゲｷS┞ 

2005:136). 

In my previous chapter on the boundaries between science and popular 

I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW I ┌ゲWS デｴW I;ゲW ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ デﾗ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ふヱΓΓヰぶ Iヴｷデｷケ┌W ﾗa デｴW 

pure/popular model of science communication. Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ヮヴｷﾏ;ヴ┞ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ ┘;ゲ 

that this commonly used dichotomous model was operated by practitioners as a tool 
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┘ｷデｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ デﾗ ヮヴﾗデWIデ デｴWｷヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ ;┌デｴﾗヴｷデ┞ ;ゲ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ヮヴﾗS┌IWヴゲく EIｴﾗｷﾐｪ GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ 

river metaphor (1999:ix) for science communication, Hilgartner suggested that it 

ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS HW ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐWS ;ゲ ; Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌┌ﾏ HWデ┘WWﾐ け┌ヮゲデヴW;ﾏげ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS 

けSﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏげ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ ふヮヵヲΒ-529). The crucial distinction in 

Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ｷゲ デｴ;デ ﾐﾗ IﾉW;ヴ ﾉｷﾐW I;ﾐ HW Sヴ;┘ﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ けゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷIげ ;ﾐS 

けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴげ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWが ;ﾐS ﾏ┞ ﾗ┘ﾐ W┗ｷSWﾐIW aヴﾗﾏ デｴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ I;ゲW ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデWS デｴｷゲく 

 TｴWヴW ｷゲが ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ;ﾐ WﾉWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴｷゲ けヴｷ┗Wヴげ ﾏﾗSWﾉ デｴ;デ I ┘ｷゲｴ デﾗ デ;ﾆW ｷゲゲ┌W 

with, which will form the basis of this chapter. Although it is not made explicitly 

clear, HilgartnWヴげゲ ふ;ﾐS GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ぶ ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ヮヮW;ヴゲ デﾗ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏW ; ﾗﾐW-way 

flow of knowledge from the science realm to the popular realm. In contrast, I wish to 

argue that, in the case of palaeoanthropology at least, a uni-directional flow of 

knowledge cannot be assumed. Instead, that the creation of figures such as LB1 

relies on an exchange of knowledge claims from various sources, including both 

science and popular culture. Before I proceed to make this argument, it is 

worthwhile to consider the various attempts that have been made to chart the 

relationship between scientific and popular knowledge. 

 Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ヴｷ┗Wヴ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ┘;ゲ ; ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ デｴW ヮ┌ヴWっヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ SｷIｴﾗデﾗﾏ┞ 

ｷﾏヮﾉｷIｷデ ｷﾐ デｴW けSWaｷIｷデげ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ヮ┌HﾉｷI ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪゲ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIWく TｴW SWaｷIｷデ 

model, prWゲWﾐデが aﾗヴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWが ｷﾐ デｴW ‘ﾗ┞;ﾉ “ﾗIｷWデ┞げゲ ヴWヮﾗヴデ The Public Understanding 

of Science (Bodmer 1985), views any tensions present between science and the 

public as being simply the result of public ignorance. Building public trust in science 

is then a matter of educating the public better. The idea of a public deficit of 

ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ｷゲ ;ﾐ ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏW ﾗa デｴW デヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉが けI;ﾐﾗﾐｷI;ﾉげ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIW デｴ;デ 

underpins it. This posits a clear, meaningful distinction between the entities of 

けゲIｷWﾐIWげ ;ﾐS けデｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷIげが ┘ｴWre the latter are simply passive consumers whose 

attitude to science merely reflects their level of scientific literacy. If visualised, this 

┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ;ヮヮW;ヴ ﾉｷﾆW ; ┗Wヴ┞ ゲｷﾏヮﾉW デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI Iｴ;ヴデが ┘ｷデｴ ; Hﾗ┝ ﾏ;ヴﾆWS け“IｷWﾐIWげ 

aWWSｷﾐｪ ｷﾐデﾗ ; Hﾗ┝ ﾏ;ヴﾆWS けPﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ C┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげが ┗ｷ; ; デｴｷヴS Hﾗ┝ けPﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ “IｷWﾐIWげく Wｴｷﾉゲデ 

Hilgartner challenges the boundaries between these categories, in suggesting a one-
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way flow of knowledge his river model does not directly challenge the categories 

themselves. 

 B┌ｷﾉSｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ MﾗゲIﾗ┗ｷIｷげゲ ふヱΓヶヱが 1998) identification of the processes by which 

┌ﾐa;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW HWIﾗﾏWゲ a;ﾏｷﾉｷ;ヴ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ けゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐゲげが LｷW┗ヴﾗ┌┘ 

(1990) too suggests a one-way flow of knowledge, yet argues that the popularized 

science that appears within the public realm is shaped by the values and beliefs of 

デｴ;デ ヮ┌HﾉｷI S┌ヴｷﾐｪ ; ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ﾗa け;ﾐIｴﾗヴｷﾐｪげ ;ﾐS けﾗHﾃWIデｷa┞ｷﾐｪげぎ 

 

Representations [of scientific knowledge claims] are generated by a dual 

process of anchoring (classifying an unfamiliar phenomenon into a set of 

categories) and objectifying (converting the unfamiliar and abstract 

phenomenon into a familiar and concrete phenomenon by developing an 

image of it) (p.5). 

 

Tﾗ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ デｴｷゲ ┘ｷデｴ GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ヴｷ┗Wヴ ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴが ┘W Iﾗ┌ﾉS ヮｷIデ┌ヴW ｴWヴW ; ヴｷ┗Wヴ デｴ;デ 

flows into a tidal delt;が ゲﾗ ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ ゲIｷWﾐIW ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ け┌ヮゲデヴW;ﾏげが ｷデゲ Sﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏ 

consumption becomes a two-way process, where knowledge can travel in different 

directions at different times. 

 Lewenstein (1995) goes further, and suggests that linear models of scientific 

communicatiﾗﾐ HW ヴWヮﾉ;IWS H┞ け; IｷヴIﾉW ﾗヴ ; ゲヮｴWヴWげ ふヮくヴヲヶぶが ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW IﾗﾉS a┌ゲｷﾗﾐ 

saga as a case study. This is not quite as radical as it might at first sound however - 

LW┘WﾐゲデWｷﾐげゲ aﾗI┌ゲ ｷゲ ﾗﾐ Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐが ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐく “ﾗ 

then, whilst the public realm (in the form of the mass media) played an active role in 

the dissemination of knowledge regarding cold fusion に for both scientists and non-

scientists alike に it did not necessarily have any impact on the actual content of any 

knowledge claims made:  
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the media played a role in helping researchers exchange data, though with 

unclear results on the process of the research itself (p.428). 

 

Tｴｷゲ ┌ﾐHﾗ┌ﾐSWS ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa けIﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐ IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ｷデ┞げ ふヮくヴヲヵぶ ｷゲ ﾐW┗WヴデｴWﾉWゲゲ ;ﾐ 

important demonstration of the active role that forums traditionally viewed as non-

scientific can play in scientific controversies. 

 CﾉﾗゲWヴ デﾗ ﾏ┞ ﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデゲ ﾉｷWゲ B┌IIｴｷげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ふヱΓΓヶぶく Wｴｷﾉゲデ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲｷﾐｪ デｴW 

ｷﾏヮヴﾗ┗WﾏWﾐデゲ デｴW┞ ﾗaaWヴ ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW I;ﾐﾗﾐｷI;ﾉ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデが B┌IIｴｷ ｷゲ IヴｷデｷI;ﾉ ﾗa けIﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌ｷデ┞げ 

ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ ﾉｷﾆW デｴ;デ ﾗa Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ aﾗヴ aﾗI┌ゲｷﾐｪ デﾗﾗ ｴW;┗ｷﾉ┞ ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲIｷWﾐIW ゲｷSW ﾗa デｴW 

SｷIｴﾗデﾗﾏ┞が ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデ デｴ;デ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ｷゲ ヴWS┌IWS デﾗ け;ﾐ W┝デWヴﾐ;ﾉが ﾏﾗﾐﾗﾉｷデｴｷIが ;ﾐS 

taken-for-ｪヴ;ﾐデWS ゲﾗ┌ヴIW ﾗa ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデげ ふヮくンΒヶぶく DWゲヮｷデW デｴｷゲが B┌IIｴｷ IﾗﾐI┌ヴゲ デhat much 

regular science does move in a one way process of diffusion from the esoteric 

ふゲIｷWﾐIW ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉゲぶ デﾗ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ふﾏ;ゲゲ ﾏWSｷ;ぶが ;ﾐS デｴ;デ けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐげ ｷゲ ;ﾐ ;II┌ヴ;デW 

term for this. However, in times of scientific controversies, when boundaries are in 

flux - perhaps because a new branch of science is trying to become established - 

scientists can circumvent the standard route, and proceed straight to public forums, 

ｷﾐ I;ゲWゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ B┌IIｴｷ SｷゲI┌ゲゲWゲ ;ゲ けSW┗ｷ;デｷﾗﾐふゲぶげ ふヮくンΑΓぶが H┌ｷﾉSｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾗa 

Cloitre and Shinn (1985:31-60). During such episodes the content of scientific 

ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ I;ﾐ HW ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWS H┞ aﾗヴ┌ﾏゲ ﾐﾗデ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS けゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷIげぎ 

 

I suggest that communication of science at the popular level may influence 

core scientific practice in many more different and subtle ways than simple 

support and reinforcement. As already shown, it can foster the inclusion or 

デｴW W┝Iﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ;Iデﾗヴゲ ﾗヴ デｴWﾗヴｷWゲ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデゲげ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWが ;ﾐS ｷデ I;ﾐ 

make room for new interpretations or confer a different status on existing 

models by linking them to other public issues and themes. The popular stage 

can in this sense provide an open space where stimuli, ideas and information 

may be merged and exchanged among different actors and across disciplinary 
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fields, in the absence of the constraints and conventions which bind scientific 

work and communication at the specialist level (p.386). 

 

To what degree though could the Flores episode be said to fit the accounts 

given above? To answer this question, it is necessary to consider the chronological 

trajectory of the discovery, noting its appearance in intraspecialist, interspecialist, 

and popular media. In this way, particular knowledge claims can be traced back to 

their source. 

 

3. Timeline of the Story  

As already stated, following the opening press conferences on the 27
th

 October 

2004, all the newspapers in the study covered the story, as did all the interspecialist 

journals. Just over a week later, floresiensis was in the news again: the Daily Mail 

(6.11.04) carried a story from a reporter, Richard Shears, who had travelled to Flores 

Island in search of a living hobbit. It is testament to the credibility of science that this 

search was conducted in complete seriousness, when a week earlier such material 

could only have been published on April Fools day. 

 Obviously, other scientists too had access to such credibility however, and 

from them dissenting voices quickly appeared. On the 31
st

 October a 

palaeopathologist, Maciej Henneberg, had a letter published in the Adelaide Sunday 

Mail, in which he dismissed the skeleton discovered as a being merely that of a 

microcephalic Homo sapiens. Then, on 5
th

 Nﾗ┗WﾏHWヴが TW┌ﾆ┌ J;IﾗHが デｴW け┌ﾐSｷゲヮ┌デWS 

ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa ヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げ ふScience 6.3.98:1482) in Indonesia, chaired a press 

conference where he too disputed the idea that the find represented a new species 

of Homo. Science (12.11.04) reported both these claims, and the Guardian (7.11.04) 

the latter. 

Over the next month both Science (26.11.04) and New Scientist (11.12.04) 

reported a new twist to the story に Jacob had taken ownership of the remains to 
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carry out his own analysis, without the consent of most of the original team. In 

December 2004, the journal Before Farming published short arguments from three 

dissenters, including Henneberg, with responses from Brown and Morwood. 

However, these arguments were not peer-reviewed, the editor stating: 

 

Some might see this as a glorified chat room, but the issues raised by each of 

the contributors here are current, valid until proven otherwise and need a 

public airing (Barham 2004:1). 

 

Brown and Morwood themselves were critical of this process in their response to 

HWﾐﾐWHWヴｪが ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW┞ ゲデ;デWS けTｴｷゲ ｷゲ ;ﾐ W┝デヴWﾏWﾉ┞ ヮﾗﾗヴﾉ┞ ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏWSが ;ﾐS ｷﾉﾉ 

SWゲｷｪﾐWSが ヮｷWIW ﾗa けヴWゲW;ヴIｴげ ;ﾐS Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ ｴ;┗W HWWn published in a substantial peer 

ヴW┗ｷW┘WS ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉげ ふヮくヶぶく TｴW ﾉ;Iﾆ ﾗa ヮWWヴ-ヴW┗ｷW┘ ;ﾉゲﾗ ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ SWデWヴﾏｷﾐWS デｴW ;ヴデｷIﾉWげゲ 

failure to leave any wider impression on the debate, going unreported by the 

interspecialist and popular media.  

In January 2005, Flores returned to the newspapers, when the Guardian 

reported that Jacob planned to study a pygmy population living on Flores for 

evidence of similarities to LB1. In March 2005, a paper by Falk et al appeared in 

Science arguing that a virtual endocast
34

 of floresiensisげ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデWS デｴW Iﾉ;ｷﾏ 

that it was a new species. This prompted coverage across all popular and 

interspecialist media, with the exception of the Sun and Expressく TｴW ゲIWヮデｷIゲげ ヴｷ┗;ﾉ 

claims were also widely reported at the same time. On the 10
th

 March another 

scientist, Robert Martin, wrote an article published in the Guardian in which he too 

refuted the new species interpretation. 

                                                      

34
 Aﾐ けWﾐSﾗI;ゲデげ ｷゲ ; I;ゲデ デ;ﾆWﾐ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ｷﾐゲｷSW ﾗa ; ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉく けVｷヴデ┌;ﾉげ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ デｴW I;ゲデ ┘;ゲ 

created inside a computer, using lasers to take measurements from the skull. 
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 In May, both the Daily Telegraph (3.5.05) and Daily Mail (7.5.05) reported 

J;IﾗHげゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲく Iﾐ デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴげゲが J;IﾗHげゲ claims were included in a piece in which 

intrepid reporter Richard Shears returned once more to Flores Island to meet the 

ﾉﾗI;ﾉ ヮ┞ｪﾏ┞ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ J;IﾗH ｴ;S ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWSく TｴW ヮｷWIW ┘;ゲ WﾐデｷデﾉWS けIげ┗W 

Fﾗ┌ﾐS TｴW HﾗHHｷデゲげが デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW IﾗﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ ゲWﾐデWﾐIW ┘;ゲ slightly more circumspect:  

 

As I shook tiny hands and said goodbye, I felt I'd been touched by history. Very, 

very old history, recounted by very, very small people who may, just may, be 

SWゲIWﾐSWS aヴﾗﾏ ; HﾗHHｷデげ ふibid. p.34). 

 

(Perhaps unsurprisingly for those versed with the Daily Mail, anthropologist Gregory 

Forth (2006) reports that he later spoke to many of those interviewed by Shears, and 

デｴ;デ けFﾗヴ デｴW ﾏﾗゲデ ヮ;ヴデが デｴWｷヴ ゲデﾗヴｷWゲぐ ┘WヴW ヴ;デｴWヴ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ ┘ｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ヴWヮﾗヴデWS 

ｷﾐ デｴW Bヴｷデｷゲｴ デ;HﾉﾗｷSげ ふヮンヴ3)).  

The publication in October of a new paper from the original team (Morwood 

et al. 2005), on the discovery of remains of nine more individuals, prompted further 

coverage from the Sun, Times, and Guardian (all 12.10.05). 

 On the 19
th

 May 2006, the first peer-reviewed paper from the critics of Homo 

floresiensis appeared, over 18 months after the first dissent had appeared in the 

news media. Martin et al argued that LB1 was a microcephalic human, not a new 

species. A paper from Jacob et al did not appear until 23
rd

 August 2006. By now only 

the Times, Guardian and Daily Telegraph were reporting events. A second paper by 

Martin et al, published 9
th

 October, went entirely unreported. It appeared as though 

the news media had lost interest in the dispute, although a new paper by Falk et al 

(2007), again supporting the new species claim, was reported in the Times and Daily 

Telegraph (30.1.07). 
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 What is most notable from this timeline is the degree to which the story of 

Homo floresiensis follows the route outlined ｷﾐ B┌IIｴｷげゲ ふヱΓΓヶぶ SW┗ｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa 

science communication. Although much of the news coverage was prompted by 

claims appearing in peer-reviewed journal media, the arguments of dissenters to the 

new species claim were notable in their bypassing of regular channels. Teuku Jacob 

announced his criticisms at a press conference, whilst others like Henneberg and 

Martin published directly in the news media with their own claims. Peer reviewed 

papers did not follow from them for some considerable time.  

Bucchi (p.382-383) suggests such episodes are most likely in cases where 

scientific boundaries are in dispute - for example when a new field is in its infancy - 

and public support is engaged as a means of proving the worth of a new boundary 

configuration. They can also occur when a shift of paradigm is sought. The Flores 

case was indeed debated between the supporters of two different evolutionary 

paradigms
35く TｴW SｷゲゲWﾐデWヴゲげ ﾏﾗ┗W ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ヴW;ﾉﾏ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐWS ｷﾐ ゲ┌Iｴ 

terms, of seeking public support for their paradigm, but significantly they did not 

frame their arguments along these lines. Additionally, palaeoanthropology is a 

mature discipline, and the differences between the two evolutionary paradigms 

long-standing and well recognised, so this was not an attempt to demarcate a new 

field. Alongside with these incentives to deviation, Bucchi ;ﾉゲﾗ ゲデ;デWゲ デｴ;デ けSｷaaWヴWﾐデ 

;ｷﾏゲ ;ﾐS WaaWIデゲ I;ﾐ HW ヮ┌ヴゲ┌WSげ ふibid. p379), and Flores appears such an example.  

Here the spur towards deviation is more likely to have been the combination 

of two more prosaic factors: the many news-worthy elements of the original claims 

which ensured that they were widely reported; and the discontinuity between the 

                                                      

35
 The most prominent dissenters, such and Jacob and Henneberg, supported the otherwise 

┌ﾐヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ けﾏ┌ﾉデｷヴWｪｷﾗﾐ;ﾉげ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐが ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ Homo sapiens evolved throughout its 

entire habitat, whilst the team of Morwood & Brown followed the dominant Recent African Origin 

ﾏﾗSWﾉ ふヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞が デｴW けﾗ┌デ ﾗa AaヴｷI;げ ﾏﾗSWﾉぶが ┘ｴWヴW SW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデ ┘;ゲ ﾉｷﾏｷデWS デﾗ AaヴｷI; ふゲWW “デヴｷﾐｪWヴ わ 

Andrews 2005:140-143 for more detailed description of the models). 
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near-instantaneous nature of modern news cycles, and the long, drawn-out process 

of peer review. This second factor meant that dissenters were left with the stark 

choice of either i) following the approved route of science communication, and 

remaining publicly silent for a considerable period of time, or ii) deviating from the 

approve route, and engaging their rivals immediately, whilst their peer reviewed 

response was processed. The reduced news media coverage given to the first peer-

ヴW┗ｷW┘WS SｷゲゲWﾐデ デｴ;デ ;ヮヮW;ヴWS ヱΒ ﾏﾗﾐデｴゲ ﾉ;デWヴ ふM;ヴデｷﾐ Wデ ;ﾉげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ ふヲヰヰヶぶ ┘;ゲ 

reported by three newspapers, as opposed to all seven who reported the original 

Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲぶ ;ヮヮW;ヴWS デﾗ ﾃ┌ゲデｷa┞ デｴWｷヴ ｴ;ゲデWく DWゲヮｷデW デｴｷゲが ;ﾐS デｴW ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ デW;ﾏげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ 

extensive use of the popular media via press conferences, interviews
36

, television 

shows
37

 and, later, books (Morwood & van Oosterzee 2007), there is evidence that, 

;ﾏﾗﾐｪゲデ デｴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WSが デｴW SｷゲゲWﾐデWヴゲげ IヴWSｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ ゲ┌aaWヴWS aﾗヴ デｴWｷヴ 

H┞ヮ;ゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾗa ;ヮヮヴﾗ┗WS ヴﾗ┌デWゲく OﾐW ゲ┌Iｴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ｷゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS H┞ Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS わ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 

ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ HWﾐﾐWHWヴｪげゲ Before Farming piece reproduced above. Another comes 

from journalist Deborah Smith, who relates a conversation she had with Peter Brown 

aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa HWﾐﾐWHWヴｪげゲ Iヴｷデｷケ┌W ﾗa LBヱぎ 

 

I ヴ;ﾐｪ PWデWヴ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デWﾉ┞ ;ﾐS ｴW ┘;ゲ a;ﾐデ;ゲデｷIぐ ｴW ﾃ┌ゲデ ｴｷデ ﾏW ┘ｷデｴ 

this huge spray に さデｴｷゲ ｷゲ ｷﾉﾉ-ｷﾐaﾗヴﾏWSが デｴWゲW ヮWﾗヮﾉW ｴ;┗Wﾐげデ ゲWWﾐ デｴW 

ゲヮWIｷﾏWﾐが デｴW┞ ｴ;┗Wﾐげデ HWWﾐ デﾗ デｴW ゲｷデWが デｴWｷヴ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデゲ ;ヴWﾐげデ ヮWWヴ 

ヴW┗ｷW┘WSが デｴW┞げヴW ﾐﾗデ ヮ┌HﾉｷゲｴWSざ ふヱΑくヰヴくヰΑが ﾏ┞ ｷデ;ﾉｷIゲぶく 

 

                                                      

36
 Morwood states that just one member of the Flores team に Peter Brown に conducted over 100 

interviews in just the first three days following the press conferences (Morwood & van Oosterzee 

2007:186). 

37
 The Flores team co-operated with a National Geographic film crew even before the discovery was 

announced. The resulting film was shown on the National Geographic TV Iｴ;ﾐﾐWﾉが WﾐデｷデﾉWS けTｷﾐ┞ 

H┌ﾏ;ﾐゲぎ TｴW さHﾗHHｷデゲざ ﾗa FﾉﾗヴWゲげく 
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This supports the argument attributed to Lewenstein (Gregory & Miller 1998:82), 

デｴ;デ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ﾗaデWﾐ IヴｷデｷIｷゲW ﾗデｴWヴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲが ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ ;Iデｷﾐｪ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ 

デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲく TｴW IﾗﾐデWﾐデ ﾗa デｴW FﾉﾗヴWゲ ゲデﾗヴ┞が ;ﾐS デｴW ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ デW;ﾏげゲ ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲが ｴ;S 

ensured that the episode was very much centred within the public, rather than 

ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷIが ゲヮｴWヴW HWaﾗヴW デｴW SｷゲゲWﾐデWヴゲげ ;ヮヮW;ヴ;ﾐIWく TｴW┞ ┘WヴW ﾉWaデ ヮﾉ;┞ｷﾐｪ I;デIｴ-up. 

The deviated route which they took did not move the story into the public realm - it 

was already there - H┌デ ｷデ SｷS ﾏW;ﾐ デｴ;デ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ HWｪ;ﾐ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ting 

けSﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏげが ヴ;デｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ aﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ デｴWヴW aヴﾗﾏ ﾏﾗヴW ﾉﾗaデ┞ IﾉｷﾏWゲく  

The arguments of the dissenters were not the only elements of the Flores 

story that originated in the public realm however, and so the deviation model does 

not explain events in their entirety. In the following section I shall show not only 

ｴﾗ┘が ﾉｷﾆW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐが ﾏ┌Iｴ ﾗa FﾉﾗヴWゲげ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWS H┞ ﾐﾗﾐ-scientific 

culture, but also how many elements of the discovery only existed within public 

discussions. I will refer to these laデデWヴ WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ;ゲ Iﾗﾐゲデｷデ┌デｷﾐｪ けヮ┌HﾉｷI ゲIｷWﾐIWげが HWｷﾐｪ 

science which takes place - which originates - outside the recognised forums of 

academic departments, peer-reviewed journals, conferences etcetera. More will be 

said when I come to discuss such material, but first to those texts that demonstrate a 

dual heritage, being a blending of science and wider culture に デｴW けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWげく 

 

4. Popular Science 

As with Piltdown, the discussion of Flores man within the popular media was very 

different from that within the intraspecialist journal media. The sixteen peer-

reviewed journal articles included in the study discuss the anatomy of the discovery, 

its geological context, and the stone tools and other animal remains found in situ. 

One of the two original papers (Morwood et al. 2004) cites the stegodon remains 

found in the vicinity as evidence that they were being hunted by Homo floresiensis, 

H┌デ ﾐﾗ a┌ヴデｴWヴ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ ﾉｷaWゲデ┞ﾉW ﾗヴ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴ ｷゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ┞ ﾗa デｴW 

;ヴデｷIﾉWゲく TｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾏWSｷ;げゲ Iﾗ┗Wrage of the figure is markedly different, reflecting 

デｴWｷヴ ;┌SｷWﾐIWげゲ Sｷ┗WヴゲW ｷﾐデWヴWゲデゲが ;ﾐS ;HゲWﾐIW ﾗa ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWく CﾗヴW 
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empirical facts taken from the intraspecialist media are given に location, age, 

dimensions etcetera に but greater efforts are W┝ヮWﾐSWS ｷﾐ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷﾐｪ デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴWゲげ 

existence, giving it meaning by placing it within a framework of culturally relevant 

signifiers. As might be expected, the interspecialist media combined elements of 

both popular and intraspecialist media, often using a popular style in the opening 

paragraphs, then in the body of the text providing greater technical detail, and less 

explanation of techniques and systems of classification, than the mainstream media 

coverage. Analysis in detail of two key narratives used in the discussion of LB1 will 

ｴｷｪｴﾉｷｪｴデ ｴﾗ┘ デｴW ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ﾗa けﾗHﾃWIデｷa┞ｷﾐｪげ ふLｷW┗ヴﾗ┌┘ ヱΓΓヰぶ デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴW ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ 

popular culture occurred. 

 

4.1 Return of the Hunter 

The first of these narratives is a familiar one - the Man the Hunter trope. 

However, differences in the actual realisation of the Hunter template compared to 

the Piltdown case demonstrates clearly how it is flexible and open to adaptation. The 

ｷﾏ;ｪWゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ﾗa デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴWげゲ ﾉｷaW ヴWゲﾗﾐ;デW ゲデヴﾗﾐｪﾉ┞ ┘ｷデｴ デｴﾗゲW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ 

ninety-eight years earlier, with the common elements of hunting, technology, and 

terrifying beasts present again: 

 

On the island of Flores in the Malay Archipelago, scientists have found 

remains of a race of three-foot high humans who hunted pony-sized 

elephants and rats as big as dogs and who battled dragons with saliva laced 

with deadly bacteria. (Observer 31.10.04:21) 

 

a previously unknown species of HUMANS who lived in a lost world stalked by 

giant rats and mutant elephants. (The Sun 28.10.04) 
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they used fire, made sophisticated stone tools, and hunted stegodon - a 

primitive type of elephant - and giant rats. (Daily Telegraph 28.10.04:01) 

 

J┌ゲデ ;ゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ﾉｷaW ┘;ゲ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デWS ;ゲ ; ゲデヴ┌ｪｪﾉW ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ﾏﾗﾐゲデWヴゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ; ゲWﾏｷ-

mythic quality by their absence from our contemporary woヴﾉSが FﾉﾗヴWゲげ W┝ｷゲデWﾐIW ｷゲ 

repeatedly built around bizarre adversaries に huge rats, tiny elephants, and 

さSヴ;ｪﾗﾐゲざ に  i.e. large lizards related to the Komodo dragon (Varanus komodoensis). 

Despite these constants, there are deviations from the Man the Hunter template. 

These contemporary twists have at least two sources. The first of these is simply the 

particular physical characteristics of the discovery に FﾉﾗヴWゲげ Sｷﾏｷﾐ┌デｷ┗W ゲデ;デ┌ヴW 

provided a paradoxically vertiginous hurdle to clear for any scientists or journalist 

hoping to present the figure in the Mighty Hunter mould. Creating a three foot high 

fearsome warrior would be no mean feat. The mass media turns this challenge into 

;ﾐ ;S┗;ﾐデ;ｪW ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ;ﾐS ﾏ;ﾆWゲ ｪヴW;デ ヮﾉ;┞ ﾗa Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデｷﾐｪ FﾉﾗヴWゲげ ゲデ;デ┌ヴW ┘ｷデｴ デｴW 

fellow occupants of its island: 

 

THE ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ﾗa ; Sｷﾏｷﾐ┌デｷ┗W Iﾗ┌ゲｷﾐ ﾗa ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ M;ﾐ ぐくく Aﾉゲﾗ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ 

affectionately as "Flo", it hunted pygmy elephants the size of ponies and giant 

rats as large as golden retrievers, while trying to avoid huge Komodo dragons 

and other predatory lizards that are extinct. (Times 28.10.04:6). 

 

A story of tiny Hobbit-like creatures battling giant, slavering dragons, of forest 

folk living in a tropical lost world, hunting miniature elephants and rats the 

size of retrievers (Daily Mail 28:10:04:24). 

 

TｴW ｷﾐデWヴゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデ ﾏWSｷ; デﾗﾗ ┌ゲW デｴW ｷゲﾉ;ﾐS ｷﾐｴ;Hｷデ;ﾐデゲげ ﾐﾗ┗Wﾉ SｷﾏWﾐゲｷﾗﾐゲ デﾗ WﾉｷIｷデ 

interest: 
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They may have been tiny, but the hobbits of the Indonesian island of Flores 

are still the focus of the biggest controversy in anthropology (Nature 

1.06.04:559). 

 

SOME 13,000 years ago, on a tropical island at the heart of the Indonesian 

archipelago, an extraordinary group of dwarf-sized people lived alongside 

dwarf elephants and giant lizards. (New Scientist 30.08.04:8) 

 

It is notable that even within the intraspecialist coverage, there is evidence that the 

ゲデヴ;ﾐｪWヴ WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴW aｷﾐS ┘WヴW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ｪヴW;デWヴ ヮヴﾗﾏｷﾐWﾐIWく Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS Wﾉ ;ﾉくげゲ 

ふヲヰヰヴぶ ヮ;ヮWヴ ゲデ;デWゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ｷデゲ デW┝デ デｴ;デ け;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ a;┌ﾐ;ﾉ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW 

those of fish, frog, snake, torデﾗｷゲWが ┗;ヴ;ﾐｷSゲが HｷヴSゲが ヴﾗSWﾐデゲ ;ﾐS H;デゲげ ふヮくヱヰΒΓぶく TｴW 

ヮ;ヮWヴげゲ ;Hゲデヴ;Iデ ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴ ﾉｷﾏｷデゲ ｷデゲWﾉa デﾗ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デ┘ﾗ ﾗa デｴWゲW ゲヮWIｷWゲぎ けAゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS 

deposits contain stone artefacts and animal remains, including Komodo dragon and 

an endemic, dwarfed species of Stegodoﾐげ ふヮくヱヰΒΑぶ. This suggests that the appeal to 

readers of the more unusual fauna was not limited to the popular realm. 

Returning to the popular and interspecialist media, other labels attached to 

デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴW ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW けﾏｷﾐｷ-ﾏWﾐげ ふibid.ぶが けデｴW ｴWｷｪｴデ ﾗa ; デｴヴWW-year-ﾗﾉS IｴｷﾉSげ ふDaily 

Telegraph ヲΒぎヱヰぎヰヴぎヱぶが けデﾗSSﾉWヴ-ゲｷ┣WS ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ふibidく ヰンくヰヵくヰヴぎヲヲぶが けデｴW ｴ;ﾉa-pint 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ふSci American 02.05:62) ;ﾐS けﾐﾗ HｷｪｪWヴ デｴ;ﾐ ; S┘;ヴaげ ふThe Express 

28:10:04:17). The Times SWゲIヴｷHWS デｴW デﾗﾗﾉゲ aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷﾐ ゲｷデ┌ ;ゲ けデﾗ┞-ゲｷ┣Wげ ふヲΒくヱヰ.04:6). 

TｴW ｷﾏ;ｪW IヴW;デWS デｴWﾐ ｷゲ ﾏﾗヴW けC┌デW H┌ﾐデWヴげ デｴ;ﾐ Mｷｪｴデ┞ H┌ﾐデWヴが ヮWヴｴ;ヮゲ 

SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWS HWゲデ H┞ ;ヴデｷゲデ PWデWヴ “Iｴﾗ┌デWﾐげゲ ｷIﾗﾐｷI ｷﾏ;ｪW ﾗa デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴW ゲｴﾗ┘ﾐ 

below. Originally commissioned jointly by National Geographic and the University of 

Wollongong デW;ﾏ aﾗヴ デｴW aﾗヴﾏWヴげゲ ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉ Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪWが デｴW ｷﾏ;ｪW ┘;ゲ ┘ｷSWﾉ┞ ヴWヮヴﾗS┌IWS 

in the mass media. Notably, although it features a weapon-wielding figure engaged 

ｷﾐ ｴ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪが ;ゲ ｷﾐ FﾗヴWゲデｷWヴげゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾏ;ｪW ふIllustrated London News 28.12.12: iv,v), 
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the creature itself is markedly less imposing and is drawn post- rather than pre- 

hunt, in a relatively relaxed state.  

 

     

    “Iｴﾗ┌デWﾐげゲ C┌デW H┌ﾐデWヴ              FﾗヴWゲデｷWヴげゲ Mｷｪｴデ┞ H┌ﾐデWヴ 

   (www.studioshouten.com.au)       (Illustrated London News 28.12.12: iv,v) 

 

TｴW ｪヴｷﾏ SWデWヴﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗﾐ デｴW a;IW ﾗa FﾗヴWゲデｷWヴげゲ aｷｪ┌ヴW ｷゲ ヴWヮﾉ;IWS ｷﾐ “Iｴﾗ┌デWﾐげゲ H┞ 

a somewhat beatific grin. The sizeable spear carried by Piltdown dwarfs the small 

Iﾉ┌H ｴWﾉS H┞ FﾉﾗヴWゲく IﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪﾉ┞が ;ﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ Wデ ;ﾉげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ に like that of Dawson 

わ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ に SWIﾉ;ヴWゲ デｴW ゲﾆWﾉWデﾗﾐ デﾗ HW ﾏﾗゲデ ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ aWﾏ;ﾉWが “Iｴﾗ┌デWﾐげゲ H┌ﾐデWヴ に 

ﾉｷﾆW デｴ;デ ﾗa FﾗヴWゲデｷWヴげゲ に is a male (see chp. seven). This repetition also flags up a note 

of difference, one that purely reflects changing cultural tastes に although both 

aｷｪ┌ヴWゲ ;ヮヮW;ヴ ﾐ;ﾆWSが PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ M;ﾐげゲ ﾏﾗSWゲデ┞ ｷゲ ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐWS H┞ ; ゲデヴ;デWｪｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ 

W┝デWﾐSWS デｴｷｪｴく FﾉﾗヴWゲ M;ﾐ ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデﾉ┞ ｴ;ゲ ﾐﾗ ゲ┌Iｴ ケ┌;ﾉﾏゲが ;ﾐS ;ヮヮW;ヴゲ けa┌ﾉﾉ-

aヴﾗﾐデ;ﾉげく Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ｷﾐ ﾆWWヮｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴげゲ ┘WﾉIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ Iｴ;ヴﾏが デｴW ヮｴ;ﾉﾉ┌ゲ 

itself is rather non-confrontational in appearance. 
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ね┻に The Flores ╅Hobbit╆ 

The appealing image created of LB1 is reinforced by the most widely-repeated 

label attached to the find に けHﾗHHｷデげく AヮヮW;ヴｷﾐｪ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾗa 

J.R.R. Tolkien, the hobbits were a diminutive sub-species of human. Despite the 

WﾐS┌ヴｷﾐｪ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷデ┞ ﾗa TﾗﾉﾆｷWﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆが ｷデ ｷゲ PWデWヴ J;Iﾆゲﾗﾐげゲ ヴWIWﾐデ Lord of the Rings 

films that have cemented the Hobbit character widely within the contemporary 

consciousness. An often overlooked element of Tolkieﾐげゲ a;ﾐデ;ゲ┞ ┘;ゲ デｴ;デ ｷデ ｷゲ ゲWデ ﾗﾐ 

our own Earth, deep within pre-history: 

 

ｴW SｷS ｷﾐSWWS IヴW;デW ; ﾐW┘ さﾏ┞デｴﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ざ ふﾗヴ ;デ ﾉW;ゲデ ﾏ┞デｴｷI;ﾉ ﾏﾗSW ﾗa 

thinking) not just suitable but deeply appealing for our time (Thomas 

2006:83). 

 

It is a pleasing irony that his work - creating an origins story suitable for 

contemporary interests - ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS HW ┌ゲWS デﾗ デWﾉﾉ デｴW デ;ﾉW ﾗa ﾗﾐW ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ 

links. 

TｴW ﾏ;ゲゲ ﾏWSｷ;げゲ aﾗI┌ゲ ┌ヮﾗﾐ FﾉﾗヴWゲげ ゲデ;デ┌ヴW ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ デｴW ｷﾐW┗ｷデ;HﾉW ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏW 

of the anatomy of the recovered remains, but was rather the conscious selection of a 

けﾐW┘ゲ┘ﾗヴデｴ┞げ WﾉWﾏWﾐデく LBヱげゲ ｴWｷｪｴデが ｷﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ｷデゲ a;ﾐデ;ゲデｷI;ﾉ aWﾉﾉﾗ┘ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSWヴゲが 

made a link with Hobbits easy, yet this link was not simply a matter of shared 

narrative elements. The connection of the discovery to a well known contemporary 

story allowed the overlaying of LB1 with a pre-constructed character and set of 

┗;ﾉ┌Wゲく Iデ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ IﾗｷﾐIｷSWﾐデ;ﾉ デｴ;デ TﾗﾉﾆｷWﾐげゲ HﾗHHｷデゲ ┘WヴW ヮﾉ┌Iﾆ┞ ┌ﾐSWヴSﾗｪゲが ;ﾐS デｴW 

unlikely heroes of the Lord of the Rings. The narrating of LB1 was overwhelming 

ヮﾗゲｷデｷ┗Wが ;ヴｪ┌;Hﾉ┞ デﾗ デｴW ヮﾗｷﾐデ ﾗa IﾗﾐSWゲIWﾐSｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ｷデゲ けI┌デWﾐｷﾐｪげが ; ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ SｷS 

not go unremarked upon in the coverage given: 
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Until just 12,000 years ago, there was a species of little people walking 

around who would have only come up to our waist. Finally they were wiped 

out, possibly following encounters with the much larger Homo sapiens who, 

it's feared, may have patronised them to death (Guardian 29.10.04:25). 

 

LBヱげゲ SｷﾏWﾐゲｷﾗﾐゲ ┘WヴW aﾗI┌ゲWS ﾗﾐ HWI;┌ゲW デｴW┞ ;ｷSWS ｷﾐ ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ デhe story 

newsworthy に they introduced a note of novelty, the importance of which cannot be 

overstated for a business concerned with creating new news. They also, of course, 

;ﾉﾉﾗ┘WS aﾗヴ デｴW HﾗHHｷデ ﾉｷﾐﾆ ;デ ; デｷﾏW ┘ｴWﾐ TﾗﾉﾆｷWﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ┘;ゲ Wﾐﾗヴﾏﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴく 

Tｴｷゲ IﾗﾏHｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ﾐW┘ ;ﾐS ﾗﾉS a;Iデﾗヴゲ Sﾗ┗Wデ;ｷﾉゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ┘ｷデｴ G;ﾉデ┌ﾐｪ ;ﾐS ‘┌ｪWげゲ 

(1981) seminal analysis of what makes certain information newsworthy: 

 

The idea is simply that is not enough for an event to be culturally meaningful 

and consonant with what is expected -- this defines only a vast set of possible 

ﾐW┘ゲ I;ﾐSｷS;デWゲぐく Iデ ｷゲ デｴW ┌ﾐW┝ヮWIデWS within the meaningful and the 

consonant that is brought to one's attention, and by "unexpected" we simply 

mean essentially two things: unexpected or rare (p55. Authoヴゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ ｷデ;ﾉｷIゲぶく 

 

The notion, as advanced by the canonical pure/popular model of science, 

that the mass media coverage simply regurgitates the claims of scientists, can be 

ヴWa┌デWS H┞ Iﾗﾏヮ;ヴｷゲﾗﾐ ﾗa FﾉﾗヴWゲげ ｴWｷｪｴデ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ヮヴﾗﾏｷﾐWﾐデ Iﾉ;ｷﾏ ﾏ;SW ﾗa デｴW 

find. Several groups of dissenting scientists (e.g. Henneberg 31.08.04, Jacob et al. 

2006, Martin et al. 2006) declared that Flores was not a new species at all, but simply 

a modern Homo sapiens suffering from microcephaly. Whilst this claim was reported, 

it was entirely ignored in popular imaginings of the creature. No where did anyone 

attempt to narrate a character who suffered from mental retardation. The mass 

ﾏWSｷ; SｷS ﾐﾗデ ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ヴWヮヴﾗS┌IW デｴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ｷﾐ ; ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷゲデ ゲデ┞ﾉWが H┌デ 

actively chose eﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa デｴW ゲデﾗヴ┞ デﾗ aﾗI┌ゲ ﾗﾐが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ LBヱげゲ ゲｷ┣Wく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ゲWﾐゲWが デｴW 
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popular classification of LB1 was a coconstruction of nature and society, not the 

determining of one by the other (Bowker & Star 2000:61). 

It might be expected that the dressing of LB1 in the garb of a popular culture 

icon like the hobbit was the work of journalists. In fact the original connection was 

made by the scientists who discovered LB1, long before it appeared in the media 

(and so long before scientists took the route of deviation, see below). Peter Brown 

was against its use, but Morwood and the rest of the team had no such doubts: 

 

Aゲ ｷデ デヴ;ﾐゲヮｷヴWSが デｴW ﾏ;デデWヴ ┘;ゲ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa PWデWヴげゲ ｴ;ﾐSゲき ﾏ┞ ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪWヴ IﾐSﾗﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ 

IﾗﾉﾉW;ｪ┌Wゲ ﾉｷﾆWS デｴW ﾐ;ﾏW さHﾗHHｷデざ ;ﾐS ｴ;S HWｪ┌ﾐ デﾗ ┌ゲW ｷデ ;aaWIデｷﾗﾐ;デWly for 

LBヱく さHﾗHHｷデざ ゲデ┌Iﾆ ふMﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS わ ┗;ﾐ OﾗゲデWヴ┣WW ヲヰヰΑぎヱヵンぶく 

 

Such was the appeal of the hobbit connection that the team even considered naming 

the species Homo hobbitus (ibid. pp151-ヱヵヲぶく Bヴﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ デｴW ｷSW; 

highlights again the distain that many scientists hold for any actions that might 

weaken the boundary between scientific and popular culture: 

 

As the referees note, the lunatic fringe are going to have a field day with the 

Flores midget. The last thing I am willing to do is pour fuel on that particular 

aｷヴWく Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ ┘ｴ;デ ;ﾐ┞ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ ｴﾗHHｷデゲ ﾗヴ ﾏｷSｪWデゲ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS Sﾗ ぷぐへ CWヴデ;ｷﾐﾉ┞ 

would not help you and Bert [Roberts] get a job. Everyone would think you 

had gone nutty (Brown in ibid p.152). 

 

The attachment of the Hobbit character to the discovery was not the only use 

ﾗa aｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ ｷﾐ ヴW;ﾉｷゲｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ IヴW;デ┌ヴWく A ゲデヴﾗﾐｪ WﾉWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴW けLﾗゲデ WﾗヴﾉSげ 

ﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ ｪWﾐヴW ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデく Fｷヴゲデ ﾏ;SW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ｷﾐ H;ｪｪ;ヴSげゲ Kｷﾐｪ Sﾗﾉﾗﾏﾗﾐげゲ MｷﾐWゲ 
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ふヱΒΒヵぶが ﾗデｴWヴ ﾐﾗデ;HﾉW W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW Kｷヮﾉｷﾐｪげゲ The Man Who Would Be King (1888) 

;ﾐS Cﾗﾐ;ﾐ Dﾗ┞ﾉWげゲ The Lost World (1912). More recently the genre has 

demonstrated its enduring popularity in the success of the King Kong film and its 

ヴWﾏ;ﾆWゲが ;ﾐS デｴW J┌ヴ;ゲゲｷI P;ヴﾆ デヴｷﾉﾗｪ┞ ふデｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ WﾐデｷデﾉWS けLﾗゲデ 

WorﾉSげぶく IﾐゲヮｷヴWS H┞ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデゲ ﾗa ┘ｴｷデW W┝ヮﾉﾗヴWヴゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴｷﾐｪ ┌ﾐIｴ;ヴデWS ヴWｪｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa 

Africa, South America and Asia, the genre became popular at a time when the 

mysteries of the world seemed to have been largely laid bare by Victorian science 

and industry, and succeeded in satisfying a yearning for the thrill of the unknown. In 

the words of Conan Doyle himself: 

 

There had been a time when the world was full of blank spaces, and in which 

a man of imagination might be able to give free scope to his fancy. But [...] 

these spaces were rapidly being filled up; and the question was where the 

romance writer was to turn to (in Daziell 2002). 

 

This yearning for the mystery of the unknown is echoed in the floresiensis coverage: 

 

We think of our modern world as being totally explored, every inch trampled 

under the boots of countless surveyors, naturalists and map-makers (Daily 

Mail 28.10.04:24). 

 

A HヴｷWa IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Cﾗﾐ;ﾐ Dﾗ┞ﾉWげゲ ﾐﾗ┗Wﾉ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ ﾗﾐW デﾗ ｷSWﾐデｷa┞ ゲW┗Wヴ;ﾉ 

motifs common to the genre, and present in the mass media coverage of Flores. A 

ﾏ;┗WヴｷIﾆ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデが PヴﾗaWゲゲﾗヴ Cｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWヴ ふヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗが aｷデデｷﾐｪﾉ┞が ;ゲ け; ヮヴｷﾏｷデｷ┗W 

I;┗Wﾏ;ﾐ ｷﾐ ; ﾉﾗ┌ﾐｪW ゲ┌ｷデげ ふヱΓΓヵ ぷヱΓヱヲへぎヴヵヶぶぶが ﾉW;Sゲ ; ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ ヮ;ヴデ┞ ﾗa Bヴｷデｷゲｴ W┝ヮﾉﾗヴWヴゲ 

into the dense jungle of the Amazon in search of a fabled plateau. Having scaled the 

great cliffs that had kept this land isolated from the outside world since time 
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immemorial, the explorers enter a forested country populated by all manner of 

beasts long extinct elsewhere. Living amongst the forms of numerous dinosaurs are 

two hominan populations, one of archaic ape men, and the other of modern 

humans, in the form of a native tribe that had sought refuge on the plateau. These 

elements - the discovery of fantastical, far-away lands; ancient human populations; 

mythical beasts に are prominent throughout the Flores coverage. 

Natureげゲ ヮヴWゲゲ ヴWﾉW;ゲW ﾗﾐ デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞が ゲWﾐデ ﾗ┌デ デﾗ ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴゲ ﾗﾐ ヲヵth
 

October (later than usual due to fears that excited journalists would break the 

WﾏH;ヴｪﾗ ﾗﾐ デｴW ゲデﾗヴ┞ぶ SｷS ｷデゲWﾉa ﾏ;ﾆW デｴW けLﾗゲデ WﾗヴﾉSげ ﾉｷﾐﾆぎ 

 

As a form of dwarf human, the new species fits right in with the bizarre 

extinct fauna of Flores, which until recently was a kind of Lost World 

(25.08.04). 

 

The popular media took on this connection with gusto. All seven newspapers in the 

stud┞ ┌ゲW デｴW ;SﾃWIデｷ┗W けヴWﾏﾗデWげ ｷﾐ ヴWｪ;ヴS デﾗ デｴW ｷゲﾉ;ﾐS ﾗa FﾉﾗヴWゲが ;ゲ SｷS Nature,  

Science, and New Scientist. This itself is telling of the Euro-centric Lost World mindset 

with which Flores was interpreted に after all, the island is not remote for its 

3,500,000
38

 inhabitants. The Sun W┗Wﾐ SWゲIヴｷHWゲ デｴW ｷゲﾉ;ﾐS ;ゲ けSWゲWヴデWSげ ふンヰくヰヴくヰヵぶく 

The Telegraph ;Sﾗヮデゲ デｴW ┗ﾗｷIW ﾗa ; VｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾐ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デﾗヴが ゲヮW;ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa ; けﾉﾗゲデ ┘ﾗヴﾉS W;ゲデ 

ﾗa J;┗;げ ふンくヰヵくヰヵぎヲヲぶが ;ﾐS デｴW Observer ﾗa け; ゲデヴｷﾐｪ ﾗa ﾏ┞ゲデWヴｷﾗ┌ゲ デヴﾗヮｷI;ﾉ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSゲげ 

(31.10.04:21). Often the Lost World analogies are made explicitly, as in the Nature 

press release: 

 

                                                      

38
 Figure of 3,500,000 inhabitants of Flores taken from Jacob et al. (2006:13422) 
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Flores until recently was a kind of lost world. It was home to a range of 

archaic creatures extinct elsewhere, often morphed into dwarves or giant 

forms (The Sun 28.10.04). 

 

a breathtaking journey into a lost world of mystery, suspicion and myth (Daily 

Mail 6.11.04). 

 

When the first human colonists arrived on the island of Flores in eastern 

Indonesia a few thousand years ago, they had no idea that they were 

treading on the remains of a lost world (Nature 27.08.04:online). 

 

As with the Hobbit discourse, the parallels between the Lost World trope and the 

Flores discovery are not hard to see, but again the link reflects more than a 

coincidence of elements に it also serves a particular interpretation of events. 

Namely, Flores Island is some form of idyllic haven, cut-off from a world subjugated 

by modern humans. This interpretation leads us to the second inspiration for the 

contemporary reimagining of the Man the Hunter template that I mentioned above. 

This inspiration is the current of misanthropy within post-modernism that Franklin 

(1999) identifies in our changing relationship with animals. As he states: 

 

In the late twentieth century a generalized misanthropy has set in: according 

to this view humans are a destructive, pestilent species, mad and out of 

control. By contrast, animals are essentially good, balanced and sane (p3). 

 

Along similar lines, Arnold (1996) states 
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a sense of human beings as the guardians and destroyers of nature has only 

recently dawned upon us, and with it an awesome sense of our responsibility 

for the past destruction and the future survival of other species (p4). 

 

WW ｴ;┗W ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ゲWWﾐ デｴｷゲ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ D;ヴデげゲ ふD;ヴデ わ Cヴ;ｷｪ ヱΓヵΓぶ HﾉﾗﾗS-soaked Man the 

Hunter, in which he grieves over a vision of humanness that revels in the slaughter of 

fellow humans and animals alike. Whilst the Lost World imaginings of Flores are less 

visceral, they do echo the notion that it is modern humans who are the Hunter. In 

thW HﾗHHｷデ ﾉ;HWﾉが ;ﾐS ｷﾐ “Iｴﾗ┌デWﾐげゲ Sヴ;┘ｷﾐｪが LBヱげゲ ｴ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴ ｴ;ゲ ;ﾐ 

WﾐSW;ヴｷﾐｪ ケ┌;ﾉｷデ┞が WゲヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ┘ｴWﾐ ｷデゲ ゲデ;デ┌ヴW ｷゲ ﾃ┌┝デ;ヮﾗゲWS ┘ｷデｴ デｴ;デ ﾗa デｴW ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSげゲ 

ｴ┌ｪW ヴWゲｷSWﾐデ けSヴ;ｪﾗﾐゲげく Aゲ G;ヴデｴげゲ ふヲヰヰヶぶ SｷゲゲWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa TﾗﾉﾆｷWﾐげゲ ｴﾗHHｷデ けFヴﾗSﾗげ 

ゲデ;デWゲが けHW ｷs heroic precisely because he is a little man taking on an outsized burden 

aﾗヴ デｴW Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ ｪﾗﾗSげ ふヮくヴンが ﾏ┞ ｷデ;ﾉｷIゲぶく Tｴｷゲ ｴﾗHHｷデ ｷゲ ; ヮﾉ┌Iﾆ┞ ┌ﾐSWヴSﾗｪが ヴ;デｴWヴ 

than the domineering killer seen in the Piltdown coverage, of which we were told 

 

Elephants and rhiﾐﾗIWヴﾗゲぐ ;ﾐS デｴW ｴｷヮヮﾗヮﾗデ;ﾏ┌ゲ ﾐﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデ ｴW ﾆｷﾉﾉWS aﾗヴ 

food, and, besides, he must have hunted a species of horse long since extinct 

(Ill. London News 28.12.12:958).  

 

Instead, in the twenty-first century version of the Hunter template, the killer has 

become us: 

 

Many of these [species of hominin] may have been exterminated by Homo 

sapiens, which is also suspected of genocide in the demise of Homo erectus 

and Neanderthal Man (Times 28.10.04:6). 
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Discovering a tribe of these people [extant Homo floresiensis], though 

unlikely, would be a major boost for evolutionary science. However, it would 

most probably be a total disaster for Homo floresiensis. The eradication of 

the Tasmanian aborigine in the 19th century is a grim but fitting example 

(Guardian 31.10.04:21). 

[The division of human body lice into two species] could only have happened 

through some act of primal genocide when Homo erectus met Homo sapiens 

ゲﾗﾏW┘ｴWヴW ｷﾐ W;ゲデWヴﾐ “ｷHWヴｷ; ぷぐへ デｴW ﾉｷIW ﾏ┌ゲデ ｴ;┗W IﾗﾏW aヴﾗﾏ ┗Wヴ┞ aヴWゲｴ 

corpses and it is hard to suppose that they had died peacefully just before the 

intruders turned up (Guardian.co.uk 01.11.04). 

 

KWWヮｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW Lﾗゲデ WﾗヴﾉS ;ﾐ;ﾉﾗｪ┞が LBヱげゲ ｴﾗﾏW ┘;ゲ ; ｷﾐﾐﾗIWﾐデ P;ヴ;SｷゲW デｴ;デ 

remained unchanged whilst modern humans spread across the globe. 

 

Their Eden remained undisturbed while modern humans colonised the world 

(Mirror 28.10.04:24). 

 

We swept all before us. There was probably no deliberate conquest, just a 

steady outgunning by spear and arrow of precious resources from rival 

HヴWWSゲ ぷぐへ ゲ;aW ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ﾉﾗゲデ ┘ﾗヴﾉSが the Hobbits lived on, undisturbed by the 

rise and rise of Homo sapiens (Daily Mail 28.10.04:25) 

 

This theme is present too in the interspecialist media  
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We know that full-sized H. sapiens reached Australia and New Guinea 

through Indonesia by 46,000 years ago, that most of the large mammals of 

Australia then promptly went extinct (probably in part exterminated by H. 

sapiens), and that the first arrival of behaviourally modern H. sapiens on all 

other islands and continents in the world was accompanied by similar waves 

of extinction/extermination. We also know that humans have exterminated 

competing humans even more assiduously than they have exterminated large 

nonhuman mammals. How could the micropygmies have survived the 

onslaught of H. sapiens? (Science 17.12.04:2048). 

 

H. floresiensis may have coexisted with modern humans for tens of 

thousands of years. How the two populations interacted remains a mystery. 

H. sapiens might have outcompeted H. floresiensis for food and other 

resources, and this could have played a part in the demise of the smaller 

species. But it is just as likely that H. floresiensis was killed off by a volcanic 

eruption on the island that occurred around 12,000 years ago. (New Scientist 

30.08.04:08) 

 

In another example of how recurring motifs can convey very different 

ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪゲ ｷﾐ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ デｷﾏWゲが Cﾗﾐ;ﾐ Dﾗ┞ﾉWげゲ W┝ヮﾉﾗヴWヴゲ ﾗa デｴW Lost World aid the 

modern human inhabitants of the plateau in annihilating the ape men, and so 

HWIﾗﾏW デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲく TｴW ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW ;ヮW ﾏWﾐげゲ W┝デｷﾐIデｷon is 

related reminds the reader though that this tale was published in the same year - 

1912 - that the Piltdown hunter was brought to life. There is then no lament for their 

destruction: 

 

Thirty or forty [ape men] died where they stood. The others, screaming and 

Iﾉ;┘ｷﾐｪが ┘WヴW デｴヴ┌ゲデ ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW ヮヴWIｷヮｷIWが ;ﾐS ┘Wﾐデ ｴ┌ヴデﾉｷﾐｪ Sﾗ┘ﾐ ぷぐへ ぷTへｴW 
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reign of man was assured for ever in Maple White Land. The males were 

exterminated, Ape Town was destroyed, the females and young were driven 

away to live in bondage, and the long rivalry of untold centuries had reached 

its bloody end (1995 [1912]:154). 

 

The Hobbit and Lost World discourses then not only comply with some of the 

scientific claims made に Wくｪく LBヱげゲ SｷﾏWﾐゲｷﾗﾐゲき FﾉﾗヴWゲげ aﾉﾗヴ; ;ﾐS a;┌ﾐ;き ｷデゲ ｪWﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷI 

isolation (at least from Europe) - H┌デ ;ﾉゲﾗ ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴW デｴW ヴW;SWヴげゲ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW 

discovery in a manner that reflects wider contemporary understandings of humans, 

and the human-animal boundary. There is, however, a tension between the two 

discourses that reflects the complex, multi-faceted nature of our understandings of 

the boundary. The Hobbit theme encourages us to empathise with LB1, and to 

connect with its almost-humanness. In a strong sense then it is a clear 

demonstration of anthropocentric speciesism  - the Hobbit is the hero of this tale, 

not the dragon. In contrast, a contemporary reading of the Lost World theme leads 

us to see modern humans as the encroacher, which デｴヴW;デWﾐゲ デﾗ SWゲデヴﾗ┞ LBヱげゲ ﾉ┌ゲｴ 

idyll. The seed of this idea is present in the original Lost World texts which, after all, 

concerned the search for a world untouched by modernity. Here though the driver of 

デｴｷゲ ゲW;ヴIｴ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ デｴW aW;ヴ ﾗa ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ I;ヮ;IｷデｷWゲ aﾗヴ SWゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐが ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘W 

see exercised without apology in the slaughter of the ape men, but quite the 

opposite: the search for the adventures that might come with conquering such an 

untamed place. In the years between its usage in the original texts and the 

treatment of Flores though, this seed has grown to dominate the diorama. For 

Flores, contact with modern humans does not bring adventure so much as 

destruction. It is a strongly misanthropic vision. 

The popular interpretation of LB1 is built then within the scaffold of two 

fictional creations. This is not to say though that it was entirely disassociated from 

the scientific claims made, but rather it was co-constructed. The mass media took 

WﾏヮｷヴｷI;ﾉ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW ゲIｷWﾐIW ふWくｪく LBヱげゲ ゲデ;デ┌ヴWき ﾏｷゲ-sized fauna), but made 
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sense of them by placing them into systems of meaning taken from fiction. Just as in 

the Piltdown case then, bringing LB1 to life involved a blending of science and 

ﾐﾗﾐゲIｷWﾐIW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWく WW I;ﾐ ゲWW デｴｷゲ ;ゲ ; W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa デｴW けデヴ;aaｷI HWデ┘WWﾐげ ふヱΓΒΓぎンΑΑぶ 

the dualisms of nature and culture that Haraway identifies and embraces. However, 

Haraway focuses more on the shared processes of  creating both science and fiction - 

discussing both as acts of storytelling - rather than specifically the use of fiction to 

make sense of scientific knowledge claims. A closer analogy can be made with the 

use of metaphor in mainstream science coverage: 

 

ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴゲ ;ヴWぐ ﾗヴｪ;ﾐｷ┣WS ｷﾐ ゲ┌Iｴ ; ┘;┞ デｴ;デ ;ﾐ ;ヴW; ﾗa ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ﾗヴ 

perception that is unknown to the common readers is being reconceptualised 

in terms of a more concrete, familiar area (Calsamiglia & Van Dijk 2004:378). 

 

Tｴｷゲ Hヴｷﾐｪゲ ┌ゲ H;Iﾆ デﾗ デｴW ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ LｷW┗ヴﾗ┌┘ ふヱΓΓヰぶ ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWゲが ﾗa け;ﾐIｴﾗヴｷﾐｪげ ;ﾐS 

けﾗHﾃWIデｷa┞ｷﾐｪげ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ｷﾐ ﾗヴSWヴ aﾗヴ デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa 

them: 

 

in order for an idea to become the center of an issue culture, in order for it to 

become popularized, it must somehow fit into the values or beliefs of the 

larger culture that fosters it (p.9). 

 

In the present study anchoring refers to the process by which missing links are made 

to fit within the animal/human binary of popular culture. I shall focus on this process 

in the following chapter. What we are concerned with here is objectifying - the 

creation of narratives around LB1 that act to cement its conceptually unstable status 

somewhere close to human, but not quite, by giving this status meaning to a wide 

readership. This is the role that hunters and hobbits played in the process. The 
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SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪゲ ｷﾐ┗WゲデWS ｷﾐ デｴW けM;ﾐ デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴげ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWゲ H┌ｷﾉデ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW 

repertoires around Piltdown man and LB1 reflect the fact that such stories are 

always more of a mirror to contemporary ideas, rather than a window to the past. It 

ｷゲ デｴWゲW IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ｷSW;ゲ デｴ;デ デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWゲげ ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷ┗Wゲ ﾏ┌ゲデ ;ヮヮW;ﾉ デﾗ ｷa デｴWｷヴ 

position is to be fixed securely. 

 

5. Public Science 

There are elements of the Flores episode that were not only primarily influenced by 

popular - rather than empirical science に knowledge claims, but which only took 

ヮﾉ;IW ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ;ﾐS ｷﾐデWヴゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデ ﾏWSｷ;く TｴWゲW WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ I ┘ｷﾉﾉ I;ﾉﾉ けヮ┌HﾉｷI 

ゲIｷWﾐIWげが ;ﾐS デｴW┞ Ionsist largely of the philosophical implications of the discovery, 

though this is not to say that some of them were not concerned with very practical 

ｷゲゲ┌Wゲが ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW LBヱげゲ ｷﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ aﾗヴ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ ヴｷｪｴデゲく Tヴ;Sｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ I;ﾐﾗﾐｷI;ﾉ ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ 

might be content to ﾉ;HWﾉ デｴWゲW SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWゲ けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWげが ｪｷ┗Wﾐ デｴWｷヴ ﾉﾗI;デｷﾗﾐ 

solely within the public realm, but as I showed in chapter five, this label tells us more 

about the boundary-working actions of scientists than it does about the content of a 

particular discourse. Such a label connotes an inferior status to such knowledge, a 

status which is distinctly unwarranted. This material may not have the hard physical 

evidence that supports the anatomical reconstructions and carbon dating which 

comprise much of the intraspecialist science discourse, but restricting ourselves to 

such physical evidence would leave a great deal unsaid. It was partly on this basis 

デｴ;デ I SｷゲIﾗ┌ﾐデWS GWWげゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ デｴ;デ ゲ┌Iｴ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐゲ ;ヴW ﾉｷﾏｷデWS デﾗ Iﾉ;SｷゲデｷI 

analyses (chp. five), although his criticism was of narratives of how these figures 

lived their lives, rather than the philosophical questions of what these figures mean 

to how we live our own lives (though I would question whether the two can be 

separated). Finally, it is also worth noting that scientists themselves (Henry Gee に 

who himself warned against creating narratives around missing links (chp.1 , sec. 3) に  

included) were heavily involved in these discussions. 
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Such debates were not present in the coverage of the three tabloids included 

in the study, but within the four broadsheets analysed twelve of the thirty-eight 

articles on the discovery were partly, or wholly, concerned with these questions. 

Within the interspecialist media such articles were rare, but present, making up 

three of the forty full sized articles (i.e. not counting short news briefs). One of these 

was a column by Gee in Nature: 

 

[Flores] could change our view of ourselves in a fundamental way. As far as 

we know, Homo sapiens is the only species of human that yet lives on the 

planet. It is very easy to take this solitary estate (and our consequent 

separateness from the rest of the animal world) for granted, so much has it 

become ingrained in our philosophy, ethics and religion, even our science.ぷぐへ 

Until now. If it turns out that the diversity of human beings was always high, 

remained high until very recently and might not be entirely extinguished, we 

are entitled to question the security of some of our deepest beliefs. Will the 

real image of God please stand up? (27.08.04:online). 

 

Iデ ｷゲ ┘ﾗヴデｴ ﾐﾗデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デが ;ゲ a┌ヴデｴWヴ W┗ｷSWﾐIW ﾗa デｴｷゲ ヮｷWIWげゲ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI IヴWSWﾐデｷ;ﾉゲが ｷデ ｷゲ 

fully referenced. A similarly-themed article appears in New Scientist WﾐデｷデﾉWS けA DWﾐデ 

デﾗ O┌ヴ PヴｷSWげ ふンヰくヰΒくヰヴぎンぶく Iﾐ Science, Jared Diamond
39げゲ ヴWaﾉWctions on the discovery 

focus more on narrative elements than philosophical ones: 

 

At last comes the question that all of us full-sized sapiens wanted to ask but 

SｷSﾐげデ S;ヴWぎ DｷS a┌ﾉﾉ-sized sapiens have sex with micropygmies? The 

difference in body size would not have been an insuperable obstacle: Some 

                                                      

39
 Jared Diamond is a professor of evolutionary biology and author. 
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individual modern humans have sex with children or with domestic animals 

no larger than the micropygmies. I suspect that the answer is the same as the 

answer to the question of whether we modern humans have sex with 

Iｴｷﾏヮ;ﾐ┣WWゲく WW Sﾗﾐげデが HWI;┌ゲW Iｴｷﾏヮゲ ;ヴW デﾗﾗ ┌ﾐﾉｷﾆW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ デﾗ ;ヮヮW;ﾉ 

sexually to most of us, and because chimps are much too strong, 

unpredictable, and dangerous to make sex a safe proposition for any 

individual humans who might find them sexually attractive. Ditto for H. 

erectus, even when dwarfed (17.12.04:2048). 

 

Here too though Diamond considers the implications for our own world view: 

 

Iﾐ ゲｷデ┌;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾉｷﾆW デｴｷゲ ﾗﾐWが Iげ┗W aﾗ┌ﾐS ｷデ ┌ゲWa┌ﾉ デﾗ ｪWデ デｴW ヮWヴゲヮWIデｷ┗W ﾗa ; ｪヴWWﾐ 

extraterrestrial friend visiting Earth from the Andromeda Nebula. My friend 

ヴWﾏ;ヴﾆWSが さOﾐIW ;ｪ;ｷﾐが ┞ﾗ┌ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ;ヴW ヮヴｷゲﾗﾐWヴゲ ﾗa ┞ﾗ┌ヴ ｷﾐｪヴ;ｷﾐWS ゲヮWIｷWゲ-

centric biases. You already know that large mammals colonizing remote small 

islands tend to evolve into isolated populations of dwaヴaゲ ぷくくくへ Wｴ;デげゲ ゲﾗ 

;ゲデﾗﾐｷゲｴｷﾐｪい “ｷﾐIW ┘ｴWﾐ ;ヴWﾐげデ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ゲ┌HﾃWIデ デﾗ ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ ゲWﾉWIデｷﾗﾐいざ ふibid. 

p.2047) 

 

Again, this article is fully referenced. 

Henry Gee is prominent too in the news media (as a Nature editor he was 

one of the presenters of the London press conference announcing the discovery), 

telling the Daily Mail けIデ ヴ;ｷゲWゲ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴW ┌ﾐｷケ┌WﾐWゲゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾉｷﾐW;ｪW - 

which is the foundation of our society and our religions' (28.08.04:24-25); the Daily 

Telegraph けLWｪWﾐSゲ ﾗa ゎ┘ｷﾉS ﾏWﾐ ﾗa デｴW ┘ﾗﾗSゲ", the "Orang Pendek" in Sumatra, 

giants, and other fabled creatures could be a word-of-mouth record of an 

;ゲデﾗﾐｷゲｴｷﾐｪ Sｷ┗Wヴゲｷデ┞ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ aﾗヴﾏゲ デｴ;デ ﾉｷ┗WS ﾗﾐ ┌ﾐデｷﾉ ヴWIWﾐデﾉ┞げ ふヲΒくヰΒくヰヴぎヱぶき ;ﾐS 
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The Times けデｴW WﾏWヴｪｷﾐｪ ヮｷIデ┌ヴW ﾗa SWﾐゲWﾉ┞ ヮ;IﾆWS デ┘ｷｪゲ ;デ デｴW Wnd of our family 

デヴWW ぷ┘ｷﾉﾉへ ヮヴﾗaﾗ┌ﾐSﾉ┞ Iｴ;ﾐｪW ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ┘ｴ;デ ｷデ ﾏW;ﾐゲ デﾗ HW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ふヲΒくヰΒくヰヴぎヶぶく 

Gee was by no means the only scientist to purvey such ideas in the press. 

Chris Stringer
40

 tells the Guardian: 

 

I think a lot of people thought that humans were somehow different; that we 

had this all embracing culture and this unifying adaptation, that meant that 

human evolution progressed in a somewhat different way, because of our 

technology and the way we probably vainly think we are partly controlling 

the world, now. So people project backwards and think humans are 

somehow special. The evidence shows us that our evolution was as complex 

and as undirected, I suppose, as that of any other species we have studied 

(19.05.05:8). 

 

Charles Lockwood
41

 states in another Guardian ;ヴデｷIﾉWぎ けTｴｷゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ｷゲ ; ┘ﾗﾐSWヴa┌ﾉ 

SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ デｴWヴW ;ヴW ﾏ;ﾐ┞ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ┘;┞ゲ デﾗ HW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ 

(31.08.04:21), and in the same piece Yoel Rak
42

 is quoted as saying  

 

We have got to get rid of the idea that because there is only one species of 

human being today, this has always been true. For most of our evolution the 

opposite was probably true. Think of that scene in Star Wars - in the bar 

                                                      

40
 Dr Chris Stringer is head of human origins at the Natural History Museum, and co-author of The 

Complete World of Human Evolution (2005). 

41
 Dr Charles Lockwood is a biological anthropologist at University College London. 

42
 Dr Yoel Rak is a palaeontologist at Tel Aviv University. 
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where you see all kinds of aliens playing and drinking and talking together. 

That image gives a better flavour of our evolutionary past (ibid.). 

 

Scientists played a prominent role in these discussions then. 

 

6. Modelling Science Communication 

An important argument to make at this point is that the processes of popular and 

ヮ┌HﾉｷI ゲIｷWﾐIW ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ けSｷゲデﾗヴデｷﾐｪげ ゲIｷWﾐIWが H┌デ developing it. Not only are scientists 

themselves just as involved in the popular science of LB1 as journalists are, but the 

discourses they construct expand on the core empirical evidence and, by building 

linkages between LB1 and already understood themes, allow it to be absorbed into 

popular culture. The act of popularizing science is simultaneously an act of creating 

ゲIｷWﾐIWぎ さPﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWが ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ;ゲ ﾗa 

the sharing of it. Thus, sciWﾐデｷゲデゲ ┘ｴﾗ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴｷ┣W ;ヴW Sﾗｷﾐｪ ゲIｷWﾐIW ｷﾐ ヮ┌HﾉｷIざ 

ふGヴWｪﾗヴ┞ わ MｷﾉﾉWヴ ヱΓΓΒぎΒヴぶく Tｴｷゲ ゲIｷWﾐIW ｷゲ ゲIｷWﾐIW デｴ;デ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;デWゲ けSﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏげが ;ﾐS 

in the case of palaeoanthropological discoveries like Homo floresiensis there is a 

great deal of it. Such claims takes ヮﾉ;IW W┝Iﾉ┌ゲｷ┗Wﾉ┞ ﾗ┌デゲｷSW ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ W┝Iﾉ┌ゲｷ┗W aﾗヴ; 

(i.e. intraspecialist peer-reviewed papers, university departments and conferences) 

because they cannot take place within them. This may be simply for logistical 

reasons, as in the case of the Flores dｷゲゲWﾐデWヴゲげ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ - the eighteen months 

required for a peer-reviewed response to be published arguably left them with little 

choice but to make their arguments in the public sphere. Often though it is because 

the arguments themselves, although beguiling to scientists as much as public, are 

simply deemed unsuitable for coverage within a discipline that sets great store in its 

empiricism. These cases show how interspecialist and popular news media provide 

spaces in which scientists can creatively explore the wider implications of their 

claims (Felt 2000, Cassidy 2006). 
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What does the Flores case show in regards to models of science 

Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐ デｴWﾐい Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌┌ﾏ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ｷゲ ;ゲ ;ヮヮヴﾗヮヴｷ;デW ;ゲ ｷデ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐ デｴW 

Piltdown episode for describing the lack of any clear division between scientific and 

popular media, whether in terms of style, content or language. In its idioms of 

け┌ヮゲデヴW;ﾏげ ゲIｷWﾐIW ヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS けSﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏげ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ ｷデ ｷゲ ┌ﾐゲ┌ｷデWS 

however to explaining the degree to which the creation of knowledge around 

missing link figures was the result of a process of exchange between science and 

┘ｷSWヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWが ;ゲ ゲWWﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW SWヮﾉﾗ┞ﾏWﾐデ ﾗa デｴW Lﾗゲデ WﾗヴﾉS デヴﾗヮWく B┌IIｴｷげゲ SW┗ｷ;デｷﾗﾐ 

route certainly covers aspects of the debate, in regards to how the diゲゲWﾐデWヴゲげ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ 

bypassed the usual stages of scientific knowledge production, by going directly to 

the popular media, but not all of the scientific claims followed this route に the 

ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ デW;ﾏげゲ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ ┘WヴW ヮWWヴ ヴW┗ｷW┘WS HWaﾗヴW ;ﾐ┞デｴｷﾐｪ ;ヮヮW;ヴWS ｷﾐ デｴW popular 

ヮヴWゲゲく LｷW┗ヴﾗ┌┘げゲ S┌;ﾉ ヮヴﾗIWゲゲ ｷゲ デWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｴﾗ┘ デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴW ┘;ゲ ﾏ;SW ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa 

through the use of narratives, but in her own work に using a continuum model like 

Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ - デｴｷゲ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ﾗII┌ヴゲ けSﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏげく TｴW ｴﾗHHｷデ ﾉ;HWﾉ ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴ ｷゲ ; IﾗﾐIヴWデW 

example of how, during the Flores episode, popular culture ideas were circulating 

within science before any steps were made to engage the public. Whilst this label 

ﾏｷｪｴデ ﾐﾗデ ｴ;┗W ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWS デｴW Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS わ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ デW;ﾏげゲ WﾏヮｷヴｷI;ﾉ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲが ｷデ 

certainly cannot be separated from the environment in which this data was 

interpreted and explicated in the narratives and debates which followed (including 

デｴﾗゲW ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴWゲげ ヮﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲが ゲWW ﾐW┝デ Iｴ;ヮデWヴぶく Gﾗｷﾐｪ HW┞ﾗﾐS 

this, there are elements of the debate around Flores that only existed in the 

ｷﾐデWヴゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデ ;ﾐS ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾏWSｷ;が デｴﾗゲW けヮ┌HﾉｷI ゲIｷWﾐIWげ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWゲ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴW 

philosophical, conceptual implications of the find, and these too pose difficulties for 

models of science communication. 

Several analyses of scientific communication, outlined above, are revealing of 

elements of the Flores episode. None of them, however, truly captures the degree to 

which the knowledge claims and discourses created around LB1 were a hybrid of 

science culture and popular I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW ｷSW;ゲが ;ﾐS ﾐﾗデ ﾃ┌ゲデ けSﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏげが H┌デ ;デ ;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ 

;ﾉﾉ ゲデ;ｪWゲ ﾗa デｴW WヮｷゲﾗSWく TｴW けﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げ ふ“ｴ;ヮｷﾐ ;ﾐS “Iｴ;aaWヴ ヱΓΒΓぶ ┌デｷﾉｷゲWS 
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by scientists in their peer-reviewed work excels at removing any hint of external, 

non-empirical influence, and certainly one is hard-press to find such influences in 

Brown et al. (2004) and Morwood et al. (2004) (though hints are present, as in 

Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS Wデ ;ﾉげゲ ゲWﾉWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐS a;┌ﾐ; デﾗ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ;Hゲデヴ;Iデぶく 

However, to see these papers as isoﾉ;デWSが け┌ヮゲデヴW;ﾏげ ヮヴﾗS┌IWヴゲ ﾗa ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ｷゲ デﾗ 

ignore how the scientists digging at Liang Bua cave christened their discovery the 

けｴﾗHHｷデげ43
; to ignore the Nature press release announcing the Brown & Morwood 

ヮ;ヮWヴゲ デｴ;デ ヴWaWヴWﾐIWゲ ; けLﾗゲデ WﾗヴﾉSげき デﾗ ｷｪﾐﾗヴW HWﾐヴ┞ GWWげゲ ゲｷﾏ┌ﾉデ;ﾐWﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞-

published Nature Iﾗﾉ┌ﾏﾐ WﾐデｷデﾉWS けFﾉﾗヴWゲが GﾗSが ;ﾐS Cヴ┞ヮデﾗ┣ﾗﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げ ふヲΑくヰΒくヰヴぎﾗﾐﾉｷﾐWぶく 

Both Nerlich (2003) and Millburn (2004) identify a similar process に of popular 

culture influencing science に in reproductive technology and nano technology 

respectively:  

 

The mythologized order of precedence is therefore reversed, for it becomes 

evident that speculations of nanotech were freely circulating in the discourse 

ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIW aｷIデｷﾗﾐ ﾉﾗﾐｪ HWaﾗヴW ゲIｷWﾐIW けｪヴ;HHWS デｴW ｷSW;くげ Ia ┘W ヴW;ﾉﾉ┞ want to 

locate an origin to nanotechnology, it is not to [scientist Richard] Feynman 

that we must look, but to science fiction (Milburn 2004:123). 

 

Recognising these influences is important not only in moral terms, but practical too: 

the failure to recognise the value of external influence can lead to mistrust of the 

ﾆｷﾐS W┞ﾐﾐW ふヱΓΓヲぶ SWデ;ｷﾉゲ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ ｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ┘ｷデｴ ゲｴWWヮ 

farmers. 

                                                      

43
 さYﾗ┌ ┘ﾗﾐデ ｴW;ヴ PWデWヴ ぷBヴﾗ┘ﾐへ デ;ﾉﾆｷﾐｪ ;Hﾗ┌デ ｴﾗHHｷデゲが ｴWげゲ ┗Wヴ┞ ﾏ┌Iｴ ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ｴﾗHHｷデゲく B┌デ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷWﾉSが 

all the people that had been digging it up - Peter never came to the field with us に ┘WげS ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ HWWﾐ 

I;ﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ｷデ デｴW ｴﾗHHｷデざ  - Bert Roberts, of the original Flores team, on the hobbit label (17.04.07). 
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The Flores episode may be very far removed from routine, everyday science, 

and so it is perhaps not surprising that models of science communication struggle to 

accommodate it. This merely reflects the heterogeneity of science, and the need for 

models to be flexible enough to accommodate the multiple routes taken, and 

processes undergone, of knowledge claims in their journeys back and forth between 

the many sites that are collectively termed culture. 

 

one requires precisely to avoid imposing (as the canonical and the continuity 

models sought) a general pre-determined outcome to the process of public 

discussion of scientific issues. Efforts should instead be devoted to describing 

it in terms of an open-ended negotiation of ideas and related interests 

(Bucchi 1996:384). 

 

 TｴW ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴ ﾗa ; ヴｷ┗Wヴ ｷﾐ aﾉﾗ┘が ﾗa け┌ヮゲデヴW;ﾏげ ゲIｷWﾐIW ヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS 

けSﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏげ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ consumption, is not without its truths. Much regular science 

may indeed follow a similar path, and the uplands are certainly a much more 

sparsely populated place than the crowded lands downstream. It is, nevertheless, a 

very constraining metaphor if we are デﾗ ｷﾐS┌ﾉｪW ｷﾐ ; ゲヮﾗデ ﾗa けI┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ I;ヴデﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞げ 

(Gieryn 1999), and we would do better to take a more holistic perspective, to draw 

out the view to see full process of  the hydrologic cycle, and not just a subsection of 

it. Here water does not simply materialise upstream
44

, before flowing downstream 

and disappearing into the oceans. Instead, through evapotranspiration and then 

                                                      

44
 It is important to underscore this point. It has been suggested by some readers of this work that the 

model used  fails to escape from one of the flaws of the continuum model: that knowledge production 

still 'begins' upstream. The disagreement stems, I suggest, from differing understandings of the 

hydrological model on which the metaphor is based (a warning of the limits of metaphorical 

explanation perhaps). In the author's own conception, there is no one beginning or end, but rather a 

cycle where knowledge is constantly recontextualised and evolving. 
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precipitation, the water continually circulates, following regular patterns, but always 

┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヮﾗゲゲｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa けaヴW;ﾆげ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴゲく Aゲ the water moves downstream the river 

may cut back on itself in many places. Additionally, water will not always flow along 

デｴW ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲWS ヴｷ┗Wヴ Iｴ;ﾐﾐWﾉゲが H┌デ I;ﾐ ;ﾉゲﾗ けSW┗ｷ;デWげ ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ ヮ;デｴゲ  - perhaps 

feeding into bedrock to reappear downstream as a spring. Continual processes of 

upheaval and erosion change structures of land, and hence patterns of flow, over 

time. This was evident in the enhanced literary technology deployed during the LB1 

debate where, in contrast to Piltdown, the stylistic differences between 

intraspecialist and mainstream media were much clearer. This temporal dimension 

;SSヴWゲゲWゲ MWﾉﾉﾗヴげゲ IヴｷデｷIｷゲﾏ ふヲヰヰンぎヵヲΓぶ ﾗa GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ふヱΓΓΓぶ I;ヴデﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷI ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴゲ に 

that they fail to reveal change over time. 

There are three key elements to this cycle metaphor then that build upon 

that of the river metaphor. Firstly, that though knowledge claims may generally be 

seen to flow from science out into wider society, there is also a feedback 

mechanism, whereby popular culture informs science with its own ideas and beliefs. 

IﾐIﾗヴヮﾗヴ;デｷﾐｪ LｷW┗ヴﾗ┌┘げゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデが ┘W I;ﾐ ゲ;┞ デｴ;デ デｴW a┌ヴデｴWヴ ┘W ｪﾗ Sﾗ┘ﾐゲデヴW;ﾏ 

the greater the process of exchange becomes between an ever growing number of 

influences, both through the meandering of the river cutting back and forth, and the 

eventual presence of tidal deltas, where the direction of flow changes repeatedly.  

Secondly, that no two episodes can be assumed the same, that although 

there are regular patterns, there is also an inherent contextual instability both within 

single time frames, and across multiple frames. Most science, certainly routine 

science, might appear closer to traditional images of communication: something 

nearer to a ruler-straight, concrete-lined storm drain than the more organic picture 

above. When science is non-routine however, as it is here, it is disproportionately 

influential, and such accounts need recognition.  

Finally, retaining the lesson of the continuum model: although we can define 

multiple regions and processes, these are only ever a taxonomic abstraction, and 

few, if any, clear demarcations exist, as is the case in nature. Such a metaphor would 
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provide a more telling picture of science-nonscience culture relations, than those 

outlined above. 

 

7. Conclusion 

The Flores episode demonstrates the multifaceted nature of the knowledge created 

around scientific discoveries that catch the attention of the popular media and the 

public. No single figure or culture had monopoly over the construction of LB1, 

instead the figure was a hybrid of science culture and nonscience culture, scientists 

and journalists. There were many others whose input was crucial too, like graphic 

artist Peter Schouten, who may have only produced one image of Homo floresiensis, 

but it was one that spoke as strongly as any 1,000 words written about this creature, 

and was recycled endlessly in the popular coverage. Other artists too had a role, as 

the find was amplified through the literary work of Tolkien and Conan Doyle among 

others. Finally, the nebulous amalgam of ideas and beliefs that constitute popular 

culture, and the general public that embody them, were fundamental. 

Homo floresiensis appeared to the world simultaneously in both 

intraspecialist, interspecialist, and popular media in a minutely planned operation 

that itself ｷゲ デWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｴﾗ┘ ゲ┌Iｴ けﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆげ aｷｪ┌ヴWゲ ;ヴW a;ヴ aヴﾗﾏ HWｷﾐｪ デｴW W┝Iﾉ┌ゲｷ┗W 

property of any one domain, scientific or not. An already shot National Geographic 

film was on the way, and a book was to follow. The science journal coverage kept 

true to its empiric conventions, and so limited its discussion to the physical data 

uncovered in Liang Bua cave. As with Piltdown however, it was the stories told and 

images drawn in the interspecialist and popular media that brought the figure to life, 

and gave the find a relevance beyond the small subset of culture that is 

ヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞く Tｴｷゲ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ I ┘;ゲ IﾗﾐデWﾐデ デﾗ ﾉ;HWﾉ けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWげが ｪｷ┗Wﾐ デｴ;デ 

it primarily expanded on the empirical claims of the find. That the claims expanded 

upon were selectively chosen reflects though that this was not merely a passive 

process, but the active construction of a figure that would attract widespread 

interest. Other material was a step further removed from the intraspecialist claims, 
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not attempting to interpret them for a wider audience, but rather considering their 

implications for areas the intraspecialist media did not even touch on. Such material 

I ﾉ;HWﾉﾉWS けヮ┌HﾉｷI ゲIｷWﾐIWげく  

I believe such entities should be spoken of in celebratory tones, for they are 

just as worthy of respect and study as the empirical claims of the intraspecialist 

media. However, whilst empirical material itself is certainly not immune to the 

influences of ideology, popular and public science are by necessity open to 

contemporary currents of ideas, as it is these that they must appeal to and reflect. 

This is not problematic per say, but if these imaginings are treated as being no 

different from empirical data, then there is the potential for them to carry greater 

persuasive force than they perhaps should. In case this warning is latched upon as 

ヮヴﾗﾗa デｴ;デ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ;ﾐS ヮ┌HﾉｷI ゲIｷWﾐIW ｷゲ ｷﾐ ゲﾗﾏW┘;┞ ｷﾐaWヴｷﾗヴ デﾗ ; けヮ┌ヴWげ HヴWデｴヴWﾐが ｷデ 

most be noted that the most obvious example of ideology leading empirical evidence 

in the two case studies is that of Man the Hunter, a figure whose original 

configuration に empirical evidence and all - was promoted by scientists themselves. 

The picture we are left with is one which refuses to rest easy with the 

Iﾗﾐゲデヴ;ｷﾐWS ｷﾏ;ｪWゲ ﾗa デｴW I;ﾐﾗﾐｷI;ﾉ ﾏﾗSWﾉげゲ デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏｷI Iｴ;ヴデが ﾗヴ デｴe continuum 

ﾏﾗSWﾉげゲ ヴｷ┗Wヴく IﾐゲデW;Sが デ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷﾐゲヮｷヴ;デｷﾗﾐ aヴﾗﾏ Hﾗデｴ デｴW ヴｷ┗Wヴ ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴが ;ﾐS GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ 

けI┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ I;ヴデﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞げ ヮヴﾗﾃWIデ ふヱΓΓΓぶが ; ﾏﾗヴW IﾗﾏヮヴWｴWﾐゲｷ┗Wが IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝が ｴ┞SヴﾗﾉﾗｪｷI 

cycle is suggested. This aims to incorporate the lessons of the continuum model, 

whilst building upon it, by incorporating systems of feedback between science and 

wider culture, and introducing an inherent instability, signalling that no two episodes 

will be identical. No greater example of the worth of metaphors and allusions in our 

attempts to order and make sense of our world need be made than the story of how 

けHomo floresiensisげ HWI;ﾏW けデｴW FﾉﾗヴWゲ ｴﾗHHｷデげく 
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Chapter 7: Reifying ╅Human╆┺ LBな and the Human-Animal Binary 

 

1. Introduction 

To say that the existence of a creature like LB1 came as a surprise to experts in the 

palaeoanthropological field would be a somewhat casual understatement. An 

informal arms race quickly developed, with scientists competing to out-exclaim one 

;ﾐﾗデｴWヴく PWデWヴ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐが ﾗﾐW ﾗa デｴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ｷﾐ デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞が ヮヴﾗIﾉ;ｷﾏWS さI 

┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ﾉWゲゲ ゲ┌ヴヮヴｷゲWS ｷa ゲﾗﾏWﾗﾐW ｴ;S ┌ﾐIﾗ┗WヴWS ;ﾐ ;ﾉｷWﾐざ ふGuardian 

28.08.04:4), and told Nature さM┞ ﾃ;┘ SヴﾗヮヮWS デﾗ ﾏ┞ ﾆﾐWWゲざ ふヲΒくヰΒくヰヴぎヱヰヲΓぶく 

MW;ﾐ┘ｴｷﾉWが aWﾉﾉﾗ┘ デW;ﾏ ﾏWﾏHWヴ BWヴデ ‘ﾗHWヴデゲ ┘;ゲ さけゲｷﾏ┌ﾉデ;ﾐWﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ｪﾗHゲﾏ;IﾆWSが 

ヮ┌┣┣ﾉWS ;ﾐS ;ﾏ┌ゲWSざ ふGuardian ヲΒくヰΒくヰヴぎヴぶが ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ Pヴﾗaく Cｴヴｷゲ “デヴｷﾐｪWヴ ┘;ゲ さaヴ;ﾐﾆﾉ┞ 

;ゲデﾗﾐｷゲｴぷWSへぐ “ﾗﾏW ﾗa ﾏ┞ IﾗﾉﾉW;ｪ┌Wゲろ ┗ｷW┘ ┘;ゲ SｷゲHWﾉief that this thing could have 

W┝ｷゲデWSざ ふTimes 28.08.04:6). Not to be out done, Nature editor Henry Gee was 

ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ ゲｴﾗヴデ ﾗa さaﾉ;HHWヴｪ;ゲデWSざ ふDaily Mail 28.08.04:25).  

 The qualities that brought such star struck, laudatory declarations from 

scientists are the same elements that make LB1 such a fine specimen for boundary 

analysis. Here was a creature with a skull shaped similarly to that of a modern 

human, apparently capable of tool-use, fire, and perhaps even boat-building, yet 

with a brain no bigger than that of a chimpanzee. She (the specimen was female) 

walked upright, and hunted a species of small elephant, but fully-grown was no more 

than a metre tall. Her hands were anatomically much like our own, but she had large 

teeth and no chin. Perhaps most challenging of all, she lived just 18,000 years ago, 

barely pre-dating the historical record. LB1 then was every bit the boundary-

straddling figure that Piltdown Man was, mocking the dichotomy of human and 

animal. 

Here, as in chapter four, I analyse how a missing link, an entity denied a 

categorical position by its own name に a name which leaves it suspended in the 

ether somewhere between the recognised states of human and animal に was given 

meaning through the boundary-working and category-working of scientists and 
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journalists. Though LB1 was declared human by both parties, there remained 

inescapable elements of otherness to her. Alongside limited capabilities and 

contradictory characteristics, there was her taxonomic positioning as floresiensis - 

outside our species sapiens - ;ﾐS ｴWヴ ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉ ;ヮヮW;ヴ;ﾐIW ;ゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ H┞ ;ヴデｷゲデゲげ 

ヴWIﾗﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐゲく Hﾗ┘が デｴWﾐが Iﾗ┌ﾉS デｴｷゲ IヴW;デ┌ヴWげゲ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ;ゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐが H┌デ ﾐﾗデ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ 

like us, be fixed? As was the case at Piltdown, the answer relies on the attachment of 

such creatures to pre-existing cultural figures that already inhabit a conceptually 

ambiguous position. The 92 years between the two discoveries are, of course, not 

ｷﾐIｷSWﾐデ;ﾉ ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ;ﾐS ゲﾗ ┘ｴWヴW けﾆ;aaｷヴゲげ ;ﾐS けTﾗヴヴWゲ “デヴ;ｷデ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSWヴゲげ ┘WヴW 

sacrificed to bring Piltdown closer to us, LB1 required the form of a fictional creation 

に ┌ﾐWﾐI┌ﾏHWヴWS H┞ ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲ;ﾉ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヴｷｪｴデゲ ;ﾐS けヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ IﾗヴヴWIデﾐWゲゲげ - to 

make sense of its hybridity, by allowing an implicit prototypic classification whilst an 

explicit Aristotelian classification was being made. 

Aゲ HWaﾗヴWが デｴW ;aaｷ┝ｷﾐｪ ヴWﾉｷWS ┌ヮﾗﾐ ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲげ aﾗヴ ｷデゲ ｪﾉ┌Wが ;ﾐS ゲﾗ 

inevitably other contaminants associated with self-identity were introduced to the 

process. At Piltdown, these included nationalism, gender, race, and 

anthropocentricism, all elements in how the minds of those involved in the 1912 

discovery concocted who they themselves were, and so in turn what humanness 

must be. Again, the march of time brought with it changes, changes reflected in the 

contaminants preゲWﾐデ ｷﾐ LBヱげゲ ヴWIWヮデｷﾗﾐく ‘;IWが デｴWﾐが ┘Wﾐデ ┌ﾐﾏWﾐデｷﾗﾐWSが ;ﾐS デｴW 

role of gender was less obvious too, yet strong echoes remained: once again a 

aWﾏ;ﾉW aﾗゲゲｷﾉ ┘;ゲ ヴWゲ┌ヴヴWIデWS ;ゲ ; ﾏ;ﾉW ｴ┌ﾐデWヴ ｷﾐ ;ﾐ ;ヴデｷゲデゲげ SWヮｷIデｷﾗﾐく Tｴﾗ┌ｪｴ 

nationalism was mobilised differently this time, it appeared to be just as potent a 

force. Whatever the precise deployment of these elements, the tendency for missing 

links to forge connections far more numerous than simply those of ancestor and 

descendant clearly remained strong. 

In addition to asking of LB1 what was asked of Piltdown man に that is, how it 

┘;ゲ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐWS ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏが ｴWヴW I ┘ｷゲｴ デﾗ ;SS ;ﾐ 

additional element to the analysis, considering in more depth how LB1 was 
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positioned within intraspecialist science, and the transition of the figure as it moved 

aヴﾗﾏ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ ﾗa ﾗヴSWヴｷﾐｪが デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏ┞が デﾗ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲく Fｷヴﾏﾉ┞ aｷ┝ｷﾐｪ ゲ┌Iｴ 

a conceptually unstable category as a boundary-spanning missing link requires the 

combined efforts of both scientific and popular systems of meaning. For the public to 

recognise the figure as one of us, or more accurately not one of us, but inhabiting 

our side of the boundary (and hence worthy of attention), LB1 needed to be more 

デｴ;ﾐ けHomoげぎ ｷデ ﾐWWSWS ;ﾉゲﾗ デﾗ HW けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく Analysing the manner in which the 

categories of human and Homo were used in the debate is revealing not only of the 

process of positioning LB1, but also instructive in understanding the wider 

relationship between scientific and popular culture which I considered in the 

previous chapter. Despite sharing basic Aristotelian principles, the additional 

aﾉW┝ｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ ゲIｴWﾏWが ヮﾉ┌ゲ デｴW SｷaaWヴｷﾐｪ IｷヴI┌ﾏゲデ;ﾐIWゲ ﾗa デｴW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉ 

contexts in which they are used,  means that spanning the two systems poses 

considerable challenges. Analysing this challenge begins with a consideration of the 

contested origins of Homo and its subsequent black-boxing. The box is placed under 

strain by linkages between Homo ;ﾐS ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐが ヴWゲ┌ﾉデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏゲ ﾉｷﾆW デｴW けCWヴWHヴ;ﾉ 

Rubiconげ IﾗﾐIWヮデぎ ;ﾐ WﾏヮｷヴｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ デWゲデ;HﾉW ヮﾗｷﾐデ ;デ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW ﾐﾗﾐｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ HWIﾗﾏWゲ 

human. The incompatibility of the two categories is discussed, and why LB1 was 

declared human regardless. 

One of the principal scientists in the Flores find, Mike Morwood, himself 

touches on the troublesome nature of this meeting of scientific and popular systems 

ﾗa ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪが ┘ｴWﾐ ｷﾐ ｴｷゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa デｴW SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ｴW ゲデ;デWゲ さTｴW SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｪWﾐ┌ゲ 

Homo ｴ;ゲ ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ HWWﾐ SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ HWI;┌ゲW ｷデ ｷゲ IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ デｷWS デﾗ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa さHWｷﾐｪ 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐざざ ふMorwood & van Oosterzee 2007:97). This difficult relationship is the key 

interest of this chapter. 

 

2. The Act of Taxonomy 

TｴW I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ けHomo sapiensげ ┘;ゲ IヴW;デWS H┞ デｴW a;デｴWヴ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏ┞が 

Carolus Linnaeus, the genus Homo ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ けﾏ;ﾐげが ;ﾐS デｴW species sapiens け┘ｷゲWげく Iﾐ 
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a forerunner of later uncertainty we were not alone in this genus, but joined by 

Homo troglodytes ふけI;┗W-S┘WﾉﾉWヴげぶが ┘ｴｷIｴ IﾗﾏヮヴｷゲWS ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾏﾗヴヮｴｷI ;ヮWゲ ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ 

Linnaeus had received reports (Marks 2003:21). Now known as chimpanzees, these 

animals have long since been removed from Homo to their own genus, Pan, but the 

ゲﾗ┌ヴIW ﾗa Lｷﾐﾐ;W┌ゲげ Iﾗﾐa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ に the combination of similarity and difference that 

marks our relationship with both extant non-human primates and extinct missing 

links に remains all too evident. So much so that recent genetics research has called 

for a reversal of this classification: for humans, common chimpanzees and bonobo 

chimpanzees to be placed within the same genus once more, on the basis of their 

genetic closeness comparative to other apes (Goodman et al. 2003). The fact that 

there appears little support for such a move, despite the evidence, reminds one that 

scientific classifications are not free from the influence of popular classifications: 

 

technical classifications grow out of and have to answer to our common 

sense, socially comfortable classifications. It just would not be socially 

feasible to call a donkey a fish, no matter how good your scientific grounds 

(Bowker & Star 2000:67). 

 

These problems are not unique to Homo sapiens and their phylogenetic 

relatives, since all attempts to categorise nature, as scientific taxonomy does, face 

the problem of a disjuncture between the ruler-straight demarcations of Aristotelian 

classification, and the ebbs and flows of the natural world. Despite what is implied to 

the uninitiated by the clean lines of taxonomic charts, there is no missing link 

between any two species, but rather innumerable missing links. The act of taxonomy 

shrinks all these links down to the width of a single line. In the face of similarity and 

difference, the decision as to what goes on which side of the line can rely as much on 

value judgments as it does on empirical evidence. 
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D┌ヮヴW ふヲヰヰヱぶ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ デｴW Iﾉ;ゲゲｷI;ﾉ デWﾉWﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ けデヴWW ﾗa ﾉｷaWげ ｷﾏ;ｪe of 

evolution, as consisting of sharply defined channels splitting cleanly at various nodal 

points, must be rejected, and that instead evolution would be better thought of as 

an estuary at low tide. The image of evolution given in his quote reproduced in chp. 

ヲが ゲWIく ヲが ｷゲ ; ヮｷIデ┌ヴW ﾏ┌Iｴ IﾉﾗゲWヴ デﾗ ‘ﾗゲIｴげゲ ふヱΓΑΒぶ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa ヮヴﾗデﾗデ┞ヮｷI Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐく 

Even those tangible divisions that separate contemporaneous, analogous 

species, such as reproductive incompatibility, disappear once viewed from the 

perspective of evolutionary history, a perspective which the missing link demands. 

Here all species are interconnected through unbroken chains of progenitor and 

descendant. When you add in to this mix the self-interested role that modern Homo 

sapiens hold when drawing lines separating or joining ourselves and our evolutionary 

relatives, it is unsurprising that the categorisation of missing links as Homo, human, 

or neither, can become highly contested. 

 

3. Homo/human  

As so often is the case with science, glimpsing Linn;W┌ゲげ ;Iデ ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ けｷﾐ-

the-ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪげ - before it is black boxed に reveals origins that are far messier, far more 

political and culturally specific, than the clean, sanitised picture drawn in scientific 

textbooks decades later. Linnaeus named the class into which he placed humans 

けMammaliaげが ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ けﾗa デｴW HヴW;ゲデげが ; ﾐ;ﾏW ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷデ HW;ヴゲ デﾗ デｴｷゲ S;┞く Iﾐ Sﾗｷﾐｪ ゲﾗ 

Linnaeus overlooked other possible defining characteristics, such as hair. Given that 

mammalia are only functional in the females of the class, and not present at all in 

some males (i.e. horses) the decision appears a strange one. Schiebinger (1993) 

ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴ;デ Lｷﾐﾐ;W┌ゲげ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ;ゲ ﾏ┌Iｴ ; ﾏ;デデWヴ ﾗa WｷｪｴデWWﾐデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ヮﾗﾉｷデｷIゲ ;ゲ 

it was empirical analysis に in choosing mammalia as a defining characteristic, not just 

of humans but of their entire class, Linnaeus was lending support to a 

contemporaneous movement arguing against the practice of wet nursing in upper- 

and middle-class European families. As was the case with the racism of the Piltdown 

ﾏ;ﾐ WヮｷゲﾗSWが ﾗﾐIW Sヴ;┘ﾐが Lｷﾐﾐ;W┌ゲげ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉﾉ┞-influenced picture of nature acted 
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H;Iﾆ ┌ヮﾗﾐ デｴ;デ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWが ﾃ┌ゲデｷa┞ｷﾐｪ ｷデゲ HWﾉｷWaゲく Hｷゲ ;Iデ さｴWﾉヮWS ﾉWｪｷデｷﾏｷ┣W デｴW ゲW┝┌;ﾉ 

division of labour in European society by emphasizing how natural it was for females 

に both human and nonhuman に デﾗ ゲ┌IﾆﾉW ;ﾐS ヴW;ヴ デｴWｷヴ ﾗ┘ﾐ ﾗaaゲヮヴｷﾐｪざ ふibid. p409). 

This act was by no means unique に Bloor (1982) identifies a similar process in 19
th

 

IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ヮｴ┞ゲｷIゲ ;ﾐS IｴWﾏｷゲデヴ┞ぎ さデｴW Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴｷﾐｪゲ ヴWヮヴﾗS┌IWS デｴW 

classification ﾗa ﾏWﾐざ ふヮく ヲΓヱぶく WW ゲWW ｷﾐ デｴWゲW W┝;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ;ﾐS ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ 

classifications acting back upon one another. 

Despite these contested origins, science has long closed the box marked 

Homo sapiens, obscuring its beginnings, refining its definition, and successfully 

maintaining ownership of the term since its inception. It remains separated from 

common language not only by its history and usage but also by its capitalisation and 

ｷデ;ﾉｷIｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ゲWﾐゲW ｷデ ｷゲ IﾉW;ヴﾉ┞ SｷゲデｷﾐIデ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが a category 

which no one culture can lay claim to. Monopolisation of a categorical system has 

important outcomes に ｷデ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ ; ﾏ;ﾐ;ｪWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa けHomo sapiensげ デｴ;デ ｷゲ ｷﾏヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW 

ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく TｴW Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉ ゲIｷWﾐIW ｴ;ゲ ﾗ┗Wヴ ｷデが ;ﾐS デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏ┞ ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞が ﾏW;ﾐゲ デｴ;デ デｴe 

I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ I;ﾐ HW ﾏﾗ┌ﾉSWS ;IIﾗヴSｷﾐｪ デﾗ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ a;┗ﾗ┌ヴWS ヮ;ヴ;Sｷｪﾏが ﾗヮWﾐｷﾐｪ ┌ヮ 

new definitions whilst old ones are closed off. As a result, the possible definitions of 

けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ;ヴW a;ヴ ﾏﾗヴW ﾐ┌ﾏWヴﾗ┌ゲ デｴ;ﾐ けHomo sapiensげが WﾐIﾗﾏヮ;ゲゲｷﾐｪ ;ﾉﾉ ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa 

concepts に ゲﾗ┌ﾉゲが けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾐ;デ┌ヴWげが ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉｷデ┞が ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIWが デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞が ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW 

etcetera に because no single culture has the authority to control it. Additionally, the 

ヮヴﾗ┝ｷﾏｷデ┞ ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ デﾗ W┗Wヴ┞S;┞が ﾏ┌ﾐS;ﾐW Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏW;ﾐゲが ｷﾐW┗ｷデ;Hﾉ┞が デｴ;デ ｷデゲ 

interactions with prototypic classifications are far more numerous than those faced 

by Homo. The borders of human are then considerably more fuzzy than Homo, and 

they are allowed to be, as they are not required to appear empirically testable. 

Conversely, the same lack of ownership makes fundamental changes to the 

Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ゲデ;ﾐSゲ W┝IWWSｷﾐｪﾉ┞ SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデく けH┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ｴ;ゲが デｴWﾐが ; 

considerable inertia, which is only added to by the inevitably personal nature of the 

term, being a cornerstone of self-perception. Removing a block from the base of a 

tower is never a task to be taken lightly. In fact, the weight of modernity itself rests 
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on the distinction contained within human, helping to keep separate culture and 

nature (Latour 1993). This can be sighted in the following dictionary definition:  

 

Human: 1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of mankind, distinguished from 

animals by superior mental development, power of articulate speech, and 

upright posture (Oxford English Dictionary 1989, my italics). 

 

Whatever criteria are used to define human, all are obliged to honour the 

I;デWｪﾗヴ┞げゲ a┌ﾐS;ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ケ┌;ﾉｷデ┞ぎ けSｷゲデｷﾐｪ┌ｷゲｴWS aヴﾗﾏ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲげく HWﾐIW デｴW Iﾗﾏﾏﾗﾐ 

┌ゲ;ｪW ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ-;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞げが ┘ｴWﾐ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ-ﾐﾗﾐｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞げ 

should strictly be acceptable. Unlike Homo sapiens then, its meaning is entwined 

┘ｷデｴ Hﾗデｴ デｴW I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ け;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉげが ;ゲ ｷデゲ ﾗヮヮﾗゲｷデWが ;ﾐS デｴW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴWﾏく 

Taxonomy on the other hand is nominally free of the constraints of the human-

animal boundary; such a boundary only makes sense within a binary system. The 

multiplex nature of taxonomy renders it meaningless: Homo is simply one category 

amongst millions, no more unique than Felis or Streptococcus. Additionally, the 

temporal dimension of the taxonomic system means that figures which appear 

neither exclusively human nor animal, figures which must be brushed under the 

carpet in the binary system, instead can be recognised with their own formal 

category, making the maintenance of any strict division nonsensical: it would cut 

straight through such classes. 

TｴW ┌ゲW ﾗa デｴW ┘ﾗヴS けﾐﾗﾏｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞げ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴWIWSｷﾐｪ ヮ;ヴ;ｪヴ;ヮｴ ｷゲ Iヴ┌Iｷ;ﾉ 

however, for despite the impossibility of reconciling science and popular systems of 

ordering, there is in fact a very powerful linkage between them. There is a great deal 

デﾗ HW ｪ;ｷﾐWS aヴﾗﾏ SWaｷﾐｷﾐｪ ; けﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉげ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲが H┌デ ｷデ ヴWケ┌ｷヴWゲ 

authority に such as that granted by science に to do so. The gain was evident in 

Lｷﾐﾐ;W┌ゲげ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷa┞ ┌ゲ ;ゲ mammalia. The act granted him the power to 

define what was acceptable behaviour for a specific female subset of the population. 
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W;ゲｴH┌ヴﾐげゲ CﾗﾉS-War vision of Man the Hunter is demonstrative that the power 

Linnaeus wielded is not absent from twentieth century palaeoanthropology, and it 

was available too to agents in both case studies. Just as important an influence on 

the conflating of the two categories is of course the wish to capture the attention of 

デｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ヮ┌HﾉｷIが ; ヮ┌HﾉｷI a;ヴ ﾏﾗヴW ｷﾐデWヴWゲデWS ｷﾐ ﾏ;デデWヴゲ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ デｴ;ﾐ けHomoげく  

Homo sapiens is then connected to the boundary through its own close ties 

┘ｷデｴ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが デｷWゲ I ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ ヴWデ┌ヴﾐ デﾗ ｷﾐ ゲWIデｷﾗﾐ aﾗ┌ヴく TｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾗa Iﾗ┌ヴゲW ; ヮヴｷIW デﾗ HW 

paid in this connection of two mutually-incompatible systems, tensions that are 

ｴｷﾐデWS ;デ ｷﾐ Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ ケ┌ﾗデW ;Hﾗ┗W ﾗﾐ デｴW けSｷaaｷI┌ﾉデぷｷWゲへげ I;┌ゲWS H┞ デｴW IﾉﾗゲW デｷWゲ 

between the two. This leaching between the categories leaves scientists attempting 

to find physical evidence of an intangible concept に ┘ｴ;デ ﾏ;ﾆWゲ ; ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげい 

TｴW けCWヴWHヴ;ﾉ ‘┌HｷIﾗﾐげ デｴ;デ I SｷゲI┌ゲゲ HWﾉﾗ┘ ｷs demonstrative of the difficulties 

scientists face in attempting to attribute humanness on the basis of limited physical 

evidence に it requires a reifying of humanness. Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ デｴW ｷSW; デｴ;デ 

we can tie humanness to a specific brain capacity is telling: 

 

But should size matter? I thought. Surely, it is more a question of cognitive 

capabilities に and there was abundant evidence that the Liang Bua hominids 

were smart. While they did not make adornments, paint, or bury their dead, 

they made use of fire, and were handy with scrapers, anvils, points and 

assorted stone implements (Morwood & van Oosterzee 2007:110). 

 

There is no hard, empirically-valid point at which the nonhuman becomes human. 

For Morwood, humanness is not apparent from brain size, but rather from 

capabilities and behaviours. He himself acknowledges here however that LB1 lacked 

many human behaviours, a reminder that these criteria suffer the same problems as 

brain size in determining humanness: 
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In reality, many of these features [in human ancestors] evolved gradually, and 

at different rates, and it could not be expected that they evolved suddenly as 

; けヮ;Iﾆ;ｪWげく Tｴ┌ゲ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷ┣ｷﾐｪ デｴW aｷヴゲデ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲげ ｷゲ ﾉｷﾆWﾉ┞ デﾗ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐ ; ﾏ;デデWヴ ﾗa 

great controversy, as it was for most of the last century (Stringer & Andrews 

2005:131). 

 

TｴW けCWヴWHヴ;ﾉ ‘┌HｷIﾗﾐげ ;デデWﾏヮデゲ デﾗ Sﾗ ﾃ┌ゲデ デｴ;デ デｴﾗ┌ｪｴく IﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIW ｴ;ゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪ 

been considered to be a critical quality of humanness (e.g. Lynch & Granger 2008
45

), 

and so the confusing of Homo and human leaves palaeoanthropologists with the task 

of defining a specific brain capacity at which the non-human becomes human. In 

their original submission to Nature, the team which discovered LB1 placed her within 

a new genus, Sundanthropus ふﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ けﾏ;ﾐ46
 aヴﾗﾏ デｴW “┌ﾐS; ヴWｪｷﾗﾐげぶく Mﾗヴwood 

was desperate to label the find Homo, stating: 

 

Selecting the right name [Homo] for the species was important scientifically 

and politically, to ensure that LB1 was not regarded as just some Southeast 

Asian oddity of little relevance to the understanding of hominid evolution and 

dispersal generally (Morwood & van Oosterzee 2007:100-101). 

 

                                                      

45
 It should be noted that though Lynch & Granger (2008) see intelligence as crucial in the 

development of humans, they do argue that its role as a driver of human evolution has been greatly 

overstated, and that it is, in fact, a product of other, more mundane developments, such as the 

expansion of the female pelvis which allowed larger brained children to survive childbirth. 

46
 “┌ﾐS;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮ┌ゲ ﾏW;ﾐゲ ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ けﾏ;ﾐ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW “┌ﾐS; ヴWｪｷﾗﾐげが though Morwood translates the label 

;ゲ さape-man aヴﾗﾏ デｴW “┌ﾐS; ;ヴW;ざ ふわ ┗;ﾐ OﾗゲデWヴ┣WW ヲヰヰΑぎヱヰヰが ﾏ┞ ｷデ;ﾉｷIゲぶ に perhaps a further 

ヴWaﾉWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Iﾗﾐa┌ゲｷﾗﾐ ヴWｪ;ヴSｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ IヴW;デ┌ヴWげゲ ゲデ;デ┌ゲく 
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However, fellow scientist and team member Peter Brown refused on the grounds 

デｴ;デ ｷデゲ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ I;ヮ;Iｷデ┞が ;デ ンΒヰ IくIくが ┘;ゲ ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデﾉ┞ HWﾉﾗ┘ デｴW けCWヴWHヴ;ﾉ ‘┌HｷIﾗﾐげ ﾗa 

600 c.c., considered mandatory for inclusion in the genus Homo (Wood & Collard 

1999). Modern Homo sapiens have a cranial capacity of around 1400 c.c. Prominent 

Piltdown scientist Sir Arthur Keith had set the Rubicon at 750 c.c. (1949), whilst Franz 

Weidenreich declared it to be 700 c.c. (1943), at least in part because this ensured 

his discovery, Pithecanthropus, was on the human side (Krantz 1961:86). In the 

1960s, the discovery of the smaller brained Homo habilis by Louis Leakey (1964) led 

him to lower the bar further, down to 600 c.c. This is the figure that Wood and 

Collard cite in their influential
47

 (pre-FﾉﾗヴWゲぶ ヮ;ヮWヴが ┘ｴｷIｴ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ ┌ゲWS デﾗ ﾃ┌ゲデｷa┞ LBヱげゲ 

status outside Homo. The Nature referees sided with Morwood however and LB1 

was declared Homo, bringing the Cerebral Rubicon, a major criteria for admission to 

the genus, down to just 380 c.c. That chimpanzees qualify on this most recent 

redrawing is demonstrative of the difficulties of attempting to reify humanness in a 

meaningful way. This process of repeated regrading to allow new discoveries to 

qualify for humanness also demonstrates that value judgments become as important 

as empirical evidence in the drawing of demarcation lines around missing links, and 

the influence that (potential) popular interest can have on such classifications. 

Whilst the bar is moved ever lower, there are further issues raised at the top 

end of the spectrum. Lynch & Granger (2008) recount the fascinating tale of the 

Boskops, a series of fossilised remains discovered in Southern Africa around the 

same time as Piltdown man. Incredibly, these figures had skull capacities nearing 

2000 c.c., around 25% larger than our own. If humanness can be conferred by skull 

size, then what of the Boskops? Were they more human than us: might they push us 

out into the trinary? If intelligence confers dominance, and they had so much of it, 

how could they have become extinct? It is perhaps the uncomforting nature of these 

                                                      

47
 WﾗﾗS ;ﾐS Cﾗﾉﾉ;ヴSげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴ ｷゲ ヴWIﾗヴSWS H┞ デｴW WWH ﾗa Kﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW ふｴデtp://wok.mimas.ac.uk/) to have 

been cited by 164 articles in the last eight years. 
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questions that led to their discovery being almost entirely neglected within both 

science and popular culture over the last century. Thus today they are largely 

┌ﾐｴW;ヴS ﾗaく L┞ﾐIｴ わ Gヴ;ﾐｪWヴげゲ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ デｴｷゲ ｷゲ ; ヴWﾏｷﾐSWヴ ﾗa ｴﾗ┘ ゲ┌Iｴ 

discoveries connect with us on a very personal, emotive level: 

 

Some of our ancestors are clearly inferior to us, with smaller brains and ape-

ﾉｷﾆW Iﾗ┌ﾐデWﾐ;ﾐIWゲく TｴW┞げヴW W;ゲ┞ デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW a┌ﾐ ﾗa ;ﾐS W;ゲ┞ デﾗ ;IIWヮデ ;ゲ ﾗ┌ヴ 

ヮヴWI┌ヴゲﾗヴゲく Iﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデが ┘Wげ┗W ヮﾗｷﾐデWS ﾗ┌デ デｴ;デ デｴW ┗Wヴ┞ a;Iデ ﾗa ;ﾐ ;ﾐIｷWﾐデ 

ancestor like Boskop, who appears un-ape-like, and in fact in most ways 

seems to have superior characteristics to ourselves, was destined never to be 

popular (p.164). 

 

The Cerebral Rubicon speaks of the tension between the taxonomic and 

popular systems of ordering. When the fuzzy, ill-defined concept human is confused 

with the ostensibly precise Homo the result is that scientists are left interrogating 

data for answers it cannot hold. 

Before moving on, a further point can also be made, concerning the 

relationship between categories within the two systems. The re-grading of this 

definer of Homo, from 750 c.c. to 380 c.c., was no doubt not achieved without 

argument amongst scientists, but it did happen, and in a relatively short 50 year time 

span. The unchallenged ownership science has of taxonomy gives it a flexibility the 

popular binary does not, as does its multiplex configuration. A discovery like LB1 に 

one that surprises scientists and public alike - can simply be placed into a new, 

formally recognised category, one that includes in it its relationship with pre-existing 

categories such as Homo sapiens. A ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ a┌ﾐS;ﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ヴWｪヴ;Sｷﾐｪ ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ 

within the same period of time would seem to be impossible. Without the control of 

a single, broadly homogenous community, it is exceedingly resistant to such 

dramatic reconfigurations. It also lacks the capacity to formally recognise additional 
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categories. The result of this inertia is that nonfits require the delicate process of 

creating a trinary space, a third category that exists only implicitly, and so does not 

threaten to shatter the grid which holds it. 

  In modern palaeoanthropology, Homo is applied to modern humans and to 

our ancestors of the last two and half million years. Following on from the 

Australopithecus line, the earliest Homo was habilis, ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ けｴ;ﾐS┞げが ｷﾐ ヴWaerence to 

its use of tools. At the time of its discovery, in 1960, tool use was believed to be a 

trait unique to humans, as it was not yet known that other animals such as 

chimpanzees and New Caledonian crows could utilise them (Stringer & Andrews 

2005:130-132). With this validation weakened, there is little to justify the awarding 

of a new genus to habilis. There is no great paradigmatic leap between late 

Australopithecines and early Homos that might justify the identification of a sudden 

dawning of humanness: 

 

there is no reason to expect an early Habiline [i.e. Homo] to be separate from 

its predecessor by a bigger gap than from its successor. It might seem 

tempting because the predecessor has a different generic name 

(Australopithecus) whereas the successﾗヴ ふHﾗﾏﾗ Wヴｪ;ゲデWヴぶ ｷゲ けﾏWヴWﾉ┞げ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ 

Hﾗﾏﾗぐ B┌デ ｷデ I;ﾐげデ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ﾉｷﾆW デｴ;デ aﾗヴ aﾗゲゲｷﾉゲが ｷa ┘W ｴ;┗W ; Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌ﾗ┌ゲ 

ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉ ﾉｷﾐW;ｪW ｷﾐ W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐぐ TｴWゲW ;ヴW W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ ヴWｪｷﾗﾐゲ ｷﾐデﾗ ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾗ┌ヴ 

zoological naming conventions were never designed to go (Dawkins 2004 

pp.96-97). 

 

“ﾗﾏW IヴW;デ┌ヴW ﾏ┌ゲデ HW;ヴ デｴW ﾏ;ﾐデﾉW ﾗa けW;ヴﾉｷWゲデ Homoげ ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ;ﾐS habilis is 

perhaps as good a choice as any. Regardless, the point I am trying to make here is 

that Homo is not a natural kind that encapsulates humanness. If thought of as a 

group of closely related species that share a number of traits, it has a level of 

coherence. If considered a scientific categorisation of humanness, it quickly unravels. 
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4. Categorising floresiensis 

In addition to Homo, the two original floresiensis papers, by Brown & Morwood et 

;ﾉくが SｷゲI┌ゲゲ LBヱ ;ゲ ; けｴﾗﾏｷﾐｷﾐげが ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ ; ﾏWﾏHWヴ ﾗa デｴW ﾉｷﾐW;ｪW デｴ;デ ｴ;S ゲヮﾉｷデ aヴﾗﾏ 

our closest living ancestor, the chimpanzee (Pan), some 5-7mya, and that later gave 

rise to ourselves, Homo sapiens. Members of the linage existing before this split are 

ﾉ;HWﾉﾉWS けｴﾗﾏｷﾐｷﾐWげく Iデ ﾏ┌ゲデ HW ﾐﾗデWS デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ I;デWｪﾗヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ;ﾐ┞ 

particular relation to modern Homo sapiens beyond the fact that such creatures are 

closer to us, in evolutionary terms, than any other living ape. Functionally speaking, 

the category is entirely arbitrary, created to distinguish between the ancestors of the 

only two hominine species that survive in the present day, rather than reflect any 

substantive qualities of its occupants. The idea that hominin implies a privileged 

relationship with Homo sapiens can be further tempered by the fact that the 

hominini group includes at least eight different species of Homo (see chp. four, 

footnote thirteen), as well as several other genuses as well, including 

Sahelanthropus, Orrorin, Paranthropus and Australopithecus (Stringer & Andrews 

2005:12-16). The qualified vagary of those figures reflects not only the lack of 

certainty borne of extremely fragmentary evidence, but also the intangibles 

inevitably associated with the act of drawing dividers across continuums alluded to 

in my introduction. 

  WｴWヴW デｴWﾐが ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ けWゲデ┌;ヴ┞げ ﾗa ﾉｷaWが Sﾗ ヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪｷゲデゲ SWﾉｷﾏｷﾐ;デW 

けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげい WﾗﾗS わ ‘ｷIｴﾏﾗﾐS ふヲヰヰヰぶ デｷW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲ デﾗ デｴW IヴｷデWヴｷ; ┌ヮﾗﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ  

hominin is based: 

 

Several classes of evidence, morphological, molecular, and genetic, support a 

particularly close relationship between modern humans and the species 

within the genus Pan, the chimpanzee. Thus human evolution is the study of 
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the lineage, or clade, comprising species more closely related to modern 

humans than to chimpanzees (p19). 

 

This stance conceptualises human as being that which separates us from other 

W┝デ;ﾐデ ゲヮWIｷWゲが ;ﾐS ;ゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ｷゲ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ デﾗ デｴW デWヴﾏげゲ ┌ゲ;ｪW ｷﾐ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWく Aゲ ┘ｷデｴ 

the term hominin however, the difficulty when applying this to evolution is that 

creatures who existed perhaps 5mya, and who might well have been functionally 

less similar to us than living chimpanzees are, become eligible for humanness purely 

by dint of their distant descendants. 

 A more common stance within the discipline is to use human as synonymous 

with Homo. Andrew Stringer
48

 supports this definition (2008: personal 

Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐぶが ;ﾐS WﾗﾗS わ Cﾗﾉﾉ;ヴSげゲ ふヱΓΓΓぶ ヮ;ヮWヴ The Human Genus, on empirical 

characteristics of the genus Homo, implies that it に rather than hominins generally - 

ｷゲ デｴW デヴ┌W ﾉﾗI;ﾉW ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲく BWヴﾐ;ヴS WﾗﾗSげゲ SWIｷゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ｪｷ┗W デ┘ﾗ ゲﾉｷｪｴデﾉ┞ 

differing answers to this question in papers published just one year apart can 

ヮWヴｴ;ヮゲ HW W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐWS H┞ Cｴヴｷゲ ‘┌aaげゲ に editor-in-chief of American Journal of Physical 

Anthropology に consideration of the Homo/human relationship: 

  

TｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ ゲｷﾏヮﾉW ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴ デﾗ ぷヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪｷゲデゲげ ┌ゲW ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐへが ;ﾐS I 

imagine that any answer would depend on whom you asked, and perhaps the 

specific IﾗﾐデW┝デ ぷぐへ Ia ┞ﾗ┌ ;ヴW SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾐｪ ゲヮWIｷaｷI デ;┝; ;ﾏﾗﾐｪ W;ヴﾉｷWヴ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ 

ancestors, such as australopithecines, then you would normally use the 

currently accepted taxonomic designations, and probably "hominin" to refer 

to them all.  If you simply wish to refer to general evolutionary events since 

                                                      

48
 Andrew Stringer is a palaeoanthropologist and co-author of The Complete World of Human 

Evolution (2005). 
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the split of our lineage from the great apes, then "human" is probably fine 

(2008:personal communication). 

 

Iﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa けｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ W┗Wﾐデゲげ デｴWﾐが ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ｷゲ ;ヮヮﾉｷI;HﾉW デﾗ ;ﾉﾉ ｴﾗﾏｷﾐｷﾐｷく 

When discussing specific taxa however, it is better reserved for members of Homo 

only. The reason for this is presumably that whilst the tensions between human and 

the rather abstract entity hominin are manageable に or, perhaps more accurately, 

ignorable に it would be to stretch credibility too much to discuss the more concrete 

entities Orrin or Paranthropus as human. Regardless, journal papers discussing 

particular fossils broadly follow this tacit rule. As they are concerned with specific 

デ;┝;が デｴW┞ ;┗ﾗｷS ﾉ;HWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ ;ゲ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ Sｷゲcoveries that are placed outside Homo, for 

instances finds that are positioned as Australopithecines (see, for example, Suwa et 

;ﾉく ヱΓΓΑが WｴｷデW Wデ ;ﾉく ヱΓΓヴぶく “┌Iｴ ヮ;ヮWヴゲ ﾏｷｪｴデ ゲデｷﾉﾉ ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴ ｷSWﾐデｷa┞ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ-ﾉｷﾆWげ 

features (Asfaw 1999:629) or, in keeping witｴ ‘┌aaげゲ ヮヴｷﾐIｷヮﾉWゲが SｷゲI┌ゲゲ デｴW aｷﾐSゲ ;ゲ 

HWｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ デｴW けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ﾉｷﾐW;ｪWげ ふBヴ┌ﾐWデ Wデ ;ﾉく ヲヰヰヲぎヱヴヵが H;ｷﾉW-Selassie 2001:178). They 

do not, however, refer to the figure itself in its entirety as human, which contrasts 

with papers discussing Homo discoveries (Vekua et al. 2002:86, Leakey et al. 

1965:427). 

 

5. Was LB1 Human? 

5.1 Intraspecialist media 

Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ わ Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ ヮ;ヮWヴゲ ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ ;ﾉﾗﾐW ｷﾐ ﾉｷﾏｷデｷﾐｪ デｴWｷヴ I;デWｪﾗヴｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa LBヱ 

to scientific classifications: in striking contrast to the intraspecialist coverage of 

Piltdown man, only four of the fifteen
49

 journal papers included in this study (Jacob 

                                                      

49
 Seventeen journal papers were included in the study, but two of these only used floresiensis 

obliquely, in support of other arguments. As they were not concerned with the status of floresiensis 

specifically they have been excluded from consideration of how the find was labelled. 
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et al 2006, Martin et al 2006 a & b, Herschkovitz 2007) actually apply the label 

けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ デﾗ LBヱく F┌ヴデｴWヴﾏﾗヴWが ;ﾉﾉ aﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa デｴWゲW ヮ;ヮWヴゲ SｷゲゲWﾐデWS aヴﾗﾏ LBヱげゲ 

classification as Homo floresiensis, instead claiming it as a modern Homo sapiens, 

albeit one suffering from some form of disease に this I shall refer to as the 

けヮ;デｴﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ sapiensげ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデく Aゲ ゲ┌Iｴが デｴWｷヴ ┌ゲ;ｪW ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ヴWケ┌ｷヴW デｴW 

conceptual leap that Da┘ゲﾗﾐ わ WﾗﾗS┘;ヴSげゲ ;ヮヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｷデ デﾗ デｴWｷヴ ;ヮW-jawed 

figure was.  

What factors can explain this difference in terminology? The obvious answer - 

デｴ;デ け;IIWヮデ;HﾉW ヮヴ;IデｷIWげ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW ﾉ;ゲデ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ｴ;ゲ 

changed as taxonomy has become more professionalised - is at best no more than a 

partial one. Whilst the criteria upon which classifications are based has no doubt 

become more clearly defined and rigorous, the quote from Ruff given above shows 

デｴ;デ ┌ゲ;ｪW ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ｷゲ ゲデｷﾉﾉ ヴ;デｴWヴ ; ｪヴWy area. I have also shown that there remains 

a widespread acceptance within palaeoanthropology of the usage of human to refer 

to fossils classified as Homoが ;ゲ LBヱ ┘;ゲく Iﾐ ヴWｪ;ヴS デﾗ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ わ Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS Wデ ;ﾉくげゲ 

papers, a more compelling answer is simply that, faced with such a unique hybrid of 

ヮヴｷﾏｷデｷ┗W ;ﾐS ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ aW;デ┌ヴWゲが デｴW ;┌デｴﾗヴゲ ┘WヴW デﾗﾗ ┌ﾐゲ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI 

Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ゲデ;ﾆW ; Iﾉ;ｷﾏ aﾗヴ LBヱげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲく Iﾐ デｴWｷヴ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ ゲ┌Hﾏｷゲゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ 

Natureが デｴW デW;ﾏ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐSWS デﾗ LBヱげゲ IｴｷﾏWヴｷI ケ┌;ﾉｷties by placing it in an entirely 

new genus, Sundanthropus ふけanthropusげ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ け;ヮWげぶ (Morwood & van Oosterzee 

2007:149-150), much as Dawson & Woodward had with their creation of 

Eoanthropus. It was only in discussion with the referees of Nature that LB1 became 

Homoく Tｴ;デ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ わ Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ デW;ﾏ IｴﾗゲW ﾐﾗデ デﾗ W┝ヮﾗヴデ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲ HW┞ﾗﾐS 

Homo when Dawson & Woodward had, likely is a reflection of the presence of more 

rigorous classificatory standards.  

There is an additional element to consider に that whilst Piltdown man was 

declared human as a means of drawing it from its liminal position to more 

conceptually solid ground (and in particular ground that held greater scientific and 

public interest), it may be that LB1 was conversely already too human to be declared 
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human. Within days of the announcement of the find, dissenting scientists such as 

Teuku Jacob and Maciej Henneberg were making their own claims: that LB1 was 

actually a modern Homo sapiens (see chapter six). This highlights an important 

element in the boundary-working of missing links に デｴ;デ デｴWｷヴ けﾗデｴWヴﾐWゲゲげ ｷゲ ﾃ┌ゲデ ;ゲ 

crucial to their newsworthiness and scientific importance as their humanness is. This 

ｷゲ デｴW け┌ﾐW┝ヮWIデWS ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪa┌ﾉ ;ﾐS デｴW Iﾗﾐゲﾗﾐ;ﾐデげ ふG;ﾉデ┌ﾐｪ わ ‘┌ｪW 

1981:55) that I discussed previously. Once the rival claims became known, it became 

a strategic imperative for supporters of the Homo floresiensis thesis that they 

Wﾏヮｴ;ゲｷ┣W LBヱげゲ ﾐﾗﾐｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲが ﾉWゲデ デｴW aｷﾐS ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ HWIﾗﾏW けﾃ┌ゲデ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ﾗﾐW ﾗa 

┌ゲげく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ┘;┞ デｴW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa LBヱ ┘;ゲ SWデWヴﾏｷﾐWS H┞ ;ｪWﾐデゲげ ゲデヴ;デWｪｷI 

ヴWケ┌ｷヴWﾏWﾐデゲ ふGｷWヴ┞ﾐ ヱΓΒンぶく Wｴｷﾉゲデ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW けH;Iﾆ┘;ヴSゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ┘;ゲ ﾏﾗヴW 

ｷﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪ デｴ;ﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ デｴW けaﾗヴ┘;ヴS ;ヮWげが LBヱ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐ S;ﾐｪWヴ ﾗa HWIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ; 

けaﾗヴ┘;ヴS ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく HWヴW ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏ┞げゲ aﾉW┝ｷHｷﾉｷty provided opportunities which 

ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデが ;デ ﾉW;ゲデ aﾗヴﾏWヴﾉ┞ デｴ;デ ｷゲぎ けｴﾗﾏｷﾐｷﾐげ ;ﾐS 

けHomoげ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴW デﾗ HW SWIﾉ;ヴWS IﾉﾗゲW Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ デﾗ ┌ゲ デﾗ HWIﾗﾏW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ 

relevant, whilst still potentially far enough away to register as novel. For the 

SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ デﾗ ヴW;ﾉﾉ┞ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ デｴW ｪWﾐWヴ;ﾉ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴ デｴW ﾏﾗヴW ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪa┌ﾉ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ 

was still required. 

 

5.2 Popular media 

If, within the intraspecialist scientific media, LB1 was only claimed as human on 

the basis of actually being a modern Homo sapiens, how was its hybridity dealt with 

ｷﾐ デｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ヴW;ﾉﾏい TｴW ;ﾐゲ┘Wヴが ｷﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ヴWゲヮWIデゲが ｷゲ け┗Wヴ┞ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ デﾗ ｴﾗ┘ 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾏ;ﾐ ┘;ゲ SW;ﾉデ ┘ｷデｴげく TｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾏWSｷ; ｷﾐ デｴW ゲデ┌S┞ ｷゲ ┌ﾐｴWゲｷデ;デｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ 

declaring the discovery to be human, whilst simultaneously acknowledging 

contradictory characteristics. In doing so, it follows the tone set by the original 

Nature press release:  
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The discovery of a new species of human living on the Indonesian island of 

Flores as recently as 18,000 years ago demonstrates that human diversity in 

the recent past was much greater than expected. The biggest surprise about 

the partial skeleton, discovered at a cave site called Liang Bua, is that it 

belonged to an individual who, while fully adult, was barely a metre tall and 

had a skull the size of a grapefruit (2004). 

 

The picture of a boundary-challenging figure, declared as human, occurs repeatedly: 

 

the discovery of the remains of a cousin species to Homo sapiens, a bizarre 

dwarf human, neither ape nor true man, which survived on a remote island 

for thousands of years after it was thought the last of our shaggy ancestors 

died out (Daily Mail 28.08.04:25). 

 

[HEADLINE] Scientists find new species of 3ft humans 

[BODY] Dr Morwood hailed the find as one of the most important of the past 

century. "It is a new species of human who actually lived alongside us, yet 

was half our size. 

"They were the height of a three-year-old child, weighed around 25kg [4st] 

and had a brain smaller than most chimpanzees. 

"Even so, they used fire, made sophisticated stone tools, and hunted 

stegodon - a primitive type of elephant - and giant rats. We believe their 

ancestors may have reached the island using bamboo rafts" (Daily Telegraph 

28.08.04:1). 
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[HEADLINE] From 18,000 years ago, the one metre-tall human that challenges 

history of evolution 

[BODY] Australian and Indonesian scientists have identified a new and 

completely unexpected species of human. It was only a metre high, had a 

small brain but a distinctly human face. It made delicate stone tools and it 

shared the planet with Homo sapiens at least 18,000 years ago (Guardian 

28.08.04:1). 

 

TOLKIEN would have been thrilled - real-life human hobbits lived happily on a 

remote lost world until 12,000 years ago. 

In a breathtaking discovery, scientists have found the remains of a new 

species of ancient pygmy on an island in Indonesia.  

The little fellas, around 3 to 4ft tall and with grapefruit sized brains, lived on 

jungle-covered Flores surrounded by giant lizards and mini elephants (Mirror 

28.08.04:25). 

 

As was the case with Piltdown, additional conceptual weight was required, not 

ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ デﾗ aﾗヴIW デｴｷゲ ゲケ┌;ヴW ヮWｪ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW ヴﾗ┌ﾐS ｴﾗﾉW ﾏ;ヴﾆWS けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが H┌デ デﾗ aﾗヴIW ｷデ 

into the space between デｴW ヴﾗ┌ﾐS ｴﾗﾉWゲ ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ;ﾐS け;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉげく Tﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW LBヱ 

matter required the opening up of territory between these absolutes. This was 

achieved via the utilisation of pre-existing trinary characters, a process which began 

as early as the Nature press release: 

 

As a form of dwarf human, the new species fits right in with the bizarre 

W┝デｷﾐIデ a;┌ﾐ; ﾗa FﾉﾗヴWゲ ぷぐへ Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ ﾏ;ヴﾗﾗﾐWS ﾗﾐ ｷデゲ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐS ｴﾗﾏWが デｴｷゲ ﾐW┘ﾉ┞ 

found species of human lived at a time when relic populations of full-sized H. 
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erectus may still have been living in nearby Java, and when the entire region 

had in any case been colonized by H. sapiens. Modern humans have been in 

New Guinea for at least 50,000 years, and in Australia for a comparable 

period of time (2004). 

 

These quotes succeed in the critical task of positioning LB1 where it needed to be to 

achieve popular interest, namely: as an intermediate, a third category に not as 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ふけﾏﾗSWヴﾐげぶ ;ゲ ﾗ┌ヴゲWﾉ┗Wゲが H┌デ IWヴデ;ｷﾐﾉ┞ ﾐﾗデ ;ﾐ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉが ﾗヴ けヴWﾉｷIげく Iデ ;ﾉゲﾗ ﾏ;ﾆWゲ 

steps towards anchoring this nebulous position, by linking the figure to pre-existing 

characters who occupy liminal positions within popular classifications. One of these に 

the dwarf に appears in the quotes above. Although applicable to modern humans in 

regard to sufferers of dwarfism (ironically, very similar to what dissenters were later 

to claim of LB1), the term originated, and is best known, for the diminutive mythical 

characters of folk legend, the Lord of the Ringsげ Gｷﾏﾉｷ HWｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐW ゲ┌Iｴ W┝;ﾏヮﾉWく Iデ ┘;ゲ 

another Lord of the Rings character alluded to in the Nature press release that 

dominated the popular coverage of the find however. The release is headed by a 

ケ┌ﾗデWぎ けIﾐ ; ｴﾗﾉW ｷﾐ デｴW ｪヴﾗ┌ﾐSぐげく Tｴｷゲ ヴWaWヴWﾐIWゲ デｴW ﾗヮWﾐｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐW ﾗa TﾗﾉﾆｷWﾐげゲ The 

Hobbit (1999 [1937]), the tale of a character that was cresting a wave of popularity 

;デ デｴW デｷﾏW ﾗa LBヱげゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ デｴ;ﾐﾆゲ デﾗ PWデWヴ J;Iﾆゲﾗﾐげゲ Lord of the Rings film trilogy. 

I have already discussed the parallels between the Hobbit character and LB1 in 

chapter six, but here my interest is in the Hobbit not as a popular motif, but rather 

its role as a prototypic locatｷﾐｪ SW┗ｷIW ふｴWﾐIWaﾗヴデｴ けﾉﾗI;デﾗヴげぶが ; H┌ヴﾐｷﾐｪ HW;Iﾗﾐ 

somewhere in the borderlands. 

 In chapter four, I discussed the prominent role that race played in making 

ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ;ﾉﾏﾗゲデ-ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲく Aデ デｴW デｷﾏW ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞が 

figures that were semi-human - i.e. human but less human than white European 

scientists and general public - ┘WヴW ヴW;Sｷﾉ┞ ;┗;ｷﾉ;HﾉWが ｷﾐ デｴW aﾗヴﾏ ﾗa ┗;ヴｷﾗ┌ゲ けヴ;IWゲげく 

Lｷﾐﾐ;W┌ゲげ ふヱΑンヵぶ ﾗ┘ﾐ Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デWS ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ｷﾐデﾗ aﾗ┌ヴ けゲ┌HゲヮWIｷWゲげぎ Hﾉ;Iﾆ 

Africans, red Americans, yellow Asians and white Europeans, although the scientific 
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┌ゲ;ｪW ﾗa けヴ;IWげ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ヴW;ﾉﾉ┞ デﾗﾗﾆ ﾗaa デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ デｴW WﾐS ﾗa デｴW WｷｪｴデWWﾐデｴ IWﾐデ┌ヴ┞ ｷﾐ 

┘ﾗヴﾆゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ Bﾉ┌ﾏWﾐH;Iｴげゲ Sｷ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Homo sapiens into fives races (Marks 

ヲヰヰンぎヶヱぶく “デﾗIﾆｷﾐｪげゲ ふヱΓΓヴぶ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴat the concept of race at this time was a 

hybrid of various schools of thought, and Linnaeus was not the only figurehead of 

the biological sciences to be implicated in its production: 

 

when in the peroration of The Descent of Man Darwin linked himself to the 

Fuegian and baboon, in effect placing the Fuegians and other living savages in 

a chain that ran from ape to European, the racial hierarchy of nineteenth-

century polygenism and the cultural hierarchy of the eighteenth-century 

social theorists became part and parcel of one scheme of universal organic 

evolution (p13). 

 

This hierarchy was rendered pictorially by the Illustrated London Newsげ ふILN) 

coverage of Piltdown Man which placed the jaws of chimp, Torres Straits islander 

and European in an ascending chain of development (28.12.12:958). By the time of 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞が ヴ;Iｷ;ﾉ ゲIｷWﾐIW ｴ;S ｷデゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ Wゲデ;HﾉｷゲｴWS aｷWﾉS ｷﾐ デｴW ゲｴ;ヮW ﾗa 

physical anthropology, led by prominent scientists Hrdlicka (one of the American 

けS┌;ﾉｷゲデゲげ ﾗa デｴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ SWH;デWぶ ;ﾐS Hﾗﾗデon (Marks 2003:61). The multifaceted 

conception of race remained however, bringing together and blurring differences 

physical, cultural, linguistic (Stocking 1994), and in doing so becoming tied to some 

of the most potent, all-encompassing edifices with which we define our modern-day 

tribal identities, namely civilisation and nation. Hence the ILNげゲ ヮｷIデﾗヴｷ;ﾉ 

juxtaposition of species and nationality. 

In the Flores case, occurring almost a century after Piltdown, there was no 

such living human figure available に to try and claim any living Homo sapiens as 

examples of semi-humanness would be politically unacceptable. Instead, a figure 

was needed that existed outside the protections of our culturally and ethnically 
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sensitive times. The answer: a fictional creatｷﾗﾐぎ デｴW けｴﾗHHｷデげく Iデ ヮヴﾗ┗ﾗﾆWゲ ﾐﾗ ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉ 

sensitivities, but serves the same role as the savage perfectly に its anthropomorphic 

form brings it close to us, whilst its diminutive dimensions and hirsuteness keep it 

distant. Not only does a fictional locator avoid the risk of causing offence, but it also  

potentially has the benefit of a more universal appeal, a distinction which Daston & 

Mitman make in a similar context regarding the appeal of animals for advertisers: 

 

Striking images of animals are in great demand by global advertisers because 

に in contrast to equally striking images of humans に age, race, class, and 

culture do not interfere with identification and the desire to acquire (2005:6). 

 

Iﾐ TﾗﾉﾆｷWﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆが デｴW ｴﾗHHｷデゲ ┘WヴW ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ;ゲ HWｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐW ﾗa デｴW けヴ;IWゲ ﾗa ﾏWﾐげが 

ヴWaﾉWIデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾆ ┘;ゲ ;┌デｴﾗヴWS IﾉﾗゲWヴ デﾗ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ デｷﾏWaヴ;ﾏW デｴ;ﾐ LBヱげゲ ふ;ﾐS 

ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa Iﾗ┌ヴゲW デｴ;デ デｴW ﾏWSｷ;げゲ ;Sﾗヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW ｴﾗHHｷデ ;ゲ ;ﾐ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐWヴ ﾗa LBヱげゲ 

differentness unwittingly conflates species and race once again). It was used 

extensively in the media coverage に all seven of the UK newspapers included in the 

study adopted the hobbit label. Its usage in the texts analysed is threefold, and any 

single example may operationalise the label in two or more of these usages 

simultaneously. The first of these に as a popular motif to attract non-ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷゲデげゲ 

attention に has already been discussed in chapter six. The second usage is where 

けｴﾗHHｷデげ ｷゲ ┌ゲWS デﾗ IﾗﾐデW┝デ┌;ﾉｷゲW ; ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ SWデ;ｷﾉ ﾗa デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴWが ;ゲ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷヴゲデ デ┘o 

examples below, but more common is the third usage: as a shortcut through the 

potentially labyrinthine process of positioning the figure conceptually, as in the latter 

two quotes below: 

 

"We now have the remains of at least seven hobbit-sized individuals at the 

cave site, so the 18,000-year-old skeleton cannot be some kind of freak that 

we just happened to stumble across first," said Bert Roberts, of the University 
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of Wollongong in New South Wales, one of the authors (Guardian 

28.08.04:1).  

 

Professor Brown complains that the PNAS paper is "unsupported by any 

published research". He says that Jacob's inability to point to a modern 

skeleton that matches the stature of the hobbit proves that LB1 deserves a 

hominid classification all of its own (Times 28.08.06:17). 

 

[HEADLINE] Hobbits join the fellowship of humans as brain reveals they are a 

new species (Daily Telegraph 04.03.05:07). 

 

REMAINS of nine "hobbits" have now been found by experts - confirming a 

new species of human (Sun 12.10.05). 

 

 The possibility does arise during the coverage of the discovery for alternative 

locators to be used に chimpanzees, and microcephalic and pygmy humans are all 

SｷゲI┌ゲゲWS ｷﾐ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ LBヱげゲ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷIゲく Aゲ ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ Homo sapiens these latter 

two categories are clearly distinct from the former, and from the already discussed 

hobbit, with their status bringing them under the protection of norms of political 

correctness, and their usage as potential locators in the debate reflects this. The 

most noteworthy element to their deployment in this respect is that linkages drawn 

between LB1 and these categories are only made in claims attributed to scientists: 

 

After the skeletal remains of the 18,000-year-old human were discovered in 

the Indonesian island of Flores in 2003 some scientists thought that it must 
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have been a pygmy or a microcephalic - a human with an abnormally small 

skull (Daily Telegraphy 30.01.07:15). 

 

Henneberg argues that the skull of the Flores hominid is very similar to a 

4,000-year-old microcephalic Minoan skull found on Crete in 1975 (Guardian 

13.01.05:4). 

 

The researchers compared the Hobbit endocast with others including those 

from chimps, an adult female Homo erectus, a present-day woman, an adult 

female pygmy, and a microcephalic person with an abnormally small skull. 

Professor Falk said: 'The scaling of brain to body isn't at all what we'd expect 

to find in pygmies, and the shape is all wrong to be a microcephalic (Daily 

Mail 04.03.05:35). 

 

This virtually rules out the possibility that they were like modern humans but 

suffering from microcephaly, which stunts brain growth, as some scientists 

have argued (Times 12.10.05:25). 

 

This guarded usage に giving responsibility for the claim solely to scientists に is a 

reflection of the risk associated with claiming a connection between a less-than-

human, or at least differently-human, missing link, and a human microcephalic or 

pygmy. Even if this challenge could be overcome, the simple fact is that the 

popularity of the hobbit at the time of the discovery, and the associated recognition 

of its trinary characteristics, made it a far more suitable locator for public audiences. 

A low popular profile is not a problem that could be said to hold back use of 

chimpanzees in the debate however. Chimpanzees, and the great apes more 
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generally, have long been used as extant missing links, employed as unwitting 

boundary explorers par excellence (Haraway 1989, Marks 2003). Where chimpanzees 

are used in the debate it is only in the sense of the second usage I identified with the 

hobbit label に namely in terms of a direct comparison of features. 

 

Independent experts said they were astounded by the find. "That a human 

only 3ft tall and with a brain the size of a chimpanzee lived less than 20,000 

years ago is frankly astonishing," Professor Chris Stringer, of the Natural 

History Museum, said (Times 28.08.04:6). 

 

Several features point to brain development more advanced than in Homo 

erectus or chimpanzees, indicating an ability for sophisticated reasoning and 

planning. This could explain the complex tools and evidence of fire found 

around the hobbit fossils; a small brain was not necessarily an impediment to 

refined thought (Times 04.03.05:29). 

 

The chimp too is unsuitable as a locator, because it is - despite its status as our 

closest extant relative - just not human enough. This is not to deny its role in 

IﾗﾐデW┝デ┌;ﾉｷゲｷﾐｪ LBヱげゲ IﾗﾐIWヮデ┌;ﾉ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐが H┌デ ヴ;デｴWヴ デﾗ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲW デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ヴﾗﾉW ｷゲ ｷﾐ 

demonstrating what LB1 is not. In this sense it is used in much the same way that 

scientists use the chimp に more accurately the diversion from it - as the beginning 

ヮﾗｷﾐデ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ けｴﾗﾏｷﾐｷﾐげく Iﾐ ﾗデｴWヴ ┘ﾗヴSゲが デｴW 

chimpanzee can be seen as a lighthouse, providing a reference point that LB1 might 

pass close to, but never too close lest it beach itself. The hobbit meanwhile is the 

harbour tug guiding it towards public interest. In the following quotes then, 

けIｴｷﾏヮ;ﾐ┣WWげ ｷゲ ┌ゲWS WｷデｴWヴ デﾗ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW ; ヴWﾉ;デｷ┗Wﾉ┞ ﾉWゲゲ-human comparison to LB1 

(first quote below), or to highlight (only) specific features of LB1 that are non-human 

(latter three quotes): 
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"We're not talking about a chimpanzee, we're dealing with a smart creature 

who could hunt in packs and light fires," says Bert [Roberts]. "Village elders 

still tell of local legends in which hobbit-like creatures survived nearby until 

ケ┌ｷデW ヴWIWﾐデﾉ┞ざ ふSun 30.04.05). 

 

HUNDREDS of tiny, delicate stone tools were found alongside the bones, 

strong evidence of the creatures' skill and intelligence, although their brains 

were the same diameter as a chimpanzee's - roughly the size of an orange 

(Daily Mail  28.08.04:25). 

 

The cave on the Indonesian island of Flores, where scientists found the fossil, 

also contained remnants of stone tools, fire, and a pygmy elephant, 

suggesting but not proving that Homo floresiensis may have had surprisingly 

advanced cognitive abilities given its chimpanzee-sized brain. (Daily 

Telegraph 08.10.05:14) 

  

LB1 is an adult and its pelvic shape suggests that it was female. Its teeth are 

quite worn and the growth lines on the skull are well knit. It had long arms, 

and its legs were light, and seemingly chimpanzee-like, but it walked upright 

(Guardian 28.08.04:1). 

 

Neither the chimpanzee, nor the microcephalic or pygmy, were used in the manner, 

and to the degree, that hobbit was in positioning LB1 with the trinary. For the 

ヴW;ゲﾗﾐゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ;Hﾗ┗Wが デｴW┞ ┘WヴW ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ﾐﾗ ﾏ;デIｴ aﾗヴ デｴW ｴﾗHHｷデげゲ ゲ┌ｷデ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞く 
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6. Contaminating Factors 

Ia ヴ;IW ┘;ゲ ﾉ;ヴｪWﾉ┞ W┝ﾗヴIｷゲWS aヴﾗﾏ LBヱげゲ ヴWIWヮデｷﾗﾐが ┘ｴ;デ ﾗa デｴﾗゲW ﾗデｴWヴ WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa 

identity that intruded upﾗﾐ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐW┞ デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲい Aﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷﾐｪ デｴWゲW 

discourses is useful not only because it gives a better understanding of the manner in 

which the boundary positioning of missing links is achieved, but also because it 

reminds us of how the human-animal boundary intersects with many other systems 

through which we define who we are. Beginning with nationalism, directly 

comparing the reception of Piltdown man and LB1 is largely impossible due to the 

limits of my primary data. A fossil recovered from the Indonesian archipelago is 

rather less likely to elicit feelings of ownership in a London-based journalist, than 

one recovered from the green and pleasant lands of Sussex. From secondary sources 

there is evidence however that LB1 did become embroiled in these discourses. 

 

6.1 Nationalism 

Franklin (1999) suggests that the strength of the modern connection to animals, 

symbolically and emotionally, is in part due to ontological insecurity に the 

breakdown of old community and family ties, for which animals become surrogates. 

If this is the case it is unsurprising that missing links continue to exercise great appeal 

ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; ゲWﾐゲW ﾗa HWﾉﾗﾐｪｷﾐｪく N;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉｷゲﾏ ┘;ゲ IWヴデ;ｷﾐﾉ┞ ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ｷﾐ LBヱげゲ 

reception, yet became operationalised in a somewhat different manner from that 

ゲWWﾐ ;デ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐく Fﾗヴ ; ゲデ;ヴデが デｴW デW;ﾏ デｴ;デ ┌ﾐIﾗ┗WヴWS LBヱが ┗;ﾐｪ┌;ヴS ﾗa デｴW けﾐW┘ 

ゲヮWIｷWゲげ I;ﾏヮが ┘;ゲ ﾉ;ヴｪWﾉ┞ ﾉWS H┞ A┌ゲデヴ;ﾉｷ;ﾐ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲが ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデWS ┘ｷデｴ A┌ゲデヴ;ﾉｷ;ﾐ 

a┌ﾐSゲく Aｪ;ｷﾐゲデ デｴWﾏが デｴW けヮ;デｴﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ sapiensげ I;ﾏヮ ｷﾐIﾉ┌SWS ;ﾏﾗﾐｪゲデ ｷデゲ ﾏost 

┗ﾗIｷaWヴﾗ┌ゲ ﾏWﾏHWヴゲ Pヴﾗaく TW┌ﾆ┌ J;IﾗHが デｴW けﾆｷﾐｪ ﾗa IﾐSﾗﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ ヮ;ﾉ;Wﾗ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞げが 

and a hero of the wartime resistance movement against the Japanese occupation. 

J;IﾗHげゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ WゲゲWﾐデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ SWﾐｷWS IﾐSﾗﾐWゲｷ; ;ﾐ ;ﾐIｷWﾐデ ;ﾐIWゲデﾗヴが ゲﾗ ﾗﾐW ﾏｷｪｴデ 

suggest th;デ デｴW ヴﾗﾉWゲ ┘WヴW ; ヴW┗WヴゲW ﾗa デｴﾗゲW デ;ﾆWﾐ H┞ デｴW けﾏﾗﾐｷゲデゲげ ;ﾐS けS┌;ﾉｷゲデゲげ ﾗa 

the Piltdown case. As always, the picture was more complicated than this. The 

discovery team was the product of a collaborative agreement between Australian 
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and Indonesian institutions; one of the principal members was Prof. Thomas 

“ﾗWﾃﾗﾐﾗが ; IﾗﾐデWﾏヮﾗヴ;ヴ┞ ﾗa J;IﾗHげゲが ;ﾐS デｴW W┝I;┗;デｷﾗﾐ デW;ﾏ ┘;ゲ ﾉ;ヴｪWﾉ┞ ゲデ;aaWS H┞ 

ﾃ┌ﾐｷﾗヴ IﾐSﾗﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲく J;IﾗHげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ Iﾗﾐデヴ;ヴ┞ ゲデ;ﾐIW ┘;ゲが H┞ ｴｷゲ ﾗヮヮﾗﾐWﾐデゲ ;デ 

least, put down to the fact that he ┘;ゲ ;ﾐ ;S┗ﾗI;デW ﾗa デｴW けﾏ┌ﾉデｷヴWｪｷﾗﾐ;ﾉげが ヴ;デｴWヴ 

デｴ;ﾐ デｴW けﾗ┌デ ﾗa AaヴｷI;げ ヮ;ヴ;Sｷｪﾏが ;ﾐS LBヱ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデWS ;ゲ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデｷﾐｪ デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴ50
. 

By suggesting that modern humans developed in multiple locations, rather than 

simply evolving in Africa before beginning an outward migration, the multiregional 

thesis offers support to nationalistic discourses. It is ironic then that the same 

paradigm might have prevented Jacob from embracing LB1 as an important 

discovery. 

 It was in how the controversy played out, rather than the original line-in-the-

sand exercise between believers and deniers, that nationalism was mobilised in a 

IﾗｴWヴWﾐデ ﾏ;ﾐﾐWヴく Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ J;IﾗH ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ Iﾉ;ｷﾏｷﾐｪ LBヱ ;ゲ ;ﾐ けW;ヴﾉｷWゲデ IﾐSﾗﾐWゲｷ;ﾐげが 

he was keen to claim the fossils themselves, and an extraordinary tug-of-war over 

ownership developed between himself and the discovery team. Making great use of 

old-Hﾗ┞ゲげ ﾐWデ┘ﾗヴﾆゲが J;IﾗH Iﾗﾐ┗ｷﾐIWS ｴｷゲ ﾉﾗﾐｪ デｷﾏW IﾗﾉﾉW;ｪ┌W “ﾗWﾃﾗﾐﾗ デﾗ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ ｴｷゲ ﾉ;H 

to take the bones away, without the permission of any of the Australian scientists, 

┘ｴﾗ ｴ;S ゲｴ;ヴWS ﾉWｪ;ﾉ ﾗ┘ﾐWヴゲｴｷヮ ﾗa デｴW aｷﾐS ┘ｷデｴ “ﾗWﾃﾗﾐﾗげゲ ｷﾐゲデｷデ┌デｷﾗﾐく Cﾗﾐa┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW 

issue, it seems as though the particularly hierarchical nature of Indonesian academia 

prevented any of the junior Indonesian researchers on the discovery team from 

publicly backing Morwood and company. It was at this stage that nationalism came 

into play. Anthropologist Gregory Forth, who has spent decades studying the living 

population of Flores, had access to local, as well as international, media during the 

controversy, and states: 

                                                      

50
 It is suggested that the fact that LB1 was part of an apparently isolated population challenges the 

multiregionalism hypothesis by undercutting arguments about widespread interbreeding between 

archaic human populations. LB1 would have need to be the opposite of what she was に i.e. older, and 

yet more like modern humans に to lend support to multiregionalism. 
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it is not difficult to discern a strong dose of nationalism. Describing Morwood 

and his fellow-ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉゲ ;ゲ けゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI デWヴヴﾗヴｷゲデゲげ ふﾏ;ｷﾐﾉ┞が ｷデ ゲWWﾏゲが HWI;┌ゲW ｷデ 

was Australian members of the team, rather than Indonesians, who 

announced the discovery to the media), a critical attitude specifically towards 

けA┌ゲデヴ;ﾉｷ;ﾐゲげ ｷゲ ;ﾉゲﾗ ;ヮヮ;ヴWﾐデ ｷﾐ ゲW┗Wヴ;ﾉ ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐIWﾏWﾐデゲ ﾗa PヴﾗaWゲゲﾗヴ J;IﾗH 

(2006:339). 

 

Morwood makes a similar accusation, here specifically referring to claims Jacob 

allegedly made in the Guardian which implied colonialist behaviour on the part of 

Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ デW;ﾏぎ 

 

he not only restated that LB1 was a modern human male with microcephalia, 

but that there was now a battle raging between him and the Australian 

researchers, who could not tell Indonesian scientists what to do; could not 

ヮﾉ;┞ デｴW ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa さゲｴWヴｷaaざ に ; ヴWaWヴWﾐIW デﾗ A┌ゲデヴ;ﾉｷ;げゲ ヴﾗﾉW ｷﾐ E;ゲデ Tｷﾏﾗヴ 

(2007:215). 

 

If Jacob did make this claim to the Guardian, then it was not published, although the 

following did appear: 

 

Prof Jacob, who has been accused by the Australian scientists who led the 

excavation of "kidnapping" the bones from Indonesia's centre of archaeology, 

said the Australian team had "rushed" their work and lacked expertise 

(Guardian 13.1.05:2). 
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This discourse came to ; ｴW;S ┘ｴWﾐ ; Iﾗﾉﾉ;Hﾗヴ;デﾗヴ ﾗa J;IﾗHげゲが JW;ﾐ-Jacques Hublin of 

デｴW M;┝ Pﾉ;ﾐIﾆ Iﾐゲデｷデ┌デW ｷﾐ LWｷヮ┣ｷｪが ┘ヴﾗデW ; ﾉWデデWヴ デﾗ デｴW ヴWIデﾗヴ ﾗa J;IﾗHげゲ ┌ﾐｷ┗Wヴゲｷデ┞が 

G;Sﾃ;ｴ M;S;が ;デデ;Iﾆｷﾐｪ Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ デW;ﾏぎ 

 

I see this whole story as a pure example of scientific neo-colonialism, western 

arrogance and simply using people. It is also a lesson on the role of the media 

in our field and how cultural, linguistic and nationalist issues can interfere in a 

very negative way with science (reproduced in Morwood & van Oosterzee 

2007:233). 

 

This letter was later used to support the successful motion to suspend all access 

rights to the Liang Bua site by the discovery team for a year.  

Aside from this very knowing mobilisation of nationalist sentiments in the 

battle for the bones of LB1, there is also the reaction of the local people of Flores 

themselves. This cannot be accessed from my primary data, but fortuitously 

anthropologist Gregory Forth (2006) has carried out his own research on local 

reactions to the discovery. His account shows that tribes in the region from which 

LB1 was recovered were unwilling to link Homo floresiensis to their own histories. A 

good deal of the reason for this was that LB1 became tied to specific local 

dimensions of nationalism, or at least the same sense of belonging which underpins 

it. One such example relates to the claims of Jacob and the pathological human 

I;ﾏヮく Iﾐ ﾉｷｪｴデ ﾗa J;IﾗHげゲ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデ デｴ;デ LBヱ ┘;ゲ ; SｷゲW;ゲWS ﾏWﾏHWヴ ﾗa ﾗﾐW ﾗa デｴW 

local pygmy populations, some saw the categorisation of the find as a new species に 

floresiensis - as an attempt to drive a wedge between inhabitants of the island: 

 

Tﾗ ヮ;ヴ;ヮｴヴ;ゲW ﾗﾐW ﾗヮｷﾐｷﾗﾐぎ デｴW ゲﾆWﾉWデﾗﾐ S┌HHWS けHﾗﾏﾗ aﾉﾗヴWゲｷWﾐゲｷゲげ ヴWaﾉWIデゲ 

nothing more than the fact that the modern population of Flores is made up 
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of short, including very short, individuals as well as taller people; they are all 

equally human and Florenese, and not a member of different species. What 

one appears to confront here is an ideological reluctance to countenance an 

interpretation of human (or hominid) remains on the island that threatens 

modern Florenese unity に a threat which perhaps takes on a political 

ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐIW ｷﾐ デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ Wヴ; ﾗa けヴWｪｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ;┌デﾗﾐﾗﾏ┞げが ┘ｴWﾐ FﾉﾗヴWゲ ;ゲ ; ┘ｴﾗﾉW 

ｷゲ HWｷﾐｪ ヮヴﾗﾏﾗデWS ;ゲ ; ﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉ ┌ﾐｷデ ﾗa ｪﾗ┗Wヴﾐ;ﾐIWげ ふFﾗヴデｴ ヲヰヰヶぎンヴヰぶく 

 

This is another example of how missing links, separated from us by inconceivable 

periods of history, can nevertheless appear close enough to stir up personal 

sentiments which cut across numerous domains. 

An additional local dimension involves the long reach of the Catholic Church, 

and its considerable following on Flores (>90% of the populous (ibid. p338)). In the 

1950s, a Dutch missionary archaeologist, Theodor Verhoeven, uncovered the 

remains of several short individuals from around 2000 BCE. Florenese Catholics, 

viewing Verhoeven as one of their own, have adopted his discoveries as part of their 

own histories. By contrast, the potentially conflicting Homo floresiensis is 

consistently connected with the Australian scientists involved in the discovery. As 

such it is viewed as being the claims of outsiders (p339), and so discounted in a not 

dissimilar way to how the British media of 1912 largely ignored foreign dualist 

ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐく Fﾗヴデｴげゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ Hヴｷﾐｪゲ デﾗ ﾏｷﾐS “ﾗﾏﾏWヴげゲ ふヲヰヰヶぶ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ 

of the La Chappelle-aux-Saints Neanderthal discovery discussed in chapter five, 

where the circumstances of the discovery resulted in the Catholic Church taking on a 

ヮヴﾗﾏｷﾐWﾐデ ヴﾗﾉW ｷﾐ デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ IﾗﾐIWヮデ┌;ﾉ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐｷﾐｪく Aゲ ヴWﾉｷｪｷﾗﾐ ｴ;S ﾐﾗ W┝ヮﾉｷIｷデ 

presence in the PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ SWH;デWが ｷデゲ ヴﾗﾉW ;ゲ ; けIﾗﾐデ;ﾏｷﾐ;ﾐデげ ｷゲ ﾗﾐW デｴ;デ I ｴ;┗W 

ignored, yet it is clear that in certain circumstances it is no more insoluble to mixing 

with missing links, and the process of making sense of them, than race or sex is. 

If the nationalism seen during the Piltdown episode was largely unreflexive, 

during the Flores case its greatest use in the debate was clearly as a deliberate 
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attempt to whip up popular and political opinion in Indonesia against the Australian 

members of the discovery team. That its mobilisation here was more complicated, 

and more knowing than it was in 1912 Britain, reflects both changed times and 

changed circumstances. 

6.2 Gender  

LB1 was, like the figure recovered from the soil of Piltdown, believed to have 

been female. In the coverage of the latter this was largely ignored however に 

ﾐ;ヴヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴWげゲ W┝ｷゲデWﾐIW IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWS デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ ┘ｷデｴ ; ﾏ;ﾉW ヮヴﾗデ;ｪﾗﾐｷゲデ 

(e.g. ILN 28.12.12:958, Guardian 21.11.12:8). The sole exception was the Expressげ 

けNW┘ Wﾗﾏ;ﾐげ ゲ┘ｷヮW ;デ デｴW “┌afragettes, which was no more a recognition of 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ゲW┝ デｴ;ﾐ Nﾗ┗ ヵth
 ｷゲ ; IWﾉWHヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa G┌┞ F;┘ﾆWゲげ ;デデWﾏヮデWS ｷIﾗﾐﾗIﾉ;ゲﾏく 

Again, the coverage of LB1 reflects the changed world which was imagining this 

figure, but the picture is not as different from 1912 as one might expect. All reports 

acknowledge the find as female, but when narrating there is clear preference for 

gender neutral pronouns: 

 

Australian and Indonesian scientists have identified a new and completely 

unexpected species of human. It was only a metre high, had a small brain but 

a distinctly human face. It made delicate stone tools and it shared the planet 

with Homo sapiens at least 18,000 years ago (Guardian 28.08.04:1). 

 

Also known affectionately as "Flo", it hunted pygmy elephants the size of 

ponies and giant rats as large as golden retrievers, while trying to avoid huge 

Komodo dragons and other predatory lizards that are extinct (Times 

28.08.04:6). 
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Their Eden remained undisturbed while modern humans colonised the world. 

It was finally wiped out by a volcanic blast (Mirror 28.08.04:24). 

 

There are exceptions to this, and the Daily Telegraph in particular acknowledges 

LBヱげゲ ゲW┝が ;ゲ ゲｴﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷヴゲデ ケ┌ﾗデW HWﾉﾗ┘く Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが aﾗヴ デｴW デ;HﾉﾗｷSゲ ｷﾐ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ｷデ 

seems as though old habits do indeed die hard. The latter two quotes below show 

the Mirror and Sun reverting to Edwardian-like discourses: 

 

The near-complete, 3ft-tall skeleton with a human face was found in a cave 

by Indonesian and Australian scientists on the island of Flores, where the 

woman and her fellow tribe members hunted dwarf elephants and lived 

alongside full-sized Komodo dragons and an even larger species of lizard 

(Daily Telegraph 28.10.04:1) 

 

Just how Flores Man - who used tools and hunted for meat in groups - hung 

on and whether he met modern humans is uncertain (Mirror 28.08.04:24). 

 

Now scientists believe thousands of hobbits lived at the same time as modern 

man in a bizarre "lost world" inhabited by rats the size of golden retrievers, 

giant Komodo Dragon lizards and pony-sized elephants - thought to have 

been EATEN by the new species of man  (Sun 12.10.05, my italics). 

 

Such descriptions are admittedly rare, and overall it is certainly the case that there is 

ﾏﾗヴW ゲWﾐゲｷデｷ┗ｷデ┞ デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ LBヱげゲ aWﾏ;ﾉWﾐWゲゲが ;ﾐS ﾉWゲゲ ﾗa ; ゲWﾐゲW デｴ;デ this creature was 

being steamrolled into the mould of male figure. There is one clear-cut case of 

parallelism between the two missing links though. It concerns what is surely the 
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most influential imaging of LB1 of all に ﾐ;ﾏWﾉ┞ PWデWヴ “Iｴﾗ┌デWﾐげゲ Sヴ;┘ｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ is 

ヴWヮヴﾗS┌IWS ｷﾐ Iｴ;ヮデWヴ ゲｷ┝く J┌ゲデ ;ゲ FﾗヴWゲデｷWヴげゲ SWヮｷIデｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ﾗa ; ﾏ;ﾉW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐが 

Schouten chose to draw a male Homo floresiensis, the reason for which is given in 

Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ ;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa デｴW aｷﾐSぎ 

 

Imagine my surprise, however, when I first saw the painting of LB1 a couple 

of days before the Nature publication date. The figure was professionally 

done and looked very lifelike with a dead giant rat casually draped over one 

shoulder, but the painting was clearly male に the penis and testicles were a 

dead giveaway に while the real LB1 was probably female. Apparently, hunting 

giant rats was thought to be more of a male activity, hence the sex change. It 

was too late for me to change it back (Morwood & van Oosterzee 2007:192-

193). 

 

Of course what Morwood skips in his explanation is why に even if we are to accept 

デｴ;デ けｪｷ;ﾐデ ヴ;デ ｴ┌ﾐデｷﾐｪげ ┘;ゲ ; ゲデヴｷIデﾉ┞ ﾏ;ﾉW ヮ┌ヴゲ┌ｷデ に the figure had to be hunting 

anyway. Despite increased awareness of sexual politics, its seems as though the 

allure of the (Male) Mighty Hunter remains too great to resist. This should come as 

no surprise, for the qualities that Haraway identifies in the trope continue, in many 

ヴWゲヮWIデゲが デﾗ HW ｴ;ヴﾏﾗﾐｷﾗ┌ゲ ┘ｷデｴ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIWゲく Tﾗ デｴWゲW ┘W ﾏｷｪｴデ ;SS 

the highly competitive nature of modern science in which access to research funding 

can be a near daily struggle, as has been observed in ethnography studies (Dingwall 

ヲヰヰΒぎ ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉ Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐぶく TｴW けﾆｷﾉﾉ ﾗヴ HW ﾆｷﾉﾉWSげ ﾐ;デ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW H┌ﾐデWヴ ｷﾏ;ｪW 

may well have familiar echoes in light of this. 

 

6.3 Anthropocentricism 

TｴW ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWゲ ┌ヮﾗﾐ LBヱげゲ ヴWIWヮデｷﾗﾐ デｴ;デ I ｴ;┗W SｷゲI┌ゲゲWS ;Hﾗ┗W ;ヴW ヴ;デｴWヴ 

different from anthropocentricism, for although they are all key elements in how we 
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construct our own identities, they are influences more on how a missing linﾆげゲ 

humanness is shaped, rather than why it is shaped as human in the first place. I have 

;ﾉヴW;S┞ SｷゲI┌ゲゲWS デｴW CWヴWHヴ;ﾉ ‘┌HｷIﾗﾐげゲ Sﾗ┘ﾐ┘;ヴS デヴ;ﾃWIデﾗヴ┞ ;ゲ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ゲﾗ┌ｪｴデ デﾗ 

;Sﾏｷデ ﾏﾗヴW aｷｪ┌ヴWゲ デﾗ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞が ;ﾐS Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗSげゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ﾆWWﾐﾐWゲゲ デﾗ ﾉ;HWﾉ デｴW aｷﾐS 

Homo aﾗヴ ヴW;ゲﾗﾐゲ Hﾗデｴ けゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI ;ﾐS ヮﾗﾉｷデｷI;ﾉげが ゲﾗ ｴWヴW I ゲｴ;ﾉﾉ ﾏWヴWﾉ┞ ヴW┗ｷゲｷデ デｴW 

argument briefly. 

Anthropocentricism was a necessary force for claiming LB1 as human, for 

although Morwood cites floresiensisげ ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ ┌ゲW aｷヴW ;ﾐS H;ゲｷI ゲデﾗﾐW デﾗﾗﾉゲ ;ゲ 

reason for its declared humanity, at the same time he acknowledges that it lacked 

several key human characteristics: 

 

[not] the least hint of symbolic behaviour, such as pigments, art, adornments 

or formal disposal of the dead, which are core characteristics of all modern 

human cultures (Morwood & van Oosterzee 2007:114). 

 

Tｴｷゲ ﾆWWﾐﾐWゲゲ デﾗ ﾉ;HWﾉ LBヱ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヴWﾏｷﾐSゲ ┌ゲ デｴ;デ SｷゲIﾗ┗WヴｷWゲ ﾗa けH;Iﾆ┘;ヴSゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲげ 

;ヴW HｷｪｪWヴ ﾐW┘ゲ デｴ;ﾐ SｷゲIﾗ┗WヴｷWゲ ﾗa けaﾗヴ┘;ヴS ;ヮWゲげ. This attitude encourages both 

scientists and journalistゲ ;ﾉｷﾆW デﾗ I;デWｪﾗヴｷゲW ; aｷﾐS ﾐﾗデ ﾃ┌ゲデ ;ゲ けHﾗﾏﾗげ, but also the 

ﾏﾗヴW Wﾏﾗデｷ┗Wが デｴW ﾏﾗヴW ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;ﾉが けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく Iデ ケ┌ｷデW ﾉｷデWヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ ｪｷ┗Wゲ ; SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞ ﾏﾗヴW 

けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデげ ;ﾐS ゲﾗ aｷデゲ ┘Wﾉﾉ ┘ｷデｴ さﾏWSｷ; ﾐW┘ゲ ┗;ﾉ┌Wゲざ ふC;ゲゲｷS┞ ヲヰヰヵぶく The 

recollections of Australian science journalist Deborah Smith, who won a Eureka 

Science Prize for her coverage of Homo floresiensis, hints at this too with the 

ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴﾉ┞ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷゲｷﾐｪ ┘;┞ ゲｴW SｷゲI┌ゲゲWゲ デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴWが ;ﾐS デｴW WSｷデﾗヴげゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲWぎ 

 

I can remember the look on my editors face wｴWﾐ I ┘Wﾐデ ┌ヮ ;ﾐS ゲ;ｷS けﾐﾗ┘ Iげ┗W 

got a very good front page story here, its about a little person, they hunted 

ヮ┞ｪﾏ┞ WﾉWヮｴ;ﾐデゲが ｪｷ;ﾐデ ヴ;デゲが デｴW┞ ﾉｷ┗WS ﾗﾐ A┌ゲデヴ;ﾉｷ;げゲ SﾗﾗヴゲデWヮ ┌ﾐデｷﾉ ヱヲがヰヰヰ ┞W;ヴゲ 
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ago, they fended off Komodo dragons, they been found by Austraﾉｷ;ﾐげゲが ;ﾐS ┘W 

ｪﾗデ ;ﾉﾉ デｴｷゲ a;ﾐデ;ゲデｷI ｪヴ;ヮｴｷI ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉげが ;ﾐS ゲｴW ﾃ┌ゲデ ﾉﾗﾗﾆWS ;デ ﾏW ;ﾐS ゲ;ｷS 

けDWHﾗヴ;ｴが this story has everythingげ ふヲヰヰΑく ﾏ┞ ｷデ;ﾉｷIゲぶく 

 

7. Conclusion 

Two threads were spun out in this chapter, and here the task is to bring them 

together. One of those threads concerned how LB1 specifically was positioned 

relative to the human-animal boundary, the other the wider relationship between 

scientific and popular categorisations of the boundary. Test subjects are often 

ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ ;ゲ けｪ┌ｷﾐW; ヮｷｪゲげが ;ﾐS the zoomorphic label seems particularly apposite to 

LB1 in the present account. As we follow her through the maze of connections 

leading back and forth between science and popular culture, we find gaps, overlaps 

and tensions both within and between category systems. 

 Within the intraspecialist media, and in contrast to Piltdown man, LB1 was 

only declared human when she was claimed as a modern (pathological) Homo 

sapiens. In part this appeared to be because, in light of those claims just referred to, 

LB1 was in danger of losing her otherness entirely. Scientists supporting the new 

species classification operationalised a popular culture concept through its absence 

to aid a scientific debate に H┞ ﾐﾗデ ﾉ;HWﾉﾉｷﾐｪ LBヱ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが デｴW┞ ﾉWﾐデ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ デﾗ デｴW ｷSW; 

that this was a new, unique figure worthy of scientific attention. 

 Tｴｷゲ ﾗデｴWヴﾐWゲゲ ┘;ゲ ゲﾗ┌ｪｴデ ﾗ┌デ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ヴW;ﾉﾏ デﾗﾗく HWヴW けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ┘;ゲ 

applied universally in the coverage of the figure に without it, LB1 was restricted to 

arcane scientific classifications that were simply not meaningful enough to really 

grab the attention of non-specialists. Yet here too there was a battle to position the 

figure somewhere outside the usual demarcations of human, so simultaneously with 

the application of human there was talk ﾗa けIｴｷﾏヮ ｪ;ｷデゲげが けｪヴ;ヮWaヴ┌ｷデ-ゲｷ┣W Hヴ;ｷﾐゲげが ;ﾐS 

; デｷﾐ┞ ゲデ;デ┌ヴWく TｴW Iヴ┌Iｷ;ﾉ ヴﾗﾉW ﾗa ﾗデｴWヴﾐWゲゲ ｷﾐ ; ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆげゲ ;ヮヮW;ﾉ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW 

hypothesised as suggesting that people are stimulated by figures which dovetail 
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more easily with the prototypic classifications used in everyday actions, rather than 

the more abstract Aristotelian picture. Perhaps excitement follows directly from such 

WﾐデｷデｷWゲげ ;IIﾗヴS;ﾐIW ┘ｷデｴ ﾗ┌ヴ ﾏﾗゲデ ｷﾏﾏWSｷ;デWが WヮｷゲﾗSｷI ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐSｷﾐｪゲ ﾗa デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉS 

┘W W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIWく ‘Wｪ;ヴSﾉWゲゲが IWﾐデヴ;ﾉ デﾗ LBヱげゲ ﾗデｴerness was the hobbit, a locator that 

already occupied the trinary space between the recognised classes, human and 

;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉく FヴWW ﾗa デｴW ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ IﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲ デｴ;デ ﾏ;SW デｴW けゲ;┗;ｪWゲげ ﾗa デｴW PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ SWH;デW 

unavailable, and immensely popular too, the use of the figure was a masterstroke of 

scientific popularisation. 

 Aゲ ┘;ゲ デｴW I;ゲW ;デ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐが ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐｷﾐｪ LBヱげゲ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ;ﾐ 

ｷﾐデWヴヴﾗｪ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ;ｪWﾐデゲげ ﾗ┘ﾐ ﾏ┌ﾐS;ﾐW Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲが ;ﾐS ゲﾗ 

ｷﾐW┗ｷデ;Hﾉ┞ デｴW IヴW;デ┌ヴWげゲ ｷSWﾐデｷデ┞ ┘;ゲ aｷﾉデWヴWS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ IﾗﾐデWﾏporary dimensions of 

self-perception. Only by exploring her humanness in this way could it be made 

IﾗﾏヮWﾉﾉｷﾐｪく GWﾐSWヴ ;ﾐS ;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗIWﾐデヴｷIｷゲﾏ ┘WヴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ﾗﾐIW ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴWげゲ 

デヴW;デﾏWﾐデが デｴW aﾗヴﾏWヴ SWデWヴﾏｷﾐｷﾐｪ LBヱげゲ ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐﾐWゲゲが デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴ デｴe fact 

that LB1 was declared human in the first place. Nationalism too reappeared, both as 

an influence on Florenese willingness to accept the find as a human ancestor, and as 

a tool in the dispute between scientists over access to the fossils and the dig site. 

The considerable cultural changes that have occurred over the 92 years between 

Piltdown and Flores were evidenced in different nuances to these connections, yet 

certain images, such as the male Hunter, proved resistant to change. 

  

The key interest of the chapter though was what, in light of both Piltdown 

man and Homo floresiensis, we can say about the relationship between science and 

ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲ ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲｷa┞ｷﾐｪ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲく Mｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆゲ ;ヴW H┌デ ﾗﾐW W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa 

countless nonfits, yet their resonant role as proto-humans makes the challenges 

raised by them particularly acute. These challenges are evidenced in the tangled 

ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ けHomoげ ;ﾐS ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが ; 

relationship LB1 allowed us to analyse. 
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 Within science, protagonists refrained from labelling the find human, except 

when claiming LB1 was a pathological modern human, though only because the 

aｷﾐSげゲ ﾗデｴWヴﾐWゲゲ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐ S;ﾐｪWヴく IﾐゲデW;Sが Homo and hominin were used to place the 

find in an ordered system of meaning. As examples of the discrete units mentioned 

above, both classifications suffer when confronted with the seamless flow of 

evolution. However, if these difficulties become overwhelming a new category can 

be created to release tensions. Thus early in LBヱげゲ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲが デｴW ﾐW┘ Iﾉ;ゲゲ 

Sundanthropus was created when it seemed impossible to force the creature to fit 

Homoく E┗Wﾐデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ｷデ ┘;ゲ SWIｷSWS ; ﾐW┘ ゲヮWIｷWゲ ﾐ;ﾏW ┘;ゲ Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ デﾗ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲW LBヱげゲ 

contradictions. 

 TｴW I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ｷゲ ┗Wヴ┞ SｷaaWヴWﾐデく UﾐﾉｷﾆW Homo it is not part of a 

multiplex system, but an apparently far simpler binary one. Though it might be 

defined in countless ways, its fundamental criterion is its distinction from the other 

Iﾉ;ゲゲ ﾗa デｴW Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞ぎ け;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉげく Iデ ｷゲ デｴWﾐ ｷヴヴW┗ﾗI;Hﾉ┞ デｷWS デﾗ デｴe humanにanimal 

boundary. Without the control of a monopolising cultural group, as in the case of 

Homo, it is exceedingly difficult to limit and refine possible definers of human, and so 

a profusion of images exist. Specific deployments of the term are however fortified 

through the use of particular narratives and tropes, as detailed in chapter six. 

Problematic cases, whether they be the fossilised bones of LB1 or the literary 

creations of Tolkien, are conceived of prototypically, yet making sense of them for a 

general audience requires their integration with the formal system with which 

ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴW IﾗﾐIWｷ┗Wゲ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲげ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ ┘ｷデｴ ﾐﾗﾐｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲが  ｷくWく デｴW Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞く 

This can be achieved by immersing their difficulties in the space of the trinary, with 

the meeting points between it and the categories it separates ill-defined and subject 

to constant revision. Tacit redrawings of the human boundary were observable in 

both case studies, as missing links were brought closer and unwanteds moved 

further away. 

Human is then given meaning by the humanにnonhuman boundary, a 

boundary which is irreconcilable with scientific taxonomy, where Homo is nominally 
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just one genus among thousands. Despite the conflict between these categories, and 

between science and popular systems of ordering, there is a very powerful linkage 

between them, spurred on by multiple elements. Firstly, a scientific representation 

ﾗa けﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉげ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴ I;ﾐ I;ヴヴ┞ ; ｪヴW;デ SW;ﾉ ﾗa aﾗヴIWく WW ｴ;┗W ゲWWﾐ デｴｷゲ aﾗヴIW 

wielded in the work of both Linnaeus and Washburn, both of whom, consciously or 

not, sought to shape nature according to their own cultural beliefs. In doing so they 

naturalised those beliefs such that their claims no longer relied on their own mortal 

;┌デｴﾗヴｷデ┞が H┌デ MﾗデｴWヴ N;デ┌ヴWげゲく PWデWヴ “chouten's drawing of a hunter, and 

Morwood's justification of LB1's humanness by reference to fire and tool use, were 

ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ゲ┌Iｴ ; ヮヴﾗIWゲゲく “WIﾗﾐSﾉ┞が ｷデ ｷゲ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ﾉ;HWﾉ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ デｴ;デ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ I;ﾐ 

ｷｪﾐｷデW ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ SｷゲIﾗ┗WヴｷWゲぎ けHomoげ is too esoteric for this task, and if 

LB1 was to be a media sensation and so guarantee the future status and research 

budgets of the scientists involved, it had to be human. Thirdly, I have suggested that 

it is both appealing at a personal level, and potentially helpful at a creative, 

intellectual level, for scientists themselves to interrogate such discoveries in terms of 

humanness. This is supported by the use of the term human within intraspecialist 

science media in spite of the fact that it lacks any clear scientific definition.  

There are dangers in this blurring of scientific and popular classifications, 

ﾉW;Sｷﾐｪ デﾗ デｴW けSｷaaｷI┌ﾉデぷｷWゲへげ デｴ;デ Mﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS ;ﾉﾉ┌SWS デﾗ ┘ｴWﾐ デヴ┞ｷﾐｪ デﾗ SWaｷﾐW Homo. 

For society, perhaps the greatest danger lies in the naturalisation of social divisions 

of which Linnaeus and Washburn were but the most overt examples. For science, it is 

the danger that conflating Homo and human leaves both categories corrupted. The 

clotheshorse nature of human に a rather blank template ready to don whatever 

attire is required に ヴWﾉｷWゲ ﾗﾐ さﾗHﾃWIデｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐざ ふLｷW┗ヴﾗ┌┘ ヱΓΓヰぶ デﾗ ｪｷ┗W ｷデ ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪく Tｴｷゲ 

ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ デｴW I;ヴWa┌ﾉﾉ┞ ﾏWSｷ;デWS さﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ざ ふ“ｴ;ヮｷﾐ わ “ｴ;aaWヴ 

1989) of science. The result is that human is essentially meaningless in its scientific 

usage, as we saw in both case studies. 

Furthermore, within taxonomy there is no human-animal boundary, and the 

object which has such unique status within popular culture is here simply Homo 
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sapiens, a binomially classified entity like any of the millions within taxonomy. Here 

there cannot be the fuzzy demarcations of popular culture to reconcile our 

prototypic experiences and our Aristotelian orderings, as these represent disorder, 

and so the lines separating Homo from other categories are sharp. When missing 

links betray the certainty of these divisions the taxonomic response is to grant them 

their own territory with its own clear borders. The danger for Homo is that its 

proximity to human leads to more being asked of it than it に than any sharply 

defined category に can possible fulfil, a danger seen in the Dawkins quote given 

above on the gap between Habiline and Australopithecus. 

 

We can derive from these points that in this context human is very much a 

boundary object, conceptualised differently by science and popular cultures, yet 

retaining enough integrity that scientists can use the label to communicate 

successfully with the public and, perhaps less visibly, draw on popular tropes and 

discourses to help shape their analysis. More than this though, there is a fuzziness to 

human within the single field of science considered here. We saw then that 

palaeoanthropology has no clear definition of the category, yet generally used it in 

association with Homo. Whilst there are dangers in the intermixing of the two, 

ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌WS ┌ゲW SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デWゲ デｴ;デ デｴW HWﾐWaｷデゲ ﾏﾗヴW デｴ;ﾐ IﾗﾏヮWﾐゲ;デWく 

TｴW┞ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS Sﾗ ┘Wﾉﾉ デﾗ ヴWIﾗｪﾐｷゲW デｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴ;デ ｷデ ｷゲ ヮヴWIｷゲWﾉ┞ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ ﾗヮ;Iｷデ┞ デｴ;デ 

holds its rewards. Its blurred boundaries mediate between what must be pinned 

down (Homo), and what cannot be (the personal, emotive aspects of humanness). 

Such definitional opacity is an anathema for science culture, yet attempts to fix the 

category in position result in impossibilities like that of the Cerebral Rubicon, where 

scientists search for physical evidence of an intangible concept に what makes a 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげい. Despite then disorder being seen as a threat to science it is clear it 

cannot escape it, and given its usefulness in allowing scientists to operationalise 

valuable, nonscientific concepts like human, they should be thankful for this. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

 

1. Introduction 

In chapter one the three key research questions of the thesis were set out as follows: 

 

 What shapes the positioning of missing links relative to the human-animal 

boundary? 

 

 What do we learn about the communication of knowledge between science 

culture and popular culture during these episodes? 

 

 How do scientific and popular classification systems interact during these 

episodes? 

 

 The thesis identified a locale at which the boundaries of human-animal and 

science-nonscience crossed に namely the missing link に and placed the site under 

observation so as to understand both better. For both binaries, the missing link is a 

threat which refuses to comply with the dichotomising mind that seeks to order it. It 

is detailing this threat, and the categoriser's response, that the thesis has sought to 

elucidate over the previous four chapters, and it is this material that I now proceed 

to recount. 
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Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ ;ﾐS “デ;ヴげゲ ふヲヰヰヰぶ ゲﾗIｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ ┌ゲWa┌ﾉ ｷﾐ ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴｷﾐｪ 

the analysis, primarily in highlighting both the manner in which social boundaries 

become embedded in acts of classification, and also the powerful influence of socio-

cultural ideas on these seemingly technocratic acts. Aristotelian dichotomies abound 

in Western thought: good-evil; alive-dead; mind-body; gay-straight; science-art. Very 

real consequences issue from these boundary-drawing acts, as is the case with all 

conceptual divisions, for they do not only divide, but also order: they determine the 

status of protagonists, and the relations between them. Despite then, their 

presentation as natural facts, they are laden with cultural values. The binaries 

interrogated here are no exception. The first, human-nonhuman animal, is as 

universal, as fundamental, in its scope as any imaginable, singling out one species 

from all those other millions that share with it the Earth's ecosystem. The structure 

of this binary's ordering grants those that use it a dominance over all nonhumans. 

The second binary, science-nonscience culture, acts similarly: both separating off one 

subset of culture from all others, and granting it a dominance evident in its 

untouchable authority. 

 The use of Gieryn's (1983, 1999) model of boundary-work emphasised the 

parallels between these two orderings. Both are discursively produced, often by 

agents identified as scientists; both are theoretically weak in justification, yet 

extremely durable in practice; both enable the dominance of the few over the many. 

Though both divisions are culturally situated, the human-animal boundary is 

ostensibly different in that it prescribes a natural division rather than a social one. 

One is reminded, in different ways, of the work of both Douglas (1969) and Latour 

(1993): that to consider nature and culture separately would be a fallacy. Divisions of 

culture and nature act back upon one another in human societies, mutually 

reinforcing one another, whilst it is only their conceptual separation in modernist 

thought that allows contemporary society to so successfully intermix them in 

practice. My own work during this thesis is no different に extensive use is made of 

ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ IﾗﾐIWヮデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW ヮｴ┞ゲｷI;ﾉが けﾐ;デ┌ヴ;ﾉげ ┘ﾗヴﾉSが デﾗ ヮヴﾗS┌IW ┘ｴ;デ I ｴﾗヮW ;ヴW 

illuminating metaphors of cultural processes. The hydrologic model of science 
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communication is a fine example. I believe such parallel thinking is not only 

beneficial, but fundamentally unavoidable, as such metaphors exist in even the most 

basic, apparently literal, statements (Lakoff & Johnson  2003). The key though is to 

recognise when such linkages are taking place, and to remember that the pictures of 

nature used are no less cultural than those processes they are used to illuminate. 

The challenge of interrogating these binaries side by side is then a worthy one. 

Lievrouw's work (1990) was helpful in unpacking this process: 

 

Representations [of scientific knowledge claims] are generated by a dual 

process of anchoring (classifying an unfamiliar phenomenon into a set of 

categories) and objectifying (converting the unfamiliar and abstract 

phenomenon into a familiar and concrete phenomenon by developing an 

image of it) (p.5). 

 

Obviously the two processes are interlinked, for categories bring within them 

particular images, and vice versa. That said, answering the first question above, with 

its focus on the categorisation of missing links as 'human', is primarily concerned 

with the means through which Piltdown and LB1 were anchored. This makes up 

section two below. Here we see the symbolic role unwittingly played by missing 

links, influencing both their scientific and popular classification. The careful working 

of boundaries is also apparent, as some figures are granted access to categories 

whilst equivalents are chased away. In this way the boundaries of human are 

repeatedly redrawn. The uncomfortable meeting of scientific and popular 

classifications is also discussed, as is the reasons why scientists continue to 

encourage such intermingling, despite the problems it brings.  

Section three, tackling the second question above, deals more with the 

process of objectifying the finds. Studying how images of these figures were 

developed allowed us to consider the process of scientific communication. 
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Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ふヱΓΓヰぶ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ｷゲ ┌ゲWS デﾗ W┝ヮﾉﾗヴW ｴﾗ┘ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲ ┌ゲWS デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa 

けヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWげ デﾗ Wﾐｪ;ｪW デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷI ┘ｷデｴ デｴWゲW SｷゲIﾗ┗Wries, protecting their 

authority whilst using many of the same discourses as nonscientists. The 

┌ﾐｷSｷヴWIデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ けIﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌┌ﾏげ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ｷﾏヮﾉｷIｷデ ｷﾐ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ｷゲ ｷデゲWﾉa IヴｷデｷIｷゲWS aﾗヴ 

failing to reflect the huge influence that popular culture had on sciencW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ 

knowledge claims of both finds. It also fails to recognise the value of the public realm 

as a creative space for both scientists and nonscientists. This section finishes with an 

alternative model of science communication which seeks to encompass the lessons 

learnt. 

In section four I detail the trinary concept utilised in understanding both 

ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆゲ ;ﾐS ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲIｷWﾐIWが ;ﾐS ｷデゲ ヴWﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲｴｷヮ ┘ｷデｴ Hﾗデｴ GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ;ﾐS Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ 

わ “デ;ヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆく I WﾐS H┞ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴｷﾐｪ ｴｷﾐデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW Iﾗ┗Wヴ;ｪW ﾗa LBヱ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲuggest that 

the strains placed on the human-animal binary may be beginning to take their toll, 

and that there is a growing awareness of its frailty.  

Finally, in section five, I briefly consider the ethical implications of the 

boundaries considered, and for the need for humans to justify the dominance it 

awards us. 

 

2. What shapes the positioning of missing links relative to the human-

animal boundary? 

Both Piltdown Man and LB1 were declared human, despite their obvious 

contradictions. In the intraspecialist paper that announced the find, the discoverers 

Dawson & Woodward claimed Piltdown Man as human as early as the title of the 

paper, but no justificatｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ デｴｷゲ ;Iデ ┘;ゲ aﾗヴデｴIﾗﾏｷﾐｪく Tｴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉ さIﾗ┌ﾉS 

scarcely be removed from the genus Hﾗﾏﾗざが デｴW ﾃ;┘ ┘;ゲ さIﾗﾏヮﾉWデWﾉ┞ SｷゲデｷﾐIデざ aヴﾗﾏ 

it. Its brain size too defied binary divisions: at 1070 c.c, it was roughly halfway 

between human and chimp. The authors did show recognition of these complexities 

in their classification of the find, creating the new genus Eoanthropus ('dawn man') 
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in which to place it. The chimeric qualities which justified this new genus were not, in 

the eyes of its patrons, enough to dent its humanness however. 

 The mainstream media was no different in shoehorning Piltdown. The first 

coverage, in the Guardian, was typical, acknowledging that the figure had as many 

ape features as it did human, yet not hesitating to celebrate its humanness. In an oft-

recurring example of conceptual confusion, the article utilised a metaphor in which 

Piltdown was pl;IWS HWデ┘WWﾐ さデｴW ｴｷｪｴWゲデ ;ヮWゲ ;ﾐS デｴW ﾉﾗ┘Wゲデ ﾏWﾐざ ふヱΓくヱヱくヱΓヱヲぶ に 

presumably meaning it was neither に and yet was still claimed as the latter. 

 Within the intraspecialist media, LB1 was not declared human, except where 

dissenters claimed it to be a pathological modern Homo sapiens. The decision of the 

discoverers not to use the label in the original two papers may be explained by the 

fact that it was only classified as Homo following the input of peer reviewers に 

previously Brown & Morwood et al had been ready to grant it a new genus 

Sundanthropus ('“┌ﾐS; ﾏ;ﾐげ) due to its contradictions. It was decided instead that a 

new species name に floresiensis に would be enough. The decision of later papers to 

avoid human is more telling for the answers we seek, for it is best explained as a 

ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ デｴW SｷゲゲWﾐデWヴゲげ Iﾉ;ｷﾏゲ デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ ゲｷﾏヮﾉ┞ ; SｷゲW;ゲWS ﾏﾗSWヴﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐく Iﾐ 

light of these arguments, the usual imperative に to declare the find human に was 

replaced by its opposite: to downplay the figure's humanness, lest it simply became 

one of us. For scientific as much as popular interest then, the otherness に that is to 

say, the novelty に of a missing link is as crucial to its importance as its sameness. 

Perhaps the fact that missing links speak so directly to the prototypic classifications 

through which we experience the world directly, and challenges more abstracted 

Aristotelian conceptions, helps explain their popular appeal and symbolic richness. 

 In the mainstream media, there was little more questioning of LB1's 

humanness than there had been of Piltdown's. From the Nature press release 

announcing the discovery onwards, the creature was に despite being unlike any 

known previously に undeniably human. 
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 The status of both Piltdown Man and LB1 as 'one of us', was key to their 

reception. In both case studies, scientists and journalists alike were driven to declare 

the figures human despite their many nonhuman characteristics. Without the 

declaration, these creatures were simply animals like any others, and without any 

particular relevance to the general public they were no more worthy of attention. 

The links these figures forged with contemporary individuals were not limited simply 

to this most fundamental of identifiers, but included many, in a reminder of the 

interlinking of natural and social boundaries (Douglas 1969). Most obvious of these 

was nationalism, which in an age of imperialism, in a Europe on the precipice of 

devastating interstate conflict, was particularly powerful in determining Piltdown's 

reception. Where German, French and American scientists saw a mistaken confusion 

ﾗa ;ヮW ﾃ;┘ ;ﾐS ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ゲﾆ┌ﾉﾉが ｷデゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗WヴWヴゲ ゲ;┘ ﾐﾗデｴｷﾐｪ ﾉWゲゲ デｴ;ﾐ デｴW さE;ヴﾉｷWゲデ 

Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴﾏ;ﾐざ (Woodward 1948) ;ﾐS ｴｷゲ さIヴｷIﾆWデ H;デざ (Dawson and Woodward 

1915:148), ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ デｴW Bヴｷデｷゲｴ ヮヴWゲゲ IWﾉWHヴ;デWS さヴWｪ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ デｴW ヮヴWゲデｷｪW ┘W Wﾐﾃﾗ┞WS ｴ;ﾉa 

a century ago in the days of Huxley and Prestwich に the heyday of English 

;ﾐデｴヴﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ざ ふGuardian 20.12.12:16). Notions of a particular geographic tie to a 

fragmented, ancient fossil were present too in Indonesia 92 years later, when 

ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉｷゲデ ゲWﾐデｷﾏWﾐデゲ ┘WヴW ﾏﾗHｷﾉｷゲWS ｷﾐ ゲ┌IIWゲゲa┌ﾉ Waaﾗヴデゲ デﾗ H;ﾐ さﾐWﾗ-Iﾗﾉﾗﾐｷ;ﾉｷゲデざ 

(Hublin in Morwood & van Oosterzee 2007:233) Australian scientists from the site of 

their discovery on Flores. 

 Gender, race and speciesism too became connected to these figures through 

the discourses which made sense of them. Both creatures were believed, on the 

basis of their physical remains, to have been female. For the patriarchal society that 

received Piltdown Man, this was an easily ignored detail, and the creature was 

reanimated as a male Mighty Hunter. The only exception was in fact no exception at 

all: the Daily Express hailed the aｷﾐS ;ゲ さTｴW NW┘ Wﾗﾏ;ﾐざ (23.12.1913), drawing a 

mocking parallel between its imagined lack of femininity, and the suffragette and 

suffragist movements of the time. Such overt sexism was unacceptable in the 21
st

 

century case study, yet the masculising language of old occasionally crept into the 

tabloid coverage of the find, and Schouten's iconic recreation of LB1's deep time 
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took a detour through Edwardian England with its direct echoes of the Illustrated 

London Newsげ ふヲΒくヱヲくヱΓヱヲぶ weapon-wielding male hunter.  

 The presence of race in the Piltdown case meanwhile was a further reminder 

that society, as well as nature, was being shaped in the discourses around these 

figures. Numerous non-European 'savages' were used in the effort to make sense of 

Piltdown's otherness. Their humanness was expended for the sake of Piltdown's, not 

only naturalising England as a timeless entity, but simultaneously justifying its 

subjugation of the colonies. Furthermore, these unfortunates shouldered a burden 

that the Man the Hunter trope would later carry forward: protecting Europeans from 

the implications of Darwin's theory に that there was no binary, and no boundary to 

justify our dominance, only instead the seamless sweep of evolution. For the agents 

at Piltdown, these people were the boundary: a buffer between the animals and 

themselves. Meanwhile contemporary primates, also utilised in positioning Piltdown 

Man, were left out in the cold, turned away for their lack of English pedigree, and for 

having the temerity to remain extant. 

 When, post-1945, it became no longer possible to sacrifice the humanity of 

foreigners for this task, Man the Hunter was invoked as a new line of defence. As a 

popular trope, it was already present at Piltdown, seen in the Illustrated London 

Newsげ SWヮｷIデｷon (28.12.1912) and the accounts of its lifestyle given by scientists and 

journalists alike. Now though it became a formal scientific account too. This 

imagining provided not only a naturalising of techno-militaristic patriarchal society, 

but offered a clear adaptive shift to neuter the implications of evolutionary theory. 

The same skills that granted scientists dominance in Western, Cold-War society then 

also granted humans uniqueness in に and so dominance of に the animal world. 

 By the time of LB1's arrival, Man the Hunter too had been worn away, eroded 

both by new social currents that could not see their own existence echoed in the 

aggressive image of the Hunter, and by zoological research which showed that group 

hunting and tool use were far from being skills unique to ourselves. To make sense of 

this new discovery's semi-humanness required a figure that に like the savage before 
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it に already occupied the boundary, but which did not have the basic protections that 

all humans have (discursively at least) in an era of universal human rights. The 

;ﾐゲ┘Wヴ ┘;ゲ デｴW aｷIデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ HﾗHHｷデ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴが ﾗﾐW ﾗa TﾗﾉﾆｷWﾐげゲ ろヴ;IWゲ ﾗa ﾏWﾐろが ┘ｴﾗゲW 

liminal characteristics に anthropomorphic yet hirsute and mis-sized に were already 

well recognised.  

 Unlike its frontline forbears however, the fictional nature of the Hobbit 

offered little protection for the boundary, and the new instability of this division was 

reflected more widely in the discourses around LB1. Far greater reflexivity was 

present than was the case at Piltdown, with scientists and journalists alike 

questioning the borders of human, explicitly redrawing the boundary where it was 

only previously done so unseen. Such is the conceptual inertia of the binary 

however, that agents preferred に in the absence of a sacrificial lamb like the savage, 

or a bulwark like the Hunter に to surrender some of our humanness in making sense 

of LB1, rather than attempt to overrun the boundary itself. Further evidence of a 

more complex relationship with the boundary was derived from contradictions 

between the use of the Hobbit as a locator on the one hand, and a particular reading 

of the Lost World literary trope on the other, both of which were used in  

さﾗHﾃWIデｷa┞ｷﾐｪざ ふLｷW┗ヴﾗ┌┘ ヱΓΓヰぶ デｴW aｷﾐSく TｴW ┌ゲ;ｪW ﾗa デｴW HﾗHHｷデ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴ ヴW┗W;ﾉWS 

an anthropocentric speciesism, yet in the Lost World discourse was a misanthropic 

vision of modern humans as the Hunter, encroaching on LB1's innocent paradise. 

These contradictions went unresolved. 

 

 Central to understanding the positioning of missing links are the categories 

'human' and 'Homo', and the relationship between them. At the heart of both case 

studies, though it often went unsaid, was the question 'what is humanness?'; 'what 

makes this creature human?'. This was true of both intraspecialist and mainstream 

media, the only difference being that within the former it was asked through proxies 

such as skull capacity and tool use. It should be no surprise that at the heart of all 

enquiry into our evolutionary ancestors lies this most self-centred of questions, and 
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ｷデ ｷゲ ﾗﾐW デｴ;デ W┗ﾗﾉ┗Wゲ ケ┌ｷIﾆﾉ┞ ｷﾐデﾗ け┘ｴ;デ ｷゲ my understanding of being ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐいげく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ 

lay the appeal of Man the Hunter for twentieth century Western scientists.  

 The attraction of human is such that it distorts the sharp lines of science's 

taxonomic system, bending them around itself. LB1 discoverer Mike Morwood 

;Iﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWS デｴｷゲ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWぎ さTｴW SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ｪWﾐ┌ゲ Homo has always been 

SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ HWI;┌ゲW ｷデ ｷゲ IﾉﾗゲWﾉ┞ デｷWS デﾗ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa さHWｷﾐｪ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐざざ ふMﾗヴ┘ﾗﾗS わ ┗;ﾐ 

Oosterzee 2007:97). The reason for this mixing is hinted at in his explanation of why 

he wanted LB1 to be categorised as Homo: 

 

Selecting the right name for the species was important scientifically and 

politically, to ensure that LB1 was not regarded as just some Southeast Asian 

oddity of little relevance to the understanding of hominid evolution and dispersal 

generally (Morwood & van Oosterzee 2007:100-101). 

 

Behind these careful words is an admission that human status is not simply a lure for 

the general public and journalists, but one which attracts scientists too. Though 

professions are notorious for their disavowal of popular language within their 

identified domain (Abbott 1988, Shapin & Schaffer 1989), such is the draw of 

'human' that scientists use it even within their intraspecialist work. Although its 

usage is somewhat undefined, here it is generally taken as being synonymous with 

Homo. The fact that in both case studies scientists were ready to create new genuses 

outside Homo ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ デﾗ ヮﾉ;IW ; さｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐざ IヴW;デ┌ヴW ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴ;デ デｴｷゲ relationship is 

far from concrete however. Furthermore, the differences between the systems in 

which Homo and human exist mean that it cannot be concrete.  

 Homo is a taxonomic category. Cultures adopt categorical systems which suit 

their specific requirements. For science, taxonomy's utility lies in its powerful 

combination of Aristotelian immutability and multiplex flexibility. Science culture's 

raison d'etre is one of control: to master chaos by ordering it. This task can only be 
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achieved by the distillation of complexity. Taxonomy achieves such an act by 

shrinking countless generations of individuals down to the width of a single line, such 

as that between Homo and its progenitor Australopithecus. This particular line holds 

no special status, being no different from the multitude of other lines separating 

multitude other genuses. As a property of science, Homo can be defined with 

whatever specificity is required, and according to whatever evidence is most current 

and most accepted. 

 Human is a popular classification which is easy to example but impossible to 

define comprehensively. Its key role in self-perception, its immediacy to everyday 

experience, means that the influence of dynamic, prototypic classifications is 

considerable. Furthermore, without the ownership of a particular cultural group, 

there is little to prevent its meanings and definitions propagating freely in a 

disordered manner. Conversely, this lack of control means the binary system in 

which it operates has a great deal of inertia. If human does have one fundamental 

quality, it is that it distinguishes from animal, and so it is irrevocably tied to the 

boundary, and the binary system. The binary system is not tasked with creating 

accurate, ordered maps, but with the more pragmatic goal of enabling its users to 

successful negotiate through their everyday (nonscientific) pursuits. 

 Missing links, by their very nature, challenge the Aristotelian basis of both 

taxonomic and popular systems. Taxonomy is designed with such challenges in mind 

however, and so can respond either through the creation of a new category, or に 

making use of science's monopoly に the redefining of an old one. Without the 

aﾉW┝ｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ I;ｪW ;ﾐS ﾐW┌デヴ;ﾉｷゲW デｴW Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWが H┌デ ;ﾉゲﾗ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ aW;ヴ ﾗa 

disorder, the popular binary is content to lose its troublesome monsters somewhere 

out in the shadowy borderlands between human and animal, or, simply ignore their 

questions, and address them as one or other recognised category. 

 The conflation of human and Homo creates problems. Starting from a 

theoretical standpoint, human is tied to the boundary yet this boundary is senseless 

when placed in the context of the taxonomic system, where the division between 
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Homo and Australopithecus is nominally no different from any other division 

between genuses. Homo cannot then be thought of as a natural kind encapsulating 

humanness. The conflation also results in scientists attempting to reify humanness. 

The 'Cerebral Rubicon' is such an example, an attempt at a empirically valid criterion 

に i.e. skull capacity に for humanness. Between the 1940s and 2004 the Rubicon was 

reduced from 750 c.c. to 380 c.c as new finds appeared which scientists wished to 

declare human. LB1 was the most recent muse for this regrading, her skull so small 

that we are left with the illogicism that chimpanzees now qualify for humanness. 

Finally, the personal interest invested in human influences Homo too, so that 

chimpanzees are kept from Homo despite being close enough genetically (Goodman 

et al. 2003), and suitable according to the Rubicon. Meanwhile, the Boskops, a 

species of human discovered in South Africa around the time of Piltdown who had 

skull capacities 25% bigger than our own, are ignored by both science and popular 

culture alike due to uncomfortable implications for ideas of our uniqueness. 

 Despite these troubles, the case studies show that scientists continue to 

court the category human, for it allows them great authority in defining 'natural' 

human behaviour; it attracts popular interest and the resources which come with it; 

it is stimulating for scientists themselves when interrogating their work. These 

HWﾐWaｷデゲ ヴWﾉ┞ ﾗﾐ デｴW ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ｷデ┞ ﾗa けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげが デｴW ゲ;ﾏW ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ｷデ┞ ゲIｷWﾐIW ゲWWゲ ;ゲ ; 

threat, so revealing the paradox at the heart scientific orderings of our ancestors. 

 

3. What do we learn about the communication of knowledge between 

science culture and popular culture during these episodes? 

TｴW ゲデ;ヴデｷﾐｪ ヮﾗｷﾐデ aﾗヴ デｴW デｴWゲｷゲ ｷﾐ ヴWｪ;ヴSゲ デﾗ デｴｷゲ ケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐ ┘;ゲ Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴげゲ ふヱΓΓヰぶ 

Iヴｷデｷケ┌W ﾗa デｴW ヮ┌ヴWっヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIWく Tｴｷゲ けI┌ﾉデ┌ヴ;ﾉﾉ┞ Sﾗﾏｷﾐ;ﾐデげ model 

claims ; IﾉW;ヴ SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ けデｴW ｷSW;ﾉｷ┣WS ﾐﾗデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ヮ┌ヴWが ｪWﾐ┌ｷﾐW ゲIｷWﾐデｷaｷI 

ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪWげ ふp.519) on the one hand, and inferior, unreliable popular science on the 

other. Hilgartner argues that this is a crass simplification of a complex reality, in 

which clearly separating the content of the science that goes on within laboratories 
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and university departments from that in the public realm is impossible. The success 

of the model is attributed the protection it affords scientists: it allows a boundary 

between themselves and wider society which they can cross at will, but which 

nonscientists cannot.  

 Both missing links provided an opportunity to chart the relationship between 

science and nonscience culture at a time when the usual boundaries between the 

two were tested by the level of public interest in the story and, interlinked, the 

cultur;ﾉ ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐIW ﾗa デｴW ゲ┌HﾃWIデ ﾏ;デデWヴく Tｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ ﾐﾗデ デｴWﾐ けヴﾗ┌デｷﾐWげ ゲIｷWﾐIWが H┌デ デｴW 

very thing that made it unusual meant also that it was particularly worthwhile to 

study: its cross-cultural impact was inversely proportional to its perceived normalcy. 

This opportunity was used to critique the pure/popular model, and then, in turn, 

question Hilgartner's own 'continuum' vision of science communication. 

 GWWろゲ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ふヲヰヰヰぶ ﾗa さSWWヮ デｷﾏWざ ゲｴﾗ┘ゲ デｴ;デ ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ aﾗゲゲｷﾉ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ ┌ゲ 

fascinating glimpses of the past, they are just that: glimpses. Both debates journeyed 

far beyond the limits of what was empirically supportable, but this material was not 

worthless, it is simply that it was telling of ourselves, not of Piltdown and LB1. 

Missing links offer an irresistible chance to draw ourselves on our past and so 

naturalise a particular view of the world. Both debates hinged on contemporaneous 

perceptions of identity, and scientists and journalists alike were subject to these 

influences. As a result a militaristic Hunter image dominated Piltdown's humanness, 

whilst the discourses around LB1 centred on a less aggressive 'cute' underdog. Here 

the dangerous Hunter was modern Homo sapiens, and it was not a status that was 

celebrated. These figures are also telling, again as I've shown above, of how we 

conceptualise our relationship with other life. 

 Studying the process of science communication during the two episodes, a 

ﾆW┞ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデ HWI;ﾏW デｴ;デ ﾗa デｴW I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく Iデ ｷゲ ﾗﾐ デｴｷゲ IﾗﾐデWゲデWS ｪヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴ;デ 

scientists could Wﾐｪ;ｪW デｴW ヮ┌HﾉｷIげゲ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデが ;ﾐS ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ゲWﾐゲW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS ; 

Iﾉ;ゲゲｷI W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa ; さHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ ﾗHﾃWIデざ ふ“デ;ヴ ;ﾐS GヴｷWゲWﾏWヴ ヱΓΒΓぶが デｴ;デ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘WS 

movement between different domains whilst holding different meanings for each of 
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them. Human was used in all three media studied to anchor the finds (the absence of 

it in the intraspecialist coverage of LB1 was due purely to the argument of 

dissenters). Referred to above was the absence of any clear definition of the term 

within both its popular and scientific usage. Going beyond this though, prominent in 

the case studies was the fact that intraspecialist texts were unable to use many of 

デｴW デWIｴﾐｷケ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW ┌ゲWS H┞ ﾏ;ｷﾐゲデヴW;ﾏ ﾏWSｷ; デﾗ さﾗHﾃWIデｷa┞ざ ふLｷW┗ヴﾗ┌┘ 

1990) the finds, and in doing so pin down the meaning of human. These techniques 

largely revolved around narration, whether in terms of creating a image of how this 

human lived (i.e. the Hunter); linking to pre-existing narratives (i.e. the Lost World 

literary genre); or locators like the Hobbit which brought with them their own 

narratives. An additional element, just as worthy and yet just as galling for notions of 

pure science, was the philosophic reflections on the implications of the discoveries 

for our conceptual systems. Such material is liable to dismissal as distortion by the 

pure/popular model, yet it arguably produced the most revealing knowledge claimed 

during either episode. 

 Contrary to the claims of the pure/popular model then, the absence of 

objectifying was the only meaningful difference between intraspecialist media on the 

one hand, and mainstream media on the other. Scientists were actively involved in 

non-intraspecialist accounts during both case studies, even involving themselves 

heavily in narration: both the Hobbit and Lost World tropes were introduced before 

journalists even heard of the LB1 story, and it was Woodward and Pycraft who spun 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ ゲデﾗヴｷWゲ ﾗa ｴWヴﾗｷI さ┘;ﾐSWヴｷﾐｪ ｴ┌ﾐデWヴゲざく A┌デｴﾗヴゲｴｷヮが デｴWﾐが ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS ﾐﾗ 

grounds for division. During the Piltdown episode there was no stable separation on 

grounds of style or content either. The maturation of media niches during the years 

between the studies was evident in the clearer stylistic differences in coverage of 

LB1, yet apart from the afore mentioned narrations, key claims remained equivalent 

across domains. As Hilgartner argues then, there is no clear separation of science 

and nonscience, but rather a relationship that more closely resembles a continuum. 
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 The pure/popular model grants solely science the status of knowledge 

producer, yet iデゲ さﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ざ (Shapin & Schaffer 1989) means that only 

interspecialist and mainstream media were able to engage with the central question 

of humanness in a worthwhile manner. This meant that the public domain was a 

much-needed creative space within which scientists and nonscientists alike could 

tackle such issues. As shown above, human is not a scientific concept, and for all the 

undoubted value of the data produced by scientists of the two missing links, 

scientists could claim no more expertise in the question than anyone else. This is the 

SｷゲデｷﾐIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ さIﾗﾐデヴｷH┌デﾗヴ┞ W┝ヮWヴデｷゲWざ ;ﾐS さｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ W┝ヮWヴデｷゲWざ ふCﾗﾉﾉｷﾐゲ わ 

Evans 2002). Despite this, they used their authority に that granted by the 

pure/popular model に to dominate both episodes. By using the distinction, science 

itself could remain protected as a separate enclave. Anyone wishing to challenge a 

scientist's account could only do so in the popular science domain, which scientists 

could abandon if necessary, and dismiss as a distortion.  

 On a more practical level, the popular realm proved its worth too as a means 

of sidestepping logistical problems, namely the discrepancy between the near 

instantaneous news cycle and the exceedingly long cycle of peer reviewed science. 

During the LB1 case, some dissenters made their claims directly to the mainstream 

media. Such a move was attacked as a deviation from proper procedures, not least 

because it meant that scientists' claims were being made public before they had 

been peer reviewed. However, an analysis of coverage of the find showed that 

scientists who stuck to the science cycle received less media coverage than those 

that shortcut straight to the mainstream media. Given that the discovery team were 

themselves working with a film crew long before the find was announced (at press 

IﾗﾐaWヴWﾐIWゲ ｷﾐ LﾗﾐSﾗﾐ ;ﾐS “┞SﾐW┞ぶが デｴW SｷゲゲWﾐデWヴゲげ ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ;ヴW SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデ デﾗ IﾗﾐSWﾏﾐく 

 The picture we are left with is one very different from the pure/popular 

ﾏﾗSWﾉげゲく Hｷﾉｪ;ヴデﾐWヴろゲ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌┌ﾏ ﾏﾗSWﾉ デﾗﾗ ┘;ゲ aﾉ;┘WS ｴﾗ┘W┗Wr, as, whilst the 

Gieryn-esque river metaphor on which it was built avoided the clear demarcations of 

the pure/popular model, it internalised the idea of isolated, upstream scientific 
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knowledge production and downstream popular knowledge consumption. The work 

of this thesis directly challenges such an assumption: some scientific claims appeared 

directly within the popular realm; popular tropes were present before any public 

engagement with the finds; scientists were actively involved in popular 'distortions'; 

these distortions were in fact an integral part of the investigation; many knowledge 

claims appeared only in the popular realm, in the form of reflections of the 

conceptual implications of the finds. Popular influence was not then a distortion, but 

rather a development of the claims made with intraspecialist science. All in all, the 

'upstream' metaphor in the continuum model is little less problematic than that 

which it seeks to replace: 

 

デｴW ヮヴﾗｪヴWゲゲｷ┗W IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa さ┌ヮゲデヴW;ﾏ Wﾐｪ;ｪWﾏWﾐデざ ふWｷﾉゲSﾗﾐ ;ﾐS Wｷﾉﾉis 

2004) is itself curiously resonant with linear notions of innovation. For all its 

┗;ﾉ┌W ;ゲ ; さHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ ﾗHﾃWIデざ ふGｷWヴ┞ﾐ ヱΓΓヵぶ Wﾐ;Hﾉｷﾐｪ WaaWIデｷ┗W Iヴｷデｷケ┌Wが デｴW 

デWヴﾏ さ┌ヮゲデヴW;ﾏざ ;ﾉゲﾗ Sｷゲヮﾉ;┞ゲ デｴW SWデWヴﾏｷﾐｷゲデｷI Iﾗﾐﾐﾗデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴ┞ 

direction of flow. If engagement processes are to escape instrumental use as 

さデWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪｷWゲ ﾗa ﾉWｪｷデｷﾏ;デｷﾗﾐざ ふH;ヴヴｷゲﾗﾐ ;ﾐS Mﾗヴデ ヱΓΓΒぶが デｴWﾐ デｴｷゲ 

unidirectional stream metaphor is revealingly unhelpful (Stirling 2008:264). 

 

 In response to this, I suggested an alternative model which mirrored more 

effectively the complexity of scientific communication seen here, inspired in part by 

D┌ヮヴWげゲ ふヲヰヰヱぶ Wゲデ┌;ヴ┞ ﾏWデ;ヮｴﾗヴ ﾗa W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐく I ヴWaWヴヴWS デﾗ デｴｷゲ ;ゲ デｴW ろｴ┞SヴﾗﾉﾗｪｷI 

model', for it took the logical step of envisioning the entire process of the water 

cycle, rather than just a subsection of it, as the river metaphor did. Information then 

circulates, through a variety of routes which can, over time, change direction or 

position. Some of these routes appear routine, others more surprise deviations. As 

we move downstream the process of exchange becomes greater, as information 

meanders across the cultural landscape, and tidal influences switch the direction of 

flow. This metaphor stresses the instability of science communication - that though 
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there are regular patterns, no two episodes are identical, and the potential for 

extreme behaviours is always present. These cases of missing links may well be such 

extremes, but their existence is a call to recognise the heterogeneity of science, 

rather than to dismiss them as aberrations. A final element of the metaphor retains 

the successes of the continuum model, using an example from nature to remind us 

that although we can categorise multiple cultures and processes separately, these 

are but a taxonomic abstraction of a world that exists as flows; currents; eddies. 

 It may appear as though such a metaphor implies that no new information is 

created, that it simply recycles endlessly, but this would be a mistake. Instead, it 

suggests that new knowledge is created not through acts of isolated genesis within 

the minds of geniuses, but through the evolution of thought: the adaptation of 

knowledge to novel contexts. 

 

4. What is the relationship between scientific and popular 

classification systems during these episodes? 

Throughout the thesis, I have referred to parallels between the human-animal and 

science-nonscience dichotomies. As the thesis has progressed, a final parallel has 

become increasingly obvious: both dichotomies are protected by what I have 

labelled 'the triﾐ;ヴ┞ろく I HWｪ;ﾐ H┞ aﾗヴﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ ;ゲ ; ｴｷSSWﾐ さデｴｷヴS I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ざ 

(Bauman 1991) between human and animal, in which lurked the missing link, and 

other chimeras of science fact and popular fiction. Such troublesome figures are the 

outcome of the stresses placed on formal, Aristotelian classifications by everyday 

overlapping, prototypic classifications. Missing links can be easily assimilated within 

prototypic classifications, joining other grey cases such as savages and hobbits. In 

contrast to Bauman's conception however, the trinary is not a threat to the binary, 

but its protector, hiding its inconsistencies. Here goes the nonfits who refused to 

comply with the fallacy that evolutionary theory could explain the nature of life 

without saying anything of the position of humans in nature.  
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 In chapter four I discussed the missing link itself as if it was the trinary. 

Additionally, as the trinary went unacknowledged during the Piltdown episode, and 

furthermore needed to go unacknowledged if it was to successfully fulfil its task of 

protecting the human-animal boundary from the transgression of monsters, I 

suggested that such opacity was a fundamental characteristic. Applying the concept 

to the science-nonscience boundary allows us to develop this original formulation 

however. The missing link of the science-nonscience binary に i.e. the boundary 

transgressor に are scientists themselves, whilst the trinary is popular science. This 

distinction reminds us that whilst the concept of a missing link is an example of the 

trinary, the actual creatures LB1 and Piltdown Man are simply boundary-crossers: 

the figures that create the need for the trinary. Returning to popular science as 

another example of the trinary, we find a legitimating space in which scientists can 

engage in popular discourses whilst protecting the idea of a distinct enclave called 

'science'. Far from being hidden, this trinary is embraced by scientists, as chapters 

five and six show. The fundamental characteristic then is not that the trinary is 

unseen, but rather that it protects the binary system. The crucial difference between 

the two is that, unlike the human-animal trinary, the presence of popular science 

does not threaten to undermine the binary in which it stands.  

 The reason for this lies in the strategic requirements of the agents drawing 

the boundaries. For scientists wishing to engage popular culture, keeping with them 

their scientific authority whilst simultaneously preventing nonscientists from 

travelling in the opposite direction, the answer is the creation of a third space which 

fulfils these requirements. To be able to reference this space in justifying their 

actions, this boundary drawing must be explicit. Boundary transgressors like LB1 and 

Piltdown Man by contrast have no say in their positioning. Here the boundary is 

drawn by extant Homo sapiens (scientists and nonscientists alike), whose 

overwhelming priority is to protect the dominance awarded to them by the division 

between themselves and animals. For those controlling this boundary then, there is 

ﾉｷデデﾉW デﾗ HW ｪ;ｷﾐWS aヴﾗﾏ ｪヴ;ﾐデｷﾐｪ デｴW デヴ;ﾐゲｪヴWゲゲﾗヴ ; aﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ けデｴｷヴSげ ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐく 
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 A further development of the trinary concept is apparent in the final chapters 

of the thesis. I introduced the trinary as a third category between two absolutes, but 

it is better thought of not as a category at all, but rather as a space between: a 

conceptual void into which categories (plural) can go. Describing the trinary as a 

category risks confusion: it could imply there is only one such class when there are in 

fact innumerable possible heterogeneous categories occupying the same space. 

Furthermore, these conceptual voids exist between all Aristotelian categories, and in 

scientific taxonomy that is a great many (I refrain from labelling these particular 

voids trinaries for reasons detailed below). It also allows us to utilise more 

appropriate metaphors. To elucidate these points, I will refer to the role of the 

デヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ｷﾐ デ┘ﾗ ヴWﾉW┗;ﾐデ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲぎ ゲIｷWﾐIWげゲ デ;┝ﾗﾐﾗﾏ┞が ;ﾐS デｴW aﾗﾉﾆ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ ﾗa 

indigenous tribes on the island of FﾉﾗヴWゲが ;IIWゲゲWS ┗ｷ; Fﾗヴデｴげゲ ふヲヰヰヶぶ ┘ﾗヴﾆく 

(It is not my aim here to present an in-depth investigation of folk categories 

in the manner that I have attempted to do with science and popular cultures 

throughout this thesis. Instead, this is merely an opportuﾐｷゲデｷI ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ﾗa Fﾗヴデｴげゲ 

;IIﾗ┌ﾐデ ﾗa デｴW ﾉﾗI;ﾉ ｷﾐｴ;Hｷデ;ﾐデゲ ﾗa FﾉﾗヴWゲげ ヴW;Iデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ LBヱが IﾗﾐS┌IデWS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW 

framework I have applied elsewhere.) 

The indigenous groups on the island of Flores have, like Western popular 

culture, a strictly dichotomous division of human and animal, and the trinary is 

similarly evident here too. Despite having no conception within their own origins 

stories of the gradual transition from nonhuman animal to human animal form that 

is contained within evolutionism, both the Nage and Manggarai tribes have 

characters in their folklore that muddy the clear division of the human and 

nonhuman. For the Nage, these take the form of hairy wildmen called ebu gogo 

(whom some scientists and journalists were keen to connect to LB1), whilst the 

Manggarai have the story of Empo Paju, a hairy figure that became human after 

being taught the use of fire by villagers (providing yet another example of how 

humanness is conceived). Both hold an ambiguous, liminal position, and yet their 

influences on the reception of LB1 are very different for their respective tribes. Empo 
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P;ﾃ┌げゲ ｷﾐゲデ;ﾐデ;ﾐWﾗ┌ゲ ﾉW;ヮ aヴﾗﾏ ﾐﾗﾐ-human to human gives the Manggarai a 

template for the transition required for the semi-human Homo floresiensis to be 

connected to them. Forth finds a correspondingly greater acceptance of LB1 as 

floresiensis amongst the Manggarai than the Nage, whose own liminal protagonist 

never makes the transition to full humanness, and so is left forever wandering the 

no-mans land. The result is that the Nage are much more accepting of the idea that 

LBヱ ┘;ゲ ;ﾉヴW;S┞ a┌ﾉﾉ┞ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ふ;ゲ J;IﾗHげゲ ｴ┞ヮﾗデｴWゲｷゲ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲぶぎ 

 

Iﾐｴ;Hｷデ;ﾐデゲ ﾗa FﾉﾗヴWゲ ;ヴW ;HﾉW デﾗ ;ヮヮヴWIｷ;デW ; IヴW;デ┌ヴW ﾐ;ﾏWS けFﾉﾗヴWゲ ﾏ;ﾐげ 

ぷぐへ ;ゲ ;ﾐ ;ﾐIｷWﾐデ ｷﾐｴ;Hｷデ;ﾐデ ﾗa デｴWｷヴ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐS ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ｷﾐゲﾗa;ヴ ;ゲ デｴW aｷｪ┌ヴW I;ﾐ HW 

unSWヴゲデﾗﾗS ;ゲ HWｷﾐｪ ゲヮWIｷaｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ふIﾐSﾗﾐWゲｷ;ﾐ manusia) and, more 

particularly, as a distant human ancestor. It is not difficult to see why people 

would be disinclined to identify Homo floresiensis, considered as a possible 

ancestor, with figures like the Nage ebu gogo. For Nage describe ebu gogo as 

hairy wildmen who were not fully human, or were at best ambiguously 

human, and thus definitely not like themselves, and who moreover are 

supposed to have survived, as a separate population, until just a few 

generations ago. Relevant here is the essentially descriptive and non-

evolutionary nature of Nage and other Florenese ethnozoological knowledge, 

particularly in regard to how relations among animal categories are 

conceived. Whilst this knowledge allows for a hypothetical transformation of 

one animal kind into another in the course of a single life cycle (Forth 1998), 

it does not recognize the possibility of humans deriving, over long periods of 

time, from non-humans. Thus, to the extent that they are considered non-

human, or imperfectly human, ebu gogo cannot be conceived even as distant 

relatives に and nor, for that matter, can monkeys or apes (Forth 2006:340). 

 

The point I wish to make from this brief account is the heterogeneity of 

trinary categories. Intermediates inhabiting the space will not necessarily make it 
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easier for subsequent nonfits to bridge any gap between human and animal. Instead, 

they may in fact inhibit them. The trinary is then a pluralist space, that does not 

determine the nature of the categories it holds. 

 The reaction of science culture to missing links is very different to that of 

popular culture, and it mirrors wider differences in responses to conceptual voids. 

Whilst popular culture is content to leave transgressing figures anchored amongst 

pre-existing liminals that litter the water between human and nonhuman like 

abandoned shipwrecks, science responds to nonfits such as LB1 by confronting them 

head-on. Given the primary motivation of science に control through ordering に this is 

hardly surprising. Instead of leaving such figures floating semi-submerged, science 

constructs a new bedrock, and raises an island on which they can stand, one that can 

be clearly seen by all. True to the industrial age of which science is a part, the 

boundaries between this man-made creation and its surrounds are hard and sharp, 

like ocean meeting concrete. Here order is created, through the compression of 

complexity: time; generations; differences に all are compacted into the small mass of 

the island. 

These islands are formally recognised categories: in scientific taxonomy there 

are many, potentially infinite, as it is a multiplex system. Those categories I have 

focused upon に hominin; Homo; Homo sapiens に all concern the same subject に 

humans に at differing levels of resolution. The latter is the most fine-grained of 

these, and around it, at ever increasing distances, lie islands labelled Homo 

neanderthalensis, Homo erectus, Homo habilis, Australopithecus afarensis, and many 

more besides. In 2004 LB1 forced itself into this picture, its novel features reflected 

in the surprised exclamations of scientists recounted in chapter seven. To 

incorporate it into their system of knowledge required the creation of a new 

landmass, Homo floresiensis.  

Through this process the conceptual void is pursued, for it represents that 

most galling of states: disorder, the absence of scientific control. Science then abhors 

the trinary, and here it is not a protector but a threat. For this reason I do not use the 
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more specific term trinary here. Despite its pursuit, the void remains however, as for 

every island to be an island に that is a distinct, separate entity に there must be a gap 

between it and the next landmass, and inevitably it is into this space that the void is 

squeezed. Here it lurks until the uncovering of the next nonfit, when the process of 

eliminating space and constructing solid ground begins again. 

 Iﾐ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ ﾗﾐデﾗﾉﾗｪｷI;ﾉ ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ デｴWヴW ;ヴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ デ┘ﾗ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐSゲが SWゲｷｪﾐ;デWS 

けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ;ﾐS け;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉげく Aゲ ｷa デｴW ヮヴﾗS┌Iデ of an organic process, here the shoreline is に 

despite its durability に flexible and prone to constant implicit redrawings. In contrast 

デﾗ ゲIｷWﾐIW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWが ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;ヴ I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ ﾗﾐデﾗﾉﾗｪｷWゲ ;ヴW ﾐﾗデ ゲｴ;ヮWS H┞ デｴW ゲヮWIｷaｷI ;ｷﾏ ﾗa 

creating order. Rather, they are shaped by more  pragmatic concerns: allowing their 

adherents to operate successfully in their everyday (nonscientific) activities. Of 

greater interest here then is protecting the human-animal boundary that awards us 

carte blanche in our interactions with nature, rather than forensically charting the 

relationship between it and ourselves. Accordingly, the void here is not a threat に 

quite the opposite in fact, for it allows the disarming of those troublesome cases that 

threaten the status quo に and so is not pursued, but rather left as a repository for all 

non-fits. Here they lie semi-submerged, visible to observers - and so navigable に but 

not accorded landmass status, a status which would challenge the integrity of the 

divide between us and everything else. 

As an aside, the difference in the response of popular culture and science to 

デｴW デヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞ ﾏ;┞ ｴWﾉヮ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐ デｴW SｷゲIヴWヮ;ﾐIｷWゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ B;┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ デｴｷヴS I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ ;ﾐS 

the trinary used here に specifically in regards to whether such an entity is a threat (as 

it iゲ aﾗヴ B;┌ﾏ;ﾐぶ ﾗヴ ; ヮヴﾗデWIデﾗヴく B;┌ﾏ;ﾐげゲ IﾗﾐIWヮデ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐゲヮｷヴWS H┞ デｴW ヮWヴゲWI┌デｷﾗﾐ 

of the Jews at the hands of Nazi Germany, and the adoption of certain scientific 

principles by the Nazis is well commented on (e.g. Aly et. al 1994), and Bauman 

himself makes such a connection (1991:39). My own work, in comparison, is as 

interested in nonscientific as much as scientific responses, hence the different 

aﾗヴﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴWゲW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ WﾐデｷデｷWゲく TｴW さデｴｷヴS I;デWｪﾗヴ┞ざ ｷゲ デｴWﾐ ; ヮ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;ヴ aﾗヴﾏ 

of conceptual void, as the trinary is. 
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Despite science's assaults on the void, it profits from it as popular culture 

does. All creative acts require space, and popular culture can use the trinary not only 

as a conceptual shortcut, attaching nonfits to pre-existing liminals, but also as a 

ゲヮ;IW ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ﾗ┌ゲ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ aｷｪ┌ヴWゲ ﾉｷﾆW Dヴ Fヴ;ﾐﾆWﾐゲデWｷﾐげゲ ﾏﾗﾐゲデWヴ ﾗヴ デｴW 

ｷﾐｴ;Hｷデ;ﾐデゲ ﾗa Dヴ MﾗヴW;┌げゲ ｷゲﾉ;ﾐS ﾏｷｪｴデ HW IヴW;デWSく Fﾗヴ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞-crossing scientists, 

this innovative space lies between human and Homo, discussed in chapter seven. For 

science culture, if we imagine the taxonomic system on a horizontal axis, then there 

is a second axis too, separating Homo and human, which we can picture vertically. 

Whilst science pursues the void on the horizontal, it is the vertical space allowed by 

it that lets scientists utilise the Homo/human distinction so rewardingly. In chapters 

five and six it is this space which scientists boundary-work in their courting of 

popular interest in these figures, as Woodward did with his Earliest Englishman.  

No doubt it is more interesting, and meaningful, for scientists themselves to 

think about these creatures in terms of human, as well as Homo, too. The choice of 

two fictional scientists に Frankenstein and Moreau に as examples is not by chance. 

When scientists must デｴｷﾐﾆ IヴW;デｷ┗Wﾉ┞が ┘ｴWデｴWヴ ｷデ ｷゲ W;ゲｴH┌ヴﾐ IヴW;デｷﾐｪ けデｴW Mｷｪｴデ┞ 

H┌ﾐデWヴげ ﾗヴ D┌ﾐH;ヴ けデｴW Mｷｪｴデ┞ “ﾗIｷ;ﾉｷデWげが デｴｷゲ ;ﾏHｷｪ┌ﾗ┌ゲ IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ 

and Homo is as invaluable as the trinary was to Shelley or Wells. The science of 

Homoげゲ W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞ ｷゲ ｷﾐW┗ｷデ;Hﾉ┞ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIWS H┞ ゲIｷWﾐデｷゲデゲげ W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIW ﾗa 

HWｷﾐｪ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐく Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ ﾗH┗ｷﾗ┌ゲ ｷﾐ Gヴ;ﾐｪWヴ わ L┞ﾐIｴげゲ ふヲヰヰΒぶ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Bﾗゲﾆﾗヮゲ 

and their giant brains: 

 

E;Iｴ ﾗa ┌ゲ H;ﾉ;ﾐIWゲ デｴW ┘ﾗヴﾉS デｴ;デ ｷゲ ;Iデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ﾗ┌デ デｴWヴW ;ｪ;ｷﾐゲデ ﾗ┌ヴ ﾏｷﾐSげゲ 

own internally constructed version of it. Maintaining this balance is one of 

ﾉｷaWげゲ S;ｷﾉ┞ Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪWゲく WW H;ゲﾆ ｷﾐ H;ヴWﾉ┞ ヮWヴIWｷ┗WS ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐが ;ﾐS ヴ;ｪW ;デ 

ｷﾏ;ｪｷﾐWS ゲﾉｷｪｴデゲ ぷぐへ O┌ヴ Hｷｪ Hヴ;ｷﾐゲ ｪｷ┗W ┌ゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ヮﾗ┘Wヴゲ ﾗa W┝デヴ;ヮﾗﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ デｴ;デ 

we extrapolate straight out of reality, into worlds that are possible, but never 

;Iデ┌;ﾉﾉ┞ ｴ;ヮヮWﾐWSく Bﾗゲﾆﾗヮげゲ ｪヴW;デWヴ Hヴ;ｷﾐゲ ;ﾐS W┝デWﾐSWS ｷﾐデWヴﾐ;ﾉ 

representations may have made it easier for them to accurately predict and 
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interpret the world; to match their internal representations with real external 

events. Perhaps, though, it also made them excessively internal and self-

reflective. With their perhaps-astonishing insights, they may have become a 

species of dreamers, with an internal mental life literally beyond anything we 

can imagine (p.175). 

 

These ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデゲ Hヴｷﾐｪ ┌ゲが ﾗﾐIW ﾏﾗヴWが デﾗ L;デﾗ┌ヴげゲ ｷSWﾐデｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Iﾗﾐデヴ;SｷIデｷﾗﾐ 

underpinning modernity. Whilst modernity に with science in the vanguard に seeks to 

maintain a rigid separation between the worlds of nature and culture, human and 

animal, its production relies on a mixing of those very categories. Whether imagined 

hybrids like those above, or physical hybrids like the cow-human embryos created in 

advanced laboratories, the trinary spaces between categories, and crucially between 

category systems, are every bit as fundamental to their creation as the technologies 

used. Furthermore, the use of hybrids here, at least in the case of LB1, to explore 

notions of humanness (see below) offers support for BｷヴﾆW ;ﾐS MｷIｴ;Wﾉげゲ ふヱΓΓΒぶ 

addition to an element oa L;デﾗ┌ヴげゲ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲが ゲヮWIｷaｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ デｴ;デ ゲﾗﾏWデｷﾏWゲ ｴ┞HヴｷSゲ ;ヴW 

used specifically to think with: 

 

the discursive invisibilization of hybrids is not something that is always 

routinely, almost automatically, accomplished. Elaborating Latour's story, we 

might suggest that for some hybrids, there is great argumentational effort 

put into working through their implications for human identity vis-a-vis the 

nonhuman "other" (purification) (pp.255-256). 

 

TｴW ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ IﾗﾐS┌IデWS ｴWヴW ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ aヴ;ﾏWS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ふヱΓΒ3) notion 

of boundary-┘ﾗヴﾆが ;ﾐS Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ ;ﾐS “デ;ヴげゲ ふヲヰヰヰぶ ゲﾗIｷﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐく Uゲ;ｪW ﾗa 

the latter in the context of boundary analysis tends to focus on the concept of 

さHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ ﾗHﾃWIデゲざ ふ“デ;ヴ わ GヴｷWゲWﾏWヴ ヱΓΒΓぶが HWｷﾐｪ さI;デWｪﾗヴｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐゲ ;ゲ ﾗHﾃWIデゲ aﾗヴ 
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IﾗﾗヮWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ;Iヴﾗゲゲ ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ ┘ﾗヴﾉSゲざ ふBﾗ┘ﾆWヴ わ “デ;ヴ ヲヰヰヰぎヱヵぶが ;ﾐS デｴWｷヴ ｴｷｪｴWヴ ﾉW┗Wﾉが 

ﾏﾗヴW IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ Iﾗﾐaｷｪ┌ヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲが さHﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ ｷﾐaヴ;ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴWゲざ ふibid.). These objects hold 

differing meanings for the various domains that perceive them, yet retain enough 

essence to allow these domains to interact with one another productively. As 

boundary-work is based on how cultures are demarcated, and boundary object on  

how cultures cooperate, the two are at times contrasted, rather simplistically, as 

being two sides of the same coin. The relationship between them is more complex 

however. Boundary-work deals with the explicit drawing of boundaries by individual 

agents, through the study of micro-ﾉW┗Wﾉ SｷゲIﾗ┌ヴゲWく Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ ;ﾐS “デ;ヴげゲ ヮヴﾗﾃWIデ ｷゲ 

concerned with boundaries at the macro-level, and how they are embedded in, and 

ﾏ;ﾐ;ｪWS ヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷ┗Wﾉ┞ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴが ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲ ﾗa Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷI;デｷﾗﾐく Fヴﾗﾏ GｷWヴ┞ﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ I ｴ;┗W 

taken the idea of boundaries as analytic categories, and an interest in how different 

cultures demarcate themselves. Going beyond デｴｷゲが Bﾗ┘ﾆWヴ わ “デ;ヴげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ｴ;ゲ 

provided a model for the ways in which cultures interact more generally, and the 

vital role of categorisation in this process. 

 Despite their valuable contributions, neither framework can single-handedly 

encompass the findings presented here, and for this reason I have developed the 

trinary concept to describe both popular science and missing links. In performing 

strategies of boundary work, an agent is liable to draw on the flexibility presented by 

the trinary to manipulate boundaries, yet beyond this fact に that trinaries can be 

utilised in demarcation (as, for example, popular science is used to demarcate 

science and popular cultures) に boundary work has little further to add. Trinaries also 

have elements of boundary infrastructures, for they exist between different cultures, 

and allow cooperation between them. We saw then both the missing link and 

popular science allow for information to be exchanged between science and 

nonscience. However, Bowker and Star state: 

 

Boundary objects arise over time from durable cooperation among 

communities of practice. They are working arrangements that resolve 
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anomalies of naturalization without imposing a naturalization of categories 

from one community or from an outside source of standardization. (They are 

therefore most useful in analysing cooperative and relatively equal situations; 

issues of imperialist imposition of standards, force, and deception have a 

somewhat different structure) (p.297). 

 

Here then they differ from trinaries, for we have seen that the authority wielded by 

scientists allowed them to monopolise public discourse around the finds (regardless 

of the origin of the knowledge claims they used) に in fact the popular science 

デヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞げゲ ヮヴｷﾏ;ヴ┞ ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ｷゲ デﾗ ヮヴﾗデWIデ デｴｷゲ ﾏﾗﾐﾗヮﾗﾉ┞が ;ゲ デｴW ﾏｷゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐﾆげゲ ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ｷゲ 

to protect human dominance of the natural world. The trinary then allows both 

demarcation and cooperation between cultures, by creating a dynamic, prototypic 

flexibility between apparently immutable Aristotelian binaries so that they might be 

safely transgressed without threatening the whole system. This flexibility is 

controlled by the dominant interest however, so it is utilised in a manner which 

ﾏ;ｷﾐデ;ｷﾐゲ ; ヮﾗ┘Wヴ H;ﾉ;ﾐIW ｷﾐ ﾗﾐW ゲｷSWげゲ a;┗ﾗ┌ヴく Fｷﾐ;ﾉﾉ┞が ｷﾐ ﾆWWヮｷﾐｪ ┘ｷデｴ the theme of 

undermining notions of nature/culture separation, the trinary has been applied to 

both a social and a natural boundary. 

 

 Having attempted to develop the trinary concept, it is necessary in this final 

section to consider the notion that certain elements of the floresiensis debate might 

render elements of the trinary hypothesis null and void, at least in respect of missing 

links. The discovery of LB1 prompted a bout of self-reflection that was entirely 

absent from the Piltdown discovery. The ide; デｴ;デ ; けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐが ┘ｴｷIｴ Iﾗ┌ﾉS 

utilise several oft-quoted trademarks of humanity - fire-use; tool making; organised 

hunting に and yet was different enough physically to be categorised as a different 

species, is a profound challenge to the human-animal binary. The dating of the find, 

bringing it almost within the historical record, only sharpened the discomfort 

Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ デﾗ デｴW SｷIｴﾗデﾗﾏ┞く WｴWヴW;ゲ PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐげゲ Iｴ;ﾉﾉWﾐｪW ┘;ゲ H┌ヴｷWS ゲﾗﾏW┘ｴWヴW ﾗ┌デ 
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ｷﾐ デｴW ｴｷﾐデWヴﾉ;ﾐS ﾗa デｴW デヴｷﾐ;ヴ┞が LBヱげゲ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデWS ｷﾐ IﾗﾐゲｷSWrable debate and 

philosophic reflection regarding what we are, and where we stand in relation to the 

world around us. It was a debate that scientists and journalists alike joined. Given 

that a fundamental question of the thesis is how the cultures popular and scientific 

engage with these very issues, I have chosen to reproduce several of these 

discussions in detail: 

 

Until very recently, evolutionary thought was couched in terms of a linear, 

progressive trajectory rising from lower life forms and culminating in man. I 

have argued elsewhere that this view is not, regrettably, as extinct as it 

should be.  

In palaeoanthropology, this idea is seen in the view that only one species of 

hominid has existed at any one time, each one succeeding the next in a 

scheme of orderly replacement. This idea began to crumble in the 1970s, 

since when discoveries of ancient relatives of humans have revealed a 

marked diversity of form. Human evolution is like a bush, not a ladder. 

But these discoveries concerned the more remote reaches of human 

ancestry. Despite the fact that some of our relatives, such as Neanderthal 

man and Homo erectus, are thought to have become extinct in relatively 

recent times, our complacency that this view holds for recent history has not 

been shaken. 

Untiﾉ ﾐﾗ┘ ぷLBヱげゲ SｷゲIﾗ┗Wヴ┞へく Ia ｷデ デ┌ヴﾐゲ ﾗ┌デ デｴ;デ デｴW Sｷ┗Wヴゲｷデ┞ ﾗa ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ HWｷﾐｪゲ 

was always high, remained high until very recently and might not be entirely 

extinguished, we are entitled to question the security of some of our deepest 

beliefs. Will the real image of God please stand up? (Gee in Nature.com 

27.10.04). 
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WHAT are we? Well, we are human beings, members of the genus Homo, the 

species sapiens. We are mammals, like the horse, whale, pig and mouse. 

More specifically, we are rather odd, upright, mostly hairless, huge-brained, 

walking, talking apes. 

We can build and use tools, from simple stone axes to robotic machines. We 

are - or rather our species is - capable of producing works of sublime beauty 

and performing acts of incomprehensible evil.  

No other creature in the history of our planet has produced a Beethoven or a 

Bach, a Michelangelo, a Newton; nor, for that matter, a Hitler or a Stalin. 

Nothing, not even the brainy bonobo chimps nor the clever dolphins, comes 

close. We are, surely, unique - or at least we thought we were until this week. 

The sensational discovery of the remains of a dwarf humanoid - nicknamed, 

predictably enough, the Hobbit - in a cave in the tropical wilderness of 

Indonesia's Flores Island challenges our uniqueness. It raises some profound 

and difficult questions about where we come from and what we are. 

Because the popular account of human origins now turns out to be rather 

SｷaaWヴWﾐデ デﾗ ┘ｴ;デ ┘W ｴ;S デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデく ぷぐへ 

For here we would have, in our midst, a thinking, reasoning, toolbuilding, 

talking, fire-using being, human in all the ways that matter and yet a being of 

a completely different species. 

Psychologically, this would be profoundly unsettling. Every society on Earth, 

every religion, every creation myth and legend, teaches us that Man is 

unique. The Judaeo-Christian tradition, for example, stated that we were all 

descended from two humans - Adam and Eve. It is a long time since most 

people believed this to be literally true but the idea that Homo sapiens is a 

species apart is still cherished (Daily Mail 28.10.04:48). 
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The idea that our ancestors had contact with other human species is a 

profound and disturbing one. The whole term "human species" begs the 

question. If they are other species, can they really be what we mean by 

"human"? Human is a moral category as much as a biological one. That's why 

it is such a useful weapon word in the debates about abortion. To call 

someone or something human is generally meant as praise, and implies that 

they should be treated as we treat ourselves (Guardian.co.uk 01.11.04). 

What can Ebu [LB1] teach us? As yet we cannot be quite sure, because the 

potential implications of her discovery are so profound. For example, the 

existence of the new species she represents, dubbed Homo floresiensis, 

throws inデﾗ Sﾗ┌Hデ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ﾗa ﾗ┌ヴ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ ｷﾐデWﾉﾉｷｪWﾐIWぷぐくへ 

And Ebu could teach us an even deeper lesson. Many of us have yet to 

appreciate the complexity of our past, and remain wedded to the idea that 

Homo sapiens evolved along a simple, linear path that began in Africa and 

ended with us conquering the planet. 

That may be partly true, but what is not is the notion that we are somehow 

unique and special for having done so. While some Homo erectus went on to 

become Homo sapiens, others went on to become an altogether different 

species. And in evolutionary terms, they were very successful. 

For that reason, the discovery of H. floresiensis is not only startling, it is 

humbling. It means we now know that until very recently we were not alone 

but shared the world with people of another species. That realisation may 

give us a renewed sense of what it means to be human (New Scientist 

30.10.04). 

 

 In light of these reflections, is there any conceptual space left for the trinary? 

Certainly, the boundary appears a less imposing obstacle in their wake. However, as I 

ｴ;┗W ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ヮﾗｷﾐデWS ﾗ┌デ ｷﾐ ﾏ┞ SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゲIｷWﾐIW I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWげゲ ヴWゲヮﾗﾐゲW デﾗ デヴｷﾐ;ヴｷWゲが 
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where there is any gap に i.e. any demarcation に there is always space. For the trinary 

to be destroyed in its entirety there can only be a continuum covering all animal 

aﾗヴﾏゲぎ ;ゲ ｷﾐ D┌ヮヴWげゲ Wゲデ┌;ヴ┞が デｴW I;デWｪﾗヴｷWゲ ﾗa デｴW ゲ┞ゲデWﾏ ﾏ┌ゲデ HWIﾗﾏW I┌ヴヴWﾐデゲが 

eddies, vortices, not discrete boxes. For this to happen the boundary must be 

destroyed. The quotes above bring the boundary into question only tangentially: 

they do not challenge it directly, but rather the demarcations of one of its categories 

に けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげく WW ゲWW けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ HWｷﾐｪ W┝ヮ;ﾐSWS H┞ デｴWゲW SｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾗﾐゲが ヮヴﾗﾃWIデWS ﾗ┌デ ｷﾐデﾗ 

the trinary so that LB1 might rest upon it. This act in itself is not novel however, in 

fact we witnessed it in the Piltdown debate, when humanness was expanded so that 

PｷﾉデSﾗ┘ﾐ Iﾗ┌ﾉS HW Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ IﾉﾗゲWヴ ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ けゲ;┗;ｪWゲげ ┘WヴW ﾏﾗ┗WS ;┘;┞く Iﾐ WaaWIデが ┘ｴ;デ 

we saw was humanness being granted to the trinary, and such is the case with the 

ケ┌ﾗデWゲ ;Hﾗ┗Wぎ デｴW ゲデ;デ┌ゲ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐげ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ┌ﾐｷケ┌W デﾗ Homo sapiens; our evolutionary 

ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ ﾗﾐW ﾗa ﾉｷﾐW;ヴ ヮヴﾗｪヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐ デﾗ┘;ヴSゲ ﾗ┌ヴ さSｷ┗ｷﾐWざ aﾗヴﾏが H┌デ ヴ;デｴWヴ ; 

さH┌ゲｴざ ﾗa ｷﾐデWヴﾉｷﾐﾆWS ゲヮWIｷWゲ デｴ;デ ┘W ﾃ┌ゲデ ｴ;ヮヮWﾐ デﾗ ｴ;┗W ﾗ┌デﾉｷ┗WSき LBヱげゲ ｷﾐtelligence 

shows that large brains are not a pre-requisite of human-like behaviour. The 

expansion of humanness for Piltdown was a temporary construction, like a jetty 

stretching out over the water from the human landmass, easily decommissioned 

once the shiヮ ｴ;S ゲ;ｷﾉWSく WｴWデｴWヴ LBヱげゲ ﾉ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ヮヴﾗ┗W デﾗ HW ヮWヴﾏ;ﾐWﾐデ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐゲ 

to be seen. These quotes are all still framed by the dichotomising mind, and while 

the dichotomy remains, so will the trinary space. 

 That said, the debate has advanced. Whilst the expansion of humanness was 

conducted implicitly during the Piltdown debate, here it is done so explicitly. This is 

not to say the trinary itself is rendered explicit に デｴ;デ LBヱげゲ ﾐﾗﾐ-fit was recognised に 

but rather that the process of reconciling LB1 with the binary was more overt. This is 

Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ デﾗ ┘W;ﾆWﾐ デｴW ゲ┞ゲデWﾏが ;ゲ ｷゲ デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ ┘ｴｷﾉゲデ デｴW ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞ ﾗa けゲ;┗;ｪWゲげ 

was weakened during Piltdown, here it is the humanity of Homo sapiens generally 

that is sacrificed to incorporate the non-fit: we are all moved closer to the 

borderlands. I have previously suggested that part of the human-;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ Hｷﾐ;ヴ┞げゲ 

durability comes from the carte blanche it grants us. If, however, figures like LB1 

succeed in loosening our monopoly over human, and so make it more porous, the 
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superiority of the category over its opposite might become a moot point. Human 

might remain a kind apart, but we, the species Homo sapiens, might not. The result 

would be that we had less reason to hang on to the binary so dearly. 

 Perhaps more likely however we shall see the human-animal binary moving 

towards a status like that of the science-culture binary, where the void between is 

openly acknowledged, and yet the boundaries remain entrenched. 

There are though a small number of statements from the floresiensis 

coverage that hint at going beyond the binary, and I have saved these until last: 

 

Descartes held that speech and reason set man apart from all other animals, 

and thus non-human animals were beyond ethical consideration. The slow 

erosion of this approach is one of the most important societal changes of the 

past 40 years. While there are still arguments over what a fox feels as it is 

chased by hounds, almost nobody would now argue that animals are beneath 

moral consideration. True, we remain deeply confused in our attitudes: the 

number of animals used for research is sharply down, but the hideously cruel 

foie gras industry has doubled in size over the past 14 years; few still wear 

fur, but we choose to ignore the often unspeakable conditions on factory 

farms. Yet the general trend is undoubtedly towards humane treatment of 

animals, and greater humility in human beings: less, and less cruel 

W┝ヮWヴｷﾏWﾐデ;デｷﾗﾐき aﾗﾗS ヴ;ｷゲWS ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ゲ┌aaWヴｷﾐｪ ぷぐへ 

The change springs not from mere sentimentality or anthropomorphism, but 

a realisation, powered by scientific discovery, that the distance between 

animal and human being, between us and them, is far smaller than tradition 

and religion have asserted. That gap grew narrower still this week with the 

discovery of Homo floresiensis, or Flo, the miniature cousin of man, 18,000 

years old and 3ft tall (Times 28.10.04:28). 
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[E]vidence for the diversity of human species through time has been 

downplayed, first by the cultural inertia of stories of an upwards progression 

towards the human state; second, by the curious chance that Homo sapiens 

happens to be the only species of human around today - a situation probably 

unprecedented in 7m years. The evidence for the coexistence of humans and 

Neanderthals in Europe for at least 10,000 years until Neanderthals 

disappeared around 30,000 years ago, and the fact that anthropologists have 

known for years of the multiple lineages of prehumans living in Africa 

between 4-2m years - has done little to dent the robust idea that humans are 

so distinct from the rest of the animal world that they rule the earth by virtue 

of inherent perfection, or divine fiat.  

The Flores finds could change all that with a single stroke.  

For one thing, they underscore the fact of human diversity until very recent 

times. "Maybe little folk from Flores will hammer the point home more 

effectively because they are so different in anatomy but so close in time," 

says Tim White [palaeoanthropologist]. "How will the creationists cope?" For 

another, the evidence challenges the human-centric idea that humans 

characteristically modify their surroundings to suit themselves, rather than 

allowing natural selection to adapt them to their environment. If the Flores 

skeleton is evidence of the kind of evolutionary size change more associated 

┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲ ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ ヴ;デゲ ;ﾐS WﾉWヮｴ;ﾐデゲが デｴｷゲが ゲ;┞ゲ Bヴﾗ┘ﾐ ぷﾗﾐW ﾗa LBヱげゲ 

discoverers] "is a clear indicator" of human-like creatures "behaving like all 

other mammals in terms of their interactions with the environment". "Darwin 

and Wallace would be pleased," adds Tim White. "What better 

demonstration that humans play by the same evolutionary rules as other 

mammals?" (Guardian 28.10.04:4). 

 

In both these excerpts there is evidence of the process I have already identified, 

questioning the trinary tangentially whilst remaining wedded to a binary framing. 
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The Times デｴWﾐ ゲヮW;ﾆゲ ﾗa デｴW ｪ;ヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐ ;ﾐS ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ けﾐ;ヴヴﾗ┘ｷﾐｪげが ┞Wデ ; 

smaller gap is still a gap. The Guardian expands the boundaries of humanness, whilst 

leaving the value of its distinctiveness unquestioned. There is another element in 

both though. The Times places LB1 in the context of human-animal difference, and 

though a gap remains, the process of convergence this piece identifies hints at the 

possibility of that not always being the case. The Guardian too brings the category of 

け;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉげ ｷﾐデﾗ ヮﾉ;┞が ﾐﾗデｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ LBヱげゲ ゲデ;デ┌ヴW ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ けデｴ;デ ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ヮﾉ;┞ H┞ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW 

W┗ﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ;ヴ┞ ヴ┌ﾉWゲ ;ゲ ﾗデｴWヴ ﾏ;ﾏﾏ;ﾉゲげく Iﾐ デｴWゲW ┘ﾗヴSゲ ;デ ﾉW;ゲデが デｴWヴW ｷゲ ﾐﾗ ｪ;ヮく 

 

5. The Ethics of Undermining Boundaries 

In chapter three, whilst discussing the ethical dimensions of the thesis, I flagged up 

the implications of my conclusions. It is clear that there is a very strong normative 

dimension to both boundaries I have analysed, with the human-animal division of 

particularly wide-ranging influence. The arguments put forward here have 

attempted to weaken the ground on which this binary stands, if only by reflecting 

but a glint of the enormous complexity placed in the shadows by this monolithic 

wall. One might argue ho┘W┗Wヴ デｴ;デが aﾗヴ ;ﾉﾉ ｷデゲ ヮヴﾗHﾉWﾏゲが デｴW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞げゲ ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ 

dimension contains a powerful discourse of human betterment に encouraging us to 

ゲｴ┌ﾐ けHWゲデｷ;ﾉげ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴゲ ｷﾐ a;┗ﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa ﾏﾗヴW WﾐﾉｷｪｴデWﾐWSが ﾐﾗHﾉW ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲき デﾗ 

SWﾏﾗﾐゲデヴ;デW ﾗ┌ヴ けｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐｷデ┞げく WWｷﾐヴｷIｴ ヮｷデｴｷﾉ┞ ﾗbserves the form this discourse takes: 

 

When animals do something that we like we call it natural. When they do 

ゲﾗﾏWデｴｷﾐｪ デｴ;デ ┘W Sﾗﾐげデ ﾉｷﾆWが ┘W I;ﾉﾉ ｷデ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉｷゲデｷI ふヱΓΒヲぎヲヰンぶく 

 

The contention that we should see animals and humans as no different is one 

taken by philosopher John Gray in his polemic Straw Dogs (2002), which argues that 

ｴ┌ﾏ;ﾐゲ ;ヴW ﾗﾐﾉ┞ SｷaaWヴWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ ﾗデｴWヴ ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉゲ ｷﾐ デｴ;デ デｴW┞ ヴWケ┌ｷヴW さ; ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ｷﾐ ﾉｷaWざ 

(p.199). From this position he directs a highly misanthropic attack on religion, 
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science, morality and progress, savaging them for being nothing but comforting lies. I 

ヴWﾃWIデ Hﾗデｴ ;ヴｪ┌ﾏWﾐデゲく Fﾗヴ ;ﾉﾉ デｴW Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞げゲ a;ｷﾉｷﾐｪゲが ｷデ SﾗWゲ ヴWaﾉWIデWS ;ﾐ WﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ 

truth: that humans are, in certain important respects, entirely unique amongst 

biological organisms. Whilst some mammals appear capable of self-awareness, no 

other creature can even begin to comprehend their environment in the manner that 

Homo sapiens have attempted to throughout their existence. Such are the 

possibilities of our mental powers, both demonstrated by and amplified through 

technological advance, that it is easy to see us as occupying an entirely separate 

plain from other life. None other could detect the existential threat, to all life on 

Earth, of an incoming asteroid, and attempt to nullify it. None could consider the 

possibility of life on other planets, let alone attempt contact. None could devote 

several years of their life, and 80,000 words, to the most esoteric of socio-

philosophical excursions (and let us be thankful for that). 

 This difference does not however justify how the boundary is used. The carte 

blanche awarded by it is mistaken, not least because when this dominance is 

exercised we see humans at their furthest removed from notions of humanity. The 

ecological destruction inflicted daily on our surrounds; the industrialised brutality of 

much of the meat and dairy industry; the imminent cataclysm of mass species 

extinction: these might be made possible by our unique capabilities, but they are 

driven by that most instincデ┌;ﾉが け;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉｷゲデｷIげ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗ┌ヴぎ ｪヴWWSく BWゲｷSW ﾏﾗヴ;ﾉ 

condemnation, such actions must be denounced pragmatically, for their self-

destructive madness に for the barren soils, rising seas and lost biowealth which will 

blight our future existence. Are these the actions of a species worthy of unaccounted 

stewardship of life on Earth? 

 Undermining the boundary is not, as Gray would have it, a call to abandon 

the principles for which it nominally stands, but a demand that we live up to them. 

By questioning it we see its weaknesses, and the need either to abandon it, or act as 

it would have us act. It is a challenge that we justify its continued existence. Without 
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such awareness and appropriate action the binary is doomed regardless, for very 

little from either side of its division will survive.  

What goes for humans goes for scientists specifically regarding the other 

boundary we have considered. The weakness of the science-culture distinction 

requires recognition, and acknowledgement that the authority granted by it to 

scientists should be wielded sensitively. A good beginning would be to pay 

appropriate deference to the wider culture in which science operates, and which, as 

we have seen, provides so many of the ideas for which scientists take sole credit.  

Missing links provide stories about ourselves, as do, ultimately, both 

boundaries which we have observed the link transect. We would do well to evolve a 

greater awareness of what we lose sight of when constructing such divisions. 
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